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CHAPTER ONE
Saturday 10:15 a.m.
Roger Stafford reread the e-mail for perhaps the fiftieth time, his
anger ratcheting up yet again. This was the content of the offending
communication:
Hi Roger,
Sales for the first 2 parts of your trilogy are still
climbing—amazing, considering it has been 3 years since
the last instalment! I don’t mean to sound insensitive, but
what you sent me most recently is not your best work. Your
bread and butter is The Zyphillium Trilogy. It’s what your
fans are clambering for and what the publisher is demanding
before they entertain any notion of publishing your work
outside of the fantasy genre. We need to see some progress: the
first few chapters or a brief synopsis of how the 3rd book plays
out. I implore you, send me something! I need it to keep the
hounds at bay.
Remember Rog, fantasy fiction is where you do your best
work. You’ve drawn comparisons to Goodkind, Herbert, even
the master, Tolkien! Leave the scary stuff for others, there is
not enough money to be made in horror and the like anymore.
Also, it is not your strong suit based on what I’ve read. Sorry
to be so direct, but you need a wake-up call! We’re all feeling
the pressure to get the third book to market. In fact, Rita
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Coolidge, our CEO, and I would love to get together with
you to work this out. Contact me/us ASAP.
Best regards,
Terry Reynolds, Chief Editor, Fanzy Publishing
PS Write what you know. The first 2 were extraordinary!
Roger had received this e-mail only two weeks prior. In the time since,
his life had completely gone off the rails, as confirmed by the muffled cries
of the two people gagged and duct taped to the office chairs behind him.
He swivelled away from his keyboard and looked at his captives. The
panicked fear he saw in Rita’s eyes made his actions repulsive, even to
himself. What the hell have I done? No, this was their doing; they started this.
It was these arrogant pricks who tried to dictate what I should write. Roger
could feel the anger welling up again, just looking for a release. He rose out
of his chair and moved toward the stricken couple. In a rage, he said, “I just
wanted to try something new—something different. You should support
me. I’m the damn author, you make the money off my work, off my back.
I see the not-so-veiled threat in your words, Terry, ‘Write the trilogy novel
or else!’ How did you think I would respond? Did you expect me to just
lie down and take it? Well, I’ve got news for you two: that isn’t going to
happen!” He was now screaming at the captives, his voice growing louder
throughout the tirade. By this point, he was towering over them, even with
his short stature, spittle flying from his lips. Rita and Terry cowered in
fear, worried just what this madman was capable of.
“Wait, I have an idea!” Roger said and turned from them. “Seeing as
you’re a captive audience, quite literally,” he cackled at his own pun and
continued, “I’ll make you listen. You’ll hear what I have to say, what I have
written. I have thirteen or so—I’ve lost count—short stories completed,
a wonderful number for the spooky collection that you will publish. I’ve
also written a series of poems and other assorted stuff, a writer’s brain never
truly shuts off. Over the next few hours, I’ll share my work so you’ll see that
there is value to what I have written.” He stomped back to his computer, sat
down and opened another window on the monitor. He continued, “a few
2
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ground rules, though. First, I want… no, need you to be articulate when
reading these stories. Your diction will be clean, clear and precise. Don’t
add or subtract anything, read them as they are written; further editing
will come later. No snivelling or crying throughout—my words won’t be
sullied by your incompetence. We’ll share the privilege of reading these
stories, so don’t let me down, understood? Nod if you understand.”
With no choice, Terry and Rita slowly nodded their agreement.
“Second, I’m the boss here: whatever I say goes. Don’t question my
authority, and don’t expect me to back down from what we’ve begun. We’re
in this for the long haul; we’ll listen to everything I’ve written. I’ve been
belittled and beaten down all my life, so for once, I’ll be the superior, the
bully, the big man on campus. This isn’t a negotiation. Nod again if you
understand, you… you snivelling little turds!”
They saw the savage look in his eyes, the saliva flying from Roger’s lips
as he stated his demands. Terry and Rita again nodded.
“Well, having established the way this will work, I guess it’s time to
begin. I’ll start with this one, I’ll read it, a nasty little tale I’ve titled…”
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The Bachelor Party
“Somehow, she still managed to radiate beauty. Some
women have organic beauty—their bodies are formed as
if meant to be looked at by men and appreciated. This
simply is nature, and no doubt many have had it who were
undeserving.”
-Douglas Clegg
You know the kind of place. Every town has one, sometimes more.
There are countless such supposedly haunted dwellings across the world:
Edinburgh Castle in Scotland, the Ancient Ram Inn in Gloucestershire,
England and the Banff Springs Hotel in Alberta, Canada, to name but
a few. Many haunts are not even restricted to buildings at all—the Paris
Catacombs, Aokigahara (the Sea of Trees) in Mount Fuji, Japan or the
Queen Mary Hotel, a luxury ocean liner converted into a hotel, in Long
Beach, California come to mind.
In Pine Bluffs, a small town of about 15,000 inhabitants, it’s a dwelling.
Despite being old, it obviously has a lot of time and money spent on its
upkeep yet something still doesn’t feel quite right about it. Perhaps it’s the
coppery odour you can smell when the breeze carries it just so. Maybe the
unnerving manner in which shadows don’t seem to elongate properly on
the premises while daylight loses its battle with the oncoming night. The
low-pitched laughter you hear when walking past with your dog may be
the cause of your anxiety. Whatever it is, you always cross the street or
accelerate your vehicle to get far away as quickly as possible, especially at
night. Then you forget about it as everyday concerns enter your mind: the
argument with your spouse, your dick of a boss, boyfriend or girlfriend
troubles, weight gain or that video game you just have to get back to. You
carry on with your day, ‘cause that’s what we all do, but you feel unsettled
all the same with no inkling as to why. In most cases, a dwelling can
4
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become poisoned to the light of day at a precise moment in time. For this
building, it was 12:13 a.m. on Sunday, August 20th, 1990. You know the
kind of place, every town has one. In Pine Bluffs, it just happens to be the
local funeral home.
Jason Carruthers sat in the front row as he usually did, eyeing the
dancers with malicious intent as they gyrated onstage. He was well over
six feet tall, handsome in a rugged way and had riveting blue eyes that
commanded attention. His shoulder-length brown hair was parted in the
middle and always looked windswept. He had a perpetual five o’clock
shadow that he kept fastidiously tidy. His casual attire—expensive blue
jeans and a Tommy Bahama long-sleeved shirt with the cuffs rolled up—
was a concession to his awareness that money talked and he could stand
out from the crowd merely by flashing it around. Jason was never at a loss
for dancers drifting his way after their sets on stage, they all knew of his
reputation for spending vast amounts on booze and cocaine, and plenty
were happy to be in his company, if he so chose.
As with many who fall into money, he had an air of privilege that
rubbed people the wrong way that he either didn’t notice or didn’t care.
Jason was only two months removed from his wedding day yet found
himself in this far-too-familiar establishment. Why the fuck am I wasting my
time here? All these girls, same old shit: desperate and ugly. They don’t deserve
to be with me. I may need to visit the city again to get any decent action, Jason
thought cruelly.
Brittany, his fiancée—his hot, blonde trophy—was unaware (or so he
hoped) of his fixation with the Girl Spot, the local strip club and watering
hole. So he cradled his rye and Coke, leered at the stage and contented
himself with his carnal thoughts.
Jason had plenty of money, thanks to the inheritance left to him by
his father. Bill Carruthers had owned and operated the local funeral home
for thirty-three years, invested wisely and amassed a small fortune in the
stock market. Carruthers Funeral Homes were now established in three
other communities, and Bill continued looking to further expand. He
was good at what he did, had the right demeanor and truly felt empathy
for his clients. His sincerity and community involvement made him a
very popular man. Having been widowed just three years prior—his wife,
5
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Melanie, had died of cancer—Bill doubled his efforts in his work; it was
his way of coping. He and Jason had grown even more distant in those
years. Bill could not understand his son’s reckless, callous lifestyle, and
Jason hated everything to do with father’s business.
One evening, working alone as usual, Bill tripped over a table leg on
which he had been prepping a body for a viewing. Knocked unconscious
from the fall, he landed on the embalming fluid tube, mouth wide open,
and died from slowly ingesting the poison.
Following in his father’s footsteps did not appeal to Jason; he found
the whole operation distasteful. As the only heir to the Carruthers fortune,
Jason had sold the thriving business and was slowly pissing away the
money on a party lifestyle of booze and drugs. With the amassed fortune
at his disposal, it’d be many years before he even entertained the notion of
slowing down. Why work when one didn’t have to? At twenty-four years
of age, Jason felt lost in the world, always searching for more: more chicks,
more drugs, more of something or someone he couldn’t quite grasp.
The feature dancer of the evening, Amanda, blasted on stage to the
rocking sounds of ZZ Top’s “Got Me Under Pressure.” Her dominatrix
costume, shiny black latex chaps, whip and other accessories worked the
crowd into a frenzy. The G-Spot exploded with raucous hoots, hollers and
cheers from the testosterone-fuelled crowd. All eyes were riveted to her
toned 5’ 10” body. Although slender, Amanda had curves in all the right
places. Her perfectly formed, all-natural breasts stood firm and high, her
long legs wrapped around the dancing pole and seemed to go on forever.
For one so pale, she still had an eroticism that was unmatched by any of
the dancers in the clubs she frequented. Amanda had full plump lips that
she painted a bright red shade in perfect contrast to her alabaster skin.
When she sucked on the tip of her index finger during her performances,
the overt sexual gesture sent her audience over the top. By song’s end, her
hair, which had been pinned back in a severe bun revealing her perfectly
widow-peaked hairline, was untied to fall in seemingly endless cascades of
flaming red beauty. As Amanda progressed through songs two and three of
her four-song set with Rod Stewart’s “Do You Think I’m Sexy” followed by
“Wicked Game” by Chris Isaac, the crowd had grown surprisingly quiet.
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Her rapid costume changes between songs ultimately led to a sevenveil dance accompanying her final selection, “Hotel California.” In the six
minutes and thirty seconds that followed, she interpreted the song with
stunning beauty and sensuality. The crowd, including the few women
in attendance, had completely hushed, many in slack-jawed amazement.
As the lyrics arrived at “we are programmed to receive,” Amanda, sitting
on stage, her legs propped up, pointed to and delicately touched her own
widespread womanhood. A lascivious smirk followed as she looked up, her
riveting green eyes seeming to make contact with all in attendance. The
throng just looked on, mesmerized. To the closing guitar solo and as the
song faded out, Amanda gyrated, flexed and moved with wild abandon,
as though she were the very instruments wringing out the inspired sounds.
As the last note faded, captivated by what they had witnessed, the audience
just gaped at her luscious, now completely naked form. Amanda had
worked her way into a sheen of perspiration. She stood to her full height
and gently bowed to her audience. Amanda had dazzled another club, at
centre stage she basked in their adoration.
Jason was the first to come out of the trance-like state induced by her
performance. He sluggishly rose on shaky legs. Somehow, he felt as though
he’d been the one dancing. Jason brought his hands together, clapping
slowly and building in momentum as all the others in the G-Spot followed
his lead with a standing ovation. The cacophony was deafening as the
patrons nearly raised the roof with their applause and screams of delight.
Amid the noise, Jason, an evil smile flitting across his features, thought,
she’s the one, I have to have her. No, I will have her!
Unlike other feature dancers on the club circuit, Amanda did not have
a manager or assistant. Her costumes, choreography, music selections,
make up: all of it completely chosen by her. She travelled from venue to
venue in her state-of-the-art recreational vehicle, enjoying the solitude and
independence. She was tied to no one. She controlled her own destiny.
Amanda had long travelled the strip club circuit and had built quite a
following. There were many patrons who drove great distances to take in
her shows night after night. Such was her draw that Amanda often had
to allow security personnel at the venues to greet her and usher her in.
Though not fond of this—she could take care of herself—it was the one
small concession she allowed.
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She did not dance for the money, although it was quite lucrative, having
achieved her status. Amanda danced solely to fulfill a need within herself:
a need to be the center of attention, a need to be loved and sought after,
something she had missed out on during her strict religious upbringing.
Amanda was an only child born to very strict Methodist parents. Her father
was a minister completely immersed in Wesleyan theology. She travelled
with her family the world over, always leading a nomadic lifestyle, as her
father was a teaching priest who moved from parish to parish. Amanda
had grown to love travel and spent many solitary hours researching the
places they frequented. She was a historian of sorts, having acquired more
education than one would believe in a person so young. She was well
educated, informed and had an heir of nobility. Amanda was indifferent
when it came to the opposite sex, an attitude she fostered. She didn’t
need any man to complete her; she was happy to entertain them with
her stunning good looks and choreographed sets, and that was all the
involvement she required of them, other than to satisfy her carnal appetites.
Jason wished to have a private conversation with the stunning dancer,
so he waited impatiently at the back of the line of autograph seekers. That
hair, those intense burning eyes, that fucking body… I need to see more and
up close! his obsessed thoughts shouted at him. As the last to approach, he
could not help but marvel at how she appeared just as bright and vibrant as
she had onstage two hours prior. She didn’t demonstrate a hint of looking
weary, remarkable considering all the avid fans she had accommodated.
The rough-looking bouncer eyed Jason and, knowing he was a regular
who frequently lined his pocket, allowed him to approach. After a brief
conversation in which the money did most of the talking, the bouncer
convinced Amanda to meet with Jason in private, ushering them to a
champagne room and closing the curtain. Once seated, in an effort to
sound cool, Jason leaned in close to Amanda and said, “I want more than
just an autograph or picture, I have a business proposition for you.”
Having heard similar lines before, Amanda replied, “My business is
my own and it is not shared lightly.”
His bravado shaken by this mysterious reply, Jason stammered, “I… I
um… I’m getting married soon and really need you to be the one dancing
at my bachelor party.”
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“It is unlikely that you can afford my presence at such an event, and
even if you can, what could possibly be my incentive to attend a party
being arranged by the very person that party is for?” Amanda replied with
a smirk.
“I must have you there, I can make it worth your while,” he pleaded.
There was something about this guy that Amanda didn’t like—he
reeked of privilege. She had been watching him much of the night, had
even made eye contact several times. Amanda was never above getting
acquainted with some of her would-be followers, and she knew that her
beauty could loosen many a man’s hold on his pocketbook. She saw the
way he brushed off others and didn’t tip when his drinks arrived but was
happy to flash his burgeoning wallet. Her first impression of him was
that of arrogance and meeting him face to face did nothing to dispel that
notion. Amanda arched an eyebrow at him. Sensing his desperation, she
leaned in close, and brushing her plump, red lips to his ear, she responded,
“Yes, I believe you can. But remember this, you poor, rich boy: you know
that I cannot be caught, so you attempt to buy what cannot be bought.”
Jason nearly buckled at her touch, his temperature rising, his face
flushed with excitement. It was a rarity for him to be so entranced by
anyone. He had enough money to afford most any woman he could ever
desire, and yet this was the one with whom he was completely enamored.
After several more minutes of private discussion in which his haughtiness
once again came to the forefront, they came to an agreement on the time
and place of his party and an outrageous sum of money for two hours of
her time. As he walked away from the table, Jason couldn’t help but notice
that his mind was muddled and he sported a growing erection. I feel like
a horny teenager… what a woman! I will have her. He shook the cobwebs
from his brain and left the club with a goofy grin on his face. His father’s
money could buy him happiness, it seemed.
Jason’s friend Brett almost choked on the mouthful of burger he’d
just bit off as he heard his buddy’s plans for the bachelor party. Brett
had met Jason at a local greasy spoon because his friend had said he had
a proposal for him. Brett had continued working at Carruthers Funeral
Home, even as it had changed hands. He was a serious young man and
a great employee, so the new owners had kept him on. Brett could not
9
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believe that Jason wanted to have his bachelor party at the funeral home!
Following an intense debate, Brett finally relented and acquiesced to
Jason’s wishes. Jason could be relentless in the pursuit of what he wanted,
and his money spoke volumes, even among his few close friends.
The highly anticipated evening arrived and Jason along with six of
his cronies had started partying early in the day. They had continued
throughout the afternoon, into the evening and ultimately wound their
way to the G-Spot. Numerous shots of tequila and copious lines of cocaine
had the revellers loose and in the mood for action.
They staggered out of the club and made their way to the funeral
home at 11 p.m. Brett tried desperately to keep the group quiet as he
fumbled with the keys to the back door. With dumb luck on their side,
they managed to get in undetected. Amanda was to get there at 11:30,
and they needed to prep for her arrival. Josh brought out a keg Jason had
acquired, Phil carved more lines on a mirror and the party kept on rolling.
The other guys pulled out a makeshift stage, dancer pole and boombox
with the cassette provided, as instructed by Amanda.
At almost midnight and with no sign of their entertainment, Jason
was beginning to think that his party had been stood up. To no one in
particular, he slurred, “That bitch had better get here soon. I already paid
half her fee as a deposit, and that ain’t the only deposit I plan on making
tonight.”
His buddies all laughed at this, but Brett realized the possibility for
trouble with all of them being drunk or semi-stoned. He tried to diffuse
Jason’s anger, but didn’t have much luck. Jason continued to brood.
At precisely midnight, there was a knock on the back door followed by
a throaty chuckle. Jason swung it open to discover Amanda dressed in an
all black body-hugging latex cat suit, complete with cape, collar and tail.
The fabric enveloped her like a tightly fitting glove, leaving little to the
imagination. Oddly enough, at seeing her, Jason’s agitation inflamed and
he barked, “Where the HELL have you been? I’ve paid you a lot of money
to be here and you’re half an hour late.”
She answered with a smile that did not reach her eyes, saying, “I will
be more than worth the wait, you’ll be surprised.” She squeezed by in the
narrow back hallway, rubbing suggestively against him and dropping her
cape as she strode past. Her ass rolled invitingly, and all his thoughts of
10
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anger were dispelled, quickly turning to lust. I have to have her. NO, I
WILL HAVE HER!
Jason quickly made his way to a bathroom to relieve himself. Upon
his return, he discovered that Amanda had already begun to dance for his
entourage. “Something” by the Beatles floated through the air while she
gracefully undulated to its wonderful melody. The other six men sat on
chairs in a loose semi-circle in front of the stage, the middle chair left for
the bachelor, which Jason quickly occupied. With most of her costume
peeled away, the men were stunned into silence.
Her next song was Pink Floyd’s “Comfortably Numb.” Amanda,
catlike, did not think about dancing, she just danced, her swaying motions
not unlike a willow tree bending and undulating in a moderate breeze.
She seemed to move effortlessly, and the men also began to sway in time
to her movements. One by one, they all slowly came to a stop. By the end
of David Gilmour’s second majestic guitar solo, the men had all fallen
into a deep slumber. Eyes closed, heads pitched forward or resting on their
chests, they were all simply out, their fugue-type state lasting well beyond
the end of the song. Standing on stage in nothing but stilettos, Amanda
took in the scene, a wicked grin splitting her features. Her jaw unhinged
like a snake about to consume a rat. She opened her mouth wide—too
wide—and many serrated rows of fine teeth could be seen in her gaping
maw. Her womanly visage dropped away, the metamorphosis stunning
and immediate. In Amanda’s place was her true identity: a haggard, semihuman being beyond description. She looked to the ceiling and belted out
peals of laughter that shook the very foundation of the funeral home, but
the men slept on, oblivious.
The succubus stepped down from the stage, slowly knelt in front
of the middle chair and dragged Jason to the floor. Carefully removing
his clothing, the creature then playfully manipulated his penis to a
tumescent state. Jason slept on, the only sign that he was even aware was
the movement of his eyes under closed lids. Amanda mounted his erection,
guiding it into the multiple folds of her labia. She rocked and bucked on his
now fully erect member, making squealing noises that grew louder as her
climax ensued. Her long hair, greasy, straggly and coal black, flew around
their bodies as if of its own volition. Jason’s hips rocked involuntarily, his
ejaculate immense though he felt no pleasure. Once the act consummated,
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the succubus leaned forward and almost completely enveloped Jason’s face
within her wide open mouth. A slurping noise followed like a child sucking
through a straw from an empty soda fountain cup but amplified tenfold.
As the sun began its slow ascent, the men began to wake. Brett, Josh,
Phil, Steve, Marco and Julian slowly stirred. Disoriented to a man, they all
felt physically and mentally battered; well beyond any normal hangover.
A full five minutes passed before Phil piped up and said, “Hey, where the
hell is Jason?” They had no answer. He, as well as Amanda, were gone! No
notice. No trace. No sign of any kind.
Two weeks later, Jason was found face down in a ditch, naked, on the
outskirts of town. There was no sign of a struggle, no trauma evident, no
clue whatsoever as to his cause of death. Having been missing for some
time, his corpse should’ve been found in a serious state of decomposition;
however, that was not the case. The only noticeable indicator that
something was amiss was that his dark brown hair, even the hair around
his genitals, had turned entirely white, right to the roots.
The medical examiner performed the autopsy in the very room in
which the party had taken place, as it is not unusual for a funeral home to
double in this capacity, especially in a small town. He could not ascertain
when or how the death had occurred—all his forensic tools could not
explain the nature of the young man’s demise. It was a puzzle that would
remain unsolved, despite the massive investigation that was launched.
As much as Jason was not the most likeable of men, his family name
carried a lot of weight in the small community. Finally, with no apparent
mechanism of injury, his death was ruled as misadventure based on the
toxicology reports. The other six men all backed up each others’ stories of
having fallen asleep while being entertained by a stripper, but no evidence
was ever discovered of a dancer having been on the premises.
Amanda, now blonde, shorter in stature and of a more voluptuous
build, had moved across the country. She settled in New York City, one
of her favorite places to visit. She had been there many times and had a
particular theater in mind: a burlesque theater named The Cathedral. She
found the idea of not always being completely naked oddly titillating and
looked forward to it immensely. It was also a city of over seven million
12
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people, so one or two lost scumbags would not be as missed as they
were in small town heartland America. Her adventure in Pine Bluff had
brought way too much heat from the police. It was hard not to notice her
customized RV, and she obviously had been seen by many in the town.
With tremendous effort on her part, she was able to placate the authorities
that she was not involved, but the entire episode had drained her physically
and mentally.
Amanda was a demon that has sex with then psychically consumes
men’s souls. Her carnal appetites had been satiated for the time being,
however, her hunger continued to grow—it always did. It had been this
way for centuries, as her body never aged beyond its apparent midtwenties.
Amanda had been taken by an incubus at the tender age of twenty-four,
a virgin till that time. She had been schooled in the ways of her kind by
the very demon who had turned her and had grown to love her carefree
lifestyle, quickly growing weary of the heavy-handed upbringing her father
subjected her to. She had learned the animal-like ways of the incubus.
Amanda had fucked and consumed her own father some time ago, in
the 1780s. She then ravaged her mother’s wrists and left her to bleed out,
thus beginning her solitary lifestyle. There will always be self-centered men
who are deserving of this fate, walking the Earth as part of me but, of course,
feeling none of my pleasures. Men who are led predominately by the appendage
between their legs than the brain in their head.
After each incident, a splintered portion of the victims’ tortured souls,
along with a piece of the Succubus’s, would remain where the incident took
place—the unholy merger would haunt dwellings for all time. Carruthers
Funeral Home is no different: it remains inhabited by Amanda and all her
kills, but by none more than Jason who walks the halls at night looking
for someone with whom to continue partying.
You know the kind of place. You don’t know why you avoid it, but you
do. Every town has at least one: a building or location that feels not quite
right, especially at night. Look around, stay vigilant. These places exist,
and this is just one of the many possible explanations.
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CHAPTER TWO
Wednesday 3:32 p.m.
“Roger invited me to his place this coming Saturday. Maybe the little
runt will have something positive to share about his conclusion to the
trilogy,” Terry said derisively.
“Now, Terry, maybe we should cut him a little slack. We—or rather,
you—have been riding him pretty hard lately,” Rita replied.
They were enjoying a late afternoon drink in Rita’s penthouse office,
high above the Manhattan streets. She sat at her contemporary desk,
her back to the window. Terry was looking at her from his leather chair,
an impish grin on his handsome face. He continued, “Perhaps you’re
right, but you should read the stories he has sent me so far. It’s not that
they’re bad, but they sure as hell aren’t up to the standard he set with the
Zyphillium books. He’s insisting that we publish some of these stories
before he completes the trilogy.”
“That won’t work; you need to set him straight. Suggest the use of a
pseudonym. Many a popular author has used them in the past to publish
their off-genre work. Or look at anthologies for his stories, maybe that will
satisfy him. But he has to know that nothing happens until the fantasy
work is done. We cannot risk his reputation taking a hit. Finish the trilogy,
and then we can consider publishing whatever he wants.”
“Look, Rita, you’ve read the string of e-mails. He’s threatening to
shut down his fantasy writing entirely if he doesn’t get his way, and he’s
becoming more erratic with each e-mail. I think he’s lost his fucking
mind!” Terry stated emphatically.
“Maybe we’ll both make the visit,” she suggested. “Then I’ll get a
chance to see for myself just where his head is at.” As the CEO of a
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burgeoning publishing house, Rita was used to getting her way. Their
stable of authors was among a growing list of fantasy’s elite.
“I don’t know if he’s ready to listen to either of us,” Terry said.
“We’ll make him see the right way: my way. Besides, I could use a little
trip away from the stuffy big city. Now, enough about that silly little man,
you come here and give me what I need, big boy,” she purred sexily. Terry
rose from his chair; at 6’ 2”, he commanded attention. He was no stranger
to working out, and his forty-six-year-old physique was in tremendous
shape. He peeled off his golf shirt exposing his six-pack abs and sauntered
across the office, allowing Rita to enjoy the show. As he got within her
range, she pivoted in her chair. Terry knelt down in front of her, reached
under her skirt and roughly removed her panties. He lowered his head.
Rita always got what she wanted. All thoughts of Roger long forgotten,
she reclined in her chair and thrust her hips forward.
Saturday 10:41 a.m.
“Well, what do you think?” Suddenly realizing his folly, Roger went
over to the stricken couple. He leaned toward Terry who pulled away from
him defensively. “Sit still,” he commanded, “you can’t very well respond
with a gag in your mouth and with it taped fucking shut.”
Terry sat still. With no further comment, Roger quickly peeled off the
duct tape, tearing out clumps of moustache in the process. Terry sputtered
and managed to spit out the wadded dry dishrag that had been stuffed
into his mouth. He was so parched, it was all he could do to speak, but he
managed to croak out, “Roger, please don’t carry on like this. You can’t
hold us here.”
“‘Can’t?’ ‘Can’t?’ What the hell do you mean I ‘can’t?’ You held my
entire writing process hostage with your demands. You brought this
on yourself. I will tell you what can and cannot be done around here!”
The calm demeanor Roger had maintained while reading his story had
completely dissolved, and he was ranting again.
“Okay, okay. Roger, you’re right: we were the bad ones. We did this.
We tied and gagged ourselves,” Terry sputtered out. Even in his current
predicament, he couldn’t help but be sarcastic to the balding little man in
front of him.
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“Always the smart ass, huh?” Roger said and then quickly lashed out.
The back of his hand delivered a full-swinging blow to the side of Terry’s
face. Terry rocked back in his chair, a cry of pain escaping his lips. Roger
quickly peeled off another large strand of duct tape and covered Terry’s
mouth again as a trickle of blood seeped down from the corner between
his lips.
Throughout this encounter, Rita had remained silent, looking shocked
and bedraggled.
“I need to talk to you, and I won’t have you scream. If I take this
off, will you remain quiet?” Roger asked her. She nodded her agreement.
Roger knelt in front of her and slowly, carefully peeled away the tape
then removed her gag. She started crying almost instantly, her hysterical
weeping nearly uncontrollable.
“Pull yourself together. I’m not sure what you expected when I set up
this meeting at my place. Did you think I’d play nice? That I’d let you…
shit all over me? Shut the hell up and listen for a change, you old cow,”
Roger spat in her direction. Rita recoiled in fear. She could feel the anger
coming off Roger in waves.
“Sorry, Roger,” was all she could manage to say as she stopped sniffling
and looked to the floor.
Following a lengthy pause, Roger began again, “Well, what’d you
think of the story? Of ‘The Bachelor Party’? Did you like it? Did the
characters make sense? Did it hold together? Despite all this, I still value
both of your opinions.”
Still frightened, Rita responded, “It was great, Roger. The intro…
really cool… uh… yeah, good setup. The lady character was fun… um…
seems okay to me,” she tried her best to placate him.
“Do you mean it? Did you really like it? It’s one of my first outside of
my fantasy writing. I like how I—” he stopped. Something in her look told
him all he needed to know. Rita was again looking away, eyes downcast,
riveted on the floor.
“You don’t like it all! You’re… you’re just saying what you thought I
wanted to hear. You didn’t even really listen! Well, I’m telling you, neither
one of you is going anywhere until I have had my say.” At this, he turned
back to his computer. “Here is another one, a personal favorite. A firstperson narration, longer—better—than ‘The Bachelor Party.’ You’d better
agree.”
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My Descent Into Madness
I remember the precise moment that signalled the termination of all
normalcy: the beginning of the end.
The exact time, I can’t quite recall, but the place and circumstances are
forever etched in my memory: sitting on my Laz-Z-Boy, my eight-year-old
son, Daniel (after Marino), in his NY Giants PJ’s, much to my chagrin—
thank you, Grandpa—teeth brushed and ready for bed, settled comfortably
in my lap. My side table was loaded with homemade salsa, nacho chips,
pepperettes and, of course, a few cans of beer on ice in a small cooler. Dan
wasn’t truly a basketball fan (he liked to play but didn’t have the attention
span to watch), but the little guy could not pass up any opportunity to stay
up a little bit late with his old man. Being a championship game, a few
moments of sleep could be sacrificed. The same could be said for the Super
Bowl, NBA Finals, Stanley Cup, World Series, really any big sporting
event. We were a sports household through and through.
It was Monday, April 5th, 2010 and the Duke–Butler NCAA Division
1 College Championship game had tipped off just moments prior to what
turned out to be the ultimate interruption. I had filled out and followed my
brackets with fervour but, as usual, was not about to win any pools with
my prognosticating skills. I was a Duke fan, not sure why… I wasn’t even
sure where Duke was. However, I really liked Coach K, though, and even
used some of his drills when coaching my older son’s grade school team.
I had promised Dan he could watch the first half if he paid attention and
went to bed without a fuss once it was over—I would fill him in on the
final outcome in the morning. I never did get that chance.
The squeal of brakes grabbed our attention, even above the din of the
game. It was promptly followed by the pretty much inevitable crunching
sound. This one was louder than usual; I couldn’t help but think that it
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must have involved considerable speed. Then there was a second screech,
maybe multiple cars involved?
You see, we lived on the outskirts of the city, but our intersection
was perhaps one of the busiest—heavy traffic could always be expected
at this time of night on our corner. The manufacturing district was just a
kilometre away, and many of the twelve-hour shift workers were heading
home. Those same people would often race the yellow light after a long
day. Mornings were even busier with school bus traffic and the morning
commute into town. Needless to say, accidents were not unusual for our
intersection. In the four years we lived there, my family had been home
for no fewer than three—including an unfortunate young man who laid
down his bike to avoid a collision and acquired serious road rash in the
process—and aware of at least six others.
I hefted Dan out of my lap and told him we had better take a look
outside. One last lingering glance at the 58” plasma high-def TV I was so
proud of showed the Blue Devils were up 8–4, five minutes into the game.
Funny, the less-than-important stuff one tends to remember, especially
considering the insanity that ensued when we left the warm confines of
our home.
I’ve tried to record all that I can in this document: a journal of sorts.
I hope that if we are discovered, at least somebody would know our story.
It’s all the more important to me now that I know Dan will not make it
through the night. For his sake and mine, I hope someone picks this up
and reads through it, knowing that his survival was always at the forefront
of my mind.
Dan, still in his Giants pyjamas, and I, in track pants and a Miami
Dolphins hoodie, opened the door and peered out. Following such a loud
crash, it seemed unnaturally quiet. I couldn’t make out the entire scene—a
line of tall cedar hedges running the length of the neighbours’ corner lot
obscured my view—but what I could see didn’t look good. A long skid of
tire tracks was heading north through the intersection and broken glass like
an explosion of diamonds was scattered across the asphalt. A windshield or
two had obviously not survived the impact. Not knowing what we would
see or just how graphic it would be, I turned to Dan and told him to stay
put on the front steps. He bawled in protest that he wanted to see, but
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I wouldn’t allow it. Dan, even at that young age, was fond of watching
horror movies with me and his brother. He was scared of nothing, that
boy. However, special effects blood and guts was far removed from the real
thing, and I knew better than to expose him to such potential. I jogged
down the lane, his protests diminishing.
Coming around the line of hedges, I stopped in my tracks. It was as
bad as I had expected. As busy as the intersection was, the streetlights on
all four corners were always lit at night, giving the area that unnerving
sickly glow. It left little to my imagination. Two cars and a white passenger
van were involved, the makes and models escape me. One of the cars and
the larger vehicle were locked together in a fatal embrace. From what I
could tell with a quick scan of the scene, the van travelling west likely ran
a red and slammed, driver to passenger side, into the car heading north.
The speed must have been immense, as it was hard to tell where one vehicle
started and the other ended, they were that mashed together. There was
glass, metal and fluids strewn in a looping ten-metre arc, leading to where
the vehicles had come to their final resting place. The third car, a big old
boat—perhaps an ancient Ford LTD—apparently steered into the ditch
on the far left side of the other lane in an attempt to avoid the collision
in front of it. It was a small miracle that it didn’t hit another car or two
heading south through the intersection.
Ensuring my own safety, I dashed out of my lane-way entrance and
proceeded toward the entwined vehicles. The crash had brought several
onlookers out from their homes since the intersection had houses on three
of its corners. Reaching for my cell phone in the front pocket of my track
pants, I noticed a familiar face. My neighbour and good friend Chris yelled
at me that he had already called 9-1-1. I directed him to check the car in the
ditch, put my phone away and carried on. With years of medical emergency
response training at my workplace (I too was among the many who worked
in the industrial park), I knew that the first job of a responder, following
personal safety, was to triage the casualties. If a life could be saved, I hoped
I was up to it. There were audible groans as I neared the mangled cars. At
least there were survivors. The acrid smells of burnt rubber, urine, blood
and gasoline assailed my nose. The stench of the gas was what I feared
most—could this all go up in a ball of flame at any time?
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The car’s hood was crumpled to the point of being nearly unrecognizable.
As I approached, I could hear the moans of pain grow even more clearly. A
single person sat behind the wheel: young, just a kid really. The deployed,
now mostly deflated air bags had saved his upper body from any massive
trauma, from what I could tell. The same couldn’t be said about his lower
body. His legs were both stuck under the dash as the impact pushed the
entire engine block into his lap, leaving him hopelessly pinned. If there
had been a passenger, they likely wouldn’t have survived—that entire side
was crushed. I had to look at the other vehicle as well, so I assured the teen
behind the wheel as best I could that he would be OK. He nodded and
grimaced in pain, pleading with me to hurry.
As I headed around to the other vehicle, a motion to my right caught
my eye. It was Dan, creeping up on the scene with a child’s morbid
curiosity. I yelled at him to get the hell back to the house. I didn’t have
time for this shit. He slowly retreated, looking shamefaced. I reached again
for my phone and speed dialed my twelve-year-old son’s number. Twelve
and already a cell phone, what is this world coming to? I thought crazily.
Come on, come on! Answer the damn thing! Finally, Bobby answered. He
hadn’t heard anything over his PlayStation. I quickly filled him in as to
the mess outside and told him to get his ass out here to watch his brother.
He literally squealed with delight at the prospect of seeing an accident up
close and personal. Where the heck had I gone wrong?
Turning back to the scene, I headed straight to the van. It was a
nine-seat capacity thing. Thank God I could hear sirens wailing in the
background, they couldn’t get here soon enough. I’m in way over my head,
I thought, which proved to be too prophetic.
There was nobody behind the wheel of the van, that side had borne the
brunt of the collision. I stepped over puddles of pooling fluids and reached
for the handle of the sliding door. I hadn’t even grabbed it when the door
violently slammed open and out dashed a man like he was shot from a
cannon. In his haste to escape, he plunged headlong into me, bowling me
over. I landed on my ass on the pavement with a thud and rolled partially
into the ditch, jolting my entire body. Reflecting on this much later, I came
to realize that it had likely saved my life. I rolled onto my belly and looked
up in time to see that a child had also bolted out of the van followed by at
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least four or five more. They all tore past me, and I looked at them in time
to see Chris heading my way, the van’s passengers between us.
The first, larger figure charged at Chris, and I didn’t have time to
cry out. The attack was brutal and furious. The person—or thing, as this
was all my brain would allow me to process him as—launched himself
at Chris with menacing intent. Chris attempted to dodge his assailant,
but he was just too damn fast! They toppled to the ground no more then
six metres in front of me, my vantage point allowing me to see it all. The
thing tore through Chris’s neck with his bare hands. His dying gurgling
cry will stay with me forever. The other smaller things also attacked, feral
in their intensity, maniacally eating my neighbour. The struggle was short
lived as they literally tore him apart limb from limb. Blood and gore flew
in all directions, savagery like I had never witnessed before, as I stared on
in stunned silence.
What made me move was not the shocked cries of the other onlookers,
it was the sight of Bobby racing across the road toward me. What the hell
was he doing? I screamed at him in anguish to get the heck out of here.
It was too late.
One of the creatures, a girl with straggly blonde hair, looked up from
Chris’s carcass and dashed toward my son. I scrambled to my feet and ran
at them as fast as my legs would carry me.
“Run!” I screamed at him, throat burning from the volume I produced.
Even at twelve years of age, Bobby was a formidable athlete, but he was
no match for what ensued. The girl thing swiped at his head and he was
unable to dodge the blow. She caught him flush on the side of his temple.
Bobby fell to the ground and the girl was upon him instantly, lowering her
face to his sprawled body. As if in slow motion, I cried out again, still too
far away to stop her attack. I could hear the crunch of her teeth boring into
the neck and lower jaw of my prone, dazed son, his yelp of pain muted. He
tried to fend off the girl, but her teeth clenched even tighter on his face.
I measured the kick that I was about to deliver. As an assistant or head
coach of Bobby’s Pee Wee and Dan’s flag football teams over the years,
I knew how to punt, and I was going to kick her in the same manner.
I landed a blow similar to that of any pro: perfectly timed and expertly
executed. The impact to the small child was resounding; I had to have
broken ribs and caused internal damage. She unleashed Bobby from her
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grasp and curled into a fetal position. I almost felt sorry for what I had done
till I saw her snarl at me, outraged, barely human. The creature began to
raise herself off the ground. YOU HURT MY SON! screamed through my
brain. Instinctively, I forged ahead and brought my clenched fist down on
her snarling features. I had never hit anything so hard in my entire life,
and I had been a sparing partner for local boxers in my twenties. The head
snapped back, popping noises clearly audible, as she fell to the ground,
inert. I truly wished I had killed her. I likely had.
I turned to my son who lay twitching on the ground just a metre away.
I knelt on both knees beside him, surveying the damage. The right side
of his face was a ragged mess. Part of his jawbone appeared to be missing
and he was bleeding profusely. I had to do something for fear he was going
to die. I tried to lift him when his right arm came up and grabbed my
elbow. He slurred his last words to me: “Dad, I do… don’t know w-wha…
happened. I… I… lov—”
Before he could finish, he changed. There’s no better way to put it.
His eyes glazed over, his lids fluttered. Then they fully opened, mostly
pupil. What could be seen of his irises was completely red. His body went
rigid; it felt like I was holding a live electrical current as his entire body
started to thrash around in my arms. I held him tightly, no idea what the
hell was going on.
Bobby bucked in my grip with unnatural strength. He pushed out of
my arms. I couldn’t hold him. He stood up, and when he looked down
at me, I saw that he was transforming. His body was quaking, racked by
shivers. It was not my son. The savage look in his eyes was unlike any
I had seen in anything human. I was bewildered. I could not—would
not—defend myself from this creature: my cherished, beloved son, my
best friend. He lifted his arms and looked ready to pounce, then abruptly
stopped. I like to believe in that final encounter with Bobby that he
recognized in some small way that I was his father, his own flesh and
blood, and that he could not carry on with what he was about to do. I’ll
never know because just then, a police officer responding to the scene
turned Bobby by the shoulder saying, “What’s going on here young ma—”
He couldn’t finish. Bobby turned on the cop and jumped upon him,
straddling his legs across the man’s hips. He scratched and gnashed at
the officer’s neck and face, drawing blood. They tumbled to the ground
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in a fight to the death. I couldn’t help but think that the cop might be
over-matched.
“Dad, help!” I heard being screamed in my direction.
I looked up to see Dan, now at the end of the driveway, my paralysis
broken as another of the child-like creatures was running to where he
stood. I was not losing both my sons to this craziness. “Dan, run to the
house!” I barked at him hoarsely.
Dan appeared riveted, having just witnessed the attack on his big
brother. I yelled again, and he finally bolted to the front door, a creature
in hot pursuit. His eight-year-old legs could not carry him quickly enough.
The thing dove at him, caught his feet and tackled him from behind. Dan
rolled and lashed out with both feet, managing to squarely plant them in
its face. Momentarily dazed, the creature fell back, and Dan scrambled the
rest of the way up the front steps toward the entrance to our home. This
allowed me to catch up to the thing, and I showed no mercy in beating it
into submission, a crazed anger flowing through me at the apparent loss
of my other son. Jumping on its back and upper torso, I reached down and
slammed its face onto the driveway with unabated ferocity. Eight, nine, ten
times, I lost count. I couldn’t stop: adrenaline and fear coursed through
me. Finally exhausted, I released it. Its struggles had long since ceased, the
majority of its face mashed into the asphalt driveway.
“Good one, dad!” Dan beamed at me, a goofy grin crossing his face.
I cackled insanely at the madness.
As I stumbled to the top of the landing, Dan in tow, we turned to
look at the chaos behind us. The two main vehicles in the accident had
exploded, which had not even registered with me because of what I had
been involved in. Lighting up the night, the fireball revealed the scene in
striking detail. The firetruck and police vehicles that had responded were
skewed across the intersection in a typical effort to control traffic. However,
all emergency responders appeared to be engaged with the creatures that
were taking over the night. Screams of pain and fury pierced the air.
Scattered gunshots could be heard. All hell had broken loose.
With my arm draped over Dan’s shoulder, hugging him close, we
noticed movement at the end of our driveway. Bobby, dragging his left
leg, was coming toward us, an evil, rictus grin on his damaged face. The
police officer did not appear to have survived. Turning to the front door,
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we hurriedly entered. I flicked the lock on the outer door and closed the
main one. I threw the deadbolt, latched the safety chain and locked the
door handle. We slumped to the floor, leaning against the inner door.
Cradling my son and running my hands through his long brown hair, I
rocked him as he sobbed in my arms.
“It will all be OK,” I tried to console him. I couldn’t help but believe
that there was no truth to what I had said.
“What are they? What happened to Bobby? Where is mom?” We
had fallen asleep holding each other tightly on our well-worn cotton twill
couch, and Dan was shaking me as he asked these questions, the last of
which had registered the most: where was Margaret? Maggie had been
working at a local dollar store, as the manager in fact, and was always
the last to leave after closing. She often did not get home till 9:30 or later
when she closed up. I looked at the Dolphins wristwatch I insisted on
wearing and was shocked to see that it was almost 1 a.m. Oh my God, I
hadn’t called her; hadn’t warned her of what had been taking place. Now
panicked, I reached for my cell phone. It wasn’t there. The pocket of my
track pants was mostly torn away.
“Dad, what is it? What are you doing?” Dan implored.
“Quiet for a minute, let me think,” I answered much too harshly.
Dan began to cry. The evening seemed to have stolen away his usual
bravado. It was like my own son was diminishing in age, he appeared so
helpless.
“Sorry, buddy. I didn’t mean to raise my voice. We need to figure out
where your mom is.”
“She’s not home. It’s way too late! I’m scared,” he replied.
The dirt-cheap grandfather clock in our living room, a gift from my
miserly father-in-law, chimed 1 a.m. I was deathly afraid. Was Maggie OK?
With no means of communication since we didn’t have a land line,
I had no way to get in touch with my wife. My cell phone was outside
somewhere. We could still hear the blaring of sirens, explosions, screams
and other noises outside the house. We dared not go out. We had even
felt and heard banging on the exterior walls, windows and doors of the
bungalow we lived in. Whether this was people looking for refuge or
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something else, I couldn’t tell. We couldn’t take the risk that it was the
zombies (yes, there, I finally said it—it’s the only word I can use to describe
what we’d encountered).
We turned off most of the lights and looked to the TV. It was playing
TSN’s SportsCentre. I had just missed the Duke–Butler highlight package,
not that I gave a rat’s ass about that now. I changed the channel to a CNN
feed and the full scale of the catastrophe struck home. The stories unfolding
spoke of a rampant virus that was gripping many humans. Millions had
been killed. Savagery like nothing ever seen before was described and
shown in startling detail. Much of Southern Ontario, Western Quebec
and upstate New York was being overrun by a growing horde of diseased
humans. As the announcer carried on, even he looked rattled, less than
professional. Dan, in near catatonia, just stared blankly. The last thing I
heard on the TV was a medical doctor stating, “Most of the sick turn into
raging beasts almost immediately upon being infected, and yet others are
slow to change, perhaps holding out hope that there may be a cu—” the
TV blinked off with no warning. There, then gone. The house darkened;
the power had died. We sat alone, holding each other in the dark.
With plenty of provisions—food, bottled water, candles, flashlights,
batteries, etc.—Dan and I were able to remain holed up in the house
without much trouble those first few miserable days following the outbreak.
We could still hear the occasional gunshot, screams and other random
unidentifiable noise from outside, however, in order to remain safe, we
allowed the days to pass without doing much more than looking out the
windows and wondering what had taken place.
Our biggest concern was keeping Diesel quiet. He was our Bagel
(Beagle/Basset Hound) and had been named by Bobby when we got
him as a puppy to help with the attention that Dan would draw from
our oldest when his newborn little brother was brought home. Bobby’s
favourite movie at the time was The Iron Giant, and when I told him the
robot was voiced by a fella called Vin Diesel, that was it. Dog named. End
of discussion.
Diesel was pretty unhappy with us not letting him outside. I had tried
on the morning after to bring him out on a leash, but he immediately
started his deep, baying howl at all the odd scents. I dragged the reluctant
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dog back inside using considerable force, fearing his noise would draw
unwanted attention. Diesel was only 15 kilos in weight but could be
extremely stubborn when he was on a scent. Thank God he was in the
house during the initial craziness or I’m sure he wouldn’t be with us now.
From that point on, we had let him out into the attached double garage
where he was also not very pleased to be doing his business.
Any chance that Maggie or Bobby had survived, I knew, was just
wishful thinking. Dan had cried numerous times at their loss, as had I,
but I had to be strong for him, so I tried my best not to reveal the deep
anguish I felt. Our family had been quite literally torn in two.
After a few more days passed (it was now April 10th), I knew that at
some point Dan and I would have to leave the house to see what was left
of the outside world.
“Hey, Dan buddy, how about we take the car for a quick ride around
to see what’s outside?” I asked him that morning.
“Do you really think we should?”
“I think it’s worth a try, son. And if it’s really bad, we’ll come straight
back. We need to see if anyone else is out there.”
“Maybe we’ll see Mom and Bobby,” Dan suggested.
I reluctantly agreed that we might, but I feared the worst as far as the
rest of our family was concerned.
So we packed up a few items for safety—a baseball bat, kitchen knife,
etc.—if we were American or if I hunted, we undoubtedly would have
more firepower, but that was not the case. I figured we could probably
forage for those items at another home, if needed. What to do with Diesel?
Ultimately, I decided to take him. He was well beyond his puppy days
but could still be valuable for pointing out any activity, and I feared that
Dan just wouldn’t leave the beloved pet behind. I truly believed that this
venture outside would be exploratory in nature and, at any sign of trouble,
we would hightail it back home. I couldn’t have been more mistaken.
I eased our old sedan out of the garage and slowly drove down the
driveway. There were at least three bodies lying on it decomposing, and
I prayed that one of them was not Bobby. I don’t think either one of us
would have been able to handle that. I weaved around the final lump and
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left the car idling, unsure which way to turn. Dan sat beside me with
Diesel in his lap. He was silent, dumbfounded at all that we saw. The
burnt husks of the vehicles that were involved in the initial crash still sat
in the intersection. The other service vehicles that had responded were all
still intact but seemingly abandoned. Remains of bodies were scattered all
around, and I could see dried pieces of bone and skeletal remains picked
clean.
“Dan, don’t look,” I implored him.
“Is this what’s happened to everyone?” he responded shakily.
“Not everyone, some people are still alive. We just need to find them,”
I responded, feeling less conviction than I had demonstrated with my tone.
Finally, I pulled away and headed north, out of town—I just felt it
might be safer. I really didn’t know what to expect, but the massive scale
of destruction was devastating. It was hard to believe the neighbourhood
we had lived in had changed so radically. Many homes were burnt down
entirely and those intact looked abandoned. Vehicles were overturned
in ditches or stranded on the road. We did not see any living people, or
animals either, for that matter. Other than our car and Diesel’s baying and
growling, we could hear no noises.
I stopped the car only a kilometre or so away from the house. I couldn’t
think of any good reason to carry on further at that point. I rolled down
my driver-side window and the scent of burnt homes and cars entered
the cabin. It was not an entirely unpleasant smell, more like a backyard
bonfire, but there was an underlying rotten aroma that would not recede.
Dan put his window down as well. I didn’t stop him since there seemed
to be no immediate danger.
“What are we going to do now?” Dan asked.
I could tell him the only thing that came to mind, the absolute truth:
“Well, son, I just don’t know.”
Dan suddenly began to cry, and it broke my heart. I leaned over
the console and embraced him as his racking sobs poured out. Diesel,
seemingly aware of Dan’s distress, started to howl in his low mournful way.
We must have been quite the sight, the three of us in that car, all crying
from the dread and fear that had enveloped us.
We managed to get it together and decided that we would head a few
kilometres farther to see if there was anything worth investigating. As we
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neared another intersection, I stopped at the red light. It was actually still
working. I looked to my right, and I could see another vehicle heading
our way from the east, only 500 metres or so away. It was weaving about
the road as though whoever was driving was not entirely in control. I
watched in fascination as it sideswiped an abandoned vehicle, righted itself
and continued our way. I put our car in reverse and slowly backed away
from the lights. The last thing we needed was to get into an accident. The
vehicle carried on through the intersection, driving right by us. We didn’t
even seem to register with the driver. As the car, a new-looking Chrysler
Sebring, slowly drove past, I could only make out one person in it: an
older lady, likely in her seventies, all big grey hair and wrinkles. She looked
to be fine from my perspective—not sick anyway—so I tried to get her
attention. A couple short blasts of my horn didn’t work, so I pulled into
the intersection and followed her.
“Who is she, Dad? Why are we following her? Is it safe?” Dan
stammered at me.
“Well, she’s driving, so she can’t be sick. I just want to get her attention
and see if she is aware of any other people around,” I replied.
I picked up my pace, got within five metres of her car and laid on the
horn again. She finally noticed that she was being tailed. I could see her
face in her rear-view mirror; she looked shocked and confused. Having
taken her eyes off the road, she did not see the wrecked SUV looming in
front of her. I uselessly screamed, “LOOK OUT!” and let her have the
horn again, but it was too late. She ran directly into the back of the vehicle,
coming to an abrupt halt. Fortunately, she had been driving pretty damn
slowly, but just fast enough to discharge her airbags. I watched as she was
completely enveloped by them and seemed to disappear.
I pulled over, stopped our car and jumped out. “You stay in here, Dan.
I’m just going to make sure she’s OK.” As I headed to her car, I could hear
Diesel going crazy behind me and Dan trying to settle him down. At least
he’s occupied, I thought.
By the time I got to the car and peered in, the airbags had deflated
enough that I could see the woman slumped to her left, a slow trickle of
blood coming from her nose. I hoped that she was OK. I turned back
to look at Dan. He was trying his best to restrain Diesel who was still
going ape shit trying to get out the car’s open window. Turning back to
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the crashed car, I tried the passenger door: it was unlocked. I opened it,
lowered myself and looked inside. I found myself staring down at the dark
holes of a double-barrelled shotgun, and my legs turned to Jell-O. I had
never even held a gun other than a BB as a kid, let alone had one trained
on me.
“Don’t you even think about moving, young man. I know how to use
this thing and you won’t be the first fucker I’ve shot this week,” the old
lady hissed at me with menace.
“Don’t shoot! I’m not sick like the others,” I pleaded with her. I slowly
backed out of her car, creating some space between myself and the crazed
woman. I couldn’t help but think of the Lynyrd Skynyrd tune “Gimme
Three Steps,” and I almost laughed out loud from the adrenaline coursing
through me. The fight or flight instinct gripped me, and this was clearly
time to fly.
“That may be, but I’m not trusting you anyway,” she replied.
At that moment, a flash of brown and white blew by me and bounded
through the open car door. Diesel! His curiosity had gotten the better of
him and he had jumped right into her car. He was not an aggressive dog
by any means, just friendly to a fault. I’m sure he was just climbing into
the vehicle to make his presence known.
What happened next was a blur. As I leaned back to the car, another
form bolted past me: Daniel chasing his pet. Obviously startled, the lady
discharged her firearm, the sound of the blast resounding through the still
air. The effect was immediate and catastrophic. Diesel’s head disappeared,
vaporized in a spray of bone, blood and fur. The shotgun spread caught
Daniel on the side of his neck and collarbone area, and he fell back out of
the open car door and thumped against me, taking us both down to the
ground. Diesel’s remains toppled out on top of us, pinning us under the
car. Without closing her car door, the lady stepped on the gas. It was all I
could do to scramble and kick our way out from under the car as she peeled
away, just getting past the vehicle she had crashed into.
Gritting his teeth in pain with blood flowing down the jagged wounds
to his upper body, Daniel, looking dazed, stared up at me. “I’m sorry, Dad,
I just wanted Diesel,” he managed to say.
“It’s OK, buddy. Not your fault,” I assured him. I tried to assess the
immediate damage. His injury didn’t look critical, but it sure as hell didn’t
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look good, either. I peeled off my shirt and pressed it on the blood flowing
from his neck. “Press this tightly to the wounds, I’ll get the first aid kit out
of the trunk,” I told him as I started to stand.
“Dad, is Diesel… dead?” Daniel asked, pulling at my pant leg. It was
just like him to be more concerned with his dog than a potential lethal
blow he had taken. I looked to his lap; the dog lying there did not exist
from the shoulders up.
I was about to answer when I heard a banshee-like shriek from behind
us. The noise from the gunshot had brought some unwanted attention.
Four zombies were running at us with alarming speed. They were about
ten metres from the car and coming quickly. Knowing it would be close,
I scooped Dan into my arms, ignoring his cry of pain, and dashed to
the car. As fast as I was, it was barely enough. Thankfully, Dan had left
his passenger-side door open. I dumped him in roughly, closed the door
and scrambled to my side. The quickest of the zombies slammed into me
broadside, and we fell and rolled into the ditch.
“Close the door!” I screamed at Dan. He leaned across the console and
managed to do just that with what was left of his waning strength.
I knew that if they all got to me, it would be over—I couldn’t hold
them all off. I sprung to my feet at the bottom of the ditch and immediately
drove an uppercut into the chin of the zombie that was also rising. I had
propelled as much power into the blow as our close quarters would allow.
It must have been enough because the thing crumpled at my feet. I climbed
to the car and swung open the door just as another zombie caught up to
me. It launched itself at me with wild abandon, blood lust on its scattered
mind. Its teeth came down on the exposed wrist I had lifted to defend
myself, and it bit right through to the bone. With my free hand, I delivered
a massive strike. I actually felt bones break in my clenched fist, such was
the force I used. It fell away from me, tearing flesh from the ragged wound
it had created. I fell into the driver side of the car and managed to close the
door as the other two zombies slammed into the vehicle, rocking it. They
banged on my car with rabid fury, their hideous, snarling faces masks of
unbridled rage and hunger. I dug my injured hand into my jeans, barely
able to pull out the keys and start the engine in time (push start did not
seem so frivolous to me now). We pulled away, leaving them scurrying
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behind us. I tried not to watch in the rear view mirror as they descended
on the likely still-warm corpse of our family pet.
Four days had passed since we’d made it back to our house—our home
base of sorts. Once the initial trauma of that attack had faded, I waited
out the zombies and drove us home uneventfully. Dan’s neck and shoulder
were festering with what was likely an infection. Angry red lines were
developing under the skin in his armpit and down his torso. He was hot
to the touch and had not kept down a meal in over 24 hours. I’d treated
him as best I could, but I was no doctor or surgeon. He had a permanently
glazed look to his eyes and kept slipping in and out of consciousness. I
was worried about his well being and how I could save him from a long,
drawn-out death.
My other fear was how long it would be before I was infected by
whatever had made so many others sick. I had seen my own son transformed
into a flesh-eating maniac within moments of being attacked and bitten,
yet here I was, days after my wrist had been rendered nearly useless, and
still no sign of infection. Was I immune? Was the worst yet to come? Was
I a beast waiting to emerge and take down my only remaining son? I didn’t
have any answers, and I truly didn’t know what to do.
With Dan resting fitfully, I ventured out one more time to see if any
help was available. I’d driven through most of the town and all I had seen
was further destruction. The hospital was abandoned, or so it appeared. I
drove past the strip mall where Maggie’s store was and saw no sign of her
vehicle. Most of the shops had smashed windows and looked deserted.
There were still feral zombies roaming the streets, so I dared not venture
out of the car. Since I didn’t want Dan to awaken to no father to care for
and comfort him, I made my way back.
Another day passed, and Dan’s condition was rapidly deteriorating.
At one point, he started convulsing and slipped into a coma-like state. I
had to treat his infection or risk losing him. Driving was difficult with
both of my hands injured. The hand I had punched the zombie with had
swollen up, and I was sure that at least two knuckles or other such bones
were broken or dislocated. My left arm, although tightly wrapped in gauze,
had a terrible itch and the dull ache would not recede, no matter how many
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Tylenol Extra Strength I consumed. Every time I checked the wound, it
looked worse—no real sign of healing.
I drove to a local drug store and pharmacy, encountering more shuffling
zombies as I waited in the parking lot. I let them alone, and in time, they
drifted off in search of prey. The store shelves had been stripped bare, but
I did manage to find some antibiotics locked behind glass enclosures. I
was not entirely sure what effect, if any, they would have, but I had to try
something.
As I left the store I encountered one more of the shuffling zombie
creatures. It was struggling towards me with it’s uneven gait, dragging
a leg behind as though broken. I got behind the wheel and managed to
close the door as it lurched to the hood of the car and fell on it. It was
wearing a hoodie emblazoned with “The Walking Dead” a logo from the
popular TV show, tattered and torn but unmistakable. The irony (is that
irony? I don’t know) did not escape me. For some reason this infuriated
me, I backed away and it fell to the ground. I immediately put the car in
drive and pounded my foot to the gas. I felt and heard the head of the
thing explode as I ran it over. Hitting the brakes I then backed up and
again drove forward. And again, and again! Many times, I lost count,
I was out of control. It was only when I realized the noise was bringing
more zombies around that I finally drove off. In the rear view I could see
that the zombie was obliterated, ground into the pavement, the hoodie no
longer recognizable. I smiled a wicked grin. Was I losing control? I didn’t
dare dwell on that answer.
Upon getting back to the house, I found Dan awake and hoarsely
crying out for help. He was so feverish, I thought I would lose him right
then. I managed to administer some amoxicillin, and I cooled him down in
a tub of cold water. A few hours later, he woke up and was more coherent
than he had been in days. He kept asking for his mom in his semi-delirious
state, and I held and rocked him as best I could. We both fell asleep, Dan
cradled in my arms.
Maggie and Bobby were knocking and scratching at the front door,
but I refused to let them in. Dan pleaded with me to allow them access
to the house. I peered out the slatted blinds in our bay window and saw
that they were smiling at me with evil grins, their bodies contorted and
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misshapen, covered in blood. I heard the deadbolt turn, looked over and
saw Dan opening the door. I lunged at it, but was too late to keep Dan
from yanking it wide open. Maggie and Bobby set upon Dan in a heartbeat
and tore into him with savage delight.
I was startled awake by the dream I’d just had, my arms and back
numb from the weight and awkward position I was in. Dan stirred in my
lap and looked up at me.
“Dad, are you OK? What are you doing?” he sputtered.
I looked down and saw that I had my fingers curled around his neck
and had been applying pressure. If my hands had been uninjured, who
knows what damage I may have inflicted? I had an overpowering urge
to continue throttling him. What the hell was happening to me? I stood
abruptly and Dan toppled to the floor. I ran from him and dashed into the
bathroom, slamming the door behind me. What I saw in the vanity mirror
was startling: my eyes were beyond bloodshot, the irises mostly red. My
dishevelled hair and ratty growth of beard made for an evil countenance,
my entire face looking jaundiced. I looked far sicker than I actually felt,
and my mind felt fuzzy—I have no other way to put it. It felt like creeping
tendrils were prying their way into my brain, which seemed to itch. There
was a constant buzzing, not unlike bees in a hive. I locked the door in fear
of what I was becoming and what I might do to Dan. He had crawled his
way to the other side of the door and I heard his light knock.
“Dad, what’s going on? Can I help?” he pleaded with me.
“Just stay away for a few minutes, buddy. Give me some time to
straighten up,” I called through the door between us. I lurched at the
mirror in front of me and slammed my head into it, cracking it and slicing
open a long, jagged cut on my forehead. I slammed it again. And again. I
couldn’t stop. My entire body was racked with convulsions. I turned and
reached for the door; I could hear Dan sobbing on the other side. I had to
stop him, had to shut him up. The noise was burrowing into my brain! As
I turned the latch, I caught another glimpse of myself in the corner of my
eye. Turning back to the shattered mirror, I could make out the wicked
intent in my eyes. With Herculean effort, I managed to drag my hand
away from the door latch, balled it into a fist and drove it into my already
bleeding face with as much force as I could muster. Everything started
going black as I buckled to the floor.
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Some time later—I have no idea how long—I came around. I stood on
shaky legs and surveyed my damaged features. My eyes were nearly swollen
shut and raccoon-like with bruises, and the swelling on my forehead made
me look like a Klingon from Star Trek. A shard of glass was embedded
in my skull and tufts of hair were actually stuck to the broken mirror
on the wall. My nose was crooked, and breathing was difficult. It was
undoubtedly broken. I had done quite a number on myself, but had likely
saved Dan from a gruesome fate. It was a small price to pay. Even with
all the damage, I could see that my eyes had lost their maniacal look and
I could think straight for now, though I feared I had only bought myself
time before I would turn on him again.
I eased open the bathroom door, and there was Dan, lying passed out
on the floor, eyes fluttering. He looked so vulnerable right then, my heart
ached for him with an anguish that I could not push aside. I sat down
beside him and put my hand on his shoulder. The heat from his body had
dissipated somewhat. Maybe he would pull through. I left him there, went
to the kitchen and attempted to scrounge up something for him to eat.
Dan ate some cold chicken broth since we had long ago given up on
any electrical conveniences (you’d think the Ice Storm of 1998 would’ve
convinced me to buy a generator). His appetite was returning, which I took
as a good sign. Within a few more hours, he graduated to saltine crackers
and was able to keep all of it down without any effort. We rationed the
bottled water we had and settled in for another night. I had no further
episodes like earlier in the day, but still didn’t trust what might be taking
place inside of me. I carefully washed and rinsed my bloody face and upper
body. We both brushed our teeth, trying our best to maintain some sense
of routine, of normalcy.
“I want to be with you,” he protested as I made up makeshift beds of
pillows and blankets, one in the bathroom for Dan, and the other for me
on the hallway floor.
I would have nothing of it, “Look, little buddy, you saw what happened
earlier and we can’t risk that I will be myself all night. As a precaution, I’ll
sleep out here and you will sleep in there with the door locked.”
“But—”
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“No arguing, that’s the way it has to be,” I interrupted before he could
respond any more.
Realizing it was for his own safety, Dan relented, and we spent a mostly
uneventful night on opposite sides of the bathroom door.
That morning, I woke up and pounded on the bathroom door,
completely oblivious to Dan’s screams of terror. I had to eat, had to consume
something. The buzzing in my brain was back, the itch ever deeper. I
backed into the bedroom across from the bathroom to get a run at the
door and charged at it, lowering my shoulder. The strength I possessed
was superhuman, fuelled by an all-consuming hunger. I needed to eat.
The door splintered under my assault. I was in. I ripped open the shower
curtain, pulling it from most of its rings. They clattered around the tub
and floor like metallic rain. Dan cowered in the tub, lifting his arms to
ward off my coming attack. It was no use; he couldn’t defend himself. I
lifted him with one hand, his bare feet kicking at me with futility. With
my other hand, I pushed back his chin, exposing his delicate throat. I
buried my teeth into sinew, skin and flesh, and his carotid artery tore open,
spraying jets of blood all over the bathroom. His gurgling cries could not
be heard over the ferocious sounds of my jaws opening and snapping shut
as I consumed my remaining son.
I bolted upright, shaken to my very core by the nightmare that had
just played out in my weary mind. Was this the fate that awaited us? I
contemplated taking my own life to ensure that I didn’t kill my own child,
my eight-year-old son.
Another four days passed uneventfully. I was taking numerous
antibiotics to try to keep the primal urges at bay that threatened to
consume me. I must have hit on the right toxic cocktail because the lapses
into what I considered my “zombie state” didn’t continue. The nightmares
did, however, and every time I dozed off, they assailed my dog-tired,
weary brain with terrifying images of what I hoped to never actually do.
I couldn’t eat anything without it coming up with a vengeance within
minutes. My body was rejecting all solid food. I even had to drink water
in small sips to keep it down. I was growing weaker with every passing day
and soon would be of no use to either one of us.
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During this time, Dan was recovering quite well. The heat and
infection in his body abated. He was able to eat and made up for both of us.
I think he was sneaking rations when I dozed, but I didn’t have the heart
to stop him. I cleaned and dressed his wounds frequently, making strips
out of the numerous new bed sheet sets I’d found in a closet. As much as
I could read the pain in his features, he did not complain as I nursed him
to health—I believe he was scared of me.
We spoke often about the great times we’d spent playing in our
backyard. The piles of leaves jumped in, the snow forts built, Diesel
interrupting our games of catch as he stole the baseball, Frisbee or football.
Of the summer we spent running the 100-metre dash on our makeshift
course inspired by the Olympics. We reminisced about all the good times,
the meals shared as a happy family, the movie nights we spent together. I
had a sense that my end was near, and I think Dan did too, so we tried to
dispel that notion with our vivid recollections.
I had an extremely fitful sleep that night with numerous nightmares.
I couldn’t shake a sense of impending doom as I awoke, and it stayed with
me throughout the morning. I had developed a wicked cough and a cold
had gripped me (how one catches a cold without any outside contact and
with the pile of drugs I was ingesting is beyond me). Dan was getting even
more restless; he was eight, after all, and his energy level was returning. His
animated conversations were beginning to grate on my nerves as my ability
to focus waned and he often had to repeat what he was saying.
Our cache of supplies would hold out for quite some time with only
one of us consuming things at any real pace. However, the antibiotics I’d
scrounged that had helped us both so far were running out. We decided
to make a trip into town together that day. Dan would have to help me
if we were to get out at all, such was the state of my declining health. I
had a constant gnawing hunger that I couldn’t satiate with food, and my
thoughts were now turning to morbid outcomes, even during waking
hours.
We loaded up the car with our road needs. I was about to manually lift
the garage door when I heard a vehicle pulling up the driveway.
“Dad, somebody’s here!” Dan squealed with delight.
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“Quiet!” I whispered at him harshly, “Let’s hold on a minute till we
know they’re safe to be near.”
“But—” he started.
I clamped my hand over his mouth to keep him from saying more. I
had developed a sense of paranoia that I hoped would not be justified with
this potential encounter.
The car on the other side of the garage door came to a stop, and we
could hear two doors open. As they slammed closed, the sound led me to
believe that it was a large vehicle, a pick-up truck perhaps. I wanted to hear
the people speak before we made them aware of our presence.
My patience was rewarded as someone spoke up. “Hey, Randy, should
we look through this one too or just torch it like the others?” came a gruff
tone.
“I don’t know… might be worth looking into this place. Looks like it’s
in pretty good shape,” was the quick reply.
“I dunno, looks like all the others to me: just an abandoned home.
Let’s just burn it and move on, make sure if there are any infected in there
that they just fry,” the first man said.
Dan looked up at me with pleading eyes, I still had my hand firmly
clamped over his mouth. With my other hand, I gave him a shhh signal,
then I bent down and whispered, “OK, buddy, I think we can make
contact. I think we have to so they don’t burn us out.”
“Dad, they didn’t sound very friendly at all,” he replied in a frightened
tone.
“I hear you, but we don’t have a choice. They need to know that we’re
alive and well.” What I failed to consider is just how dishevelled I appeared.
I pounded on the garage door to get the men’s attention. As far as we knew,
there were only two of them.
“Hey, Randy! Hear that? Somebody’s banging,” was the immediate
response.
I shouted hoarsely at the door, “Hey, guys! We’re in here! It’s just me
and my son and we need your help. I’m going to slowly open the door.”
The other fellow—Randy, apparently—said, “Wait a sec. How do we
you’re not sick? Like… infected?”
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“Well, I’m talking to you, aren’t I? Have any of the zombies that you’ve
met spoken to you?” I responded, and for some unknown reason, I could
feel anger rising within me.
“OK, just come out slow and easy,” the second fellow said.
With that, I slowly raised the garage door and stepped out into the
unseasonably warm sunny day. Dan was standing behind me, partially
hidden from the two men, who looked like they were in their mid-thirties.
I rapidly sized them up. The first guy was large, NFL lineman large, at
least 260 pounds and standing well over 6’3” tall. He still looked to be in
pretty good shape, too, the extra weight he carried had not all gone to fat.
He had a scruffy-looking ZZ-Top-like beard, his eyes were far too close
together, and it gave his cherubic face a pig-like look. He had a rifle of some
type pointed directly at my chest, the second time in weeks I stared down
the barrel of a gun. What the hell? ran absurdly through my mind. The
other guy was shorter, thinner, but with just as much facial hair and even
rougher looking, meaner than the first fella. He peered over Lennon-like
wire-rim glasses riding low on the tip of his nose to get a look at us and
held a handgun that he was inattentively pointing at the ground. They had
on flannel jackets and camouflage gear—they would have looked more
at home at a hunting camp—and they both reeked of gas fumes, body
odour and an underlying scent I could not truly identify, like rancid meat.
I looked at the Dodge Ram Chassis Cab truck, you know, the
sixwheeled type, that dominated my driveway. The truck bed was loaded
with red and yellow Jerry cans and at least two plastic milk crates of bottles
stuffed with rags and liquid: homemade Molotov cocktails. These guys
meant business when it came to torching dwellings.
I felt an instant distrust of them both and took a protective step back.
“Well, Randy, lookie here! Real live people. Haven’t seen that in days,”
said the big fella.
“I can see that for myself, ya idiot,” Randy replied.
I slowly raised my arm to shield my eyes from the bright sun—it was
suddenly unbearably hot for me in the noonday heat—and the gauze on
my left hand fluttered in the slight breeze. Hygienic concerns were not on
the forefront of my mind the past few days. I hadn’t cleaned the wound in
some time and the ragged bandage had mostly fallen away, revealing the
festering damage beneath.
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The thin guy stepped in close now, pointing his handgun directly
at me. Dan squeezed in behind me even tighter, he had not yet spoken a
word. “Is that a bite mark?” John asked. “I thought you said you weren’t
infected. You look pretty sick to me, mister. Is that a bite on your arm?”
“I’m not sick. Well… I might be, but I’ve been able to control it. I
just need to get to a drug store for me and my son, he’s been shot.” I was
sweating profusely, and the buzzing was growing in my head.
“There ain’t no stores open, dumb ass. Don’t ya know what’s been
going on around here?” he asked. He took a step back to size us up, both
men’s guns were trained on me now.
“Look, we’re not looking for any trouble. We just need to get some
medicine,” I hurriedly replied.
“Shut up already, let me think,” he shot back at us. “Come here, John,
let’s talk about this a bit.” Backing out a few steps, they leaned on the
truck. They began to whisper to each other, Randy cupping his hand over
John’s ear.
When I bent down to talk to Dan, he actually looked defiant; I was
very proud of him right then. “I think it’ll be OK, buddy. We don’t want
anything to do with these two, but I think they’ll leave us alone.” As I was
leaning in close talking to him, I couldn’t help but smell the bandaged
wound on his neck and collarbone. The smell was intoxicating, and the
buzzing in my brain grew stronger. I feared that I was losing control.
“I hope you’re right, Dad,” Dan responded. “Hey, wait. Are you OK?”
He must have seen the strange look in my eyes.
I heard movement behind me and turned from my son. Our visitors
had their guns still pointing directly at me as they approached. Within
a metre of us, they stopped. “We’ve decided that we are just gonna drive
away, gonna leave you two alone. Go on back inside,” said the big fellow.
The quick glance they exchanged told me all I needed to know. I was
positive that was not their intent at all.
“Are you sure you that you’re alone... just the two of you? No women
folk in their with you?” asked John with a leer. The very idea of these two
being anywhere near my wife set me in motion. I allowed the boiling
instincts inside me to explode.
I dashed at them with blazing speed, pushing the rifle into the air and
knocking the big guy into the other one. I could feel the bullet blasting
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through the gun barrel, that was how finely tuned my senses felt. The
handgun also discharged, but it missed me completely. They were the only
shots they managed to get off. An unbridled fury, that of an animal (or
zombie?), took over. I had reached full living dead mode. The look of shock
on the big guy’s features quickly dissolved as my open right hand drove
into his neck, burrowing into the flesh there with a strength I didn’t know
I possessed. I ripped away a handful of his throat with one violent pull.
We toppled over onto the other man, knocking the wind out of him. The
gurgling noises that Randy emitted from his ravaged throat made it clear
he was bleeding out, so I focused my attention on John, who was kicking
at us in an effort to escape. He had managed to get out from under us and
was crawling away backwards on his elbows and the backs of his feet, his
gun a forgotten memory. I launched at him, catlike, and landed solidly on
top, driving my open mouth down on his protruding Adam’s apple and
biting clean through it.
To further describe what I did in those next few minutes would not
do the slaughter justice. Needless to say, a blood lust had overridden all
my normal behaviours as I slaked a hunger that felt years old. I finally
started falling asleep amid the carnage, lying in a pronounced puddle of
blood and entrails. My last conscious thought was of Dan. I could see him
in the frame of the garage door, in the fetal position, both hands clasped
to his stomach. He was looking at me in bewilderment. His eyes slowly
closed. So did mine.
How we didn’t draw the attention of other zombies was a minor
miracle in itself, with all the noise and commotion. After some time, I came
around and peeled myself away from the polluted driveway. Although I
felt human—or mostly so—I realized what took place was because of me.
I had butchered these men. Self defence or not, I was responsible for this,
and I had no idea how long I would have any control.
When I went over to Dan’s inert form, I could see a puddle of blood
had collected under him. He had been shot in the stomach, found by the
stray handgun bullet. His breathing was raspy and shallow, and I struggled
to lift him and carry him indoors. I had never felt so tired in my whole
life, not even when I’d stayed awake well over forty hours when Bobby
was born. He had been a preemie and was rushed to a larger hospital, and
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having worked a week of nights, I hadn’t gotten any sleep the Saturday
before he was born. That had been adrenaline-charged bravado, this was
entirely different. I felt as though every part of my body was bone weary,
right down to the roots of my hair, what little was left of it.
Once inside, I made a conscious decision to get myself under control
before I looked closer at my son. I didn’t want him to be infected by me,
so I cleaned myself as best I could and rapidly changed into a fresh set of
clothes, the first in several days. I scarfed back a handful of antibiotics,
more Tylenol and hoped for the best.
I had laid Dan on the kitchen table. As I approached him, his eyes
opened, and he looked at me with a glazed-over stare. When he finally
recognized me, he cowered in fear. He knew what I was becoming. I was
utterly heartbroken. I wouldn’t hurt him… would I? I didn’t trust my own
instincts. Even then, the buzzing in my brain was starting once more. I
assured him that, for the time being, I was OK, and he allowed me to look
at where he’d been shot. Again, I’m not a doctor, but I had read or seen
somewhere that a gut shot was one of the worst ways to die—maybe it was
a Tarantino film? His pleading eyes told me he was not going to recover
this time. His eyes closed, perhaps for the final time, and I laid my head
on his slowly rising chest and sobbed uncontrollably.
Locked in the bathroom once more, I sat on the john with the handgun
I’d retrieved from the dead men on my driveway. I knew that one wellplaced bullet would put a stop to all this, yet I was reluctant. Who would
know? Who would understand what we’d been through? That’s when
I decided to write out this mess. I started the journal and am now near
completion.
I checked on Dan, and he was still hanging on but would soon succumb
to his injuries. He didn’t appear to be in any pain, so I just left it to play
out. I would like to say that he awoke and we said some last goodbyes,
something profound, but that was not to be. I had never felt so alone in
my life, and yet I could feel another instinct—dangerous—pulling at me.
Could I live on as a zombie and hope that somehow a cure could be found?
It didn’t seem right, and what did I have to live for now?
I thought of my three adorable older sisters, all of us close, emotionally
and geographically; we all lived in the same small city. I like to think that
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they helped bring me up right, well away from the clutches of our estranged
father. They were undoubtedly gone, lost to this disease. My mom long
since passed away from heart disease—the strong beacon of light in my
life, the person who’d turned all the negativity of our volatile upbringing
into something positive, strong and right.
My sons, Robert and Daniel, only twelve and eight years of age. They
hadn’t even had the opportunity to exhibit their vast potential. Bobby,
already charming, tall and strong for his age, the star quarterback and/
or running back on the teams I coached. He would’ve had his hands full
with female attention over the years, I believe. Dan, so desperate to follow
in his big brother’s footsteps and yet such a strong-willed young boy in his
own right. I’d lived out my waning athleticism vicariously through them,
coaching, teaching and nurturing their skills as age had diminished mine.
I thought of my wonderful wife, Margaret. Maggie lit up any room
she entered with her beaming smile and lovely features. Not one to apply
makeup on a daily basis, she just had a natural beauty. However, when
she dressed up, she was a stunner! My soulmate—sounds so cliché, but
true—also gone. I wallowed in self pity.
I held Dan’s hands in mine as he pushed out his dying breath,
uneventful really: there, then gone, nothing dramatic. Journal written,
nothing else to do, I returned to the bathroom one last time. I didn’t close
or lock the door. The incessant itching, the buzzing, had returned, stronger
than ever. Dan’s still-warm body was starting to look enticing.
If you’ve found this document, this journal, then I hope that all is well
with you and that somehow humanity has overcome this sickness. You’ll
discover that, in my last moments, I knew what had to be done. Upon
completion of this journal, I’ll climb into the tub. I’ll sit down and put
the barrel of the gun in my mouth. I’ll point it straight up into my brain,
so I hope. I will pull the trigger.
(For Belle, she would have loved this one.)
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CHAPTER THREE
Tuesday 5:02 a.m.
“Honey, why don’t you come back to bed?” Julia shouted down the
stairs to Roger.
“He’s coming! He’s actually coming here on the weekend—Terry—on
Saturday! I’ll get an opportunity to show him what else I’ve been writing,”
Roger rambled excitedly.
At the top of the stairs, Julia rolled her eyes and pressed on, “That’s
great, Rog. Is he staying for the night or just a visit?”
“Oh, I hadn’t thought of that. Maybe he will stay overnight. Then I
can share all of the short stories, he’ll see their merit. I’ll definitely be able
to convince him.”
Julia started down the stairs to his writing den, the largest of the
rooms in the semi-finished basement of their humble bungalow. We can
certainly afford to get something bigger, why is he so averse to change? she
thought. Slowly pushing open the door, she peered into the room. There
he was: back to her, hunched over his keyboard, sitting in his favorite chair
with nothing on but his sweat-stained boxers and white socks pulled up
high over his calves. His stumpy body filled the chair. His bulk was now
pushing 260 lbs, and at only 5’ 3”, he looked as round as he was tall. He
was slowly clacking away on the keyboard, not looking at the monitor. Just
once, I wish he’ d allow me to do the typing. I could enter his shit so much faster
than he does. Putting such thoughts out of her mind, she said, “Hey baby,
how about you forget about this? It’s too early to worry about it. I can see
that you’re excited, why don’t we take advantage of that?”
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As she said this, she had walked up behind him and, leaning against
him, reached over his shoulder, lowering her hand onto his hairy chest.
“My big teddy bear… does he want to come up and play?” she added.
“Not now. I’m sending that dickhead Terry a response,” Roger chided
her and tried to pull. “I’m going to be fully prepared for when he gets here
on Saturday.”
Something in his tone bothered her. Roger had been growing even
more distant of late, and all of her efforts to engage him in conversation
typically led to him grunting at her and turning back to his damned
computer.
“Fuck you, then,” she spat and stormed out of the room.
This barely registered with Roger as he pondered just how he was going
to respond to Terry’s latest demands about his writing.
Saturday 1:10 p.m.
Upon finishing this lengthy story, Roger had left his captives alone in
his den to prepare egg salad sandwiches. If he was going to have them listen
and critique all of his completed stories, they would need their strength,
and so would he. Busying himself in the kitchen also took his mind off of
what had taken place. There’s no time for regret and no turning back now!
The deed is done, might as well ride it through. As he fumbled around in
the kitchen, his mind drifted back to the day he received Terry’s e-mail.
Saturday 8:07 a.m., Two Weeks Prior
Roger was in his writing den when Julia entered. She saw him sitting
at his desk, not moving, certainly not typing.
“Roger, what’s wrong, dear? Is my little man having a hard time getting
started, again?” Roger turned to his wife and stared at her. She could see
that he’d been crying. His eyes were still puffy and red, and a thin line of
snot that he seemed not to notice was running down his upper lip.
“No, it’s not that. Look—read this horseshit. This is how Fanzy treats
their authors with ‘respect,’” upon saying this, Roger turned back to the
desk and, with a flourish, waved his hand at the computer monitor. At
least there is something on the screen for a change, Julia thought with disdain.
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That had not been the case of late. She tried to comfort him as she finished
reading its contents. Julia, ever an optimist, had attempted to put a positive
spin it. “Roger, this is just a small setback. They aren’t saying that you can’t
write other stuff,’ just to finish the fantasy writing first: the same thing I
have been trying to tell you.”
“Please don’t side with them, those publishing bastards, they’ve had it
out for me from square one, especially that prick Terry.”
“Roger, listen to what you are saying. Doesn’t it sound just a wee bit
paranoid? Terry has always worked collaboratively with you from what I
can tell.”
“NO, NO, NO, that is not it at all. He’s always haranguing me about
the trilogy, the fantasy novel. ‘Do this, write that!’ When did he get to be
the boss?” Roger whined.
Seeing that Roger was not about to be consoled with words, Julia went
over and stood in front of him. He leaned into her and started to cry. Julia
ran her hand over his balding head, stroking, soothing. “There, there, my
little baby. Mommy’s gonna make it all better, Mommy always knows what
to do. Maybe we can invite Terry over to talk this out, see if a face-to-face
meeting will help at all.” From his position, he could not see the look of
scorn she produced as she rolled her eyes. What the fuck has happened to
him lately? Can’t write, can’t think straight, can’t even get it up! What the hell
am I going to do with him?
Saturday 1:33 p.m.
Rita desperately needed to pee; her three-coffee morning had caught
up with her. If she didn’t get to a bathroom soon, Roger would return to
find her sitting in a puddle. When will he be back? Wait, do I really want
him to return? Her muted grunts could not be interpreted by Terry, who
seemed to have drifted off into his own little world. He had swivelled away
from her and was not even making eye contact at this point. The morning’s
trauma she had endured thus far had reduced her to near babbling—or
would have if her mouth had not been taped shut. Upon hearing footsteps
approaching the den, both swivelled to look at the archway. Roger entered
holding a tray of sandwiches and plastic tumblers filled with water.
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“I’ll remove your gags and tape if you do not scream or yell for help.
The moment you step out of line, I’ll be forced to replace them and inflict
harsher penalties,” Roger stated as he set the tray down on a side table.
He tried to sound authoritative, but he was feeling uneasy at the look of
his beleaguered captors. He continued, red faced and spittle flying. “We
will discuss my work like civilized people, which is all I wanted to do in
the first place, but you wouldn’t listen. I want your real opinions about
my non-fantasy work. You, Terry, had no issues letting me know what
needed fixing with the Zyphillium books, and I more often than not took
your advice.” He approached Rita and, holding his finger to his mouth in
a shushing gesture, began to remove her facial bonds.
“Please, Roger, I need to be pee—I think I may have already piddled,”
she pleaded as soon as she caught her breath enough to speak. “Please,
Roger. It’s urgent!”
Roger seemed stunned by this revelation; he had not thought any of
this through. Now he had to cope. Of course, if they were to be entertained
by him for any length, they would need to answer Mother Nature. What
an idiot I am! he thought.
“Uh yeah… of course…” he stammered.
“Oh, thank you, thank you, tha—”
“Shut up!” he interrupted, “Let me think.” After twenty second or so of
Roger running his fingers through his thinning hair he continued. “OK,
this is how it’s going to be: I’ll untie you and we’ll go to the bathroom…
together, so that I’ll see if you are up to no good. Terry will remain right
here till we get back.”
“Fine, Roger. Whatever you say.” She tried to ease his foul mood,
adding, “I really need to go and we don’t me want to have an accident.”
With Rita’s assent he carefully cut through her duct tape bonds with
his switchblade after struggling for some time just to get it open. This damn
thing always catches! Why can’t anything be easy for me, he wondered? He led
Rita to the bathroom down the hall. The switchblade clenched in his hand
and trained on her the entire time, though he looked less than comfortable
doing so. At the door to the downstairs bath, she begged him not to come
in—to give her some privacy. Roger finally relented but made sure that
the door was left open a few inches so he could hear what she was up to.
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Rita went about her business without any problems, just thankful that she
could finally release the pressure that had built in her bladder.
As they returned to the den, Rita entered first. Just past her shoulder,
Roger could make out Terry backpedalling in his rolling chair. He had
manoeuvred himself around the room during their absence, looking for
some form of escape. As he heard them approaching, he scuttled back to
his original position, hoping he wouldn’t be seen. However, his right calf
bumped the table leg sharply while he was backing away from the desk.
Terry yelped through his gag as pain shot up his leg. He looked at the desk
and noticed a large cylinder on it: a pen holder was rocking back and forth.
It lost its battle with gravity, and to Terry’s horror, it fell over, spilling its
contents. A long brown wood-carved letter opener slid off the other writing
tools and skidded to the edge of the desk. Terry shot forward as quickly
as he could to the now teetering opener. Just another inch—there! It fell
off and landed squarely between his legs. With some flexing and shifting,
he managed to let it fall through to the bottom of the chair, where it sat,
concealed from view. He redoubled his efforts to get back to his original
spot, but it was too late. Roger had seen Terry moving around the room.
“What the fuck have you been up to?” Roger exploded in rage. Roger
observed the contents of his pen holder toppled over on the desk and the
look of fright in Terry’s eyes. He ran over and took another backhanded
swing at the bound man. The blow connected to the side of Terry’s face
that had not been struck before. It smashed him with such force that he
nearly fell over in the chair before righting himself. “I’m the boss here; I
say what goes! I will not be toyed with! DO YOU UNDERSTAND?” Roger
directed this barrage at Terry. Rita, seeing the violence, slumped to the
floor, sobbing. Roger turned to her, “Shut up and back into your chair, you
dumb bitch,” he growled. She quickly did as commanded, crying softly
the entire time. Roger looked at her and then to the nearly empty roll of
duct tape sitting on the office floor. What the hell do I do now? Lunch long
forgotten, Roger reached over to the desk and grabbed his pistol, training
it on Terry who recoiled instinctively. “Is this what you were after? What,
you were going to shoot me? Was that your game?”
Terry just shook his head, imploring Roger as best he could with
pleading eyes. Roger turned to her, “OK, you two. Enough games.” He
waved the loaded gun in her direction and, pointing it between her and
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the computer console, said, “Your turn to read. Bring up the next story
and get started. And you’d better not be blubbering the whole time. When
‘9616 Moloch Road’ is done, we’ll follow it up with an even nastier little
tale called ‘A Cultured Swine Might Understand’ that is similarly themed.”
Rita did as instructed and shakily began.
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9616 Moloch Road
The spike of adrenaline that followed every call coursed through
Matthew’s body. He was on the edge of his seat, literally, wishing he
was behind the wheel. That wish would remain unfulfilled for the time
being, as he was still considered the rookie. With its siren blazing and
lights flashing, the ambulance blasted through town, skilfully driven by
Rebecca, Matt’s senior by twenty years. She weaved her way through the
streets, en route to a Code 4 emergency minutes north of the city.
“Holy shit, Becky! Did you see that idiot? He didn’t have the sense to
move over for us,” complained Matt.
“Nothing unusual. Just a matter of taking it all in and keeping your
head on a swivel,” replied his partner.
“I know, I know. But if I weren’t on duty, I’d be flipping him a freakin’
middle finger,” Matt replied angrily.
“You can’t allow road rage to consume you. It distracts you from
getting to the patient ASAP without getting killed on the way.”
As he often did, Matt marvelled at how composed his partner appeared
in times of stress. He silently hoped that he could develop such poise in
this line of work.
As if reading his thoughts, Becky glanced at him briefly and said,
“Only a matter of time, and you will be as cool as a cucumber on these
calls. Remember: you only have two months under your belt.”
He hoped she was right, but he couldn’t help but feel anxious, knowing
their actions could save a life when heading on a call about chest pain
(CP) with shortness of breath (SOB) in a male patient. They lapsed into a
comfortable silence as Becky continued to navigate the congested Saturday
morning streets.

~~
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The old woman sat at the dining room table, head slightly lowered
but back ramrod straight. The chair was reversed, facing away from the
table. Her wide eyes were fixed and unblinking, staring straight ahead
at the front door. Although they were thick with milky green cataracts,
she could clearly make out the deadbolt. It was engaged. She stared at it
intently, her spooky eyes giving away none of her peculiar thoughts. Her
upper lip curled in a whiplash smile, and the grin splitting her face made
for an evil countenance. A low gurgling burp escaped her lips, followed
by a slim stream of viscous yellow fluid. It collected on her hairy, pockmarked chin, finally dripping off and landing on the hands folded in her
lap. Otherwise not moving, she sat, patiently waiting.

~~
Becky considered it odd that she was unfamiliar with the address
delivered to them by their dispatch since she had lived in the area much of
her adult life. En route, she’d had Matt turn on the vehicle’s GPS to ensure
they would get to the proper home. Finally, having escaped the heavy
traffic, they neared the address displayed on the screen: 9616 Moloch
Road. As they crossed an intersection and travelled onto a dirt road, the
GPS flashed off then reappeared as a blue screen.
“What the hell happened with that?” Matt stammered as he leaned
forward to inspect.
Becky didn’t answer, as she was already focused on the protocol for an
SOB response. With a new and green partner, she was contemplating how
she could involve Matt to a greater degree without compromising patient
safety. From what he had demonstrated so far, she was comfortable with
her new charge and relished the notion of helping him advance his skills.
She just had to work on his over-eagerness, which put some patients on
edge. As she was mulling this over, the gravel road ahead took an abrupt
turn over a hill, and she almost missed it. Pulling sharply on the wheel
and standing on the breaks, she narrowly avoided rolling the ambulance
into a ditch. Still focused on the GPS, Matt lurched forward in his seat,
striking his forehead on the dash.
“Shit, Becky! What are you doing?” Matt yelped in surprise.
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“Quiet! Sit back,” Becky demanded. “I thought I saw something in the
ditch as we came around that corner.”
“You could’ve killed me!” he wailed, holding a hand to the already
swelling goose egg over his right eye. “I really dinged my noggin good
there. I think I’m bleeding.”
Becky looked at him closely and confirmed his suspicion. He had a
small trickle of blood dripping through his fingers into his eyebrow.
“Damn it,” she whispered under her breath, thinking that she now had
two casualties to deal with. She leaned across the console between them
to get a better look. He eased his hand from the wound, and she saw that,
beyond the bump, the cut appeared minor—a mere scrape. The bleeding
had already begun to slow. A black eye and bruising might be in his future
but hopefully not much else.
“I’m really sorry about yelling at you there, Becky,” Matt muttered.
“Think nothing of it, partner,” she replied. “I’d likely have done the
same.”
“Where the hell are we?” A chill ran through his body.
They both looked at the dilapidated house at the end of the short lane
before them. The lane did not have a 9-1-1 marker, and the numbers on
the frame of the front door read “66 6” with the first 6 off-set from the
other two. The 1 was missing, the 9 had spun upside down on a loose and
missing nail.

~~
The woman stirred ever so slightly in the chair, smile growing wider
as she heard the crunch of tires on gravel. Her head began to slowly rotate
right, well past a normal person’s range, making an audible pop—the only
noise within the space. When not quite fully backward, she started rotating
her head back to centre and then left, just as far as it had gone to the right.
As her chilling eyes surveyed the room, they took in the six doors held
within it. Each door was of a different height and placed randomly: a front
door, three on one wall, two on the opposite wall and none behind the table
at her back. All of them were securely closed with locks of various types
and sizes—combination locks, padlocks and deadbolts—a few with more
than one. The locks all looked weathered and old, as though they had been
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exposed to the elements? At the far end of the dining room and kitchen,
there was also a four-by five-foot rectangle cut into the floor, covered by a
well-worn door. It had ragged edging, cracked and broken in places. This
trap door had a piano hinge running down one side and a large keyed
security padlock attached to it on a clunky hasp.
The room was sparsely furnished with the minimum required
appliances, all in a state of disrepair. The oven door was broken on one
side and hung askew. The fridge had certainly seen better days, and dirt or
mould was evident around the handle and all along the gasket. The table
at the old woman’s back was flecked with brown upon many layers of old
paint. There were two mismatched chairs: the rickety one she sat on and
another lying on its side, one leg broken, partially hidden under the table.
She slowly rose from her chair on shaky legs then sat back down, as
though the effort was too great. Her grin receded as she settled back into
her trance-like state. Eyes staring dead ahead at the entrance, she patiently
awaited their arrival. The old woman was a gatekeeper—a sentinel who
guarded the portal between our earthly plane and the netherworld. She
was resigned to this fate because she had taken her own life during a satanic
ritual and now had to pay the ultimate price with her tortured soul. She
was caught between worlds. The Prince of Darkness himself, Lucifer,
appointed her and others like her to stand guard over his congregation
of demons. Always watching over them, tending to their needs, ensuring
that they were fed, but keeping them in check until such a time that the
Devil felt their collective powers were sufficient to rule the Earth. Lucifer
kept a tight reign on the monstrous Moloch, his abilities beyond those
of most demons. Moloch entertained six vastly different but entirely evil
personalities within his psyche, one imprisoned behind each door in this
hovel. The old woman had come to love her work over the centuries,
inflicting pain on others, as she likewise suffered. Let them come to me.
We’ ll see which door I choose this time.

~~
After quickly slapping a gauze bandage on Matt, the two paramedics
turned from the ambulance, gear in hand, to approach the house. The
entire lot had not seen the grace of a mower in quite some time: the lawn
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was overrun with tall grass and large tufts of weeds were strewn throughout.
Narrow and unpaved, the short driveway was similarly overgrown.
The home was in obvious disrepair. Though the dwelling was two
stories, it was quite small. The roof was sagging along the front side and
appeared to have a hole where perhaps a chimney had once come through.
Its shingles were long since beyond simply needing replacement, the entire
roof was in need of repair. Shuttered windows on the upper floor were all
wide open, shutters missing or nearly ready to fall off and windows cracked
from neglect or abuse. The lower level had a small veranda attached that
was broken on the right side, giving the entire facade the appearance of a
crooked frown.
As they struggled up the driveway, Matt could not help but notice that
not a sound could be heard—no traffic, bird songs or even the rustling of
leaves in the trees. He was about to point this out to Becky when she said,
“This is freakin’ weird. It’s like we stepped into another world.”
Matt was rattled by his partner’s words. He thought she was one who
could never be flustered. “It’s like you read my mind, Becky. I think we’ve
stumbled upon something very strange.”
As if in response, a bunch of loose shingles slid down the roof and
landed in the bushes with a soft thump. It was the first noise aside from
their footfalls that either had heard.
They both jumped, startled at the sudden sound. Ignoring her
trepidation, Becky said, “Let’s go knock and see what we can do. Remember,
we have a patient here in need of our help.”
With this, they climbed up on the veranda single file, as this was all
the front steps would allow. Once at the top, Becky knocked on the door.

~~
In the basement, the man awoke—not in the slow nature of hitting the
snooze button and rolling back over for those few more precious minutes,
but from dead asleep to instantly awake. He was huge, porcine and obese
beyond reason; a toddler could learn to count to ten on his double chins.
His weight may have tipped the scales at more than a ton. Sitting on the
foul, debris-strewn floor, he nearly filled a quarter of the entire area. The
layers of blubber overtook any true resemblance of arms and legs. Only the
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furthest extremities of his fingers and toes provided any real indication that
he was human at all, and even they were large and bloated like uncooked
bratwursts. Oddly, the smallest surface of his white, sloth-like body was
his head: small to the degree of looking completely out of place, sitting as
it did upon layers of fat.
The knocking on the front door, faint though it was, had awakened
this monstrosity. His head rotated, owl-like, and his unblinking eyes stared
straight at the trap door in the ceiling above. The face that peered up
was hideous, scarred, sweaty and contained no degree of symmetry. His
eyes, nose and ears on one side were so badly offset that they resembled
a dripping clock in Dali’s most famous painting, “The Persistence of
Memory.” The lips parted, and a short, stubby tongue darted out as though
sniffing the air like a snake. He began to shimmy to the stairs at the
bottom of the trap door. Upon moving, a chain around his neck was
displaced and slid down his body. The chain was connected to a thick
collar hidden in the folds of his neck, the other end attached to the floor
with a heavy eye bolt—he was a captive!

~~
After several minutes of knocking with no response, the paramedics
were ready to get the hell out of there; the place was creepy! Matt leaned
into the door and tried to peer inside, making out no movement from
within. Resignedly, Becky said, “Come on, Matt. We’ve just wasted our
time with this call. Let’s leave and I’ll call it in as a hoax.”
“Just a minute, Becky,” he replied. Matt felt strangely compelled to
try harder to find out what the hell was going on out here. He lifted his
long-sleeved forearm and tried to wipe away what felt like decades of grime
from the nine-pane window. The glass he pushed on broke loose from its
rotting putty and fell into the home. They both heard it break as it landed
inside. He peered through the now clear opening and saw a person sitting
in a chair, facing them. It appeared to be a woman, but from that distance
he could not be sure.
“Look inside,” he said to his partner and backed out so that she could.
“What the…” she said under her breath when she saw the emaciated
person in the chair. In her most business-like tone, she said loudly, “Hey,
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ma’am, do you need help? We’ve been called to this address.” The figure
inside slowly nodded her head up and down. Yes! That was all Becky
needed to see; she reached for the door handle. Although it turned freely,
when she pushed on the door, it would not budge. Locked from inside, she
thought.
“Can you walk? Can you let us in?” she asked the occupant. The only
response was a slow side to side shaking of her head.
“We gotta break in, Matt. If she called this in, there may be somebody
hurt in there.”
“I’m not sure, Becky—I’m getting a bad feeling about this,” Matt
replied, his compulsion to carry on was now overridden by a sense of dread.
Something was not right. The hair on the nape of his neck was standing,
his stomach knotted in almost physical pain.
“We’ve a job to do, let’s get in there. And technically, we’re not really
breaking in: the window fell out.”
“I’m telling you, something ain’t right,” he said tersely, fear gripping
him for some unknown reason. “Maybe we should wait for backup before
going inside.”
“We’ve been given consent; we’ve got work to do.”
During this exchange, they never noticed that the old woman had a
wicked grin plastered across her face.
Becky reached her arm through the open windowpane and felt around
for a lock. There! She had it: a deadbolt. She rotated it with a satisfying
clunk. Turning the door handle once more, she pushed, and they were in.

~~
The thing in the basement had made his way to the bottom of the
stairs. Much like the old woman above, his face broke into a grin that
contorted his already ugly features into a mockery of anything human.

~~
As they entered the room, Becky immediately sized up the situation.
The woman was as old a person as she had ever laid eyes on. The tattered
rags that passed for clothing were draped on her gaunt frame. She was
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rail thin, skeletal. Her long, wispy grey hair hung well past her shoulders
in an unkempt manner. Spots of her skull could be seen where large
portions of the hair had fallen out. Complexion pale and grey, she looked
like she had not seen the sun in decades. Her eyes were startling in that
the pupils and irises were indistinguishable, just a hazy, greenish-coloured
film. Around the woman’s grizzled neck was a heavy twine rope that held
an odd assortment of keys in various sizes.
Being the only person in the sparsely furnished room, they rushed
to the old woman’s side—Becky in the lead and Matt carrying the heavy
equipment bags. Becky was nearly overwhelmed by the stench in the room
(or was it the woman?), a foul smell that momentarily took her breath away.
She fought back the urge to vomit and asked the woman, “Are you why
we’re here, or is there someone else we need to help?” There was no reply;
she just sat there, stone-faced.
“I’m Becky and this is Matt, we are paramedics. We’re here to assist
with a call about a man in trouble. If you need our help, you have to let
us know.”
Matt had also fought valiantly not to throw up, but when the woman
raised her arm and pointed across the room, the smell wafted up to him
even more potently. He lurched to the side and, leaning on the old table,
bent down and spewed the contents of his stomach. His bacon and eggs,
hash browns and coffee decorated the floor in a spray that he could not
hold back. Wiping his mouth with his sleeve, he stuttered to the two of
them, “I’m so, so sorry. I’m… I couldn’t help it… I’m sorry.”
Becky, her own gorge rising, stood up and walked away for a moment.
She had to catch her breath or would end up in the same position as Matt.
Friggin’ wild hillbilly puking festival, she thought, insanely feeling as though
she were going to burst out in laughter. Succeeding with great difficulty
to neither vomit nor laugh, she turned back to the woman in the chair.
Her arm was still raised, bony index finger pointing at a padlocked trap
door across the room.

~~
The human-like creature in the basement, hearing all the commotion
above, tried to pull himself up the stairs. His large arms gripped, flexed
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and hauled, but to no avail; he could not mount the steps. He slumped
back down and made strange mewling, almost catlike noises. The sounds
began to coalesce into barely decipherable words. He repeated over and
over, “I’m heeeeere… I’m heeeeere!” in his odd falsetto. Long rivulets of
saliva cascaded down his face, neck and naked body, the drool reminiscent
of a hound anxiously awaiting its dinner.

~~
Matt regained his composure and quickly looked about the room. On
one wall was an old phone mount. It had a dangling cord but no handset.
“Becky, this ain’t making any sense. I don’t think a woman in her state
could use a cell phone, but I don’t see a land line. Something just ain’t
right here.” Becky was engaged in looking at the woman and did not reply,
so Matt tentatively headed to where the woman was pointing. He could
make out some sort of words being spoken but could not discern what
they were. Turning to Becky who was still by the old woman, he said,
“My God, there’s someone down there! How do we get to them with this
lock in place?”
The woman then uttered the only word that she would throughout
their entire encounter. She gripped the keys around her neck and slowly
brought them over her head, pulling out strands of hair and scalp as she
did so. Holding them out to Matt, she said, “These!”
As he came back and took them from her, she resumed pointing at
the locked door.
“Wait!” commanded Becky. “What the hell is there somebody in a
locked basement for?”
“I don’t know, but we gotta do something!” Matt replied.
“OK, see if you can get in. I’ll see if the woman needs help.”
Keys in hand, Matt approached the trap door. He knelt down in front
of the padlock and started trying different keys. The smell in the house
was even stronger from where he was kneeling. If he hadn’t already, he
likely would have thrown up right there as his stomach continued to lurch.
The door was not completely flush with the floor, and Matt was able to
look down through a small crack that ran along one side. Peering into the
darkened space, he could make out movement: something big just below
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him. He could hear muted speech or chanting of some sort but couldn’t
make out any distinguishable words.
“Hey! Hang in there, I’m trying to get in!” Matt shouted. The bleating
increased in volume; it sounded like someone was in trouble! He redoubled
his efforts with the keys, nearly halfway through the dozen or so held by
the rope.
During this time, Becky had tried again to engage the woman in
conversation—she had just spoken, for God’s sake! The woman shrugged
off her questions and pointed toward where Matt was stooped with his
back to them. Deciding that communication with the old girl was futile
and that it wasn’t she who needed their help, Becky joined Matt at the
door.
“Hey, what’s up with the keys? Are we gonna get in?” she inquired.
“Wouldn’t you know it, down to the last one. Just my luck.”
He put the next one in and felt the tumblers opening. The padlock’s
shackle pivoted toward him.
“Got it!” he exclaimed. Pulling on the shackle, Matt grunted as the
door refused to lift. “It’s gotta be stuck somehow, see if you can slide your
fingers in the gap and maybe we can pull it up together,” he directed.
They pulled and strained with no luck.
“Let’s try again on three,” Becky recommended. “One… two… three!”
With a considerable heave, they managed to pull the hinged door up,
and it fell open and stayed that way, linked to a rusty chain. The stink
enveloped them almost immediately, worse than anything they had yet
encountered. Matt had lurched forward with the effort, nearly loosing his
balance. Waving his arms, he was able to regain his equilibrium and barely
avoided falling in. They both bent down on their knees to get a closer
look, Becky with one hand covering her nose to escape the terrible odour.
The sight of the thing in the basement took her breath away; it was
hideous. That cannot be human! she thought. Matt, with similar thinking,
looked away from the grotesque mug peering up at them. He crazily
thought of this as door number one. What the hell is behind the other
locked doors? He turned in time to see motion behind him. The old hag
ran at them with more speed than he would have imagined she could
muster. With sinewy strength, she shoved both paramedics and let out
a piercing shriek of triumph while she watched them fall headlong into
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the basement. Matt landed on a sponge-like blob with a squelch. He let
loose a bloodcurdling scream as the folds of flesh enveloped him. Then
his screams abruptly stopped. Becky had managed to grab hold of the top
stair as she fell through and desperately clung on. The scrunching, popping
sounds of bone, cartilage and ligaments being squished below chilled her
to the core. A geyser of blood erupted from below and she felt it splash
along her back and neck. Her fright was a tangible thing, as though she
would go mad, and she feared her racing heart would burst in her chest.
Clutching for the floor at the top of the stairs, she watched the old woman
slam the door down, cackling maniacally. Becky could hear a snap as the
padlock was once again engaged.
She felt the creature grab at her legs and pants, she lashed out with her
left leg as her right tried to maintain its grasp on the rotting stairs. Her foot
connected with the soft spongy body beneath her, but he did not scream or
thrash, almost unfeeling. Her weight finally caused the stair under her to
collapse. Now desperately clinging to the top rung, Becky tried to pull her
way up, but there was another tug on her lower extremities and her fight
was over. She fell to the floor below. Flailing awkwardly, Becky’s ankle
snapped as she landed on the uneven surface. The pain was excruciating,
momentarily filling her brain with fireworks. In the dim light, she could
make out the hulking figure sliding toward her. Ignoring the pain in her
shattered foot, Becky scrambled away from the monster, only to realize
that she was moving about in what appeared to be a pile of bones and
rotting flesh. Abruptly encountering a wall, she was stuck, half-buried in
the muck that surrounded her. The massive looming figure had made his
way toward her. There was nowhere for her to go. Within moments, Becky
wished her heart had stopped as the manthing enveloped her body and
squeezed the life out of her.

~~
The ambulance was found later that afternoon, in the middle of a
dead end road. The farmer that discovered it called 9-1-1 and waited as
the police arrived. The investigating team had to consider that foul play
was a possibility, and more backup was called in. Two bags of on-scene
equipment were missing and neither paramedic was anywhere to be found.
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A veteran of 22 years and a rookie had both disappeared, abandoning their
ambulance. There was no sign of either. The roads and surrounding corn
fields were thoroughly searched. It was as if the two had vanished into thin
air. Becky and Matt were never seen again.

~~
Detective Kuhlman, having spent the last eight hours searching the
area for evidence, was dumbfounded. As meticulous as he and the others
were, they didn’t turn up any clues to explain the strange disappearances.
As night descended, there wasn’t much more that could be done. The
entire area was cordoned as a crime scene to allow for further investigation
the next day. After the ambulance had been towed back into town to be
dusted for prints, Detective Kuhlman was the last to leave the scene.
“Damnedest thing I’ve ever seen!” he whispered to himself. As he
climbed back into his car, Kuhlman swore he heard a low, cackling laugh
being carried on the wind.
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A Cultured Swine Might Understand
She abused my tanning bed! Now, who am I to call out a woman
about her weight? I sure as shit knew better. However, the 285 lb weight
restriction was about to be put to the test. I could hear the groan of the
bed under her considerable bulk as she lay upon it, almost as though the
bed was crying out, not willing to accept what was coming. The bi-fold
door to the tanning booth was closed, thankfully. Not trying to sound like
a lecherous old man. I sure as heck have entertained notions of sneaking
a look at many of the pretty young ladies who entered my tanning studio
(never acted upon it, mind you). However, this rather big visitor was not a
sight that I even remotely wished to see.
You see, it was a typical Saturday at the tanning studio owned by me
and my wife: busy through much of the morning, considerably quieter
during the early afternoon and scarcely a customer from 3 p.m. on. We
closed at 4 on Saturdays, but I had lobbied hard to make that noon or 1,
to no avail. The boss would have nothing of it (“the boss” being my wife,
of course). She ran the show, and I just helped occasionally throughout the
week and on most Saturdays to give her a break from the 60+ hours that
we were open. We were just a small mom-and-pop studio, not a franchise,
so we ran it all by ourselves. We were doing alright with it—busy enough
to support one salary, anyway—but I still worked full time at a local retail
store to make ends meet. Maybe some day we would be able to grow the
studio large enough to work just there, but that time was not now. So, here
we were: both approaching our fifties and busier than ever.
I was covering the entire day for Moira so she could get to her
appointments: haircut, pedicure, waxing, stuff like that (I never will
understand why you ladies torture yourselves in such a way, ouch!). So,
having been there since 9 a.m., it was now time to coast. All of the tedious
work was done: towels folded, sanitizing solution bottles filled, all the
beds cleaned, etc. It was 3:16 p.m., time to relax a bit, so I had my feet up
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(a big no-no when Moira was around), desk chair reclined. I was reading
an anthology of short horror stories called Tropical Chills when the door
chime sounded. I dropped my feet, stuffed my bookmark in and began
to look up. Now, it shames me to say, considering just how “customer
first” a business I’m in, but my first thought was, Shit! Just three pages
left in the Koontz story, the best of the bunch. However, I put on my best
customer-greeting grin and started into my routine, “Welcome to Color
Me Beautiful Tanning stu—” I stopped short, startled by what I saw in
the doorway. She dwarfed the entrance, crowded as it was. Moira kept
on insisting that we remove a wall and open things up, and now I could
see justifiable reason to do so. The girl… woman?—I could only have
guessed at her age—shuffled forward and eclipsed the light from the outer
hallway. She came in three steps, and I had yet to pull myself together.
This person was, in a word, large. Not morbidly obese, mind you, just
large! I’m not exactly a midget, pushing 220 lbs, and my middle-age pot
belly was growing, but she made me look small. She had at least 80 lbs on
me, of that I was sure. But, hey, a customer is a customer, so I regained
my composure and repeated, “Welcome to Colour Me Beautiful Tanning
Studio. I’m Phil, how can I help you?”
She smiled, I think, shook back her long, dirty blonde hair and reached
into her oily looking large black purse. There, she rummaged around
for a few seconds, not saying a word. She finally pulled out a handful
of crumpled bills and practically threw them at me as she approached
the desk. The money, all singles, looked old and grimy. One balled up
bill rolled off the upper counter and down onto my desk. By this time, I
had stood up fully and noticed that she dwarfed my six-foot stature by at
least six inches (I did say she was large, did I not?). I looked into her face;
something wasn’t right. Perspiration was beading on her brow and hairy
upper lip—there, I said it. Yup, hairy. She looked baking hot, despite this
being the middle of the January in Northern Minnesota. She did not have
on a winter jacket, just a tight yellow T-shirt emblazoned with an iconic
smiley face. She had large sweat rings around her pits and the hairiest arms
I have ever seen on a woman. She also wore looser-fitting tattered black
track pants. Her facial features were slightly off as well, the eyes too close
together and mostly black. The nose flattened but with massive nostrils,
hog like, her razor thin lips looked severe and far too long for the pasty
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grey oval of a face. Her features somehow reminded me of Golding’s Lord
of the Flies and a pig’s head on a stake; certainly irrational, but that is what
came to my mind. All of this made for a menacing countenance. For some
illogical reason, I felt fear as she continued staring at me, still not having
uttered a word.
“Have you been here before? Do you have a card?” I managed to ask
my strange visitor. With our repeat client base, we have a manual card
system that we use to track the usage of their tanning minutes. I looked
away from the woman and shuffled through the cards. I hadn’t even asked
for a name, so I’m not sure what good that would have done me, but I had
to look away from her creepy stare. I sensed more than actually noticed
movement and quickly looked back up. She had rotated slightly to her right
and, raising her arm, pointed to tanning booth number two. It was the
closest to the front door and our desk based on the studio layout. As she
moved, I could not help but notice a bad stench wafting off of her: stale
body odour and something worse, unidentifiable, being masked by it. It
has been a long time since this one has visited with a bar of soap. She then
uttered something unintelligible at me, it may have been “ten minutes,
bed two please” or could very well have been “my fucking dog has fleas,”
for all that I could tell. Anyway, she proceeded that way, barely squeezing
through the archway, ducking to do so. She closed the door behind her.
I turned to the T-Max, the bed controlling device, and toggled it to
ten minutes for bed two, hoping that is what the person wanted. I then
pushed the secondary timer to five minutes, the amount of time that allows
customers to disrobe and apply lotions before lying down. I sat back down,
shook my head and picked up my book, intent on finishing those last few
pages. I couldn’t concentrate, though, my thoughts drifting back to the
woman who had entered the studio. Strange doesn’t do her justice. Could
she talk right? Was she sick? What the hell had I just witnessed?
The next thing I heard was a soft thud as what was likely an article
of clothing hit the floor. I cringed. She was about to be naked, or so I
assumed—blech! A few similar noises, then a grunt followed by the telltale
squeal of the bed’s clam shell top being pushed up. I seriously needed to
hit it with some WD-40 and soon. The lady made another few guttural
grunts and groans, and then the bed abuse began. I prayed that the damn
thing could withstand the onslaught.
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It certainly seemed to me to be the longest ten-minute tanning session
ever. The noises coming from the room were dreadful. I sincerely believe
that the woman was pleasuring herself in there. The moans grew in volume
to a near rapturous outburst. I could hear slamming and the continued
squeak, squeak of the top shell lifting up and down—freaking gross. I could
picture her far too vividly in my mind and couldn’t wipe that thought
away. To think that I was the one who had to clean up in there when she
was done… I hope the acrylic she was lying on didn’t break, the damn
things are expensive. Probably shouldn’t have let her on at all. What the
fuck am I going to do if she breaks the bed? Moira will kill me!
The digital counter said two more minutes. Holy shit! It cannot end
soon enough. Finally! Done. The process of getting dressed seemed to be
a long, drawn out affair as well. I could make out just about all that was
taking place in the small room, there was nothing discreet about this lady.
When I worked in the studio, I made a point of wearing loud tropical
shirts and shorts, which I kept in a side closet. I enjoy playing the part of
a person providing an atmosphere of relaxation and fun during our long,
cold winters. As the bi-fold door finally opened, the person came out and
looked me over. Her eyes travelled up my bare lower extremities, lingered
at my crotch, I kid you not, and then finally made their way to make eye
contact. She had a predatory, lopsided grin plastered on her face. Her
toothy smile made her resemble the jack-o-lantern I had carved just a few
months prior. She stepped forward. I instinctively stepped back, needing
to put more distance between her and I. She pointed directly at me, my
chest. I looked down and noticed for that my loud pink shirt with black
outlined palm trees on it was buttoned incorrectly. Couldn’t somebody
have told me sooner? Her smile whip lashed, with the right side of her lips
forming a snarl.
Abruptly, she turned, and with surprising speed and agility, made
her way to the entrance. She hurried out the studio’s front door without
saying a word. We rent a space in a commercial building for the studio,
and I followed her out into the shared lower floor hallway, mere seconds
behind. When I got there, I looked left then right: no sign of anyone. The
exterior door had just settled to a close, I could hear it latch. Could she
have been that fast? The corridor was at least twelve feet in length. I stood
there, stunned. I had no idea what to say or do. I walked carefully back
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to the studio door that she had left open in her haste to leave. I closed it
firmly and actually locked it, I’m not ashamed to say, that is how rattled I
was. It was as I slowly backed away that I suddenly realized the person had
not even worn boots. I could see a track of wet footprints from the booth
and all the way out to the hall. The footprints did not have distinguishable
toes. If anything, I would consider them hoof-like. What the hell had I
just encountered?
Moira picked me up at almost 4:30, she was running late from her
many appointments. That was fine by me, gave me an opportunity to
clean booth two and put things back in order, including my own disjointed
thoughts. Upon entering the booth, I was overwhelmed by the stink—
almost masculine smelling, funky, awful. It smelled like sex, not in a good
way (Is that what you ladies have to put up with?). The clam shell top to
the lie-down bed was closed. I reached for the long outer handle and lifted
it to its usual squeak. The smell was even worse. I pulled away, gag reflex
barely winning out, I managed not to puke. I left the small room, went to
the cleaning closet and returned with a can of aerosol deodorant. Reaching
beyond the bi-fold (careful not to cross the threshold myself), my shirt
pulled up over my nose. I sprayed what felt like half the can’s contents
into the area and backed away. I allowed it to settle and proceeded with
the other closing chores.
After several minutes, I was ready to try again. The booth smelled
marginally better, so I made my way in. I lifted the bed top again, the
gas cylinders that held it up were shot and it would close on its own—
another job to add to the to-do list. There, pooled on the bottom of the
concave bed, was a lengthy puddle of a vile fluid. Yellowish, thick, almost
mucous-like; certainly looked like more than just the sweat I typically
encountered. I picked up the cleaning solution bottle (there was a similar
one in each of the seven rooms, including the stand up—we took our
cleaning seriously) and gave it a healthy dose of the contents. I let it sit
there and turned my attention to the top. It was completely smeared with
sweat, which was sometimes the case because it closed down very tightly
on any occupant if they so desired. Anybody who was larger in the belly
area would have it riding right on them, which would have undoubtedly
been the case with the last patron. I gave it a similarly liberal dousing of
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sanitizer then looked down at the floor. The footsteps were fading, but all
still showed the lack of toes I had noticed earlier—Fucking weird! While
the bed was soaking, I went back to the cleaning closet and proceeded to
get the generic Swiffering wet-type product. The original shit was just too
expensive for our budget. The entire clean-up operation took at least ten
to twelve minutes, much longer than was usual between customers, but
necessary in this case. I also inspected the bed for damage. All was OK, it
had withstood the mistreatment it had received.
Other than a lingering odour, the studio was back to normal by the
time Moira arrived. She scarcely noticed that I was dishevelled as we
caught up on each other’s day. I tried to put the incident behind me.
It was later that evening, basking in post-coital bliss (mine, anyway,
I’m never sure with Moira, we men are often in the dark about such things)
that I asked her about my last client of the day.
“Hey, babe? Have you ever had a rather, um… large… lady come in
and go directly to bed two? This person could barely seem to speak.”
“No, I don’t think so. What was her name?” she asked sleepily.
“I never did get a name, but she was so odd. Threw the money at
me—overpaid, to be honest, for only ten minutes—but she left in such a
hurry that I couldn’t make change.”
“You said ‘large,’ how large? You know the beds have restrictions.”
“Well, I’m guessing at least 300 plus.”
“What the hell, Phil? Don’t let somebody that size on a bed! They’ll
break the damn thing,” Moira answered angrily.
“Babe, you weren’t there… I kinda didn’t have a choice,” I responded,
perhaps too forcefully.
She rolled to me and, looking up, said, “Fine. Just don’t let her on it
again.”
I didn’t want to push the issue, there was no way that I would be
able to convey just how odd an encounter I’d had, so I let it go. “Forget
about it, babe. Let’s get some sleep.” We rolled over and spooned, and her
gentle snores soon followed. I usually found them to be soothing; tonight,
however, they did not lull me to sleep. It was some time before I did drift
off, that greasy smile, the horrible noises, the damned strange footprints
all conspired to keep me awake.
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Moira and I had as normal a week as you could imagine. We enjoyed
our Sunday off together, the only day we closed the tanning studio (we
were even rethinking that, considering how many people were utilizing
it prior to southern vacation getaways). I had all but forgotten my strange
Saturday. Moira was heading out of town for two days later that week:
Friday and Saturday for a spray tanning seminar and training session. We
had considered us both going, but closing the studio during our busiest
time wasn’t smart, financially. So, I requested time off from my retail job
in order to run the studio for those two days, a working vacation. Not that
I minded, it was a great environment: customers in excellent humour, cool,
soothing tunes playing on the satellite radio stations. It could and did get
busy, but I’ve always said I’d rather be busy than bored. I will be the first
to admit that I am not as smooth at running the place as Moira, but I get
by. She is reasonably comfortable with me running it, but I hadn’t been
put to task for two days in a row.
It was with some anxiety on Thursday afternoon that Moira took the
car and headed out on her two-hour trip across state. The weather held
up and she didn’t have to contend with lousy conditions. However, we
both realized that this would be our first time apart overnight throughout
our entire twelve years together. We had both come from divorces, hers
nastier than mine, and we found considerable solace in each other. As far
as second marriages go, we had knocked it out of the park—we were still
truly in love with each other. Our children, Emily (mine) and Michael
(hers), had long ago left the nest that had been shared through the custody
battles. They were making their own way in the world, and Moira and
I were approaching our golden years blissfully, albeit busy. It was with
thoughts like these that I saw her off. She had agreed to call me as soon
as she arrived. Later that evening as we spoke on the phone, I assured her
that all would be fine with the studio and that she should relax and enjoy
herself.
Friday came and went without a hitch; you would think that I was
the veteran studio staff. The final cash balanced, and with Moira’s careful
tutelage, I had handled everything well. All of the customers were actually
excited that Moira had a few days off. Most were even pleased to see me
as I was beginning to become familiar with many of our regulars on a
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first-name basis. The few that seemed put off, I could do nothing about—
they could either accept that I was there or move on.
Moira and I had a thirty-minute conversation on the phone about her
day at the training and mine at the studio. We said our I love yous and
settled into our respective sleeping quarters. I initially slept very heavily.
It was unusual not to share a bed, and I must admit, I kinda liked it. I
sprawled out. At one point, I swear I was sideways under the covers. I
missed my wife, but was enjoying the additional room. I felt like I was
swimming in a king size, not our double.
That noise again. I thought I had heard it earlier, but I’d assumed
it was part of a dream. A banging noise, repetitive but not consistent. I
looked at the bedside table, the digital clock read 3:16. I had only dozed
off around midnight, having become thoroughly engrossed in a Richard
Laymon novel (damn, that guy could write). What had interrupted my
slumber was a soft thudding, barely perceptible. I climbed out of bed to
investigate, pulling on an oversized T-shirt as I went (boxers also on, as
that is what I considered pyjamas).
I made my way to the kitchen of our modest two story that had
served us well over the past ten years. Recently, we had been considering
something smaller, now that the kids were away for good. I stood in the
middle of the room, my hand resting on the island, and listened intently.
Thud… thud, several seconds apart. It was coming from downstairs. I
descended the stairs, flashlight in hand from the junk drawer. Even then,
I was constantly frugal, making a point of not turning on any lights. The
shit we pay for the damn electricity. At the bottom of the stairs, I could make
out where the noise came from: the laundry, boiler and utility room. It
was the only room in the basement that was not finished. The rest of the
lower floor I had worked on myself with Michael’s help, and we had done
a damn fine job. I opened the door and entered slowly; at that point, no
fear had crept into my thinking. The room was deathly cold, I could see
my breath with each exhalation, and I figured something must be loose,
creating the thumping.
Turns out I was correct. In the illumination of the flashlight, I could
see the window over the laundry tub was ajar, and even as I watched,
it closed and re-opened, thumping against the sill. The turn latch was
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unfastened. Hell, I couldn’t recall having it open for years—it was in an
awkward spot. Even with my reach, it was difficult to access. I stretched
across the tub, pushing the window closed as I did. I struggled to reach the
latch on the door frame, standing on my toes to do so. The flashlight fell
out of my other hand and landed in the laundry tub with a splash. What
the fuck? I hadn’t been using it at all this week. I looked down to see a
strange glow being produced from the beam, as it was now submerged.
That is when the stench hit me. It had likely been there all along but had
not registered in my weary brain. The falling flashlight must have broken
the seal when it disrupted the surface tension: it was not water in the
laundry tub at all but a thick, foreign substance. The smell was sudden
and drastic, all too familiar. It smelled just as tanning booth two had last
Saturday and just as strong.
I stepped back abruptly, and my right foot came down on the edge
of Taffy’s litter box. Taffy was a tabby that we had owned since she was a
kitten. She was a beautiful orange and brown mix. At her current age of
almost eleven, she now kept mostly to herself, just looking to rub against
us occasionally. Now, she yowled in anger as she was shaken from her
slumber—her usual bed was right beside the litter. She bolted out of the
room. The litter box stood upright under my heel and spilled its contents
all over the laundry room floor. I could feel clumps of debris strike my calf
and foot. Had I cleaned the damn thing today? I thought not. This was one
of the jobs that Moira left to me, as she would not touch it. I must admit,
I cursed a blue streak, momentarily forgetting about my flashlight. The
stink is what brought me around again—damn, it was bad.
I groped on the wall closest to the door and found the light switch. I
flicked it on and the suspended fluorescent fixture lit up the room. I saw
the mess on the floor and grimaced, more shit to clean up. Covering my
nose with my T-shirt once again just as I had at the studio, I approached
the laundry tub once more.
It was a perfectly clear night, and I could see the near full moon
beyond the window, one of those nights you dream of in the summer.
Too damn bad it was January. Suddenly, the window darkened, and I saw
a face peering in at me. An oval face, one I had seen before. It sported an
awful grin that was still etched in my memory. It was the woman from
the studio. I backpedalled as quickly as I could, forgetting entirely about
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the mess on the floor. As my left foot landed, it came down on the spilled
litter and slid. I lost my balance and fell to the floor with barely any time to
react. I had managed to turn slightly but couldn’t get a hand out to break
my fall. The side of my head struck the floor hard. Disgustingly, the blow
was somewhat cushioned by a massive clump of urine-filled kitty litter.
How fucking gross is this? I could hear a scratching noise coming from the
window. My eyes closed as I passed out.
Hours later, I had no idea what time, I snapped awake and barely
suppressed a scream. Taffy stared at me warily from her bed. What I had
seen in the window was still vivid in my mind. I scrambled to my feet and
stood upright. It was still freezing in the laundry room, and I could see that
the window over the tub was once again wide open. I also noticed that it
was well past daybreak, another sunny winter morning. Oh, shit, I’ve got
a studio to run! I bolted out of the room, dashed up the stairs and looked
at the numbers on the microwave—8:37. Fuck me… I had minutes to get
ready, get downtown and open the studio. There would be people waiting,
there always were on Saturday mornings. Whatever the hell happened to
me last night would have to wait. I had to get a move on.
With moments to spare, I opened on time (we live only four blocks
away from the studio). Moira had the car, so I literally ran to make it. My
unkempt appearance raised a few eyebrows among the three customers
who met me as I opened, but I can’t blame them. I really must have been
a hell of a sight: bruised face, bloodshot eyes and likely still reeking of cat
piss and whatever was in my utility room laundry tub.
However, I was able to right the ship and proceeded to bring as much
normalcy to my morning as possible. Between clients, I got the chance to
clean myself some more and change into my beach attire that lived at the
studio. By three that afternoon, all had settled—or I had, really—and
my Saturday proved uneventful. At numerous times throughout the day,
though, my thoughts drifted back to the night before. Did I really see that
woman in my window? Had I managed to close it? If not, it was going to
be returning to an awfully cold house. Was I losing my mind? Man, have
I got a mess to clean up when I get home, etc. I couldn’t seem to shake a
feeling of dread. An impending sense of doom enveloped me. Thank God
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for the meaningless chatter from the many clients in the studio that day:
a much-needed diversion.
So, once again, I was caught up and the last hour of my day was
upon me. I opened up another short-story-filled paperback. I liked those
because I could set them down during interruptions and return to them
later, picking up a story thread with ease as opposed to reading a novel.
This one was called Razored Saddles, a Western-themed horror collection.
I had the books stashed in a drawer, hoping they were hidden from Moira
(she frowned upon reading at the studio, maintaining there was always
something to do). I looked at the wall clock as I reclined and put my feet
up. It read 3:16, and a feeling of unease gripped me again. The front door
to the studio swung out to the familiar sing-song chime. There she stood,
impossibly, looking even larger than just last week.
I stood up quickly on shaky legs, my bladder had a spasm and I swear I
damn near pissed myself. The woman was dressed entirely as she had been
when we first met. The only real difference I noticed was that her clothing
was dirtier and more tattered than the week prior. The sweat stains had
grown to encompass most of her T-shirt, now it was two-toned yellow.
There were several tears in the smiley face, one eye completely missing,
parts of the smile ripped away. Her pants were grimier yet. I hazarded a
guess that she had not changed for the entire week, which seemed to be
confirmed by the smell that entered the studio with her. I took all of this
in within seconds, my mind keenly aware of small details, likely aided
by adrenaline. I looked up, slowly dreading what I would see. I couldn’t
see her face at all, her now stringier hair was completely pulled forward,
covering her features. The hair was so matted and dirty that it resembled
dreadlocks more than individual strands. I could see things moving and
weaving in it as she approached the desk. Worms? Maggots? My gorge
was rising, I felt an overwhelming need to puke. I backed away from my
counter to create as much distance as I could between us, a strange sense
of déjà vu settling in. She began digging into her purse-type bag. I knew
that she intended to hand over money and climb on a tanning bed again,
but I could not allow that to happen: she would break something this time.
She had gained at least fifty pounds since our last encounter, from what I
could tell. Is that even possible? Steeling my nerves, I stuttered at her, “I’m
sorry… lady, w-we… I’m closed for the day. The beds are turned off.”
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She ignored what I said and pulled out a wad of crumpled bills.
Thrusting them in my direction, she dropped them on the counter. I
looked on in disgust as I noticed things crawling about the cash. Short
white worms: indeed, they were maggots. I had found a dead rabbit on
our lawn one summer day, just seeing it in time to avoid running it over
with my push mower. It had the same worms wriggling around its carcass.
I lurched to the side of my desk space and continued talking, trying to be
more forceful, “Look, lady. I don’t know what the hell you’re up to, but I
said we are closed, and I mean it.”
She brushed aside some of the hair from her face and looked at me. Her
lips were cracked and peeling, bluish in colour. The nose was rotting on
one side, the hole that it presented giving a filthy view of her sinus cavity.
Her eyes were the only thing that portrayed any life, and they had a blazing
intensity. The eye spacing was different from what I remembered: set wider
apart, almost like her features were coming unglued, sliding around. It
looked like this thing was slowly dying right before my eyes! Trained on
me as they were, I felt compelled to shut up under her riveting stare. She
uttered something similar to what she had said last week. I still couldn’t
make out any of it.
She obviously was not taking “no” for an answer as she turned and
shuffled to booth two, struggling even more to access the room through
the archway. The bi-fold door closed slowly. I didn’t hear the telltale sign
of the hook-and-eye latch being used.
What the hell was I going to do? Call the cops? Just get the fuck out
of there? Was I losing my mind?
I heard clothing hit the floor and then a loud bellow that sounded
like “Now!” It was followed by the squeak of the top cover opening and
then the muffled whump of the woman dropping down on the bed. That
was followed by the clear sound of the acrylic panel snapping under her
weight. There goes another seven hundred bucks, I thought (of all things).
I stepped away and settled my back against the far wall of the studio,
almost dislodging our framed pricing guide sign with my shoulder. The
commands being barked at me continued. I was being squealed at, but still
nothing that I could make out. Not knowing what else could be done, I
dashed to the controller and set the bed for ten minutes.
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The woman then turned on the bed within seconds, the faint hum
and glow of the fluorescent tubes in the room starting. She settled in
and stopped her verbal barrage toward me. I stood there, stunned. A full
minute passed, according to the T-Max. I was riveted to the spot behind
the counter. What broke my inactivity was the pleasurable moans that
began from the booth. I could not take nine more minutes of this crazy
shit. I ran from behind the desk and made my way to the front door; I was
getting the hell out of there, primarily to preserve my own sanity.
As I came around the counter, in my haste, I sharply hip checked
the small table that held our jar of sanitizing fluid, which housed the
eye goggles. A mandatory item worn by our patrons to protect from UV
radiation. The table rocked, lost its battle with gravity and fell to the floor.
The glass cylinder shattered, sending goggles, fluid and glass shards across
the floor. I nailed the table hard enough that I felt an immediate bolt of
pain. I had lurched forward, trying to keep the table upright to no avail.
My foot skidded out from under me as I stepped on a plastic goggle, and I
pinwheeled my arms, crashing to a hard floor for the second time within
hours. The same side of my face and temple smashed down violently. I lay
there, groggy, my eyes facing booth two. A puddle of slimy yellow liquid
was seeping out of the room and across the floor. It was growing rapidly
and heading my way; the stench was vile, overwhelming. I willed myself to
move, and though the mind seemed willing, the body was weak. I could
hear the bucking and writhing taking place within the booth, just like
last week, the howls of ecstasy far louder than before—ear splitting. My
last coherent thought before I passed out was, This is it. I’m going to die.
Coming around, I found myself in a puddle of sanitizing fluid.
Unconscious twice in one day, an absolute record for me. I’ve been knocked
out before—high school football comes to mind—but never like this. I
slowly sat up and proceeded to unwittingly set my hand on a shard of
jagged glass. The cursing ensued. I lifted my hand and looked at the
chunk embedded in the meat of my thumb. Holy shit, that fucking stings!
The blood welled up immediately. I staggered to my feet and suddenly
remembered why I had ended up on the floor to begin with. I turned to
booth two. The door was wide open; it was empty. I took the few steps
over to it with caution. Was the monster still there? I peered at the tanning
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bed, also empty. No puddle of shit on the floor or on the bottom of the
bed. The acrylic was fully intact. The booth was undisturbed, as though
no one had been in it at all. I stared on in disbelief at what I was not seeing.
It was several seconds before I even noticed the patter of my bloody hand
dripping on the floor.
Was I going crazy? Fucking cuckoo? I know that the woman…
that thing… had entered the studio. However, there was no evidence of
anyone having been there. No money on the counter, no seeping liquid,
no footprints, I couldn’t even make out a bad odour. Not a damn thing.
Did I imagine all of it? I admit that I was questioning my own sanity at
this point. The table with the googles and holder was overturned and a
hell of a mess. Is that evidence of anyone being in the studio? Not really. I
likely did knock it over of my own accord, but under what circumstances?
I looked to the wall clock and the time registered in my overwrought
brain. Shit! 6:23 p.m. I had been out for around three hours. Moira was due
home any minute, her seminar ended at 3:30 today, and I still had a studio
to put back together. I threw myself at the task, shutting the incident out
of my mind. Within twenty minutes, the studio was cleaned up and I was
hustling my sorry ass home. I still had no idea what the hell had happened
to me today, and truthfully, I’m pretty sure I didn’t really want to know.
Moira had left a phone message saying she would be delayed but
was happily on her way. The howling winds and expected snow squalls
had begun on her return. That gave me an opportunity to get the house
back in order as well. The lower level was very cold because the utility
room window was still wide open when I got in. I cranked the heat to
compensate. Then there was the kitty litter to clean up and the laundry tub
to deal with. Litter done, I turned to the tub and realized that the stench
of the place was nonexistent. The odour was completely gone. I peered
into the laundry tub, and it was empty except for the flashlight. What the
hell? I know I had seen and smelled something gross in there. Where did it go?
I heard the garage door opening: Moira was home. I had to present
myself as being in control. I’m not sure why, but I felt that I couldn’t
discuss this crazy shit with her. Besides, who the hell would believe what
I had to tell? Likely not even my own wife. Moira came through the door
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at least two hours later than expected. A blizzard in Northern Minnesota
is nothing to fool around with. She had been slowed to a near crawl in
stretches, visibility being reduced that much.
The bruised side of my face and heavily bandaged thumb certainly had
her eyebrows raised, but I had rebuked all of her questions about my two
days by steering the conversation toward hers. She was very animated about
the seminar. I tried my best to stay in the moment and listen attentively
(something we husbands are notorious for not being skilled at), but my
thoughts kept drifting. The whole ordeal at the studio had me on edge;
I just didn’t feel right. My stomach was in knots, and not from the shitty
frozen pizza we shared (takeout was out of the question during the storm).
Moira had suggested we get to bed early after such a long day, and I
was happy to agree. I was sitting on the bed, Edward Lee paperback (nasty
writer, that guy—love it) in hand, but I was unable to focus. Looking up,
I saw Moira bent over the sink, vigorously brushing her teeth. Everything
from that angle was jiggling just perfectly under her nightgown, and I felt
an uncontrollable urge to enjoy her company. I leapt from the bed and
slid in behind her, pressing my growing erection between her buttocks.
Bending forward, I started to caress her ample breasts.
“Jesus, you’re horny, honey,” Moira said around a mouthful of
toothpaste, “Can’t we wait till morning? I’m so tired.”
My urgency was apparent; I was not taking “no” for an answer. I
wanted her—no needed her—right there, right then! I flipped the flimsy
garment over her backside and dropped a hand lower between the front of
her legs, kneading her delicate area. Now, Moira and I are not church mice
and have managed to get it on in numerous different places, a crowded
beach and darkened theatres come to mind. This was different, though.
I barely felt like I was in control. By this point, Moira had warmed up to
the notion, perhaps just wanting to get it over with (how the hell could I
know: this wasn’t about her). She arched her back and thrust back at me as
I entered her, both of us rocking and moaning. My impending climax was
mere seconds away. I looked at her, bent over, with her face looking back at
me in the mirror. My God, this woman is beautiful! Suddenly, it changed.
Her face transformed into that of the woman from the studio. However, it
was in an even greater state of decay than what I had seen earlier that day.
A portion of her pasty white cheek dripped from her face and plopped on
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the vanity counter. I peeled back, screaming and pushed her away. Knees
suddenly weak, I dropped to the floor, smashing the back of my head on
the toilet as I went down. Was I going fucking insane? I just lay there,
rolled up in a fetal position, babbling incoherently. Moira hovered over
me, begging to know what was wrong. I couldn’t respond. For the third
time that day, I slipped into unconsciousness.
How Moira managed to get me out of there and on the bed is beyond
me. She is one hell of a strong woman. It was only minutes that I was
out, and as I came around, I could see Moira reaching for her cell phone
on the bedside table. It took some time to convince her not to call for an
ambulance, she was that worried about what had taken place. I put it off as
having slipped and that I was tired from my long day. She then needled me
with questions about what happened to my face and hand, insisting that
I may be concussed or worse. I could tell that she was not buying any of
my bullshit. Finally, in anger, I yelled at her stop with the inquisition and
leave me the fuck alone! Moira rolled away from me, maintaining distance
between us. I can’t say I blame her: I likely would’ve done the same. After
some time, we both drifted off to sleep.
The nightmares were recurring—that face, that wicked grin, dirty
money crawling with maggots. Needless to say, I didn’t sleep well at
all. I awoke to an empty bed. The morning sun was peeking through
the curtains, any sign of a blizzard long gone. I could hear Moira in the
kitchen, busying herself with making breakfast. The smell of bacon frying,
something I usually love (everything is better with bacon, I say), made my
stomach lurch. I stumbled to the bathroom, fully expecting to throw up.
I hovered over the toilet, feeling much like a hungover teenager.
“Breakfast in ten minutes, hope you’re hungry, honey,” Moira called
from the kitchen.
“OK, babe. That’ll give me time to shower,” I croaked back out at her.
“You OK in there? You don’t sound right.”
I uttered something back at her more forcefully. I couldn’t even make
out what I said, to be honest, I was so intent on climbing behind the
curtain, eyes closed tight, blinding headache. What the hell is wrong with
me? Maybe I do have a concussion. Three strikes and you’re out, I thought
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and nearly cackled out loud. Groping for the faucet handle, I turned on
the water and waited as it warmed up. I had it as hot as possible when I
realized that I didn’t have the vent fan on. Screw it, never seems to work
right, anyway. Another of the items I needed to fix. The steam began to
rise, and I was enjoying its warm embrace. I opened my eyes and reached
for the shampoo bottle on the corner shelf. My forearm was thick with
coarse, inch-long hairs, unlike any hair that had ever been present before.
Startled, I dropped the bottle. It was practically full—just my luck of
late—and landed directly on my foot. Cursing in pain, I stood on the other
leg and lifted it up to massage it. I leaned on the inner wall and ran my
fingers over the end of my foot. Where the fuck were my toes? I set it back
down and looked at both my feet. They were not feet at all. I was staring
directly at two cloven hooves.
I reached for the shower curtain to pull it back with the intent to get
the hell out of there. I swooned, shaken to my very core. My brain felt…
mushy… overwhelmed. I lost all logical thought as I fell out of the tub
and crashed to the floor.
So, here I am in this bed, completely restrained. They’ve said that
without being confined, I’ll try to hurt myself. That I’ve already tried to
pull out my arm hair, and tear at my face and I keep smashing my feet on
the bed rails. That I’ve been rambling on about hooves, rotting corpses,
maggots, demons, pigs and other nonsensical things.
Moira continues to visit, but I don’t know how much longer she will
keep that up. Eighteen months is a long time to have lost your husband to
insanity. The doctors, the nurses, none of them understand. They don’t
know what I’ve gone through; what I’ve been subjected to. Medicines have
not helped, counselling sessions useless, hypnosis as a last-ditch effort
revealed nothing. They can’t figure out the cause of my apparent psychosis.
Was it the multiple concussions in such a short period? Something from
my childhood? They may never know, and they certainly don’t believe my
fanciful story about a demonic visitor that I insist is true.
Having been in here for so long, there have been stretches where I was
not considered a danger to myself. During those times, I read voraciously.
What else did I have to do? Fiction, non-fiction, poetry—anything I
could get my hands on. I’ve never been overly religious (don’t looked so
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surprised), but I actually found myself reading the Bible. It was there that
I stumbled upon a parable: Mark chapter 5, verses 1-20, if I remember
correctly. It is about how Jesus casts out demons from two possessed men.
As the story goes, the men are saved as the demons are cast out into a herd
of 2,000 pigs at 3:16 p.m. The pigs, thus possessed, rush down a hill, jump
off a cliff and drown in the Sea of Galilee.
I’ve always considered the Bible to be rubbish (I know, shame on me),
made up stories fed to the masses to induce artificial hope. Now, however,
I have a theory: what if these biblical stories have a grain of truth? What
if they reflect actual events that took place? Pigs are a clever animal, some
would claim as smart as the most intelligent of dog breeds. Was this a
suicidal plunge these animals were taking to escape living with the burden
of possession? Would it also not stand to reason that there were some evil
pigs among the thousands—just as with our human race—some more
than content to live on as demons in the guise of pigs and man? It is worth
noting that pigs can swim.
With all of the inactivity over the months my physical bulk has
increased, I am likely pushing 320 lbs. The doctors still can’t explain why
coarse hairs fade in and out on my arms and other areas. All of the testing
they have done can not account for the rapid onset of the deterioration
of my internal organs that is wracking my body. I’m now seeing outward
signs of decay: boils, lesions and skin tearing apart. One doctor, Sanchez,
I believe insists that it is all based on the mental struggles that I’m living
with that have caused these physical manifestations to occur.
I’m better now, I insist, but they won’t let me go. I’m normal, recovered,
of this I’m sure. It was many months ago that I attacked an orderly that
had brought me eggs and bacon! I may only have weeks to live, yet they
won’t release me.
I roll over as much as the straps will allow. Lying flat has started to
cause a real issue with the curly, coarse-haired stub of a tail that is growing
out of the bottom of my spine.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Saturday 3:11 p.m.
Roger, Terry and Rita had fallen into a routine of sorts as the time passed.
Once ‘9616 Moloch Road’ and ‘A Cultured Swine Might Understand’ had
been read, Roger had removed Terry’s gag and duct tape so Rita could tend
to his bloodied and swollen mouth. Roger allowed Rita to feed Terry as he
remained tied to his chair. The three of them ate the egg salad sandwiches
with uncommon enjoyment, considering the circumstances. Roger had
a pistol and knife well within his grasp throughout their conversations
and constantly maintained a wary eye. Realizing that struggling and
pleading were not going to accomplish anything, they actually settled
in and discussed the merit of Roger’s short stories thus far. It was in very
placating tones that Rita and Terry conversed in an effort not to rattle
Roger. They’d seen what angering him would lead to.
Terry, by this point, was also feeling the call of Mother Nature. He
dreaded this, knowing that rising out of his chair would expose the letter
opener: his would-be weapon, if chance permitted.
“Well, what else are we to do? I guess we will just step into another
story or two,” Roger suggested.
Terry, treading carefully, responded, “Roger, I’m getting pretty saddle
sore sitting like this all day, and I need to use the bathroom as well.”
“We’ll get to that soon enough. Remember who the boss is here,
Terry,” Roger stated with authority. “You’ve mentioned that much of my
new work is mostly violent and unpleasant in tone, and I don’t disagree.
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That’s what the horror genre is all about, what those readers want and
what I want to write about! But this next one I’ll share with you is a little
different, maybe even a love story of sorts. You be the judge. Rita, please
do us the honours again.”
Rita resignedly sat at the desk and began.
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Last Kiss
He was an ordinary man in most every way. Graham Templeton, at
58 years of age, always believed his name sounded far too fussy compared
with his actual demeanor. He was a widower going on four years now, as
his wife, Claire, had suffered an aneurysm while visiting her dentist and
died shortly after.
He didn’t wish to pursue other relationships after she died as his few
friends and relatives had encouraged. Graham didn’t believe that anyone
could live up to her high standards as a loving wife and mother.
Claire and Graham had met in college where she had acquired a
diploma in business and he in agricultural sciences. They had shared a
few furtive glances, then eye contact, and he knew she was the woman for
him. After mustering up all his courage, he asked her out. They hit it off,
and the rest, as they say, is history. They were solidly, hopelessly in love. As
much as any couple, they had some arguments, but had always weathered
all storms. Although he was far from happy with his current life, he just
couldn’t fathom the thought of sharing his golden years with anyone other
than his beloved Claire, who he’d been married to for thirty-four years,
three months and sixteen days.
Graham often found himself humming through the day, “Where, oh
where can my baby be? The Lord took her away from me.” “Last Kiss” was
one of few songs he had grown to love (the 1964 J. Frank Wilson and the
Cavaliers version, not Pearl Jam’s dreadful remake in the 90’s that one of
his coworkers insisted was better). He loved the song for how it rang true to
him. Graham was spending his last years primarily in solitude and mostly
forgotten by the world around him.
Inexperienced in the ways of the world was one way to describe
Graham. He had grown up on a small hobby farm and had little contact
with big city life. His inexperience certainly was evident in his dealing
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with the opposite sex and sexuality in general. Including Claire, he’d only
had sexual encounters with three women in his life. The first time was the
heated fumbling of teenagers in the back seat of a friend’s battered Chevy
and the other in the balcony of a mostly empty theatre. He’d not gone
all the way with anyone other than Claire. He wasn’t comfortable around
women or regarding matters of sexuality and usually allowed his desires to
be repressed, which made his eventual obsession with the chair even more
difficult to comprehend.
Graham was a cash crop farmer, having inherited that itch from his
own parents. Claire and their two sons, Joshua and James, worked the farm
and had a very successful enterprise. His work ethic was truly unparalleled,
as he also worked at a Toyota car manufacturing plant for over thirty years.
Of course, he never owned a Toyota himself, his old-time thinking would
only allow him to purchase North American-made vehicles.
It was at that manufacturing plant where his mind began to unravel.
The company, being very progressive in nature, had installed a relaxation
room for the employees nearly three years prior, complete with soothing
music, couches, inspirational posters and five massage chairs. Graham
avoided the “Zen Room” (as dubbed by the employees) with an almost
religious fervour. He believed that he was paid to work, not to sit around
being lazy. He couldn’t understand how his peers would happily spend
their entire—much too long—breaks in there. As innocent as it seemed,
his troubles started upon returning from his lunch one shift. His friend
Marshall, twenty-some years his junior, was leaving the Zen Room just as
Graham was passing the doors on his way back to work.
“Hey, Graham! You really should check this place out,” Marshall
said, to which Graham snorted a grunt of derision in Marshall’s direction.
However, as he trudged past the slowly closing double doors, he caught in
his peripheral vision a stunning sight.
“Well, maybe I’ll have a little look-see,” Graham said and proceeded
to open the doors. He peered inside and looked to where his attention had
been diverted. He laid his eyes upon her: different, larger than the others,
beautiful in a blocky, sturdy kind of way.
Leaning in and with his hand on Graham’s shoulder, Marshall said,
“C’mon, Graham. Break’s over. We gotta git going.”
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Graham briskly shook him off, saying, “I’ll only be a damn minute.
Fuck off and leave me be,” and then proceeded to enter the room.
In the eight years that Marshall had worked with Graham, he couldn’t
recall him ever being so abrupt. He’d never heard him utter anything
harsher than the occasional “darn” or “shit.” He was shocked by his tone
and foul language but just chalked it up to his old friend having a bad day.
As the doors closed firmly behind him, Graham studied the unfamiliar
area. He realized that he was the only person in the room. The entire
place had a pleasant scent—piped in, perhaps? It was a familiar smell, but
Graham could not quite identify it. He turned his attention back to the
far corner. There it sat: the wonderful black faux leather massage chair.
Graham’s eyes were riveted. It showed signs of age and wear, the stitched
seams were scuffed, the keyboard control panel had a crack in the glass, a
sheath was missing from the electric power cord… It’s exquisite, Graham
thought. With nobody else in the room, he had it all to himself.
He noticed that a prior user had placed a long body cushion on the
chair, which he quickly removed. He wanted to—no had to—feel its
contours as directly as possible. With great care, Graham lowered his 6’ 2”,
230 lb frame into the chair. It folded around him like a worn glove. Electric!
He examined the control pad with an excitement building in him that he
had not felt in some time. The hair on his neck stood up, goose bumps
rippled his arms and his heart began to race. He was loving the sensations.
The wonderful scent he had detected upon entering the Zen Room assailed
his nose to an even greater extent once within the chair’s vicinity.
Graham pushed the power button in the muted darkness of the room
and the controller lit up with a pleasant green glow. It had a neon picture
of a fully reclined body and a number of character-like fists with Shiatsu,
Korean, Deep Tissue, etc. spelled out underneath them, all too confusing
for Graham. He just wanted it to run. His thumb fumbled over the
keyboard and pressed a button that reminded him in a startlingly vivid
manner how it had felt to fondle one of Claire’s erect nipples. The chair
started to move under his body. It reclined him back into a supine position,
and the inner levers and knobs began to run up and down the length of
his body. As they squeezed, pulled and manipulated his buttocks, head,
neck, shoulders and torso, a feeling of utter contentment came over him.
The chair’s “hands” continued their job on his arms and feet, and Graham
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felt a stirring in his loins that he had not felt in a very long time. Feelings
came flooding back to his tired old body that he’d believed were no
longer possible. The delightful scent mellowed, and he still could not quite
identify it, no matter how familiar it seemed. He stopped trying, closed
his eyes and just allowed the sensations to wash over him. He let the chair
take him where it wanted him to go.
The timer had counted down from its lowest ten-minute time limit
and began to sit Graham up as it powered down. He was startled from
his semi-conscious state by the abruptness of the machine turning off. He
discovered, however, that the chair could run as much as sixty minutes
before powering down, and during his many visits to the Zen Room over
the next several weeks, he utilized the maximum time limit. One day the
doors to the room opened and an office administrator, Sarah, entered.
Graham, dazed and sweaty, climbed out of the chair, quite embarrassed
by the noticeable protrusion in the front of his work pants. Desperately
hoping she wouldn’t see his predicament, he nearly tripped but managed
to maintain his balance. He sheepishly grinned at her and got out as fast
as he could, not understanding at all what had just happened but knowing
he needed more.
The rest of his shift was a blur. Graham could not focus on his work,
and at one point, he mishandled an expensive industrial rivet gun, which
fell to the floor with a loud clatter. Ultimately, he left early in an effort to
regain some semblance of control over his emotional turmoil. Graham had
not missed a shift the entire time he worked at the factory and had only
left early one other time when his first son was born.
That evening as Graham lay awake in bed, he replayed the day in his
head. The entire incident in the chair felt like a dream—a wonderful,
improbable dream. He could even vividly recall the smells of the room
and the chair. Is that even possible? he wondered. Despite only a few hours
of actual sleep, Graham awoke feeling oddly refreshed and alive. However,
when he realized that he was off for two full days, he was crestfallen. He
had to get back to the chair! He could not wait that long, so he drove back
into work that night and spent many hours in its comforting embrace,
raising more than a few eyebrows among those who saw him there.
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Two years prior, Graham had sold the farm. Neither of his sons were
interested in the difficult lifestyle and both had moved on to lead their
own lives. Without the aid of his wife, it became too much for him. As
much as he hated doing it, he sold the family farm and chose factory work
for what little social interaction it would give him. He felt that without it,
he would wither away. He planned to work as long as they would allow,
as he had no future to look forward to that didn’t include being alone. As
he’d always been very healthy, he figured he had many long years ahead.
The last time Graham had set foot in a hospital was the day that Claire
died. Graham had received a call on his cell phone, which he in fact hated,
but Claire insisted he have because of all the hours he worked alone on the
farm. The news hadn’t been good. By the time the hospital had tracked
him down, Claire’s condition was rapidly deteriorating. Fearing the worst
for his ailing wife, Graham sped to the hospital to be by her side, but he
didn’t make it to her in time. She died on the table as they were prepping
her for surgery—no friends, no family with her in her final moments—
Graham was late by six minutes. Their last kiss was as Graham cradled
her then semi-shaved head, and he broke down and cried, something he
hadn’t done since he was a child.
These reflections and many more fluttered through his mind in the
many hours he spent in the chair. As expected, his work performance
suffered as his obsession grew. His fixation ultimately led to an altercation
in his workplace. One night shift, he entered the Zen Room to a packed
house, every couch and chair occupied, including his chair. The “Out of
Order” sign he laid across it was nowhere to be seen. In a rage, he hauled
the innocent occupant out of the chair by the collar, threatening to beat
the ever-loving shit out of him as he did so. A trip to HR followed by a
visit with the plant physician led to Graham being sent for psychiatric
evaluation. He was barred from entering the plant till such time that a
doctor could deem him fit to return.
After three days without his chair, Graham was lost. His nerves
frazzled, he couldn’t eat and barely slept. He needed his fix. With many
years of the factory life under his belt, Graham knew virtually every inch
of the massive facility. After little more than a week of studying the security
guard routines, he knew that he could break himself back in and managed
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to get in undetected around 2:00 a.m. one morning with two wrecking
bars concealed under his thick Carhartt jacket. He quickly made his way
to the Zen Room, peeked in and noticed one person inside. It was all he
could do to wait the woman out, such was his need to be back in the chair.
Finally she left, and he was able to gain access without being seen. The
wonderfully familiar aroma nearly dropped him to his knees, such was his
excitement at being back and the power that the chair held over him. He
taped the signs he had made onto the outside of the swinging double doors
at either side of the room: DO NOT ENTER—FUMIGATING. Then
he barred the doors from the inside with the wrecking bars and turned to
look at his beloved chair with a gaze of pure rapture. Graham disrobed
down to his briefs and climbed into the chair for the last time.
He started the chair, and it fully reclined as it worked its magic.
The beautiful fragrance filled his senses, tangible, nearly overwhelming.
Finally, it came to him: it was Chanel N°5, Claire’s favourite perfume. As
he closed his eyes, a vision of her appeared to him. More than a vision, he
could feel her weight come down on his reclined form. He opened his eyes,
and there Claire was, descending from above and settling warmly in his
lap, straddling him, facing him. Graham could see clear through the filmy
apparition before him, but she held weight, was substantial, was… real?
“I’m back for good this time, my poor tired man. Let’s share our last
kiss. I love you,” the ghostly spectre whispered in his ear.
Graham felt no fear, he knew that he was meant to be with his beloved.
“I’ve missed you desperately. I love you too,” he replied. She sat on him with
her legs apart and leaned forward, hands on his shoulders. They embraced
and their lips touched. Claire ground her pelvic region down on his full
erection. Within seconds, he was ready to ejaculate and did so with no
conscious thought that it had happened. They smiled knowingly at each
other, and he fell into blissful, heavy slumber.
Graham slowly awoke to pounding and yelling at the door. Security
was trying to enter the room, as strange noises had been reported coming
from it. He was alone, mostly naked and an obvious mess. As he tried to get
up, he felt a massive weight pressing down on his chest and extreme pain
down his left arm. The heart attack killed him within seconds, yet he died
with an oddly pleasant, toothy grin on his face. The security personnel
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finally broke through the door to discover Graham’s remains. All attempts
to revive him failed.
George, the younger of the two, swore he saw two separate yet joined
clouds swirling, rising and floating right through the ceiling. He made a
point of never entering the Zen Room again.

~~
Dr. Melenson sat with his daughter Paula eating lunch. He enjoyed
catching up with her on her Friday lunch break, and he always made a
point of paying. Now that he was retired from his dental practice, he could
spend quality time with his loved ones.
“Hey, Dad?” asked Paula, “Did you hear about the poor old man who
died at the Toyota plant two nights ago? They say he was found dead in
a massage chair!”
“Nope, hadn’t heard a thing,” he replied, arching an eyebrow in her
direction.
“Sort of like that lady at your practice a few years back, except she had
her clothes on,” she tittered. “His name was Templeman or Templeton,
something like that.”
The fork full of smoked salmon he’d been raising to his mouth clattered
back to the plate. Melenson had never liked the idea of a massage chair
in the waiting room at the practice, he thought it made people think they
were going to be in for a long wait. His partners had won out, and they
had one brought in on a trial basis. It was quickly removed and sold off,
however, after Mrs. Templeton had suffered an aneurysm in the chair and
died shortly thereafter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Saturday 3:33 p.m.
“Well, whaddya think of that? Was it cool, did it work?” Roger asked
excitedly of the two in an almost childlike tone.
Rita spoke first, “That was different from what you’ve shared with us
so far. I like the ending—the twist works.”
Terry chimed in, “Yeah, well done; didn’t see that coming.”
Something in Terry’s tone didn’t ring true to Roger. “Are you two
kidding me? That was the first one I wrote outside of the fantasy trilogy,
and it sucks. The writing is blocky, descriptive passages seem forced. I have
considered many revisions, and you sit there and tell me that it is good?
You are both full of shit!” By this time, Roger had stood up and had his
pistol waving in the air, his face fully flushed and saliva again flying from
his lips. Full psycho mode, Rita thought grimly.
“Well, it could use a little work, b—”
“‘A little work’? Why, you stupid bitch! It’s trash and you are too scared
to say so. You—a CEO, a literary genius—your opinions should mean
something. And yet you just try to placate me!”
“Easy, Roger,” Terry began. “Consider the circumstances we’re under:
forced to listen at gunpoint. It’s hard to think things through rationally.”
“Well, you’d better start thinking things through rationally. Remember,
you’re here by your own design. Your e-mail is what started this… this…
day. I didn’t even invite Rita, you just decided to bring her—decided that
the two of you needed to strong arm me, force me to write what you want
me to write. Julia isn’t even here to defend me or take my side!” Roger
shouted in his direction.
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For a few moments, nothing else was said and Roger appeared to
be settling down from his latest rant. His thoughts drifted to a time
long ago…
32 Years Ago
Roger was eleven, and by that age, he was already showing signs of a
fertile imagination: writing and illustrating his own comic books, stapling
them together and peddling them to school chums and his grandparents.
He sold enough that he was able to buy himself a beat-up old manual
typewriter that he used to churn out short stories.
He wasn’t an athletic boy and typically stuck to the sidelines during
phys ed classes. His father, Stanley, a star athlete in all he did, couldn’t
relate to his awkward son. Stan had allowed his athletic build to slip away
under a constant diet of beer, often consuming 12–18 cans a day. Stan
frequently berated his son, verbally abusing him with taunts of “fatso”
and “dumb ass.”
Roger’s stories usually drifted into fantasy worlds where the protagonists
were strong, handsome and always saved the day. The seeds for what had
become his breakthrough novel, The Zyphillium Enigma, had been sown,
even back then.
One summer day, his father, in a foul mood and quite intoxicated,
stumbled into his bedroom. “What the hell are ya doing stuck in here?
Beauty day out, why the fuck are you in this shitty little room with that
shitty little typewriter?” He lurched forward, putting one hand on Roger’s
desk and the other on the back of his old wooden chair. Roger cowered as
he approached, knowing full well that his father was volatile in his current
state. He said nothing, keeping his eyes riveted to the page in front of him.
His father carried on. “Are ya not hearing me? Are you ig-ignoring me?’
he snorted with a hiccup.”
“It’s not that, Dad. I’m just writing, that’s all.” Roger had started
working directly on his typewriter as his mom had encouraged. “I’m
almost done with another chapter, a short boo—”
“Fuck that shit. Lemme see what you got, dumb ass,” Stan interrupted
and reaching out, tore the current sheet of paper out of the typewriter. It
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ripped in half. “No!” Roger raised his voice and grabbed for the sheet, “It’s
not done yet!”
Stan, backing away with the paper, put his beefy hand in the middle
of Roger’s forehead and gave him a hard shove. Roger toppled backwards,
catching his leg on the desk chair. He fell to the floor. As he crashed
down, his head struck his bed frame roughly, scraping a piece of hair and
skin from the back of his neck. Roger immediately mewled in pain and
clutched his wound. Stan righted the chair and plunked his bulk into it.
He proceeded to read some of what his son had written. “The Silver King
raised his sword high into the night, it was glowing like a red-hot fire iron.
He didn’t bring it down on his beaten enemy, choosing to…” he carried on,
mostly mumbling, then read to himself to the bottom of the ripped page.
Roger had ceased crying and turned his face expectantly up to meet
his father’s. It was the first time he had shown any interest in what he’d
written.
“What the fuck is this bullshit? Kings and swords and other fucking
nonsense? No goddamned wonder I can’t make a man out of you. You can’t
even think straight, boy! This is garbage.”
“But Dad, it’s make-believe. It’s what I wa—”
“Don’t you tell me what you want. I’ll tell you what you need.
Remember: I’m the fucking boss here, not you, you snivelling little turd!”
Stanley abruptly stood up, towering over his quivering son. He was about
to lash out at the boy again, but instead, he crumpled the page and threw
it at Roger. “This is coming with me,” he said as he grabbed the typewriter
and stormed out of the room.
Saturday 3:37 p.m.
Terry shifted uncomfortably in his chair and spoke up, “Rog… I really
need to pee and stretch, and I… we want to help. We want to make this
right between us. We’ll listen and be collaborative. Hell, that’s my job:
to help you turn out the best writing for your audience. But I really need
to move. Can’t you see the terribly awkward position you’ve put us in?”
Terry spoke in as calm a manner as he could muster. He had to win Roger
over if he was going to entertain any notions of escaping. Thinking of the
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letter opener, Terry realized that it could be his best chance at overtaking
his nemesis.
Having come out of his reminiscing, Roger finally spoke up: “OK,
I’ll admit that I’ve taken an extreme course in getting you to listen, but
consider the pressure I’m feeling. The trilogy is like a weight dragging me
under. I still don’t know how it’ll end. The expectations are so great; I can’t
fail my readership. I just wanted a change… it would allow me to focus
better. You, Rita—not even Julia—nobody was giving me that time…”
Roger was sobbing uncontrollably as he stated these last few words.
Rita and Terry exchanged a nervous glance. With Roger hanging his
head between his knees in a chair, hands covering his face, his weapons
both sat on the edge of the desk, seemingly forgotten. Terry implored her
with his eyes, Make a grab at them!
She stood, indecisive. I don’t want to die at this man’s hands, this…
lunatic, she thought. She inched over to Roger and put a comforting hand
on his shoulder in an effort to console him. She leaned over more, and
Roger willingly accepted her advance, he was just starting to gain control
of his crying. She reached across to the desk, the gun just inches out of
reach. Rita moved ever so gently tighter to Roger in the hope that his chair
would swivel, allowing her more access. It worked! Her fingers gripped the
handle of the gun. She grabbed it fully and abruptly pulled back from him.
She had never held a firearm, let alone levelled one at an adversary. She was
shaking. Roger looked up and realized what had taken place. His sobbing
stopped—he’d never looked down the barrel of a gun.
“So, now what… you shoot me? Do you think you can do that?”
“Roger, I don’t want to, but I will. I just want you to let us go.”
“I can’t do that, I’m not ready… you haven’t heard all of my stories.
Our work here isn’t done.”
“Roger, this isn’t just about your stories. What you’ve done to Terry
and me… it’s… it’s life or death—you realize that, don’t you?”
Terry sat nervously, listening to this exchange, when he noticed Roger’s
hand inching closer to the switchblade on the desk. Shoot him already!
his mind screamed at Rita. He was about to say exactly that when Roger
exploded out of his chair. He threw himself at Rita, raising his hand in
an arcing swoop, the knife now firmly clenched in it. The only thing that
saved her from having a ragged hole in her head was that Roger could not
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release the blade in his haste. Rita instinctively dodged his attack as he
charged at her. She pulled the trigger, clenching her eyes tightly closed
as she did. It didn’t engage, there was no bang, no recoil—nothing. The
blunt end of Roger’s folded knife along with the fist that held it connected
with her temple. Rita dropped to the floor, barely conscious. Terry had
scrambled as best he could during their exchange, managing to get his
chair close to Roger. He’d been working the duct tape during his captivity
but had made little progress. His hands were still tightly bound. Roger
turned to him and placed the business end of the pistol right between
Terry’s eyes.
“The safety! She didn’t turn off the safety switch!” Roger cackled.
Then he released it with an audible click.
Terry’s bladder emptied in his fear, filling the room with the acrid
stench of urine. Roger turned the gun around in his hand and pistolwhipped Terry into unconsciousness. He then looked to Rita who was
lying semi-dazed on the floor.
“You started all this, but I’ll finish it! When he comes around, you can
read my next story. You can even follow it up with a poem I have written.
It is somewhat related in that the subject matter is the same. Yeah, that’s
right: I have written poetry as well. Most of it is shit, but I don’t care—I
write it for me. I have pages and pages of poetry. Sometimes it just flows
out of me; an untapped resource thus far. I plan on publishing a book of it
someday with your help and his,” he said, pointing to Terry’s prone figure.
“Let’s start with the next story, though. A real battle of wills, it may be my
best. I’m sure you will like this one. It’s titled…”
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Rock ‘n’ Roll Ain’t Noise Pollution
“Without music, life would be a mistake.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche
Today
As the song finally faded, Skynyrd’s “Free Bird,” Frank realized that
he would be late yet again. It’s the damn rock and roll, he thought. Frank
could not bring himself to shut off any tune he loved before it played
out in its entirety. With its blistering guitar fury, “Free Bird” was one of
his lengthier favourites. He even went so far as to curse at the stations
that faded out songs before they ended or talked over them during their
intros and fade outs. That is why he also swore at the CD player in his
old minivan that had served him well for many years but eventually broke
down. The damn thing had given up the ghost three months ago, and he
couldn’t afford to have it fixed. CDs didn’t fade out or cut songs off: you
turned the thing off and came right back to where you left off in the tune
the next time it switched on. These thoughts crossed his mind as he looked
at his weary reflection in the rear-view mirror. He combed his bedraggled
greying shoulder-length hair with his yellowed fingers, stubbed out his
ever-present cigarette in the overflowing ashtray and reached across to the
glove box for his Visine. After administering the drops, he looked in the
mirror again, cursed under his breath and climbed out of the van. When
am I gonna learn to lay off the hard liquor the night before one of these? Is this
another job interview doomed from the start? he pondered grimly.
Muttering as usual, Frank returned to the van, knowing this interview
had gone just as poorly as all the others he’d had recently. The world just
doesn’t seem to want to give me a break! Guess I really didn’t start it off on
to the right foot, he thought. He could not help but look at the cleavage
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presented to him by the hot blonde at the reception desk. She, in anger,
had said to him, “Hey, mister, my eyes are up here.”
Frank, without thinking, responded, “Yeah, but your tits are down
there,” as he continued to stare at her ample bosom. Frank chided himself
for this indiscretion but then thought, What the fuck? She started it. If you
don’t want someone looking then cover yourself!
She frostily told him to take a seat in the waiting room. Then she made
the call out of earshot that likely didn’t pave his way to success. Within
minutes, the boss man (he presumed) in a full business suit came out to
greet him. In the back of his mind, he recalled advice he had been given to
dress “one up” for a potential job interview. Well, that hadn’t happened. He
was in a beat-up pair of loafers, a well-worn jacket, his only decent shirt and
pants and no tie: his Sunday best. His shirt, he noticed too late, had a dark
brown stain over the pocket. It reminded him of the foolish commercial
where some guy’s stain talked to an interviewer. Who thought up that shit?
After only a six-minute interview, Frank was back out on the street,
knowing he had not gotten the job. One last lingering look at the
receptionist didn’t make him any happier: her smirk told him who’d had
the last laugh. As he sat behind the wheel, he could not help but think, All
this aggravation for some lame-duck security guard position, well below my
skills. What a waste of fuckin time!

~~
Mark Sloan sat in his comfy La-Z-Boy recliner, enjoying the beautiful
sounds coming from his beloved stereo system. He was listening to Grieg’s
Piano Concerto in A Minor, Op. 16, Allegro Molto Moderato. The warm,
slow caress of the music filled him with joy. As the song rose and fell in its
intensity, Mark thought, Is there anything on this planet better to listen to than
a well-rounded classical composition? Mark believed that you didn’t always
need lyrics and a singer belting them out for music to convey emotion. His
collection did, however, include old jazz, blues and even opera LP’s that
were of considerable value in addition to his many classical selections. The
music played at a comfortable level—he was always mindful of who he
now shared the dwelling with. His warmth dwindled almost instantly as
he heard his neighbour’s van pull into the shared driveway in the middle
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of their duplex. The vehicle’s stereo was cranked so loud that he could hear
it over the classical music he had been enjoying.

~~
Frank climbed out of his van and could faintly make out the horse
shit Mark was listening to. In less-than-cordial humour, he shouted at that
front of the house, “Turn that shit off, nobody wants to listen to that crap!”
He then clambered back in, turned on the van and cranked up his
radio even louder. The heavy beat of AC/DC’s “Hell’s Bells” pounded,
drowning out the classical music his smug neighbour listened to. He sat
in the van, listening at full volume for the song’s entire duration, a cruel
smile crossing his face.

~~
The relationship the two men had was strained at best. Frank was 43
and Mark 62 years of age and they could not be any more distant in their
current circumstances.
Mark had served in the military and was pensioned and retired by the
time he turned 45. At a young age, he’d been badly concussed in battle
and his field service had to come to an end. He was suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder before it was even a fully realized or diagnosed
condition. His symptoms included flashbacks and nightmares as well as
uncontrollable thoughts about the event that had ended his true military
career of leading men into battle. He spent his remaining military years
pushing paper and hating every minute of it. Mark felt that his only true
failure in life was that he hadn’t climbed above the rank of his father
who had also served. He was released honourably and turned to his postmilitary endeavours.
He worked for ten years at a manufacturing plant following the military
but decided he really did not need to, considering his frugal lifestyle.
He was a lifelong bachelor; his military career had made it difficult for
him to settle down with any one woman. Mark now spent his time in
community service as a city councillor and an avid volunteer. He was
involved in the Habitat for Humanity initiative, the local art centre and
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the area’s Big Brothers chapter. All who met Mark were impressed by his
dignified yet approachable countenance, warm wit and social graces. He
had maintained his strong physique by going to the local YMCA where he
swam laps, rode stationary bikes and did light workout routines. He was
also on its board of directors—a paid position from which he reinvested
most of the income back into the facility. Mark could pass for late 40s to
early 50s, and his appearance made him among the town’s most soughtafter bachelors, though he truly had no interest. He was content with his
own company and happy to live out his years in a simple manner.
The only real issue in his idyllic life was his new neighbour of the past
two months. Mrs. Johnson, his long-time friend, had finally succumbed
to her battle with cancer, leaving her side of the duplex to her two children
who promptly sold it, as they both lived across the country. The Realtor,
with no interest in screening the would-be owner, assisted Frank in buying
the home, as he was able—on paper anyway—to meet all the necessary
financial requirements.
Frank, 13 Years Ago
“At this rate, you’ll climb right through the roof of this place,” Bill
acknowledged as he pumped Frank’s hand. Bill was the staff sergeant at
the precinct and had overseen much of Frank’s meteoric rise.
“Thanks, boss,” Frank replied warmly. “Couldn’t have done it
without your belief in me.” Frank had made detective, and his work was
acknowledged by many. His style was unorthodox, but his results were
outstanding. He had more arrests and convictions than anyone on the
entire force, no small feat in a city of 400,000 people.
“I have a special assignment, and you may be perfect for it,” Bill
continued as he settled his considerable bulk back into his office chair.
Bill eyed the other person in the room, Officer Freyling, and continued:
“Jonas here has a major sting operation they’re working in Toronto, and
he needs somebody who is street smart and can work his way in. You see,
it’s undercover work: you would need to blend in with the dealers in order
to gain their trust. Without another inside man, eighteen months of work
may go down the shitter.”
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Frank looked at the two men and, working the angles, simply said,
“I’m intrigued. Go on.”
Jonas stepped forward and picked up the conversation. “This isn’t easy
work, but you come highly recommended. It can be tough on family and
friends, but the work we are doing is making a difference way above the
street level. We are making headway, and with some luck and hard work,
we are hoping to bring down a major Colombian connection in T.O.”
Bill, leaving his chair, carried on, “With considerable risk comes
considerable reward. You will have access to the monetary budget required
to get the job done, and you’ll see a $20,000 increase to your base salary
for the duration of the operation. Relocation costs and setting up you and
your family in the big city will fall on us. I personally recommended you
for this high-priority assignment, although we’ll miss your work here.”
“I’m flattered, boss,” was all that Frank could think to say.
“We can give you some time to decide—five to seven days—but we
need to move on this quickly to get our man ingrained in the lifestyle,”
Jonas said.
“Let me talk to Nicole,” Frank replied.
The men shook hands, and the meeting ended.
Three days later (and after marginal discussion with his wife), Frank
accepted their offer.
Mark, 49 Years Ago
1969: Joe Namath is named MVP of Super Bowl III, Mario Puzo’s The
Godfather is published, the US is fully embroiled in the Vietnam War, Neil
Armstrong steps foot on the moon, Lennon and Ono are married and have
their Bed-In, the Manson family rampages in California, an estimated
400,000 people attend Woodstock in upstate New York, the first Led
Zeppelin album is released. These are among the many things that Mark
Sloan Junior had no idea took place when he was thirteen years of age.
The nomadic lifestyle led by his family due to his father’s military
career (Mark Senior currently held the rank of major with every intention
of moving up) left little room for keeping up on current events. The Sloan’s
didn’t own a TV, and the radio, when playing, was either tuned to classical
music stations or the rare baseball game, the only sport enjoyed by Mark
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Senior. Mark Senior didn’t care in the slightest about public opinion, that
he left for the politicians. He was first and foremost a soldier, and in a
distant second and third, a husband and father. His job was to forge men
into ruthless killing machines and then lead them into battle, both of
which he did to an extremely successful degree. The Sloan household, with
its ever-changing geographical location, had only one constant: the toughwilled old man who ruled with an iron fist. Mark Junior and his mom,
Janet, were like the pawns his father manoeuvred around a battlefield.
They bent to his will because there was no choice—drawing his ire was a
mistake they didn’t make often. Everything was planned by Mark Senior:
the meals, the entertainment, the occasional family outings. Every item
in their immaculately kept living quarters was in its place and not to be
moved.
Mark was a loner because any friendships he managed to have always
led to disappointment when he inevitably left. He kept to himself, leading a
solitary existence. His main goal in life was to please his father, and usually
he succeeded. The few times that he angered his father always ended in
near disaster. Mark’s first sexual encounter was one of these situations.
“Hey, Stella, please don’t touch the radio,” Mark Junior implored of an
acquaintance he had met while stationed with his family at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky.
“Why not? This classical shit just ain’t groovy, man,” she replied,
turning to him with a mischievous smile on her face. At three years older,
Stella was far more experienced to the world than Mark was. She found
his naivete quite exciting and had taken it upon herself to teach him the
ways of the world—or, at least, her limited knowledge of the world at that
point. Stella had persuaded Mark into allowing her into their quarters. The
thrill of being near this older, much more experienced girl was too strong.
Against his better judgment, he had agreed; both his parents would be
gone till later that evening at some military function.
Turning back to the radio, Stella continued to play with the tuning
dial. Suddenly, she found it: a rock ‘n’ roll station. “Suspicious Minds,”
the Elvis version, was piping out of the tinny-sounding speakers. Mark
had never heard anything like it—it sounded great! Stella began to swivel
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her hips and dance to the pulsing rhythm, again, like nothing Mark had
never experienced.
“You like this, I see,” she said playfully, eyeing his bulging trousers.
Flushed and embarrassed, he realized that he had an erection. This only
happens in the morning, he thought to himself, What’s going on?
Stella walked across the small living room, planted her fingers on
Mark’s chest and pushed him into a waiting armchair. She continued
dancing, slowly lifting the sweater she had on over her head. The tiedyed
T-shirt underneath rode up her body, baring her trim midriff and the
bottom of her underwire bra. Mark was in completely uncharted territory.
She began to peel off her shirt. In his trance-like state, he didn’t hear his
parents’ Jeep on the gravel driveway. They were home early.
Mark Senior was already in a foul humour: Janet had embarrassed
him yet again. How dare she voice an opinion about the Vietnam War! he
fumed. They entered the small house, and he immediately heard the noise
coming from within. What is that? That is not classical music! He pounded
into the house and entered the living room. There was Junior: in a chair
with some tramp pulling him toward her using a garment behind his neck
with another article of clothing on the floor.
“WHAT THE HELL is going on here?” he boomed, the glass in the
window frames shaking as he spoke.
Startled, Stella jumped out of Mark’s lap and stammered at the
redfaced man in front of her. “Nothing! We was just danc—”
“Get the hell out of my home, you dirty, two-bit whore!”
“Dad, it’s not what you think,” Mark interjected, rising from the chair.
Before he could get fully upright, his dad charged at him and delivered
a punishing backhanded slap to the side of his face. The force of it drove
him back into the chair. He cowered in fear, anticipating the next blow.
Mark Senior turned to Stella and shouted at her likewise-recoiling figure,
“I won’t ask again. Leave this home and never return. Your kind is not
welcomed here!”
Retrieving her T-shirt and sweater, she ran to the door, nearly bowling
Janet over in her haste to get out.
Janet could only look on in shock.
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Today
Only two months and Mark already fostered a massive dislike of
Frank. His boorish behaviour was one thing, but his insistence on playing
that awful music—and always so loud!—was all a man could take. Mark
left his chair, crossed the room and turned his stereo down, all good
feelings gone. At the bay window curtain, he peeked out in time to see
Frank get out of the van and flip him a middle finger before stomping
to his entrance. Mark stepped back and shook his head. As much as
he was a quiet man, he wasn’t one to be pushed around. Like many
people, Mark didn’t relish confrontation; in fact, he would avoid it until
absolutely necessary. He pondered what could be done with his neighbour,
as reconciliation was unlikely at this point.

~~
Entering his house, Frank dropped his keys and wallet on a side table
and went directly to the fridge to discover he only had one beer left.
He cracked open the Bud Light, drained half of it in one long pull and
smacked his lips in satisfaction. He pushed through the piles of clothing,
empty beer bottles and fast food containers on the floor, making his way
to the ancient boombox across the living room. He pushed play, set it to
repeat, turned the volume way up and settled onto his worn couch. Axl
Rose’s distinctive howl in “Welcome to the Jungle” filled the room. He
finished the beer and was soon asleep, snoring, almost in tune to the music.
Frank, 12 Years Ago
“Jesus, Frank, 4 a.m. again!” his wife exclaimed.
“Yeah, sorry babe. This undercover gig is killing me,” he replied and
started slipping out of his ratty clothing.
“For God’s sake! When’s the last time you got home at a decent hour?
When’s the last time you even tucked in the twins?”
“Are you kidding me? Don’t start this shit again, you know that to
bust this drug ring I need to gain their trust, I need to blend in with their
lifestyle—ya know, be one of them.”
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“Well you’re doing a great job of that. You stink like booze, are you
high again?” she asked, voice rising.
“OK, look: shut the fuck up and lemme be. I need to get some sleep
before I meet with the crew at the precinct at nine.”
A cry from the other bedroom informed them both that one of the
twins (likely Sara, she was always the cranky one at night) had woken up.
“Now look what you’ve done! Can’t you keep your voice down?”
Nicole snarled at Frank. As she rolled out of bed and started for the door,
she added, “Don’t worry, I’ll go take care of them. You get your precious
sleep.” She left the bedroom, slamming the door.
Feeling like crap, Frank rolled onto his side and hugged the sheet to
his shivering body. He reached for the nightstand alarm clock and set it for
8:15 a.m. He opened the top drawer, fished around for the bottle, popped
the lid and dry swallowed four Tylenol. He grimaced and thought, What
the hell am I doing do myself? To my family? He didn’t have the answers.
Sleep overtook him, he passed out.
Mark, 41 Years Ago
“Well, young man, I couldn’t be any prouder of you.” Mark Sloan
Senior beamed at his son, stepping forward to shake his hand. It was his
son’s graduation day from military college. Mark, at 21 years of age, had
graduated top of his class; being pushed as hard as he was from the Major
had paid dividends. This was a very rare occasion where Mark Senior had
outwardly spoken anything complimentary to his only son. “Hell of a grip
there, boy! I taught you well,” he continued.
Mark leaned in and embraced his father’s rigid shoulder, stone faced
but inwardly smiling. He had worked hard to follow in his footsteps
and had now realized that goal. Mark and his father—in full military
uniform—hugged briefly, perfunctorily. It was as warm as his father had
been to him in years. Mark reflected on his upbringing. Although harsh,
it was fair in an odd way, Mark always knew where he stood with his old
man. At an early age, Mark knew that military achievement was in his
blood, and he planned to follow through on that heritage.
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Today
Walking around in a stupor later that evening, Frank finally landed
on his couch, habitually reaching down to scratch at the webbing between
his big and index toe. Dependency to smack had come with the territory
of his undercover work, and although he had cleaned up from that drug,
it seemed that he just moved on to other harmful addictions. His arms
were free of the telltale track marks, but the same could not be said of his
feet. He rolled upright, belched, scratched his balls and stretched while
contemplating how he was going to get more booze with his current lack of
funds. He figured the old fart next door likely had some fancy shit hanging
around, that would be just like him.
Frank’s second career as a PI had actually flourished as he plied the
deductive skills and reasoning he’d acquired as a cop. Most of his clients
were the seedy types who wanted evidence of their spouses’ infidelities,
but hey, what the hell? It paid the bills.
Standing at the portable stereo, he changed disks to Metallica’s “Master
of Puppets” and cranked it. It was almost by habit now in an effort to piss
of his neighbour. As he crossed his living room, he saw movement on the
driveway below through his front window. There was that old prick now,
loading a stuffed duffel bag into his hatchback Honda Civic. How the hell
does he afford a new car like that? Frank mused, Meanwhile, I’m driving my
beat-up piece of shit. He squatted—wincing at the pain in his knees as he
did so—in order to observe without being noticed. Mark went back inside,
and some instinct kept Frank riveted to the spot. Moments later, Mark
came back out to his vehicle, looked left, right and then right up at Frank’s
window. If he could make out Frank watching, he didn’t let on. Turning
back to his car, he got in, started it up and cautiously pulled away. Frank
stood and continued his vigil as the car continued down the street. That’s
the third time I’ve seen him load up and pull out, just like the previous
two months. Wonder if he’ ll be gone for over four days again, he wondered.
Maybe I’ll get a look over at his place after all.

~~
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As Mark pulled away, he’d noticed that Frank was watching his every
move as though he was some common criminal. Can a man not have any
privacy from prying eyes? Mark thought. He had researched his neighbour’s
history and had an idea of what kind of person he was dealing with. It was
remarkable how much you could learn about anyone in these enlightened
times. If necessary, Mark would put his knowledge to good use. He
continued to the end of their small cul-de-sac—it was only shared by three
other homes, and theirs was the only duplex. There he stopped, looked
both ways twice, then proceeded with caution. Mark was very fastidious
and regimented in following the rules of the road. He slowly made his way
to his cottage over three hours away.
Frank, 11 Years Ago
“I’m leaving you. The girls and I have had enough,” exclaimed Nicole.
“What the fuck are you talking about?” shouted Frank.
“You heard me: we are through, done. Your behaviour is too erratic—
too dangerous. I won’t subject the kids to this anymore.”
“I’m about ready to nail this sting down and you pull this shit on me?
Give me a break, Nicole! I don’t have time for this right now.”
“There you go again. It’s all about the work. Do you even see just how
far you have fallen? You are not the same man I married. If you don’t get
help, you’re gonna get yourself killed!” she pleaded.
Frank could feel the anger rising in him. How can she possibly think this
is the right time to drop this bombshell on me? He rushed at her from across
the room of their seedy apartment and towered over her. Nicole cowered
in fear, fully expecting to be struck.
“What the fuck’s wrong with you? I do all this shit for you! For us, for
the kids!” he raged at her—spittle flying from his lips, face contorted in
anger. “I need to go. The bust is taking place today, and I need to play my
part. Where the hell is your head, you stupid twat?” he bellowed.
His cruel words ignited a fury in Nicole that she had never felt before.
In defiance, she stood straight and swung her hand to strike his face.
Before the blow could land, Frank grabbed her wrist and twisted it cruelly;
he could feel a bone snap, and she dropped to the floor in pain.
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He backed away, in shock at what had taken place, but the stress and
drug consumption had hardened him. At that very moment, he was jacked
up on amphetamines, all instincts locked on the job he had to perform
that day.
“Now look at what you’ve made me do! Get that fucking thing looked
at. We’ll talk about this later.” He turned from her, storming out of the
apartment and ultimately their lives.
Mark, 31 Years Ago
With only ten years under his belt, Mark Sloan Junior had already
risen to sergeant first class, a position usually held by soldiers with at least
fifteen years of experience. His meteoric climb was due in no small part
to his work ethic. His structured manner and dedication to the work were
unchallenged. The military was his life: he had no ties to any women and
was rarely even seen in their company. His primary goal was to eventually
outrank his own father, and he hoped to do so while the old man was still
alive—he wouldn’t allow his name to be his meal ticket. Mark worked
harder than all those around him. His only perceived flaw was that his
stoic personality led to very few friendships. Privates, peers and even
higher-ranking military personnel were intimidated by him. He never
had any close friends, just military acquaintances, and most of them knew
enough to stay out of his way. Mark did not care of others’ opinions of him.
As goal oriented as he was, he knew what he wanted and how to get there.
Today
Frank returned to his kitchen, nuked a shitty two-dollar TV dinner
and sat to eat, sweeping crap off the table to make room. Really should clean
this shit hole, he thought, which he made no effort to do. He washed down
his meal with a quarter carton of OJ that had survived its sister vodka
from the previous day. No more alcohol left, he went back into the living
room—climbing the stairs to his bedroom seemed a monumental task.
He slumped back onto the couch, music blaring, and drifted off thinking,
Shitty end to another shitty day.
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Waking the next afternoon, Frank stumbled around his house draining
the remnant drops from each of the copious cans and bottles of alcoholic
beverages into a dirty plastic tumbler. This completed, tumbler half-full,
he lifted it to his lips and, pinching his nose, drained it in two big gulps.
Pulling the glass from his face, he grimaced, shook his head and managed
to keep it down. He reached into the back pocket of the pants he had slept
in and pulled out the pack inside. He had hoped to take the edge off his
morning with the joint stashed in it only to discover one lonely cigarette
was all it held.
“You’ve gotta be kidding me,” he muttered under his breath, followed
by a string of creative profanities.
He smoked what he had. Frank then went upstairs to rummage
through his meagre belongings, searching for anything he could pawn
to feed his habits. He carried the box of crap out to his car and noticed
that Mark had not returned overnight. After putting the container in his
van, he turned back to the duplex. He looked up and down the street and
detected no movement of any kind: all was still at 1 p.m. Re-entering his
home, Frank retrieved his lock pick set from his nightstand. Back outside,
he stood in the entrances to the joined homes, contemplating what he was
about to do. Taking another look around, he was satisfied that he was not
being watched. What the fuck: you only live once, he thought as he went to
Mark’s front door and jimmied the lock.
His instincts kicked in immediately as the door swung open. He
surveyed the entrance. At the bottom of the threshold, he noticed a
tripwire suspended two inches above the floor. He gingerly stepped over
it and entered, closing the door quickly behind himself. Frank crouched
down to get a closer look at the wire: it was fishing line, barely visible.
He was fortunate to have noticed it. Almost anyone else wouldn’t have, he
thought and grinned.
“Whaddya have to hide—to protect?” he whispered aloud. He rebuked
himself for speaking out loud; who knew what else the old fuck had
hidden? He made a point of taking this unlawful visit seriously. His gaze
followed the fishing line. It was pulled taut through a series of virtually
microscopic eye hooks that ran to a spot on top of the door’s inner archway.
Attached to the line was a small brown flag that would extend out if the
wire were tripped but would likely go unnoticed by a perpetrator. It was
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merely an indicator that the tripwire had been triggered to alert Mark that
someone had been in his home. I’m on to you, you tricky old fart. Frank,
intrigued, decided to carry on, knowing he had to proceed with extreme
caution.
Frank, 10 Years and 10 Months Ago
“That was the sorriest excuse I’ve ever encountered of how to perform
an operation!” steamed Frank’s superior officer. “Who led this thing?”
Frank sheepishly raised his hand and admitted that he had taken lead
on the bust. He had wanted to be in the spotlight, knowing how its success
could further advance his career.
“All of the evidence has been corrupted by your presence. You had to
take a back seat on this and allow the process to work. What the hell were
you thinking?”
“I wanted to be there—”
“Shut the fuck up! I know what you wanted to do,” interrupted his
boss. “You damned glory hound, you couldn’t let good undercover work
be enough, and look at you: you barely look like you’re able to stand. It’s
not enough that now all this work, years of work, will be trashed—there’s
not a judge in the province who will accept any of our evidence now—but
you also managed to get one of ours shot up. Let’s hope he hangs on. These
scum bags will disappear, lie low, and any chance we had at busting the
big cartel is gone!” he seethed in unconcealed anger.
“Jesus, Scott! Frank here has busted his hump on this from day one,”
Jonas tried to interject on Frank’s behalf.
“You shut the fuck up too! You let this loose cannon have too much
rope, and he’s gone and hung himself,” the chief commanded. “All of you
get the fuck out of here while I try to repair what I can of this mess, and
trust me, Frank: you have not heard the last from me!”
The inquisition that followed the undercover operation and failed bust
pointed to many inadequacies in the police work involved. One recurring
individual had his share of blame to shoulder. When Constable Pierce died
of the gunshot wounds sustained in the raid, it was the final nail in Frank’s
coffin. He was released from the police force with no hope for a pension
or compensation of any kind.
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Today
Disappointed with the rest of his search of Mark’s home, Frank snuck
out, ensuring that he was not observed. On the trip to the pawn shop, he
mulled over what he had discovered. Mark was a clean freak: every room
in the home was spotless. He had never seen any place so clean and orderly.
Even more disturbing to Frank than this was the condition of his music
collection. Every album, cassette or CD was in near-mint condition. All
neatly arranged by artist, last name first, and in some other categorical
ranking that Frank could not even begin to comprehend. Sure as shit ain’t
rock and roll. If he had a guess, he would number the whole collection well
in the range of 8,000 or more pieces of music, its entire value well beyond
his best estimate. He’d considered messing up the order and moving shit
around just out of spite, but he didn’t want his clandestine visit made known.
As expected, there was a liquor cabinet with many bottles of red and
white wines and numerous high-end bottles of hard stuff. He stared at
the unlocked cabinet for some time, barely able to resist downing copious
quantities. In fact, he was envious of the beautiful, well-maintained
furnishings and artwork throughout the house as well. What the hell does
a dumb ass old man need all this good shit for?
As a PI, Frank knew what to look for, and he saw no evidence of any
surveillance cameras or recording devices. He had found no other boobytrapped doors or archways and relaxed as he carried on. The only other
thing of note was a small room about 2×4 metres built into the southwest
corner of the finished basement. It was not fully walled up to the ceiling
but rather had a 45° pitched wall, much like a roof, only inside. The
angled wall had three skylights built into it—very odd. It had a heavyduty padlock on it, and with more time, Frank likely would have been
able to get in without needing to break it. Not truly knowing when Mark
would return, he felt that he should not press his luck and left the room
undisturbed.
Frank, 6 Months Ago
“You can’t legally work as a private investigator or a security guard in
this province without a valid licence. Seeing As you haven’t renewed your
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licence in three years, I find a settlement in favour of the defendant in the
amount requested: $40,000.”
Frank’s jaw practically hit the floor as the judge yammered on about
his failings, blah, blah, blah… Forty thousand dollars? Sure, he expected a
slap on the wrist but nothing this harsh. Where the fuck am I going to come
up with that much?
He zoned back in on the lecture being administered to him in time to
hear the judge say, “Consider yourself fortunate that it was a lesser charge
brought against you. Is there anything you would like to say to the court
in this matter?”
Knowing that losing his cool would likely end with him back in the
can, he declined to comment but was writhing with anger internally. Frank
turned to his lawyer, but the officious little prick was already packing up
his briefcase, apparently happy to be done with this court-ordered defence
case.
The money he’d skimmed throughout the undercover drug operation
he was involved with had rapidly eroded to support his numerous
addictions. What little was left would have to be paid to the ex-wife
of his client who had brought charges against both of them. Frank had
broken into her lover’s apartment and set up remote cameras to record her
indiscretions. The client had paid him well to do this, but then the idiot
had in turn showed her the illicit footage in anger. To further complicate
things, the fool then downloaded the content to an adulterous website. As
expected, the recorded tryst caused considerable fallout and Frank now
stood before the courts for his part in it all. Once again, I’m the one taking
the heat for somebody else. She’s the one who couldn’t keep her fucking legs
closed, reflected Frank.
In order to save what little he could of his career, Frank fled from
the city after coughing up the money. He found a place in a small-town
suburb, paid the minimum deposit and took possession of his side of the
duplex.
Mark, 30 Years Ago
Mark Sloan had been enlisted to lead a clandestine black operation
assembled to penetrate and destroy Iranian strongholds. He and his men
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would be on their own. A declassified task force that was off the grid in
an effort to minimize any more US fallout in the media. His elite team,
handpicked for their skills and ruthlessness, was starting to infiltrate and
take out the enemy in swift undercover attacks. Their success could possibly
lead to a swift end to the Iraq–Iran War and American involvement.
Before they could achieve any major successes, though, the war
escalated. The US 160th Special Operation Aviation Regiment (Airborne)
was on high alert. Operation Praying Mantis was launching the next day,
18 April 1988, in retaliation to Iranian naval mining and the subsequent
damage incurred by an American warship, the Samuel B. Roberts.
That night, Mark and his platoon of twelve men were told to withdraw
from any activity.
“What the hell’s that God-awful noise?” Specialist Perry Downing
asked of Sergeant Sloan.
Mark, intensely scrutinizing the field maps on the table before him,
looked for the best means to retreat from their current position. He barely
registered the question.
“Listen… there it is again but more and closer!” Downing exclaimed.
The eerie quality of the sounds had finally gotten Mark’s attention. “I
have no idea, but we had better take a look.”
No sooner had he said this than a stunning tortured scream ripped
through the night. Gunshots ensued, and shouts of an attack were uttered.
Both men scrambled to the front of the camouflaged tent, Downing
reaching it first. He peered out to see a large form leaping at him. He was
struck in the neck and staggered back inside. His shredded carotid artery
was shooting jets of blood in a crimson arcing stream—he had been hit.
His momentum carried him back into the tent, knocking over Mark who
had just neared the opening as well. Mark was unable to move out from
under Downing’s prone body because of his weight and from sliding
in the muck of blood and sand. Drawing his Colt M45 MEU (SOC)
Special Forces semi-automatic service pistol, he aimed it at the oncoming
enemy. He could not react in time, as the back of the tent tore away, and
a hammer blow was delivered to the back of his head. As his vision faded,
he could only think, I have failed my men, my country. He slipped into
unconsciousness.
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Two days later, Mark’s prone body was discovered by US forces at the
site. He had somehow survived what looked to be a complete massacre of
his entire platoon. He was brought to safety, nursed back to health and
all involvement of his time in Iran was expunged from the record. All his
military achievement to that point was eradicated to an extent because of
the cover up of his work and his slow recovery from the severe brain injury
he had sustained. Upon recovery he left the US entirely, relocating to a
small town in Ontario, Canada.
Today
Four days had passed and still no sign of Mark. Frank now wished he
had taken longer to inspect the old fart’s home. The padlocked room in
the basement had his imagination running wild as to its contents. Maybe
he would revisit some other time if Mark’s pattern of disappearing for
days-long stretches continued in the coming months.
Frank had managed to scrape together a small job for an insurance
brokerage that wanted evidence that a man was using his vehicles for nonpersonal use. He took pictures of the chump delivering pizzas and got paid
a small sum in return. Thank God that some people have shit for brains, he
thought, or I’ d never make any money.
With his belly full and beer stocked in the fridge, Frank was feeling
better than he had in days. All good feelings dissolved as he saw his
neighbour entering the street, returning home. Frank pounded across the
floor to the stereo and turned up the volume to full. Might as well give
him a warm welcome with some Iron Maiden. “The Number of the Beast”
burst out of the speakers following Vincent Price’s narrated intro. Frank,
smiling, went to the fridge and chugged a beer.

~~
After a very satisfying trip to his cottage, Mark was on his way home,
arriving on his street at 5 p.m. He rounded the corner, smiling and
humming along to the familiar strains of Debussy’s “Clair de Lune.” As he
pulled into the driveway, the sound of some maniacal screaming exploded
out of his neighbour’s home. Whatever it was, it was not something Mark
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wanted to hear. He looked up and saw Frank smirking down at him from
his front window, challenging him. Although Mark wasn’t one to lose
his cool, he was furious at his repugnant neighbour. Enough is enough, he
thought, two can play this game. He went into his home, walked straight to
his stereo, and picked out a selection that reflected his sour mood. With a
far better system than next door, the dramatic start to Wagner’s “Ride of
the Valkyries” exploded out of his speakers and drowned out the nonsense
Frank was forcing on him. Mark jumped at the sudden pounding of fists
on the shared wall between the homes, which drew his attention to a series
of CDs that were jutting out ever so slightly from their usual spot among
the others. As meticulous as he was in returning anything he played, Mark
knew that somebody had been looking at his collection—somebody had
been in his home. He had a pretty good idea who it was. He turned up the
stereo to an uncomfortable level, allowing him to brood on his thoughts.
3 Months Ago
“Come on, man! I can barely see a mark on your car,” Frank said in
exasperation. As he pulled into the driveway, he had misjudged the angle
and sideswiped Mark’s car.
“Well, let’s exchange insurance information, and we can go from
there,” Mark insisted for the third time. There was a 12-centimetre-long
scratch on the back quarter panel of his Civic that was ten minutes old.
Frank had not insured his crappy ride for over two years: exchanging
insurance was not an option.
“Look, I’ll pay for whatever damages there are out of pocket.” The look
of apprehension on the man’s face said it all: he was not happy with that
option. Frank continued, “You get a quote for the damages, and I swear
I’ll be good for it.” Reluctantly, the two shook hands and agreed. Frank
could not help but be impressed with the strong grip his new neighbour
had; he actually had to flex his hand to restore blood flow.
He trudged up the stairs to his new home and let himself in. What
a way to make a first impression with a new neighbour. Still hungover and
feeling shitty, Frank looked over his new digs. He liked what he saw. It was
only the second time he had been in the place, and he had not committed
the layout to memory.
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A steady drizzle had been falling all morning, appropriately reflecting
Frank’s current mood. He had finally decided to take up full-time residence
somewhere—he could not continue to couch surf at his few friends’ places.
He pondered if he had made a huge mistake. I can’t afford this place, he
thought. He desperately needed a beer or a bong but felt he could not
afford that luxury either, as he had to unpack his meagre belongings.
His buddy Chuck was on his way in his old truck and trailer, loaded to
overflowing with Frank’s stuff.
An odd sound reached his ears. Was that opera or some crap like that?
It was coming from next door. So much for having the same taste in music.
Two hours later, and the last piece—his well-worn couch—was ready
to be unloaded. At least three items were gone, likely on the highway, and
another few broken. Frank reminded himself not to get assistance with
something like this again; he could break shit on his own, without help.
He was bone weary and drenched from the full rain that was descending.
Frank, shuffling backwards, could not believe how heavy his hideaway
couch bed combo was.
“Hold on, I’m losing my grip,” Chuck spoke out.
Too late: Chuck’s end dropped, shifting the weight on Frank’s side.
He lost his balance and had to quickly back away from the couch before
it landed on him. He watched in stunned silence as it hit the ground
and the bed portion sprung open. The whole thing then rolled sideways,
unbalanced, and a piece of the steel frame gored another long scratch down
the side of his neighbour’s car. Are you fuckin’ kidding me? Frank had not
thought to ask his new neighbour to park on the street while he moved in.
“Oh, fuck!” was all he could think to say at the absurdity of the
situation. Then a stupid TV ad came to mind: the lame Fix Auto one where
“fix” was substituted for the expletive. Powerless to stop himself, he began
to giggle and then laugh uncontrollably. Chuck just stared at his buddy
and then joined him in his mirth.
Today
The battle of wills carried long into the night, each man unable to
back down. They traded barbs between breaks in songs, shouting at each
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other through their shared wall. Mark, so out of character, was truly upset
with his lack of restraint but could not help himself, he was that angry
with Frank. The musical selections used during this melee did not ease the
tension, either. Frank’s hard rock and heavy metal banged away. He played
every loud, over the top selection he could find from the CDs strewn
about his dwelling. From Pantera’s wailing “Cemetery Gates” to Mötley
Crüe’s chanting, “Shout at the Devil,” nothing was off limits—the louder
the better! Mark responded with the less restrained classical selections
he could find. He finally settled on the finale of Rossini’s “William Tell
Overture,” which he put on repeat. The greater capacity for volume from
Marks’s stereo finally broke Frank’s resolve. For once, he backed down. I
feel like I’m in a never-ending Bugs Bunny cartoon, the one where Bugs is in
the barber shop with that Elmer Fudd guy! Admitting defeat, he turned off
his music and waited for the song to fade out next door. Before it could
start again, he screamed out as loud as his hoarse voice would allow: “OK,
you bat shit crazy old man! You win, I’m turning my shit off!”
The volume lowered to a tolerable level. Frank stormed up his stairs,
stripped down and entered his bedroom. It stank of stale beer, cigarettes
and body odour. He lay down on the stained mattress. He reached into
the nightstand, dry swallowed a few pills and drifted off into a fitful sleep.
Late the next morning, Frank awoke full to the brim with churlishness,
his head splitting from the noise the night before. He groped around for
more of the headache pills. At this rate, I’ ll be addicted to this crap. Looking
outside, he saw an overcast day that perfectly suited his mood.
He also noticed that there was something on the shared porch—a
box—he could not make out what it was. Looking through the peephole
did not enlighten his curiosity: the angle was wrong. Cautiously opening
the door, he peered down and was shocked at what he saw. A full 24-case
of Bud Lite beer cans sat right outside. There was a note standing up,
wedged in the carrying handle. Bringing the beer inside, he proceeded to
read the message:
Let’s call a truce, my behaviour last night was
inexcusable. A beloved song of yours comes to mind:
“Have a Drink on Me”!
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The block letters were meticulously written, akin to an architectural
drawing. Even Mark’s signature was painstakingly signed in cursive script.
For once speechless, Frank, not one to look a gift horse in the mouth,
retreated indoors. He went directly to his fridge with his new-found
treasure. Depositing all but one in the nearly empty appliance, he cracked
it open and drank greedily. Maybe there is hope for the two of us, he reflected,
but you’ d think the dumb ass would have noticed that I prefer bottles.
At 2 p.m. that afternoon and having only been awake three hours,
he had already consumed eight of the beers and smoked a joint. He was
sporting a mellow buzz. There was a gentle knock at the door, barely
audible over the stereo playing “Ace of Spades” by Motorhead. It was at a
much lower volume than usual, call it part of the truce. Dragging himself
off the couch to answer the door, Frank said out loud, “Rest in peace,
Lemmy.” Looking out the peephole again, he could see the smiling face of
his neighbour. He opened the door.
“Hey, man. That was a terrific gestu—” he started to say when Mark
lunged forward with catlike speed. Senses dulled from the beer and lack
of sleep, Frank’s reaction was far too late. The syringe hidden behind
Mark’s back was plunged into Frank’s neck with practised precision. Frank
managed to get in one glancing blow to Mark’s head as they started
falling back through the threshold. Momentum carrying them both, they
were back in the house within seconds. Mark gently lowered his already
paralyzed nemesis and carefully laid him on floor. He turned back and
quickly looked outside: no witnesses could be seen. He re-entered the
house, closed the door and turned the deadbolt. The last cognitive thought
Frank had as darkness overtook him was, “I’m fucked!”
Groggy and only semi-conscious, Frank started to take in his
surroundings. He was on a tiled floor, cold but dry. He was seated upright
with his back against the wall of his makeshift prison. There were a number
of shelves lining each side of the room. On his right, the shelves were filled
with heavy-duty lengths of chain. The other set of shelves had a series of
stainless-steel neck collars, hooks, clasps and other assorted restraining
devices. All of the shelves were neatly labelled, the contents sorted and
stored with great care. At the front of the room near the door was a basic
port-a-potty, much like those used during camping trips—looked like his
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captor had thought of everything. Based on the dimensions of the space,
Frank had a good idea where he was: he had discovered the contents of the
padlocked room. Still in a stupor from the strong sedative administered to
him, he slumped to his right and passed out once more.
Coming to again, Frank struggled to move and realized that his hands
were tightly bound in front of him with a large white cable tie cinched
tightly at the wrists. It was so tight, in fact, that it cut off the circulation
to his fingers and was penetrating into him, a ring of raw abraded skin
evident on each wrist. Looking down at his feet, he could see that his legs
were similarly bound. Thank God I had on jeans, he thought, the cloth kept
his ankles from receiving the same fate as his chafed wrists.
With considerable effort, Frank managed to get to his feet without
toppling over. Using the shelves for support, he shuffled to the front of
the room where the door was; it was the only point of escape. He put his
ear to it and listened intently. He had to deliberately slow his breathing in
order to try to make out any sounds and to keep his sense of panic at bay.
He couldn’t hear a sound. With nothing to lose at this point, Frank began
to pound his bound hands on the door.
“Hey, you sick fuck! Let me the hell out of here!” Frank implored to
no avail. He banged more, unleashing a stream of profanity. There was
no response of any kind. After some time, Frank realized the futility of
his actions and stopped. He slumped to his knees and leaned against the
door. It felt cool on his sweaty brow. Near exhaustion and overcome with
fear, he began to sob, the cries heaving through his entire body.
Three days into his captivity (he believed, the hours were a blur), Frank
still hadn’t been contacted by Mark. He wondered if he had been left to
slowly starve. These early days of his captivity were sheer hell. He shook
uncontrollably, sweated profusely and felt like he wanted to die. Frank
supposed he was withdrawing from the variety of toxins he subjected his
body to. He hadn’t gone without a cigarette for this length of time since
he was twelve years old. He considered drinking from the contents of the
portable toilet to stave off dehydration, but truly hoped it wouldn’t come
to that.
Frank completely familiarized himself with the enclosure. There was
no electricity in the room or any outlets. Dim illumination was provided
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by the three sky lights on the sloped wall. The walls were constructed of
steel or some other similar substance that did not allow him to break it
with the heavy chains and bindings in the room, not for any lack of effort
on his part. The front door of the room had an approximately fifteen- by
thirty-centimetre flap at the bottom of it, piano hinged on the inside. It
blended so well that it was barely noticeable and was presumably there to
allow items to be pushed into the room. It provided no possible means of
escape. In fact, Frank had spent an uncomfortable 45 minutes with his
bloodied arms caught under the flap as he had investigated it. Only by
sheer luck and the lubrication provided by fresh bleeding was he able to get
them back out from under the flap. During the evening hours, darkness
overtook the room and Frank was left with his mounting suspicion of
impending doom. His sense of futility was so heightened by the lack of
food and water that he considered how he could end it all with the chains
and assorted crap in the enclosure.
Hours later, waking from a broken slumber, Frank saw the flap being
pushed open. Two bottles of water were presented to him. He scrambled
over to them and managed to open one and drink down half in one long
swallow. He forced himself to slow down, as his empty stomach nearly
rejected the influx of the liquid. Thirst partially slaked, he said, “Jesus,
man, I’m sorry for all I’ve done. Ya gotta let me go.”
As if in response, a long serrated kitchen knife was also slid under the
flap. It was sitting on top of a small, folded piece of paper. Frank managed
to unfold it and read the note:
USE THIS AS YOU SEE FIT!
-MARK
“You rotten son-of-a-bitch,” Frank roared at the door in anger. He
threw himself against it, only managing to knock the wind out of himself.
Staggering back, he fell to the floor. He heard footsteps receding. Then
music filled the air: some kind of classical crap, he had no idea what it
was. Resigned to his fate, he finished both bottles of water slowly. He then
turned the knife over in his bound hands and slowly worked the blade
on the thick cable tie. The pain was overwhelming on his injured wrists.
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With persistence, Frank was finally able to saw through the bindings on
his hands and legs and could move about his prison cell freely.
The next morning (or so he assumed), Frank was awoken to two
bottles of water and a warmed TV dinner being pushed through the flap,
no utensils. Likely one of my own, cheap prick, he thought sourly. He scarfed
down the meal. At the moment, it tasted like the best he’d eaten in his
entire sorry life. Any attempts at engaging Mark in conversation fell on
deaf ears, which only enraged Frank. He had to keep his cool if he was
going to get out of this. As the footsteps receded this visit, he heard the
infernal, shitty music turned up even louder. If Mark is trying to drive me
crazy, he may well likely succeed, Frank reckoned.
Having completely lost track of time, Frank was starting to lose his
mind in his forced confinement. He started having hallucinations and
vivid waking dreams. He replayed over and over some of the terrible
choices he had made through his life. Frank, however, was far too selfcentred to blame himself for his troubles, and this introspection just led
him to fully believe that he was always the victim. There was no lesson to
be learned, and all his thoughts turned to retribution.
The delivery of meals and water continued for the next few weeks.
The food, in particular, improved: pizza, Chinese takeout and hoagies
arrived on a frequent basis. Frank ate all without reservation, he needed
his strength if he had any chance of striking back. With the lack of activity
and access to all this food, he was actually beginning to gain weight. Am
I a lamb being fattened before being led to slaughter? This pattern, having
been well established, allowed Frank to regain his will to fight. He started
to do a workout routine of push-ups and sit-ups, using the heavy chains for
curls and other light weight lifting. It took his mind off his peril, a muchneeded diversion. It’s not like I’m doing anything else. If at some point his
captor let his guard down, Frank would be ready. I’ ll kill the miserable shit
myself with my bare hands if need be!
The immediate, pressing issue was that the toilet was filled to near
capacity. The stench of it just sitting had begun to permeate the enclosure.
He was sickened by the smell of his own excretions, but his pleas to have
it removed went ignored.
The second issue was that the classical music had been replaced with
opera. He was subjected to the wailing of various male and female singers,
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all in foreign languages, all sounding like crap to him. What he wouldn’t
do to hear the snarl of a heavy metal band. He longed for Pantera, Anthrax
or any of his other favourites.
At what had to be close to a month, his captor finally engaged Frank
in conversation. As another meal was delivered through the flap (a Swiss
Chalet quarter chicken dinner), he heard Mark say, “It’s almost time; this
will all end soon.”
“What will end soon?” Frank asked from his side of the door.
“Why, your captivity, of course.”
“Are you shitting me? After all this, you’re just going to let me go?”
“Hmmm… no, that’s not what I said at all. I said that your captivity
would soon end; read into that what you will.”
The tone Mark used sent a chill down Frank’s spine—he sounded
demented. “Look, I’ll forget all about what has taken place between us.
You just gotta let me go!” Frank pleaded.
“I have to do nothing of the kind, but I do have some chores to ask of
you,” replied Mark. “First, let’s start with cleaning out the sty that you are
currently residing in. I will open the door, but be fully aware that I will put
a bullet through you the moment you step out of line. Once out of your
enclosure, you will carefully dump out the feces and urine that you have
accumulated, due in part to my generosity, into the bathroom on this level.
Take care not to overload it, as that would create even more of a mess and
cause me to become very angry. Second, you will put all of the items in the
enslavement room back away: catalogued, cleaned and wiped down with
the cleaning products provided. Upon completion of these tasks, you will
spend one more evening in the room and then all will become known.”
This was easily the most Mark had spoken to him in the months
they had known each other. The cold, calculated way he delivered his
commands was more unnerving than any shouting could have been. This
guy is completely off his rocker, Frank thought. Choosing his words carefully,
he responded, “And if I don’t comply with your demands, what happens?”
“That simply is not an option if you wish to see the light of day again,”
Mark whispered, barely audible.
So, it happened exactly as he had commanded. Frank cleared out
the crapper just as detailed and put the room back together to Mark’s
satisfaction. Under the watchful eyes of a twin barrel shotgun, it was
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impossible to protest. Mark kept his distance throughout the work and
did not provide his captive any chance of escape. Jobs complete, he was
herded back into the enslavement room.
Within half an hour of being back inside, he had another meal
delivered: a thick T-bone steak, very rare, baked potato with the works and
steamed carrots. With plastic utensils. After that plate came through the
flap, it was immediately followed by three ice-cold bottles of Bud Light.
As he started in on the opulent dinner, he heard the distinctive opening
riff of AC/DC’s “Highway to Hell,” and a long overdue smile played across
his lips. The album played in its entirety as he feasted. However, Frank
could not help but think of it as a last supper before being brought to
the gallows. A full meal and three beers later, Frank started to feel loopy,
his vision blurred, his arms felt heavy as lead. It wasn’t just the booze.
Realizing it much to late, the food must have been drugged. Frank dropped
to the floor of the room for the last time.
A series of jolts and bumps brought Frank semi-conscious. Where he
was seemed familiar: the scents, the rumble of the under serviced engine.
He was sitting upright in a cushioned seat, hands and legs once again
bound by cable ties. He was also tied to the seat with heavy ropes. His head
lolled back and forth, but eyes open, he took in the squalor of fast food
bags, beer bottles and other assorted debris. Frank was in the back seat of
his very own van. Mark was driving, humming to the dramatic sounds of
the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5. The classical piece
faded, and an announcer came on introducing the next composition.
Outraged—Classical radio stations in my van!—Frank tried to speak. His
mouth had been stuffed with dirty rags from somewhere within his own
vehicle and covered with duct tape. He gasped and sputtered in futility.
He struggled against his restraints, but the ropes were tied tight, barely
allowing any movement. Attempting to pull apart his cabled wrists only
managed to reopen the scabby, healed wounds from the prior bindings,
and they began to bleed once again. In the driver seat, Mark looked into
the rear-view mirror, sniffed the air and smiled an uneven grin. “Sit back,
relax, we are over two hours from my cottage—I’m sure you’ll love it
there,” Mark said menacingly.
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Frank, with no ability to do anything else, settled back into the seat,
slowed his breathing and tried to think this through. Give me just one
chance, you sick fuck, and we’ ll see how this ends!

~~
Mark drove the old van conservatively—he didn’t want to be discovered
with his precious cargo. He took great care to watch that he was not being
followed, checking his mirrors frequently. Content that they were all alone,
he pulled into the dirt driveway to his remote cottage. The sun was only
just beginning to set, and having encountered heavy traffic leaving town,
he scolded himself for not departing earlier. He had to hurry if he was to
prepare for the evening. A night like this was not an opportunity to be
missed.
Mark opened his medical bag, acquired long ago, took out the bottle
and syringe held within. He expertly drew the proper dosage of the
medication that would knock his captive out but wear off before long.

~~
The squeal of the van door opening brought Frank to fully aware.
He looked over at Mark who was climbing in beside him, a needle in
his hand. He struggled mightily, but his restraints wouldn’t give. Mark,
completely silent, plunged the needle into Frank’s neck and pushed in its
entire contents. Tingling emanated from his neck down, pins and needles
overtaking his limbs and extremities. Frank’s world started to go grey and
swim in front of him, like looking through thick Coke-bottle lenses. His
chin slumped to his chest.
Several hours later, Frank slowly awoke. He was stuffed, fetal-like, into
a small cage constructed of heavy steel bars, and he was completely naked,
the cage barely able to contain his considerable bulk.
Aligned with the front of the cage was a perfectly square room—stark
white, but the walls were splashed and stained in faded crimson hues. He
noticed a series of cages much like his own along the bottom of the room’s
entire perimeter. His cage was not the only one occupied. Across from him,
there was a large raccoon. It was desperately gnashing and scratching at
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the wire mesh in front of it. The squeals of pain and anger it emitted were
horrible, its claws were bloodied and its mouth beaten.
Most disturbing was the floor of the room. In its centre, there was a
steel mesh-covered drain hole at least 30 centimetres in diameter. Beside
it was a large semi-circular steel ring that had been welded directly to the
floor.
There was also a large device like a shower head suspended from the
ceiling by a track that it could run along. Frank got the distinct impression
that he was contained in a killing room—an abattoir. His panic ratcheted
up to nearly unbearable levels. However, there was nothing he could do in
the tight quarters; he couldn’t even lash out. His mouth was still gagged
by the dirty rags and tape, and he was near asphyxiation in his state of
fear. He willed his heart rate to slow as he tried to figure some way out of
this mess. All this because of some shitty quarrel over music? What the fuck?
Frank didn’t have to wait long before he heard a door swing open. The
door was so ingrained in the wall that it had seemed invisible. Mark, stark
naked, set down the heavy chain and neck collar he was carrying. Using
a turnkey, he locked the door. He then walked across the room and put
the key on a small shelf. He had to stand on his toes to reach the top of
it. That done, he pushed the hinged shelf back up in place—it looked just
like the smooth wall—the key held within. He proceeded to the middle of
the room and shackled one end of the chain to the half moon ring on the
floor with a heavy hasp. He slipped the neck collar attached to the other
end over his head and let it hang loosely around his neck.
Having witnessed all of this, Frank marvelled at how chiselled, slender
and sinewy strong his captor appeared. He didn’t look like a man in his
sixties. Fearing for his life, he renewed his struggles to no avail.
Mark approached Frank’s cage, bent down and, looking him right in
the eyes, spoke in a measured clinical tone: “The fate that awaits you is
usually reserved for the small creatures of the woods in abundant supply
around my cottage. In all my years carrying the burden of my affliction,
I have never set myself upon another man. You will be the exception. You
have proven by your actions and deeds to be undeserving of carrying on
in this world. As much as I am not usually one to judge, I have made a
point of learning more about you than you could ever think possible. You
have treated all those around you with contempt, derision and anger, your
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selfishness has led to this final act. It is not without considerable thought
that I have made this decision, but the likes of you should not be allowed
to carry on.”
Still not comprehending what was about to take place, Frank pleaded
with his eyes and grunted out an apology through the gag still in place.
Mark stood, paced around the room, arms held behind his back and
continued, “You see, when I fought in the military, I had been captured in
Iran during a clandestine operation. In official terms, we—the US—were
not even there. Our support was believed to have been airborne and naval
only. The encampment I was operating out of was beset upon by wolves.
Not ordinary wolves. Your desperate mind likely cannot comprehend that
Lycanthropy is real. I am living proof that it is, and having survived that
ordeal, I soon discovered that I had been infected.
“I’ve made this room in order to keep my affliction contained to the
small creatures fit to be hunted. The room is set to timers that open the
many cages, and then I satisfy my moon-driven urges. When I leave for
days at a time, it is to here that I retreat. Entering my home, my sanctuary,
was truly the last straw that sealed your fate. You will not violate me or
anyone else ever again.”
Having said this, Mark sat cross legged beside the drain. A ratcheting
noise was followed by a portion of one wall lifting overhead on tracks by
a series of gears and pulleys. In its place was a thick, clear, Lexan panel
providing a perfect view into the star-filled night. The full moon could
be seen, startlingly white and blue in its brightness. Piped in music, Also
Sprach Zarathustra by Richard Strauss, filled the room.
The transformation was surprisingly rapid. Frank watched in horror
as Mark’s body contorted. The facial features warped and pulsed, nose
elongating into a snout, brow thickening, fangs appearing where mere
seconds earlier there had been teeth. His entire body filled out with bone,
ligaments and tendons popping and growing. The wolf fur filled out all
around him, any semblance of a human form was now vague at best. The
sounds were audible over the music and they sickened Frank. In fear, he
wet himself, piss pooling under his naked body. The howl that emanated
from the now fur-covered throat was bone chilling in its intensity.
Transformation complete, the wolf-man strained at his chain, collar
now secured tightly around its neck. The strength of the brute was evident
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as it threw itself against the chain, only to be dropped time and again. The
length of the chain just barely hindered full access to the perimeter of the
room, and it stalked over to where Frank was residing, lowered itself and
peered inside his cage. It roared and swiped its long talon like claws at the
cage, barely making contact. Frank, weeping, pressed his body as tightly
as he could to the back of his enclosure.
Suddenly, another noise was heard in the room. The creature turned
from Frank and watched as the front of the raccoon’s cage lifted away.
The animal scurried out and bolted to a distant corner. It didn’t make
it. The wolf loped after it and was upon it in two long strides. With just
enough reach, it was able to grab the raccoon. The fight was short lived:
the werewolf shredded it apart with its bare hands and bit down into its
face. The sickening crunch as it devoured the smaller creature was too
much for Frank—he passed out in fear.
Within minutes, Frank came around again as the sound started for a
second time. The cage right beside where the now slaughtered raccoon had
been held captive began to slowly open. The werewolf lunged at the empty
cage and shrieked in fury as the chain prevented it from reaching. Some
time later—five minutes, ten, Frank really had no idea—another cage
opened, set to the timers Mark had mentioned. The cages were opening in
succession, Frank calculated that he likely had fewer than twenty minutes
to live. His muffled, whimpering cries were ignored by the beast. The
werewolf, seeming now to understand the sequence, waited in front of
Frank’s cage, a scant metre away, its menacing countenance matted with
the blood and gore of the raccoon. It appeared to be smiling.
Finally, Frank’s cage rattled open.
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The Hunt
Dozing off. Suddenly, the sound of a large truck rumbling past,
Loud enough to shake the glass.
Now, barely a sound, just a distant dog’s bark;
Noises in the night, it is midnight and dark.
Pangs of hunger and thirst are not good bedfellows.
Stop pretending, get up and slink away to the shadows.
Brighter than expected, hard to hide: moon full!
Feeling the sensations, the ebb and the pull.
Light on your feet, moving with purpose in the dark;
Hunting your prey, you slink into a park.
A couple holding hands, lost in thought, enjoying the sensation.
Crazy sensory activity, starting the transformation:
Joints popping, fingers elongating, hair growing thick, teeth to fangs—
The wolf has appeared, his appetite demands!
They chat, a private conversation, unaware of their plight.
Two versus one: not even close to a fair fight!
Noise ahead, a snapping twig? The man turns his head,
Sees what is coming, his mind fills with dread.
Dashing ahead at incredible speed—instinct driven, needing to feed—
With movements so fast they can barely be believed.
The woman screams, lifts her arm to defend.
One slashing blow silences her, delivers her end.
Claws like iron tear through her arm, right down to her breast.
Blood spurts out—crimson, dark—pumping in jets.
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Man turning around, starts to run, all thoughts to escape.
Stumbling, he falls, sealing his fate.
Creature attacks, launched from hind legs strong as steel.
Fangs bear down on sinew and bone; he barely has time to feel.
Jolt awake, still in bed, sweating, sheets soaked, curled up in a ball.
Felt so real. Rest assured, just a nightmare after all!
Turn on the light,
roll over,
take a look at my spouse.
Fur receding
from her back,
must get out of the house!
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CHAPTER SIX
Saturday 7:10 p.m.
It had taken Terry several hours to come around from the beating he
had received. During that stretch, Roger had made Rita clean his wounds
and administer to him best she could, considering he was still in a desk
chair. She begged Roger to let them go, but her pleas fell on deaf ears. He
would have nothing to do with releasing them until they had heard all of
his stories, a timeline that had been drawn out by Terry being out cold for
so long. Slowly, he began to regain consciousness. He was in a delirious
state, suffering from a concussion. His right eye was practically swollen
shut and a rainbow of dark colours was forming across his brow. His
previously injured lower lip was now split wide open, a few teeth shattered,
but it had finally stopped bleeding. All this, and he still felt fortunate to
be alive.
Rita, as instructed, read “Rock and Roll Ain’t Noise Pollution” and
“The Hunt” as soon as Terry was coherent enough to be attentive. Once
she was done, Roger (fearing she would try to escape) tied her to a chair
again. He found cable ties to secure her, inspired by the story she had just
read.
“Now that’s a hell of a yarn there, isn’t it?” Roger said. Before allowing
either to respond, he plunged on. “Did you see the werewolf angle coming?
I left subtle hints. Is it too jarring? Does it make sense? I’m really proud
of that one: it’s among my best. Is the poem kinda of cool?” And so he
continued on for some time. Both his captives could only look at him
in stunned shock. It appeared that he had no grasp of just how serious a
situation he had them in. When he finally allowed them to respond, he
barely seemed to register anything they were saying. He continually ran
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his hands through his hair, making him look even more manic. Both Rita
and Terry were starting to doubt that they would make it out of there alive.
They were in the presence of a full-blown lunatic!
During a lull in their one-sided conversation, Roger’s thoughts turned
once again to the day his father had ripped his typewriter away from him
and had tossed it into the garbage.
32 Years Ago
“It’s OK, my baby boy. Mamma will take care of you. I will make
everything right again. I will make your dad leave you alone.” Stephanie
Sterling was gently saying these words in an effort to console her only
child. She idly ran her hands through his unruly hair as she sat on the
edge of his bed.
Roger was curled up in a fetal position, as he had been since his father
stormed out earlier that afternoon. He heard his parents having yet another
argument when Steph had gotten home from her waitress job. As usual, it
escalated into violence.
“…then you continue to coddle the little turd. You know this writing
shit will never lead to anything. Fucking useless… both of you,” followed
by the sound of Stanley striking his wife. Roger cowered in his bed, no
idea what to do. He could hear his dad leave the house, slamming the door
behind him.
“Why does he hate me so much? Why, Mom?” Roger pleaded as he
turned his head and peered up at her.
“He doesn’t hate you, he just doesn’t understand you like I do is all.”
“Sometimes I just want to kill him, Mamma, make him leave me
alone.”
“Don’t talk like that, Roger, my baby. Let Mommy take care of it;
I will always look out for you.” She leaned down to him and they held
each other, softly crying. “You write your stories, my baby, write them out
shorthand till I can get you another typewriter. You have talent, son, I can
see it. Someday the whole world will see it.” Roger did not see the look of
steely resolve in her eyes.
Two weeks later, Stanley Sterling was found face down in a ditch: dead.
The toxicology reports concluded that he had substantial levels of alcohol
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and barbiturates in his system. His death was considered an accident. Stan
had staggered out of the local strip club late that evening, and no one had
seen him make it home.
Roger was the only one to see his mom returning home alone that
night at 4 a.m. in their beat up minivan. She and his dad had left together,
Stanley slumped over in the passenger seat. Roger pulled away from the
curtain just before she looked up to his bedroom window that overlooked
the driveway. Stephanie did not see him. He had, however, seen the grim
smile that crossed her features as she mounted the steps to their home.
Saturday 7:22 p.m.
Roger drifted back to the present, his mind playing out what he had
seen all those years ago. Yes, Mom had taken care of me. She always did.
“Well, I guess we’ll be here all night if I don’t carry on. Seeing as you
are nicely bound and Terry doesn’t seem capable of reading just yet, I will
forge ahead with the next story. A dirty little thing that takes place in an
old theatre. A story I call…”
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The Morphlings
The rain was pounding on the glass doors to the old theatre. All the
patrons from the evening had long gone home, delighted by the sights and
sounds of the macabre burlesque that had unfolded earlier.
Samantha was the last to leave, burdened with the task of turning
down the lights and securing the place before she left. Truth be known,
she did not find it a burden at all: she loved the creepy feel of the old place,
especially when she wandered it alone. As the primary choreographer of
the Halloween Burlesque show that the theatre ran for two weeks each
October, she was given access to the theatre for the entire month by
Darlene, the owner. At almost 2 a.m., she had finally finished closing. She
had just thrown the switches on the old electrical panel that left the theatre
bathed in subdued lighting. She found it odd how the lights flickered just
prior to throwing the main switch, as though experiencing a power outage
of some sort. While crossing the stage to head to the dressing rooms, she
noticed a movement stage right—something big. Her first thought was
that it was a backstage door swinging open of its own accord.
Having never been one to frighten easily (nor terribly bright, in all
honesty), she headed in the direction of the perceived movement. It vaguely
crossed her mind that this is exactly what a silly chick would do in one of
the many horror movies she so avidly enjoyed. Her favourite was Halloween
directed by John Carpenter, which had just been released the year prior.
Her bold, inquisitive nature got the better of her, and even after hearing
a scraping noise, she carried on to the source. Walking across the front of
the stage where it was somewhat brighter, Sam approached the stairwell
leading to the dressing rooms. However, she was completely oblivious to
the strange, carnal entities that were at play on that cold Halloween night.

~~
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The morphlings had survived on earth for countless centuries, always
changing and adapting to their surroundings, till ultimately they flourished,
growing in number. They had survived through the many follies of man: the
Inquisition, plagues, famines, droughts, the World Wars, all of it. Throughout
this time, they had only one instinct: to satiate their need for food. Their
appetites were initially controlled by foraging on the many animals this
planet contained. They had stuck to four-legged beasts for many years,
always in fear of the upright animals that seemed so intent on destruction.
That had all changed in the mid-eighteenth century when an injured
morphling had been stumbled upon by a British constable. At the sight of
the beast, the man had pulled out his billy club and was about to swing it
down in a final blow. The morphlings that had fled to the shadows saw
what was about to happen and descended upon the doomed man. They
tore him apart, rendering him limb from limb, and feasted on the bloody
entrails of his carcass. From that day forward, they could only suppress
their hunger with the taste of human flesh and bone.
Over the past quarter century, they had made their way to New York
City and ultimately to the Cathedral Theatre, where they inhabited its
boiler rooms and subterranean sewer systems. In 1979, New York was a
city with just over seven million inhabitants, so the morphlings always had
a constant supply of food: the vagrants, homeless, drug addled, all those
whose disappearances would not draw undue attention. For years, they
had remained there, hiding underground and blending with the shadows,
unobserved by prying eyes; left to fulfill their base needs. The morphlings’
numbers did dwindle over the years as their inattentiveness to procreation
started to out strip their longevity. The years had taken their toll on the
morphlings to the point that there remained only two.
As with any species, the compulsion to survive had finally overtaken
their need to feed. Unfortunately for the morphlings, the remaining two
were both male, their potential to breed lost as the final female of their
kind had died suddenly, choking violently on the bones of another human
victim. The urge to procreate had met a fever pitch and had emboldened
them; they left the bowels of the theatre and proceeded to the upper floors.
They needed a human host in order to extend their kind, and by the look
of their swollen, throbbing members, that time was now.

~~
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Sam shivered and clutched a light poncho around her shoulders,
regretting her decision not to bring her winter jacket. Under the light
outer garment, she wore her stage costume, which provided little help in
dispelling the cold she now felt. She continued to the back of the stage but
felt a sudden sense of dread as she neared it: the heavy door was wide open.
What emerged was as hideous a thing as she had ever seen. Even
hunched to fit through the archway, it was huge. As it turned to her and
stood fully upright, it towered over her, at least a full seven feet tall. The
creature was misshapen and grotesque as she took in its appearance. She
could only think of one word to describe it: lumpy. It was vaguely human,
simply in that it stood upright on massive tree-trunk legs that looked
firmly rooted to the ground. There appeared to be another leg or tail as
well. The hunched bump on its back would have put Quasimodo of Notre
Dame lore to shame. It had thick, matted hair on most of its body and the
knotty bulges were not isolated to its back alone—they seemed to be all
over its body. The left side of the monster had two arm-like appendages
that were disparate in length by at least eight inches and a third, longer
one coming out of its right side. As it lumbered toward her, she was all
but overcome by the nauseating stench that preceded it, the strong musty
smell reminding Sam of rotting cold cuts left in the sun at a picnic she
had attended as a child.
Most disturbing was how deadly silent it was. As it took another step
toward her, it made not a sound. Another shuffle, and it was within six
feet of her. She was frozen in place—a deer in headlights. At this distance,
she realized what she had thought was a tail was in fact a phallic-like
appendage that pulsed, thick, bulbous and strewn with veins. It was one
of the few hairless parts of its body, and it oozed a noxious mucous like pus
down its entire forearm length. This was the final atrocity that broke her
spell of inactivity; she turned to flee. Gathering speed, her third stride ran
her directly into another of the creatures that had been silently making its
way to her from behind. This one, alarmingly, even larger than the first.
It was as though she had run into a wall. Having struck her head on the
thing, Sam slumped to the floor. Looking up at these animals, she saw
their menacing, leering faces staring back down at her with vile intent. Sam
passed out as much from fear as from the blow to her head.
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She came around some time later, having no idea how much time
had passed. She was in a darkened room and the smell was so intense that
she felt as though she would vomit. It was hot and moist in the enclosed
space, and she could hear equipment running. A boiler room, perhaps?
She attempted to sit upright with no luck. As her eyes adjusted to the dark
surroundings, she realized that the smaller of the creatures was holding her
down with two of its arms, the third prying open her legs. Her resistance
was futile, and her screams did not stop the vicious attack that followed. Six
pairs of hands roamed across her body at will. Sam cringed and struggled,
but the first searing thrust inevitably took place. Her head lolled to the
side as tears streamed down her face. Sam passed out for the second time.

~~
Sam did not arrive for the Burlesque show the next night. After several
days Darlene made the police aware of her disappearance. Several weeks of
searching and chasing down leads failed to result in her being found. Sam
had become another statistic—another soul lost to the night.

~~
Deep in the lower recesses of the theatre, the morphlings held their
captive. Sam was kept alive and nurtured by the two horrid creatures. She
was reduced to a blubbering, incoherent vessel. They cared not of her weak
struggles; her survival ultimately meant their own. Sam was impregnated
by the morphlings, or at the very least by one of them, and they had
every intent of seeing the impending arrival of their hybrid offspring.
The morphlings’ accelerated gestation period ensured that Sam did not
endure this insane torture for more than nine weeks. Her belly had grown
to an unimaginable size, stretched to near translucence. The fetus inside
continued to develop at an alarming rate, and the pain she suffered was
unbearable. Her labour was surprisingly short, and she died instantly as the
morphling progeny burst out of her unresistant body. Even the morphlings
were shocked at the creature that had come forth: more human than
morphling, but unreasonably large, its appetite seemingly more voracious
than their own. They cared for the offspring as any parents would and were
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delighted to see that the newborn was female. With time, they planned to
continue to inbreed with it to thin out the human DNA.
They did not realize that the human element in this new species had
other plans. She would grow in size, strength and power, and she would
exact her revenge…
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Saturday 7:23 p.m.
“Is that it?” Terry inquired.
“What the hell do you mean ‘is that it? Of course that’s it,”
“It’s not done. There’s no conclusion, no resolution. You can’t finish a
story that way. You seem to have done this more than a few times.”
“The hell I can’t! It leaves it to the reader’s imagination. You know,
horror readers are more sophisticated than you believe: they don’t need
everything all wrapped up with a tiny little bow.”
“You want my professional opinion; that’s why we’re here, right? Well,
I’m telling you it’s not a complete short story and you shouldn’t peddle it
as such!”
Rita interjected, “Terry, what the hell are you doing? Don’t make hi—”
“Well, hotshot editor,” Roger interrupted, “what makes you the
authority? What the fuck have you written? What skills do you have other
than suckling on the tit of all the real authors you work for?” Roger shouted
at Terry as he rose from his chair.
“Terry, have you lost your mind? Don’t provoke him,” Rita implored.
“Look, you silly twat: don’t talk to him like I’m not even in the room,”
Roger said as he turned to Rita. She cowered in fear as she saw the telltale
flush on his cheeks; Roger was getting angry.
Terry was beyond caring about what would happen to him, he had
been pushed too far. “Look, you fool, you put me in this freakin’ chair,
subject me to your bullshit, beat me to near death and then don’t even
listen when I try to give you sound advice. Well, you know what? Fuck
you!” he seethed.
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Roger bolted across the room and stood over Terry, gun in hand.
Terry cringed and shrunk back in the chair, fully expecting to be beaten
once more. Roger’s contorted facial expression softened, the look of rage
dissipating. “What do you know, finally some honesty out of a least one of
you. You could learn from this, Rita,” Roger said as he turned back to her.
Looking back to Terry, he continued, “But remember this, hotshot
editor: I can write circles around you. I can twist words any way I like, and
people will read it. It’s called reputation, and I have one; you don’t. So, tell
you what, seeing as you are suddenly full of piss and vinegar, how about
you read the next one and maybe a few of my poems as well. The poetry
is obscure, written to engage the reader’s mind on a different level—a
challenge, and a brilliant one at that. The story is a bit of wordplay. Busted
mouth or not, you better read with clarity… or else!”
At this, Roger strolled to the computer console and brought up the
next story and a series of poems. He roughly pushed Terry to the monitor
and, waving the gun at him ominously, said, “Begin with the poems.”
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The Hoarding (or The Case
of the Chinese Junk)
Bastardized fury
Directionless in its wild abandon.
Channelling a nightmare
To November’s chilly embrace.
A ghost wanders aimlessly amid the dry ice,
Haunting old haunts.
January freezes marrow in the bones,
A thaw never happens, always old taunts.
The deer, the headlights:
A blatant suicidal tendency?
Finger broken flicking the switch;
A splint for the soul—never the fix.
House, home, humble abode,
Take out the trash to the local shit hole.
Sympathy for the evil,
Christened in a churning copper pot.
Fragrance is spread over a flatulent breeze
Where pheromones gather in overstuffed taxis.
Roll up to the signal post with dread,
Signal is green (What happened to yellow?), now red.
Pound out a rhythmic cadence
With uncommon restraint.
Pouting lips always get fed,
A matter of squeaks and grease and wheels.
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QWERTY keystrokes send the message
That only dirty financiers understand.
Thickening fogs develop thoughts of their own
Rattling cages in your own home!
Frightened by beauty with guilt and remorse,
Time always runs out well before the aged horse.
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Chinese Junk (Deuxieme Partie)
Showered with privilege, silver spoon fed.
Dominated by an airborne floating spore!
A mere shadow of one’s former self.
Reunion of the colonized four?
Casting shadows in a vacuum?
A distant echo in a chamber of lies.
Full moon demonstrating a healthy pull.
Live it, dream it, time really does fly.
Future presented on an Etch A Sketch.
Swelling bosom and lily white thigh!
Parched, thirsty yet nothing to drink,
withered, cracked and eternally dry.
Chapters read with enviable bliss.
Knocked down a peg to even a score!
Laughter forced with idiots near,
precious few can always see more!
Discrimination does not matter
In the belly of a whore.
Fabled reunions of minions unknown?
Look to the heathens doing ungodly chores.
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Chinese Junk (Troisieme Partie)
Discreet to a fault,
And what lessons are taught?
What the hell is that man doing?
Quite likely will lead to ruin.
A microcosm of compounded difficulties sought.
Frailty answers inexorably, youth cannot be bought!
Enlightened thinking changes each day,
If it is allowed to be pursued.
Shift through the ashes of decay,
Think of all the pages perused.
Mushrooms bloom into a cloud made of dust,
Fallout, debris, corrosion falls to the floor.
Panelled walls stapled to the room begin to rust.
Always leave them wanting much much more.
Champion a cause for the underdog
Floating down a lazy river, the bump on a log!
Wonder how it all got to this place?
Stuck to the wall, unable to flinch,
Mascara runs down a tear-filled face
As the fist drives forward within an inch!
Brutally honest, commendably real.
Always being told how to think and feel.
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At fault with the devil, a soul to deny,
Illusions to see, not by the naked eye.
Bomb drops, other foot drops… tear drops?
Repair comes far too late; all systems will fry!
Hand clap, boot strap, booby trap,
Remove all sanity, withdraw any reason to try
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Evil Did I Dwell, Lewd I Did Live
Zerimar Otto Ramirez and his wife, Hannah, fled to Wassamassaw,
South Carolina shortly after his nervous breakdown and subsequent
suicide attempt. Hannah Anna Hannah was his wife’s full maiden name.
For many years, he and his wife tried to fly under the radar and uphold
all their civic duties. The main issue with Zerimar Ramirez was that he
had developed an ardour for palindromes. His entire day rotated around
these harmless words and phrases—finding them in the world around
him or constructing them himself, even talking in palindromic sentences.
Certainly harmless, one would think, but his Ailihphilia (the love of
palindromes) turned into an unhealthy, all-consuming obsession, which
ultimately led to his demise.
Zerimar’s Ailihphilia developed into Aibohphobia: a fear of
palindromes. His reasonably level-headed thinking slowly deteriorated as
his fixation gripped him, his brain gradually detaching from reality as he
drifted further and further into a state of paranoia.
Zerimar’s mom, Elle, was married briefly to Otto, his biological dad,
who left them when Zerimar was just a tot: no more than one year of age.
He was given his unusual name with the help of Elle’s friends Ana and
Navan, who were of Latino descent. Her husband, Otto Robert “Bob”
Ramirez, did not care about such things and let them have their way. Her
friends convinced her to use Otto as the middle name to further enhance
the palindromic nature of his name and surname. She agreed, although she
felt no love for the man. Zerimar was born in Kinikinik, Colorado, but Elle
moved them to Renner, South Dakota following her husband’s departure.
At an early age, Zerimar discovered that he had an unusually keen
aptitude for the alphabet, words, and sentence and paragraph structures.
He was able by the age of two to string together palindromes such as
“Mom, Elle, Dad, Bob, Bob, Dad, Elle, Mom!” For some unknown
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reason, this made little Zerimar feel good—powerful in a way he could
not comprehend. He had become a savant with words and linguistic
communication. The alphabet, English and many others languages he
felt, spoke to him directly. He felt a kinship, an inner dialogue a bond
with many. By eight years old, he had developed into an uncommonly
cunning linguist and a master of many languages including Malayalam.
Early on, though, Zerimar could feel a dark pull to this infatuation. I am
the only one who sees such beauty, understands the power, he often thought.
This was his only true academic gift: he struggled in all other disciplines,
especially arithmetic.
At the still tender age of ten, he submitted a poem to his English
teacher, Ms. Amore-Roma, for an assignment. She was a pious, waspish,
buttoned-down sort, or so appeared, and did not react kindly to his poetic
endeavour. This is the poem he submitted:

Deified
Ah, Satan sees Natasha!
Dennis and Edna sinned.
Devil never even lived!
Madam in Eden, I’m Adam.
Live, O Devil, revel ever! Live! Do evil!
“Reviled did I live,” said I, “as evil I did deliver.”
I did… did I?
This may be the coolest thing I have ever written. Too bad it doesn’t read
forward and back in other languages, Zerimar mused. Even though he did
not fully comprehend all of it, he believed his poem was tremendous.
Amore-Roma, however, did not. She was so shaken by Zerimar’s unusual
content and writing style that she went to the principal and had him
suspended from classes for three days, stating that his poem’s satanic
references were well beyond what any school should tolerate. Upon his
return, he was moved to a different homeroom and had to start over
with making new friends, something he always had difficulty with due
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to his odd fixation. Nobody sees the beauty, the complexity in words like I
do. Nobody cares, nobody understands. I am completely alone in this world,
Zerimar brooded.
Meanwhile, the hypocritical Madame could not keep her legs closed
and enjoyed the company of many married coworkers. She often entertained
these admirers behind closed doors after class right at the school. As chance
would dictate, on one occasion when she had failed to lock her classroom
door, Zerimar walked in on one of her encounters to retrieve a backpack
he had left behind. Ms. Amore-Roma was down on her knees between
the male teacher’s legs, her head bobbing back and forth at a rapid pace.
Zerimar did not fully understand what he was seeing. The guttural grunt
and shout of “Holy fuck, I’m coming!” the man expelled as he clutched
the back of her head scarred Zerimar to his very core. He managed to get
away undetected, but this encounter shook his belief in the adults around
him and he withdrew even more.
Following the outright condemnation of his talents, Zerimar turned
introspective, keeping even more to himself. Why don’t people give me a
chance to explain? I could show them the beauty all around them, front to back,
back to front, forward or reverse—it all fits! It all fits so well, so methodically.
His anger at being misunderstood began to manifest itself in physical
ways. Strange graffiti began to appear on the walls of schools, churches
and other public places around town. These were often crude and simple,
such as “boob” and “live evil.”
Nobody in Renner knew who was defacing public property in such
a way, and the vandalism was chalked up to nothing more than typical
teenage mischief. However, as time passed, the destructive spray-painted
words became more elaborate and unusual: “red rum murder” and “Eve
damned Eden—mad Eve,” to name a few.
Elle suspected her son was behind what was taking place. She had
noticed his erratic behaviour and how he was withdrawing almost
completely from those around him. Any friends he had, he seemed to
alienate, and he could not even hold down coherent conversations anymore.
One morning, Elle noticed that Zerimar was spending a lot of time
running water in the bathroom and figured he just needed the alone time
that comes along with budding puberty. She didn’t wish to embarrass
him, so she left him alone. Later on, she discovered some towels that
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were stained with many different colours. When she confronted him
after finding expired paint cans in their garbage, he flat out denied his
involvement. Following this skirmish with his mom, his behaviour became
even more erratic. Zerimar started talking to her in his unusual way and
would often say to her, “Dammit, I’m mad!”
As disturbing as this was for Elle, it was truly a small indication of just
how unhinged his mind had become. Small wild animals and domestic
pets had begun to disappear around the town with no explanation. One
day while cleaning Zerimar’s bedroom, Elle discovered a few strands of
tangled, bloody fur under his bed, prompting her to search their entire
home more closely. She discovered a hidden backroom in the basement
that she had not even been aware of. Upon entering, the stench nearly
overwhelmed her. The space was narrow and had old shelves lining the
sides. On the shelves were the carcasses of numerous small creatures in
various stages of decay. It looked as though the animals had been skinned
and left to die. On the walls were strange strings of words that made no
sense to her but seemed very repetitive in nature.
Elle confronted her son with what she had discovered, and after
initially denying it, he finally confessed to torturing the cats, rabbits and
dogs she had found, explaining that the words in his head were telling
him to do it. “They circle around and around, Ma—front to back, back
to front,” Why can’t you understand? You don’t want to. You think I’m crazy
just like all the others. He demonstrated no remorse for what he had done.
Elle felt she had no other recourse than to report her son to the authorities.
He was removed from their home, remanded to custody and ultimately,
after a lengthy investigation, was placed in a mental institution. Elle was
heartbroken but desperately hoped that her son would get the help he
needed. His behaviour deteriorated without her presence, and he soon
became belligerent and cruel in the institution. Zerimar remained in the
state’s custody for a further 22 years, and Elle never did see her son again
outside its walls.
During his incarceration, Zerimar was subjected to a number of
cruelties including shock therapy, administration of untested drugs and
regular beatings, all in the name of rehabilitation. As he grew stronger
through his teen years, he hardened his resolve to demonstrate that he was
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well. Due to his perceived “normalcy,” the hospital had no choice but to
release Zerimar to an unsuspecting public at the age of 32.
To his credit, Zerimar realized that his mind didn’t function like
most others. Upon being released, he made his way to the remote town
of Kanakanak, Alaska. In this small town of 2,550 people, Zerimar was
able to avoid public scrutiny and keep primarily to himself. He managed
to find employment as a dishwasher at one of the town’s few restaurants,
and he settled in to his quiet lifestyle. It was here where he met his first
love, Hannah.
Hannah was a local tour guide and trapper and lived off the land,
enjoying the harshness of her surroundings. The struggles of the cold
winters made her feel alive. Hannah was of a stocky build, short and
strong, with long, flowing jet-black hair that wound down to below her
waist. She knew how to take care of herself. She and Zerimar met when
she came to the restaurant for her frequent fill-ups of strong black coffee
and the best homemade cake donuts on the planet. She was entranced by
the withdrawn Zerimar. He was so different from all the other men in her
tough surroundings. They struck up a conversation one day—initiated by
her—and immediately felt a connection. Hannah allowed Zerimar the
space he needed, and after several months, he began to open up to her,
revealing his strange childhood and hospitalization. Hannah, too, had
mental instability issues in her own family, a common thread of suicides
among her indigenous people. She felt for him, and soon the empathy grew
into more. They fell in love.
With Hannah’s help and guidance, Zerimar was able to restore a
true sense of identity and resume a normal life. After many years in
Alaska, they decided that Zerimar was ready for a change. They moved
to the outskirts of Capac, Michigan. This allowed them to still enjoy
the winter sports they had come to love and reintegrate Zerimar into a
similar-sized community while being closer to larger centres. However,
Zerimar’s underlying psychosis had never truly healed, and the move
proved disastrous to the content couple.
The events that triggered Zerimar’s rapid decline seemed innocent
enough. In a 22-minute span driving into and through Capac, he saw a
series of signs that catalyzed the deterioration of his sanity:
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At a local car dealership: A Toyota! Race Fast, Safe Car! A Toyota!
The local drug store sign: Bursitis Rub
Eva Uses Suave
Lonely Tylenol
A pub’s A-frame sign read: Lager, Sir? It’s Regal!
A college dorm: Campus Motto: Bottoms Up, Mac!
The grocery store window: Yo, Banana Boy
Shop Here.
A Nut for a Jar of Tuna,
Why Not?
Lisa Bonet Ate No basil,
Poor girl
A store named Yreka Bakery signed: Desserts, I Stressed!
Don’t Be Bothered: Buy Here!
No Lemon, No Melon!
Just Kiddin buy Cheesecake instead
A hairdresser’s shop, of course, was named Nola’s salon.
A local vinyl vintage record shop: If I Had a Hi-Fi…
Emu Love Volume!
Photography shop: Oh, Cameras Are Macho!
The local church: Evil, a Sin, Is Alive.
Find Salvation Here!
A restaurant: Enid and Edna Dined,
You Should Too.
The oral surgeon: Dentist: “Sit, Ned!”
New Patients Welcome.
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…and so on. What Zerimar didn’t realize was that he had driven
through town during Palindrome Week. Based on the town’s name, every
year, city council encouraged stores to be creative with their signage using
palindromic phrases. The result for him could not have been more profound
nor unexpected: the hundreds of signs bombarded his subconscious and
literally overwhelmed him. He drove out of Capac at an alarming speed as
he felt the evil from his past creeping back into his brain yet again. In an
effort not to be claimed by the heinous thoughts insinuating themselves
into his mind, he did the only thing he could think of: stamping down
on the accelerator. In a physical effort to escape, he deliberately drove his
Honda Civic off the bridge leading out of town. At upwards of 100 miles
per hour, the river pounded Zerimar and the car into submission.
It took 18 months for Zerimar to recover from the injuries sustained in
the accident, including the three in which he was in a coma. He had been
under water for almost six minutes before two people were finally able to
drag him out of his car. His oxygen-depleted brain sustained even further
damage, but oddly, it showed no outward manifestations. Zerimar had
also suffered a pelvic fracture and a broken wrist among his many injuries.
His recovery was a painful and arduous journey with many months of
physiotherapy. The effort he put in enabled him to walk again, but with
a pronounced limp. With Hannah by his side throughout his ordeal, he
recovered in a physical sense, but the damage to his psyche was substantial.
With little to keep them in Capac, they decided to move. They packed
their meagre belongings and settled in the Wassamassaw area of South
Carolina in an attempt to pick up the pieces and begin again.
Even with the change, Zerimar could not shake the feeling of dread
that the incident in Capac had incited. His dark thoughts continued to
collect like thunderclouds in his overwrought mind, palindromes again
gripping him mercilessly.
On October 30th, Zerimar awoke with a terrible headache—the right
side of his head felt like it was being squeezed in a vice. He tried his best
not to show this to Hannah. She has done so much for me over the years,
surely I can get through a day without being a burden to her again, he thought
morosely.
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With his physical limitations, Zerimar had started working from their
home. He did data entry for a large insurance company, and although
it didn’t pay him well, it did keep his mind occupied. Following a light
breakfast, of which he could barely keep a mouthful down, Zerimar
headed into town to run a few errands. He also had an appointment with
his psychiatrist just before noon and hoped he could keep the session
despite his headache; the counselling had been helping him cope with his
Aibohphobia.
Sitting across from Dr. Rekker, Zerimar could not stop feeling that he
was out of sorts. The headache had not abated, but it wasn’t just that. He
had a suffocating feeling of dread as though, at any moment, something
bad was going to happen. He tried to explain this to the shrink, but the
man had just laughed it off, telling him it was all in his head. Isn’t he
supposed to help, to try to understand? Zerimar thought. He had words and
phrases bouncing around in his head and it drove him to distraction. He
could not concentrate, could not focus on anything Rekker was saying.
After what he believed was a wasted 45 minutes, Zerimar stood to leave.
“Wait now, Zerimar. I have one more thing for you to work on before
we meet again,” the doctor said.
“Oh yeah? What’s that?”
“Well, I know we may be treading on thin ice here, but I need to reveal
something about your condition—your Aibohphobia.”
“What do you mean?”
Dr. Rekker came out from behind his desk and sat in front of Zerimar
in the office’s other comfortable armchair. He leaned in, took Zerimar’s
right hand in both of his and, in as soothing a tone as he could muster,
started speaking out what he felt he had to say to his patient.
“Zerimar Otto Ramirez, Aibohphobia—better known as an irrational
fear of palindromes—has haunted you for much of your youth and adult
life. What I need to tell you may be disturbing, but I believe it will
ultimately lead to a breakthrough in your case and the help you need.”
Upon hearing his name stated to him in its entirety, Zerimar noticeably
stiffened, and sweat began to bead up on his furrowed brow.
The doctor noticed the change but forged ahead anyway.
“The condition, this phobia I mentioned, does not exist in any real
sense. Allow me to explain. Humorous or fictional phobias are not actually
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real. As an example, Keanuphobia is a fear of the actor Keanu Reeves.
Obviously, this is not real. It was dreamed up by a famous author, Dean
Koontz, as a condition of a character in his book False Memory. These
types of phobias are coined to be fun and are completely fictitious. They
are a way of saying that almost everything in life can be a fear for some
people. What you are dealing with is a deep-set psychosis that we need to
face head on, and I can help.”
As the doctor spoke in his hushed, soothing tone, it did nothing to
alleviate Zerimar’s dread. He abruptly stood and, in an unbridled fury,
barked at Rekker, “You are so full of shit! You don’t know me; you don’t
know what I’ve done… what I’m capable of. Are you trying to make fun
of me?”
Rekker, sensing his patient was losing control, also stood and, raising
his voice over Zerimar’s, shouted, “Zerimar Otto Ramirez, you must face the
truth: you are the cause of your troubles, your mind! Not this irrational fear
that makes no sense in any clinical way!”
The past flooded back to Zerimar in a full onslaught. He lost his mind
in that moment; all went blank. His entire body shook. He grasped the
doctor’s hands in his own and squeezed with inhuman force. The bones,
tendons and cartilage started to pop audibly under the sheer strength
they were being subjected to. Rekker dropped to his knees and cried out
in obvious distress. Zerimar quickly stepped behind the doctor, and with
one hand on the man’s forehead and the other on his chin, he wrenched
both hands in opposite directions. The result was devastating. The doctor
dropped to the floor, his cervical spinal nerves and upper spinal cord
completely severed, his head facing almost 180 degrees from a normal
position. He was dead as he hit the floor.
Having heard screams, Aidia, the pretty young receptionist at Rekker’s
clinic, came bursting through the door. She was just in time to see Zerimar
still standing over the doctor’s prone body. In a complete rage, Zerimar
rushed at her and one pummelling fist to her face left her incapacitated.
She also slumped to the office floor, unconscious but still breathing.
Zerimar raced out of the office. No one else was around to see what had
taken place.
Zerimar made several stops that afternoon before returning home.
Although everyone he encountered later testified that he appeared fine,
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nothing could had been further from the truth. Zerimar was on a selfdestructive rampage that could not be prevented.
It was at 11:53 p.m. that night when he began to wake from his dazed
slumber.
Awareness… was not something quite within his grasp. But after
a time, the dark abyss of unconsciousness began to abate, and the tiny
fractured cracks of wakefulness seeped back into his mind. The first
signs of the waking world slowly started to congeal in his weary brain. In
his mental fog, Zerimar was unable to determine if the noises he heard
were made in pain or pleasure. His next level of cognizance involved his
own body. He realized that he was lying on his stomach with his head
awkwardly turned to the side. He still could not feel all of his appendages
but sensed that everything was intact. His brain was now trying to send
orders, but his body did not seem to want to carry them out.
Eyes… I must open my eyes! Zerimar commanded himself. He sensed
the frantic command but was unable to perform the task. He slipped back
into the warmth of nothingness.
Minutes passed. Must open my eyes! Zerimar thought again. With
reluctance, his eyelids flickered open, releasing him from the comforting
darkness. Eyes now partially open, images started to enter his hazy brain.
Blurry shapes began to form, like looking at the world through distorted
glass. A few forced blinks, and the sight before him began to take shape,
although it did not register in any sensible way.
Dominating his field of view was a woman’s naked breast (Hannah’s?)
visibly heaving, covered in what appeared to be perspiration. After staring
for a moment, Zerimar tried unsuccessfully to raise his arm and turn his
body. At this point, he was not sure what was more disconcerting: his lack
of physical response or the realization that it was blood on the person and
bedding beside him.
With great effort, Zerimar managed to turn his head the other way,
toward the night table. On it, he could make out a bottle of sleep-aid
pills—overturned and mostly empty—and a large hacksaw, the blade
covered in blood. There is blood splattered everywhere! So much blood!
Zerimar slowly turned and raised himself to take in the carnage on the
bed beside him.
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Hannah’s dying gasps were causing foamy blood to bubble out of her
raggedly torn throat. The arm he could not manage to make function was
barely attached to his torso, held on only by scant ligaments and skin tissue,
the nub of his shoulder completely exposed! Whether self-inflicted or not,
he could not tell. As Zerimar faded away once more into unconsciousness,
he realized that his own sick mind had brought about his demise.
It came as no surprise to Zerimar Otto Ramirez that his final thought
was, In words, alas, drown I!
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Saturday 8:01 p.m.
“Did you write those poems in your sleep? They make no sense for any
even remotely sane individual. I have no idea what you are even trying to
say with that crap,” was Terry’s response when asked what he thought of
the latest stuff he had read. This had rewarded him with another harsh
backhand to his already mangled features. Rita screamed in fear and sat
sobbing in her chair while Terry hung his head; all fight in him had died.
Roger sat pouting at the computer, brooding over his next steps. He seemed
petulant, childlike. This was all unravelling, and he had no idea how to
right things now that they had gone so far. If only Julia were here, she would
know what to do.
After several minutes, Roger finally stirred. “Just because you clearly
do not have the intellect required to decipher the poetry does not mean
it’s crap. I’m hungry, and I suppose you are as well. I’m heading to the
kitchen.”
The last thing on Rita’s mind was eating, but she nodded her
agreement—anything that would give her a moment’s respite from this
madman! Terry also morosely nodded and mumbled in Roger’s direction.
Roger stood and walked out of the room. He abruptly turned back to the
couple, “No shenanigans while I’m away, I won’t tolerate any bullshit from
either of you.” He carried on, they could hear his receding footsteps.
Terry seemed to be near catatonic, eyes wide open, staring at the open
doorway. Noticing that Roger had left the room, he finally spoke: “What
the hell was all that shit? He’s gone completely insane! I meant what I told
him: nobody wants to read his nonsense poems or that palindrome garbage
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for that matter. If this is what his writing skills have diminished to, it is a
clear indication that he has lost his mind.”
“Terry, listen to yourself! You are talking like what he has written
matters at all—it doesn’t! What matters is that we need to find some way
to escape from him,” Rita replied desperately.
“Freaking crazy, I can think of no other reasonable explanation for
his beha—”
“Terry, we need to do something. He may very well kill us when his
stories are done,” Rita interrupted. “He said thirteen stories, didn’t he?
Now we are at… what? Are we at seven or eight? What happens when they
are done? We need to get away from him.”
Terry nodded wearily and said, “I’m not sure if it matters at this point.
He will come to realize that he can’t release us, and then we’ll be as good
as dead.”
“We can’t give up, we have to try something!” Tears were again
cascading down Rita’s face. “I came here to meet with him and see where
his trilogy was heading and now this…” she broke down in sobs.
“We may have one chance,” Terry whispered.
Rita looked at him expectantly, “Well, what? What is it?” she asked,
her voice rising.
“Shh! Not so loud, keep it down, I have a letter opener sitting under
my ass. It’s been there since this morning. If I get a chance to get up, maybe
I can use it on him.”
“How… when did yo—”
“That doesn’t matter. What matters is that I’m not sure if I can do it.
I mean, at this point I would happily kill the little shit with it for what he
has put me, no, put us through. But I’ve been beaten badly and have barely
moved from this position all day. I can feel my legs and arms cramping. I’ll
need to move, stretch… do something, or I’ll never be able to physically do
it. I may need your help. We need to be in this together.”
“I can’t… I can’t kill a man. What can I possibly do that can even
make a differ—”
“What are you talking about?” Roger queried as he suddenly re-entered
the writing den. He was carrying a serving tray with another helping of
egg salad sandwiches.
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After a lengthy pause and looking surprised at his sudden return, Rita
stammered, “Oh, n-nothing. Just discussing the palindrome story.”
“You’re lying, I can smell it on you. Or is that just the smell of pissy
pants over there?” Roger cackled. “Never mind, it doesn’t matter. The time
is drawing near when we will exhaust my stories, and then we have some
decisions to make… won’t we?”
Terry finally spoke up, “Roger, at some point I’ll need to use a proper
bathroom—clean myself up, have a number two, you know. I’ve resolved
myself to listening to you and helping with your stories as much as I can.
It is imperative that your story endeavour succeeds, that you branch out.
Your trilogy can wait, you are right. You are the author and it should be
on your time, not ours.”
Rita looked shocked at Terry’s turn of thinking; she eyed him
curiously. Without a word, Roger turned back to the food. Terry gave
Rita a reassuring nod and a wink.
“So, you have come around to my way of thinking. Somehow, I
question your sincerity. I think by this point you will say almost anything
to me,” Roger stated flatly.
“No, no, no, it’s not like that at all,” Terry interjected. “I really think
from this point forward we should be collaborative and actually accomplish
something here. Let’s face it: I’m not going anywhere any time soon.” Terry
tried his best to come across as genuine and even managed a forced smile
with his cracked and swollen face.
“OK, so this is how it’s going to go: I ‘ll free both your arms and Rita’s,
we’ll eat and then we’ll carry on with two more stories. They are related
and may form the basis for a novel I’ve been piecing together for some
time. These two may take some time, but when they are done, I promise
you will both be allowed a visit to the bathroom. Don’t do anything that
would make me distrust you, or this won’t end well. Does this seem fair?”
Roger said all this with his pale green eyes riveted to Terry’s, unblinking—
menacing in their intensity.
“Of course, Roger. Whatever you say,” was Terry’s immediate response.
He turned to Rita and she nodded her acknowledgement. They ate in
silence. Upon finishing, Roger invited Rita back to the computer, and she
commenced with the next stories.
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Jeff, The Beanstalk
Echoes of the victims cry.
If I had a rocket launcher, if I had a rocket launcher.
If I had a rocket launcher, some son of a bitch would die!
-Bruce Cockburn
Sitting on the back deck of his modest house that he lived in with his
mom, Jeff was contemplating the ultimate end to it all. At only fifteen
years of age, he was fully at his wit’s end; life, he believed, had dealt him
too many harsh blows.
He balanced the long serrated hunting knife on the index finger of his
right hand and twirled it with his dominant left. Being left-handed was
another of his features that brought derision and scorn from his peers.
His mother always pointed out to him that many famous, important
people such as Leonardo DaVinci, Bill Gates, Oprah Winfrey, thenPresident George Bush (in his second term) and Robert De Niro (one of
her personal favourites) were also left-handed. This did little to make Jeff
feel better. He knew it was just another way for the bullies to berate him
for being different. And he was different, all too evident in his manners
and appearance, so his contemplation of ending his life continued.
The knife tip broke the skin of his finger. He drew it away and saw a
small drop of blood welling out of the injury. He brought it to his mouth
and sucked on it, enjoying the coppery taste. He wondered, not for the
first time, how it would feel to make the cuts necessary just to bleed out:
drift away. He had spent considerable time on the internet researching the
numerous ways people had taken their own lives. From the ordinary—
pills, gunshot to the head, slitting one’s wrists—to the bizarre: stuffing
toilet tissue into one’s mouth till asphyxiated or ingesting entire bottles of
drain cleaner. His fixation on suicide became all-consuming throughout
the summer. Jeff just could not entertain the thought of entering another
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year of high school and being subjected to more of the cruelties he had
already endured.
As tall as Jeff was he was often taunted with names such as rake and
beanstalk. Having Gonsalves as a last name also led to teases like “Hey
Goon” or “Goonie” or the more creative, “Hey, look! It’s Goonerrhrea!”
Most times, Jeff just let all this go, but any person could only take so
much. One of the few times he overcame his timid nature and stood up
for himself led to disaster.
Another boy, Jeremy Witten, made a point of singling him out on a
constant basis with verbal razzing and physical abuse. Jeremy was two years
older but held back two grades because of his poor academic achievement
(a practice still being employed throughout many school districts in 2002).
The only thing Jeremy did do well in school was harassing and bullying
any kid he saw fit. Jeremy was stockier than his peers and sported an
atmosphere of menace that he nurtured through violence. Even the teachers
were careful around him, such was his erratic behaviour.
After enduring another shame-faced morning recess at the hand of
Jeremy and his cronies, Jeff went to his next class full of anxiety. Jeff sat
at the back of most classes in order to be as far removed from the other
students as possible. Quiet and bookish, he generally shied away from
speaking up as well. His math teacher Mr. Dunson knew that Jeff was a
brilliant young boy and tried his best to engage him in classroom work.
As the class struggled with a problem on the board, he looked around and
saw Jeff smiling. Dunson knew that he would have the correct answer.
“Jeff, can you please come to the front and show the class how we can
work this out?”
Frozen, Jeff just sat there, unable to move. Mr. Dunson’s warm smile
encouraged Jeff and he started to unfold himself from his chair.
“Yeah, c’mon, Beanstalk! Show us how it’s done,” somebody whispered.
Those who heard tittered at the remark.
“Enough!” Mr. Dunson scolded.
At six feet eight inches tall and in only grade ten, he was by far the
tallest boy in his class, if not the entire school. His posture was bowed, as
he always tried to look shorter than he was, and his limbs appeared so thin
that people wondered if they could actually support him. His nondescript
T-shirts hung on his lanky frame, and his jeans were cinched in by an
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ever-present belt, pulled tight, excess material flapping about. His pants
always rode up on him and were a good eight to ten inches from the floor.
With his height, one might assume that he could be a star basketball player.
Nothing was further from the truth. Jeff did not posses any natural athletic
ability, and he avoided engaging in sports. Physical education classes had
been a nightmare of bruises, scrapes and continual derision from the other
participants. Jeff was always the last person picked for any team in which
sides were chosen. When his last mandatory high school phys ed class had
ended, he had been extremely relieved.
Jeff, with lanky strides, started up the aisle, looking at the floor. A foot
rapidly kicked out, and he was unable to avoid it. His shoe caught on the
other. Jeff pitched forward. He reached for the desk in front of him and
missed. Turning his body to avoid falling face first he landed on his side,
knocking over an empty desk as he went down. Hitting with a pronounced
thud, Jeff lay there, stunned. The peals of laughter that ensued were cruel
and immediate.
“Quiet, all of you, right this minute!” Mr. Dunson shouted to his class.
Tears of pain and frustration welled up in Jeff’s eyes. Rolling over, he
looked from where he had come, and there was Jeremy at his desk, foot
still in the aisle, a wicked grin on his face. Out of the teacher’s earshot, he
whispered, “Take that, you stupid freak! Yeah, go ahead, cry like a baby.”
The years of abuse had been enough. Jeremy had heard the term “seeing
red,” but had never truly experienced it. Something in him snapped. The
anger welling up in him had to be unleashed, it felt like it was consuming
him. He felt heat within him rise. He charged at Jeremy, and the surprise
of the attack gave him the upper hand. He threw an awkward, looping
fist in Jeremy’s direction and landed a solid blow to his nemesis’s shocked
face. Before Jeremy could get out from the desk, Jeff landed on him and
continued to rain fists down on the other boy. Both desk and chair fell
over, and the two combatants rolled on the floor. Mr. Dunson pulled
the kicking and fighting boys apart roughly. Standing between them, he
commanded to both, “Get your sorry butts down to the office! There will
be no more of this in here.”
Jeff slouched down, looking defeated.
Mr. Dunson marched them to the front of the class and out the door.
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Jeremy, displaying a growing shiner, hissed at Jeff under his breath,
“This is not even close to being over. Your ass is mine, you fucking pussy!”
Following the three-day suspension that they both received, Jeff
walked around the school in fear of retribution. It came a full week later,
just as lunch break was about to end. Jeff was straddling a swing in the
school yard, shoes dragging back and forth in the sand. Gently swaying,
he stared at the mounds of anthills at his feet, careful to avoid wrecking
any. He thought how wonderful a life an ant must lead: quiet servitude
to the greater cause, no fighting, looking out for one and all. Pondering
this, lost in thought, he did not hear their approach. A shadow fell across
where he was looking. Jeff planted his well-worn sneakers in the ground.
Coming to a stop, he looked up to see that Jeremy and three of his like
minded goons had snuck up on him. He scolded himself for not staying
vigilant, but it just wasn’t possible every second of the day.
“I told you you’d pay, you snivelling scarecrow!” Jeremy said menacingly.
“Yeah! Beat the shit out of Goonerrhrea!” piped in one of the hooligans.
They all giggled at this exchange.
Jeff lifted his leg over the seat of the swing and squared around to face
them fully, knowing this wouldn’t end well.
They set upon him like wolves on a fresh carcass, pummelling him
with vicious blows to his arms, legs and torso. The bullies made a point
of ensuring the damage inflicted was hidden under Jeff’s loose-fitting
clothing. The battle was short lived. Outnumbered as he was, Jeff could do
little to fight back. He lay in the sand under the swings in a fetal position,
holding his arms tightly around his legs. Bending down and leaning in
close, Jeremy seethed at him, “You’ll be back in class, and nobody hears a
word about this, you freakin’ dip shit. Lesson learned: you touch me, you
get it back in spades.”
As a final indignity, Jeremy dragged Jeff over to a pile of dog turds a
few feet away and ground his face and upper body into them. The bullies,
cackling, looked around. Seeing that they were unobserved, they sauntered
into the school just as the warning bell sounded to indicate lunch was over.
Jeff rolled over, took inventory and tried to wipe away the smeared
feces. He stood shakily, holding the swing’s chain. Knowing he had better
take Jeremy seriously, he straightened up as best he could and headed
for the school. He spent the entire afternoon hiding his pain and getting
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curious glances from those around him, as he stank like shit. The knowing
smirks and derisive comments continued well into his bus ride home.
There was no escaping the cruelty.
Jeff reflected on this incident and the many similar injustices he had
endured from the moment his height began to outstrip those around him.
The incident with Jeremy’s gang had happened on June 26th, the next-tolast day of grade ten. This late in the summer—the last week of August—
and his right shin that had received a particularly hard kick was still tender.
He hid the bruises and welts from his mom by wearing his baggy outfits
throughout the summer. She tried to talk him into shorts, but he just
declined. Now, less than a week from returning to school, his mind kept
returning to the dread of another school year and the onslaught of abuse.
Upon entering grade eight, he had been an average boy. He was not
unlike many of the single-parent children today: his father had left when
he was only three. He was, however, considered odd by his peers. He
didn’t listen to the popular music others did. Nickelback, Nelly and No
Doubt held no interest for him. His mother had listened to folk and old
country artists throughout her life, and he grew up hearing and loving all
of it. Pete Seeger, Joan Baez, James Taylor and The Mamas & the Papas
were right down his alley. He just didn’t understand the loud bashing
and banging of heavy metal and most rap or hip-hop music he found
offensive. The few friends he did have could not relate but just attributed
it to Jeff being different. His best friend, Jordan Reynolds, had drifted
away from him in the past few months; the other boy seemed unusually
preoccupied with his twin sister Jennifer —a time when Jeff could really
have used a friend.
Jeff was into computers in a big way and would spend hours learning
about programs and computer languages. He found gaming to be a waste
of time, as he understood the power of a computer encompassed so much
more than that. Jeff would more likely be seen with his nose buried in a
book or in front of a computer screen than engaged in a game of tag.
At twelve years of age, Jeff was struck with a tremendous growth spurt.
In less than a year, he grew eight inches. His bones and tendons ached,
and he lost his sense of balance. He became so clumsy and awkward that
his mom grew concerned for his health and had him undergo testing.
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With nothing indicating real health issues other than reaching puberty,
he was sent home. The abnormal growth continued unabated, and his
appearance changed seemingly overnight. Stella, his mom, was buying
him endless sets of clothes to keep him in anything that fit. His lack of
athleticism coupled with the tremendous development led to the taunting
that followed. His friends turned on him because it was all too easy to pick
on anyone different. Many teenagers don’t comprehend how a kind word
can lift spirits, often finding it easier to dole out the cruel ones that bring
people down. The name calling began in earnest: “Lurch,” “Scarecrow”
and “Rake” were thrown his way, among many others. Jeff turned his back
on these hateful behaviours and retreated into his own world—his own
likes and dislikes. He didn’t need anyone else. With no end to his height
gain in sight nor any change in his awkward features forthcoming, he was
resigned to a mostly solitary lifestyle.
At a chess club meeting one Wednesday the school year prior, he sat
perfectly still, enjoying a game with Mr. Dunson. Deep in concentration,
he was able to see the game play out. He might finally win against him.
Jeff had thoroughly dominated all club members and now nobody his age
would play him. Dunson, likewise deep in thought, enjoyed the company
of the boy, and he also realized that his superiority was being challenged.
Losing to this brilliant young mind did not diminish him in anyway, but
he always played to win. On his turn, he saw a way out and moved his
queen to the end of the board. “Check,” he said quietly.
Surprised at having missed the obvious, Jeff groaned and rashly
moved his king forward. Another move by his teacher, and Jeff saw that
his advantage was gone: he would lose again to Mr. Dunson. He stared
intently at the teacher’s queen. Riveted. Focused. He felt sweat beading on
his brow, pooling in the small of his back, and a bead ran from his armpit
down the inside of his arm. A feeling of intense heat arose within his entire
body. Flushed red as if burning up, he lifted his hand to once again move
his king. As he touched it, it happened. A torrent of energy blazed through
his torso, down his arm and through his index finger. He jolted, and the
king fell over. A small scorched mark appeared on the piece and the chess
board where the king had stood. Mr. Dunson, thinking Jeff had knocked
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over the king as a sign of defeat and not seeing the burns extended his
hand. “Good game,” he said. “You almost had me this time!”
Jeff, still in shock, lifted his unnaturally hot hand and took his teacher’s.
Mr. Dunson rapidly peeled his hand from Jeff’s and recoiled from the
heat he felt emanating from the boy.
“Holy crap! Ar- are you OK, Jeff?” he managed to stammer.
Shaking out his hand and then his head, Jeff looked at his teacher
and said quietly, “Yeah, just kinda dizzy… feeling like I’m gonna…”
Before he could finish, his eyes fully rolled back, and he slumped forward,
scattering all the chess pieces. Mr. Dunson grabbed the boy’s upper body,
breaking his fall as he slumped out of the chair and crumpled at his feet.
He could not help but notice that Jeff felt like he was burning up. The
faculty members who arrived shortly thereafter found nothing wrong
with him. Within minutes, he had come around and did not exhibit any
further issues. Jeff flat out insisted that he would not go to the hospital,
and the gathered teachers agreed that he appeared fine. Mr. Dunson’s
attention soon turned to his other duties. Jeff, riding home on the bus
that afternoon, could scarcely remember what had happened at all. The
incident soon forgotten.
Lifting himself off the deck steps, Jeff limped to the rear of his fenced-in
back yard. He picked up the large rawhide dog bone and called for Buster,
his faithful German Shepherd—his only remaining friend. Playing with
Buster was one of Jeff’s few pleasures. Buster did not respond, and he began
to worry: Buster always wanted to tug on the bone. After a few more calls,
he started back to the deck. There he was, scratching at the back door of
the house looking to be let out. Buster and Jeff rolled around, immersed
in a tug-of-war with the dog’s favourite toy. His mother, looking out the
kitchen window, smiled. Maybe all be OK with my boy, she hoped.
Following the roughhousing, Jeff was exhausted. He climbed back up
the deck steps and sat on the top one, his panting, faithful dog by his side.
Buster suddenly bolted as a squirrel ran along the top of the fence lining
the back of the yard. Looking up, Jeff could only shake his head and smile
at his dog’s natural instincts. Following Buster’s progress, he noticed, too
late, that the chain link fence’s gate was wide open. How the heck did that
happen? It’s never open! He watched in despair as Buster burst through the
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opening. The loud squeal of brakes as the oncoming car skidded on the
asphalt pierced the afternoon air. The driver, having seen a flash of grey
followed by black and tan, had stood on his brakes. The sickening squelch
that followed was all that Jeff could hear; that sound would stay with him
till he died. The Ford Bronco had run over Buster from the dog’s hind legs
back. Jeff dashed to his dog and dropped down on his knees before him.
Wracked with sobs, he lifted Buster into his arms, cradling him gently. He
rocked back and forth, crying out over and over, “NO, NO, NO!”
A forty-some-year-old man in a suit and tie clambered out of his car
and, approaching, said, “Hey, it wasn’t my fault! I tried my best to stop.”
Jeff looked up at him, a seething rage boiling within. A heat rose
throughout his body. He started to shake uncontrollably as he lifted his
hand and pointed at the familiar looking stranger. It was Phil, his buddy
Jordan’s dad. At that very moment, Buster licked his owner’s other hand
and Jeff turned from the man to look down at his beloved pet. The man
slowly backed away. Something in the boy had startled him—he had never
seen anger so fully projected before.
Stella had come running out of the house when she heard her son’s
anguished cries. She took in what had happened and went directly to Jeff.
Leaning down, she laid her hand on him and immediately felt the heat.
The boy was burning up! He shook her off, not trusting how he would
react, and belted out, “Leave me the fuck alone!” He had never spoken to
her that way. Startled, she backed away. Not knowing what else to do, she
went to talk to the driver.
Back in some semblance of control, Jeff tightly hugged his dying dog
to him and continued to sob. Buster, looking up at his owner, gave him a
final lick and closed his eyes. The dog’s heaving chest ceased. Jeff remained
in that position for some time.
Phil, helped gather the boy, the dog and Stella into his vehicle, and he
raced to the veterinary clinic. They all knew it was a futile ride, and Buster
was pronounced dead shortly after they arrived. Phil, feeling horrible about
the entire ordeal, insisted on paying for the pets cremation. He gave them
both a ride home and left on as best of terms as he could. Stella noticed
that Phil had lingered longer than needed and even seemed to be flirting
with her. Certainly in poor taste, considering the circumstances. Are all men
the same?
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Stella was heartbroken for her son and tried to console him.
“We’ll get another pet for you, another dog or a cat if you’d like,” she
suggested.
Still red eyed and visibly upset, Jeff could barely respond. What he
finally said was, “He was all I had, the only reason I hang on!”
Startled by the desperation she heard in his tone, she went to her son
and held him tight. She didn’t know what else to do as Jeff broke down in
loud braying sobs. She couldn’t help but notice that his entire body was
unbearably hot. Must be the trauma of the day.
Later that evening as he sat alone on the deck, he considered his lack of
options once more. He truly felt that it wasn’t worth carrying on. However,
he was also terrified by what he’d felt when he had looked at Jordan’s dad.
An odd power had coursed through him. He remembered the incident in
school during chess club, too. What the heck was wrong with him?
As he mulled over all the injustices served upon him, he could feel his
anger rising. What have I done to deserve this? he lamented. Why Buster?
What am I going to do? His scattered thoughts did not lead to any clear
answers. The late summer sun was just beginning to set. He started to
stand up, intent on dragging himself to bed for another fitful sleep. He
would decide what to do tomorrow.
A movement caught his eye. Glancing up, he saw another grey squirrel
travelling the length of the fence. As irrational as it was, he couldn’t help
but feel overcome by rage. You! This is all your fault! My dog is dead because
of you! The overheating sensations crashed through his body once more. He
raised his arm and pointed his finger at the innocent, scurrying animal. A
laser-like beam of light erupted from his pointed index finger and flashed
across the expanse of the yard. Barely in control, Jeff pulled his arm up
and right, like recoiling from a gun blast. It stopped almost as quickly as
it started, seconds at most. Exhausted, Jeff fell to the deck in a heap. He
could smell the scent of burning fur and metal. He looked over to where
the squirrel had been: it was gone. The top fence rail and some chain
links were cut through cleanly, smoke rising from them. He slowly stood.
Not understanding what had taken place, he walked over to the fence.
Heat emanated from the burned-through rail, and it slowly smouldered.
Looking down, he saw the squirrel’s remains. On his side of the fence, its
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lower body rested, back legs still twitching and on the other side, the top
half—no blood. The wounds looked completely cauterized.
Jeff backed away from the fence. He turned and headed to his home,
an awkward grin splitting his features. Perhaps back at school this fall will
be different! he thought. His eyes gleamed in anticipation. He had almost
an entire week to learn and master his newfound power.
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Jordan & Jennifer
Freak of nature, born with a certain form of ESP;
derangement of the synapses which we call telepathy.
-Dr. Paul Ruth Scanners, David Cronenberg
“‘Sympathy for the Devil,’ Rolling Stones,” Jordan Reynolds piped up.
The song title and artist had just popped into his head, as was often the
case of late. He was sitting beside his dad, Phil, in their well-worn Ford
Bronco. His dad could afford a new vehicle but didn’t seem to want to part
with this one. However, Phil of late had started talking about getting a new
Mustang convertible. How cool would that be? Jordan mused.
“Huh… what?” was all his old man could manage to respond. He was
lost in thought, mulling over who the hell his unfaithful wife was sleeping
with today.
Within seconds, the aforementioned song filled the cabin of the
vehicle, following closely on the heels of “Don’t Stop Believing” by Journey.
Jagger’s familiar voice sang out, “Please allow me to introduce myself…”
“What the heck? How did you know that was coming on next?” Phil
asked, focusing back on the present.
“Not sure. Must have heard it yesterday—just stuck with me. And I
know it’s one of your favourites.”
However, that could not have been further from the truth. Jordan
had noticed that he was predicting upcoming songs on the radio at an
almost alarming rate. It used to only happen every other month or so while
listening with his dad in the car or in his twin sister’s room as they hung
out together. Jordan, at sixteen—unlike his peers who listened to mostly
rap and hip-hop—shared his dad’s love for rock ‘n’ roll. The local classic
rock radio station always played in the Bronco. Now, this precognitive
gift within him seemed to be getting stronger. Just this week on his rides
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to school, he had accurately predicted seven upcoming tunes. He didn’t
understand it, but actually found it to be pretty bad ass.
Not giving it any more attention, Phil pulled up to the curb half a
block away from the already traffic-congested high school, his thoughts
promptly returning to his wife’s infidelity. Maybe I should confront the
rotten bitch, he pondered for the umpteenth time. Their marriage was a
sham. Neither of them was ready to give up, for the kids’ sake; they hoped
to keep it together till the twins were both away at college. But at least he
wasn’t banging everything that moved!
“How’s this, buddy? Not too close—I wouldn’t want to embarrass you,
showing up with your old man and all,” Phil said.
“C’mon, Dad! You know it’s not like that.” Jordan leaned over the
console between them to meet his father’s hug. As they embraced he
felt a jolt pass between them: a tingling sensation, shocking yet slightly
pleasurable at the same time.
Startled, Phil pulled away and said, “Holy crap, son! Must be our
electric personalities.” Having said that, he felt just a little unsettled; this
didn’t feel like an everyday static shock.
“Yeah, crazy huh?” was all Jordan could think to reply. He climbed
out of the vehicle, leaned back in the open window and said, “Love you,
Dad,” as he gave him a plaintive look.
Though he believed what his son said to be true, Phil hadn’t heard that
from him in quite some time. He hurriedly replied, “Yeah, love you too,
Jordan,” at the boy’s already receding shock of curly brown hair. With a
warm smile on his face, Phil pulled away from the curb.
Jordan could hear the “whoo-hoos” as Jagger and the boys played on.
“Go Your Own Way,” Fleetwood Mac will be next, he thought, and had a
strong feeling that he was right. Perplexed, he trudged to the school.

~~
Jennifer Reynolds was home sick that Thursday, or so she had made
herself appear to her parents. In point of fact, she was not sick at all. She lay
silently on her bed, looking up at the stucco ceiling, her thoughts dark and
brooding. Jen had been feeling a sense of impending doom for some time
now. She could not put any reason to it, just an odd feeling that she could
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not dispel. She was, however, surrounded by her many stuffed animals.
It was her safe place. Even at sixteen, she had not outgrown her love and
near dependency on the many furry creatures she shared her habitat with.
Ever since the early onset of her menstrual cycles (at nine years of
age), she had felt another presence, a power growing within her. With
considerable practice, she had been able to harness these strange abilities.
At that very moment—now sitting up, staring at her dresser top—she
was levitating two of her Beanie Babies, Garcia and Princess, with the
power of her mind. Although almost a decade removed from the height
of the Beanie Baby craze, she had started her collection with Princess the
Bear, given to her by her Grandmother when she was only five years old.
Jen had amassed a considerable number of Beanies as well as many other
similar toys. Her collection may have, in fact, been worth thousands of
dollars, not that Jen ever considered selling a single one. With significant
concentration, her upper lip beading with sweat, the two bears floated
around each other and each returned to the spot on the dresser that the
other had occupied. She relaxed her features, and her whole body seemed
to deflate.
Jen, having sporadically worked on her skills over the years, had
discovered this strange levitating ability one day when she was rolling
coins, a chore she loved to do with her mom. She had noticed that a dime
was dancing in the air in front of her face. Hearing her mom coming back
into the living room, she turned from the coin, and it dropped to the end
table she had been working at. Jen realized that it had been she who had
made the dime float. Her mother, Patricia, had not seen the coin in the air,
but she did see the look of fascinated delight playing across her nine-yearold daughter’s features.
“Penny for your thoughts? Literally…” she said to Jen, holding up the
bag of loose pennies she carried into the room. Still distracted, Jen did
not answer. “Hey, are you OK?” She didn’t like the faraway look in her
daughter’s eyes.
Coming around, Jen looked at her mom and said, “Never better,” a
mischievous smile parting her lips.
Patty placed the bag on the table and leaned down to kiss the top of
her daughter’s pony tailed head. A sudden jolt, not unlike a small peal of
lightning, passed between them. She yelped in shock and pain. What the
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hell was that? she thought. Jen looked up into her mother’s startled face
and her smiled broadened. She stood up and fiercely hugged her mom.
“I love you, Mamma,” she said with the sincerity that only a child can
generate. Cuddling her in return, Patty soon forgot the incident. With Jen
nine years of age, she knew that these outward displays of emotion would
likely start to dry up before long.
Jen, recalling this vivid memory, was now lying back down in her
bed. She smiled, her mental exercises done for now. Jen was pondering if
she should finally talk to Jordan about this ability, for she had seen him
demonstrating odd behaviours of late. They shared a special bond that
many twins do, but she knew theirs was beyond normal. Thinking this,
she drifted off to sleep, despite it being the middle of the day.

~~
Friday! The last day of school this week. Couldn’t come soon enough!
Jordan thought. He was a classic underachiever: smart but not brilliant. He
didn’t put the time and effort into high school to get decent grades. With
little effort, he maintained a steady diet of mostly B, the occasional A in a
subject he liked and also a handful of C grades. After a nearly disastrous
grade-nine math class, the teacher—who he had hated—barely passed
him with a 52: a D! This had caught his parents’ attention, and he spent
part of that summer getting a B- with extra schooling. He had vowed to
himself not to let that happen again (wasting time in the precious summer
months, that is), so he applied extra effort in grade ten. He managed a B
average, which seemed to appease his parents. Now with only a few weeks
left in June, another fun-filled summer was beckoning at a painfully slow
crawl. Maybe he would try to hook up with his buddy Jeff; the two of them
had not hung out much of late—Jeff always seemed to be busy and never
wanted to play any sports.
Jordan’s parents always seemed on edge with each other lately, and
that led to less scrutiny of him, for which he was grateful. So, there he sat
in English class, studying The Old Man and the Sea by Hemingway. The
symbolism, the allegory, blah, blah, blah… Thank God it was at least
short. Why do we have to dissect everything written in these stupid classics?
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What good will this do me in the real world? Jordan mulled this over, not for
the first time. As usual, his mind drifted. He just could not focus on the
grating monotone of his short, balding teacher, Mr. Fletcher.
Hey, you as bored as I am? The words bore into his skull as if he
had been slugged in the grey matter. A short blast of pain followed up
by… nothing? Jordan actually felt as though someone had screamed the
question at him. Shaking his head, he realized that there had been no
disruption to the class—no one had said a word. All was quiet, as they had
been given class time to read chapter three of the book.
It’s me, over here! Look to your right, came the next volley to strike his
brain. However, this one was at a much lower internal volume, almost as if
someone had turned a car radio down. This time, it felt oddly pleasurable.
He scanned the room, looking ahead and then to his left.
Your other right, dumb ass, assailed him in a jovially taunting tone.
Slowly looking in that direction and behind, from where the source seemed
to have come, he saw Jen (as twins, they shared several classes in high
school), head lowered but face turned, looking at him intently.
Yup, it’s me in your head! Cool, huh? He could hear the words, but
her lips were not moving. She was not talking out loud. He didn’t know
what to do; he just stared at her, stunned.
You try! We have lots to talk about, she encouraged.
“What the f—” he started to say out loud. His buddy Pete looked back
at his sudden outburst.
Not out loud, you goof. Talk to me! Jen interrupted, more forcefully.
Jordan felt the jolt of pain with this barrage of words—Jen had turned
up the volume! He stared at her in shock.
Sorry: hard to control. Talk low or you’ll blow my head off, she
instructed.
This… can’t be… real, he managed to push her way.
Jen smiled at her twin brother, We have a lot more in common than
either of us could have known. Let’s cut last class when this English
shit is over; we have work to do!
Never terribly dedicated to his studies, Jordan looked her in the eyes
and, without making a sound, responded, Yeah let’s do it!

~~
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The rest of that afternoon, in Jen’s bedroom, Jordan discovered plenty
about the bonds they shared. She demonstrated the levitating of her stuffed
animals and other physical objects. Jen had spent countless hours perfecting
her technique, and now it seemed like child’s play to her. However, Jordan
was soon mentally exhausted with what she was encouraging him to do. He
was also able to lift objects, although much smaller ones and for a shorter
duration. He showed her how well he could now predict what music was
coming on the radio. They turned off her phone, which had been playing
Alanis Morrisette songs through her Bluetooth speakers, and turned on
her bedside radio tuned to a random Sirius satellite station. Six of the next
seven songs, he accurately predicted, and he never listened to any of the
stuff his sister enjoyed. He was even able to assist Jen in acquiring this skill.
As they worked and played with their newfound abilities, the air in her
room seemed to be fully charged with electricity: a palpable, uncontrollable
thing. They basked in its warm glow.
With Mom out of town on work-related business (which they only
partly believed, based on what Dad had been alluding to of late), the two
of them essentially had the entire weekend to themselves. They weren’t
stupid teenagers, and with Dad caught up in his own world of misery
and self-doubt, it was to be a weekend full of discovery. The one question
that remained unanswered between them was what they’d do with the
burgeoning powers they were developing.
That Monday morning, Mom still away on “business” (Patty was a
struggling real estate agent), Phil set to the task of providing breakfast for
them. He often did, as Patty’s erratic work schedule had her away at odd
hours. Phil often worked from home as an accountant and taxation expert,
and with the tax season long past, he was not nearly as busy as in the early
months of the year. This part of the day, in truth, was Phil’s favourite. He
felt empowered knowing that he was providing for his children. Moving
around the kitchen, he hummed to “Crazy On You” by Heart as it played
on his old CD player (he had not graduated to the new music technologies).
He admitted to himself that he was an old dinosaur at heart at only fortytwo years of age.
“Dad’s famous buttermilk blueberry pancakes, coming right up!” he
chirped to his kids.
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Jordan moaned under his breath. Deep down, he hated the pancakes
but didn’t want to break his dad’s heart by telling him so. Even Jen who
normally scarfed them down seemed distracted today.
“Everything OK with you two? Are you sick?” he queried. “I know
you were off Thursday, Jen, and both home Friday afternoon: the school
called.”
His children had spent the majority of the weekend holed up in
Jen’s room, and it had been beautiful weather the entire time. They both
excelled athletically—Jen perhaps even more so, still exhibiting her tomboy
ways—and usually spent chunks of the day playing sports, so it wasn’t like
them to be stuck indoors. Both of his children looked haggard and tired,
yet they had not done much of anything for two days. He hoped it wasn’t
drugs. Or was it because of the marital troubles that were becoming all
too evident? He felt that he could discuss it openly, to a certain degree,
anyway. With no answer forthcoming to his initial question, he continued,
“I know things seem to be a little rough around here, but your mom and
I are trying to work things out. All marriages can hit a rough patch, and
that’s all this is: a rough patch.”
“It’s OK, Dad,” Jen piped up, “still not feeling one hundred percent,
is all.”
“Yeah, me neither. Maybe I caught what Jen has,” Jordan added.
“Fine, I’ll sign a note for you both for Friday, but don’t make a habit
of skipping classes. And remember, you guys can always talk to me about
anything. That’s what I’m here for. I know it’s not easy to open up at your
age. I was a teenager once myself, you know.”
“Yeah… cool, Dad,” responded Jordan without much conviction.
Phil picked up the plates of barely touched pancakes and returned to
the kitchen.
Hey! We gotta be more careful with how we look and talk. We can’t
let anyone know about what we can do! Jen pushed to Jordan. She looked
at him and saw that a fork was hovering three inches above the remaining
stack of pancakes. He gave her a sly smile.
Not even Dad? asked Jordan, pleading with his sister.
Especially not him or Mom, they could never understand; they’d
think we’re freaks. This is between you and me for now—maybe
forever!
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Jordan, feeling the burden of her words, just continued to focus on
the hovering fork.
Phil re-entered the dining room to retrieve more plates and utensils.
The fork dropped, just in time as to not be noticed.
“Hey, why don’t you two get up off your butts and give your old
man—” he stopped abruptly, something had changed. The air felt electric,
supercharged! He could feel the hair rising on his arms and neck. Jen was
staring at her younger brother (by six minutes, as she often reminded him).
Jordan, now with his head down, had a few stray strands of hair standing
straight up from his head.
Hmmm hmm hmm! In his head, Jordan could hear his sister clearing
her throat to get his attention. He quickly sat up, tried to slick down his
hair and gave his dad a weak smile. Maybe she’s right, he thought. The look
on his dad’s face revealed genuine concern.
“All right, let’s go, Dad. If you’re giving us a ride, we better get a move
on!” Jordan said with authority.
With this, the tension seemed to drain from the room. The air cleared.
All was normal. “OK, yeah… good. You two go brush your teeth then
we’ll head out,” Phil said shakily.
Although the school was just six blocks from their home, Phil usually
gave the kids a ride. He certainly had the time, and he enjoyed their
animated banter most mornings. Today was different. It was a silent few
minutes in the car; barely a word was spoken. Even his beloved classic rock
station remained quiet, the radio turned off.
Jordan couldn’t sit still through his classes. He and Jen didn’t share
one till period four, the last of the day. They were waiting till they were
together to communicate silently with each other, and he fidgeted and
squirmed in his seat like a young child perpetually needing to pee. He
was anxious to try again, and at the same time, he was a bundle of nerves.
He still could not believe what they could do! Is it dangerous? Could it be
even stronger? Could we get hurt? All these questions and many more blazed
through his now keenly aware mind. The clock ticked slowly through his
period three math class, and he felt like he was ready to burst.

~~
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Jen had a much easier time keeping her emotions in check than her
brother; she had always demonstrated more maturity than her younger
sibling. She didn’t attribute it to the six-minute thing, but she had discovered
her unusual powers at an earlier age and had been dealing with harnessing
them and reigning in the accompanying emotions for much longer. Jen
hoped that she had not opened a Pandora’s box when demonstrating to
her twin just how powerful they were. She was just a little bit frightened
by how quickly he caught on—by the end of the weekend, he was doing
as much as if not more than she. Jordan seemed indefatigable and his
powers seemed boundless: an alarming combination. His spontaneous
ways were scary. With this newfound power coursing through him, could
he be controlled?

~~
On their eleventh birthday (celebrated in early December to avoid the
Christmas season, as they were born on the 26th), they had a party at a local
kids’ indoor play structure and eatery. Due to their shared birth date, they
likewise always shared the party venue. The year prior, Jen had decided
that it was to be held at a local dance academy and gymnastics club. As
much as Jordan was reluctant, he ended up having a great time. But this
year, it was his choice. Go Ape, Family Fun boasted 40,000 square feet
of fun for all ages. A rock climbing wall, large play structures, ball pits,
arcade games and the like were scattered throughout the facility. Jen was
not happy at all with the choice, feeling she and her friends were far too
old for such a venue. However, with six companions in tow, she had to
make the best of it.
Following a lunch of pizza, fries and pop, the kids all had free reign for
four hours to do as they pleased. Jen very quickly became bored, although
all her friends were having a good time. At the top of a large slide made
with rollers, there was a sign that said: “One person at a time, please.” Jen
stood at the top waiting her turn but was scared: she had fallen off the top
of a playground slide when she was four and still carried that fear. Once it
was her turn, she sat as instructed by the playground attendant and raised
her hands off the rollers. Then she froze. She could not wiggle her bum
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forward enough to start the slide down. After a full twenty seconds, one
of Jordan’s invitees bawled at her: “Hey, hurry up! We all wanna turn!”
The pretty female attendant leaned in to Jen and said, “Just give it a
try. It’ll be fun, I promise.”
With the teenager’s encouragement, Jen launched herself down,
holding up her hands. Not even two feet into her descent, the snottynosed brat Jordan had invited pushed past the attendant and dove down
on his belly. His momentum quickly made him pass Jen, and startled, she
jammed her hands down in an effort to stop. She skewed sideways, and
her own rump caught her hand on the rollers. She managed to pull it out,
but it was too late: it jammed under her own weight. There was a sizable
skid rash on her hand from the rollers, and it stung like hell! The boy,
oblivious, leapt to his feet and started away from the bottom of the slide.
Tumbling to the bottom, Jen rolled over in a daze. She felt an anger rise
in her that blocked out all else. Without thinking, she lashed out! Staring
at the boy’s retreating shoulders, she gave him a hard mental shove, though
the boy was already four feet away from her. The physical sensation was
that she had actually placed her hands on him and pushed for all she was
worth. She was still sitting at the bottom of the slide, but the boy tumbled
forward and slammed into a padded support post, face first. Fortunately,
the padding absorbed most of the blow, and the boy only sustained a
broken nose and sore back as he crumpled to the floor. He looked around,
already belting out huge braying sobs. He didn’t understand what had
happened. There was no one near him, yet it felt like he had been shoved!
At the slide’s exit, still sitting, Jen looked at him with a whiplash smile on
her face.

~~
Period four finally arrived and Jordan was over-the-top excited to see
his sister and talk to her. They didn’t say a word as they entered the class
minutes apart but just nodded a silent acknowledgement. Within minutes
of Mrs. Rampart’s lecture on the suffragist movement and women’s rights,
the two were at it.
Holy crap, Jen! It was hard waiting all day to do this, Jordan
started.
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Turn down the volume, Jordie, I’m just two aisles over, Jen
implored.
Oh yeah, shit. Sorry, just so excited! I mean, really, can you freakin’
believe this? Nobody else even knows what we’re up to!
I know, I know. Just take it easy or I’m going to have a massive
headache.
We gotta tell somebody about this. Have you ever done this with
anyone else? Jordan asked.
No way, we already covered that. And why would we even let
anyone know? she replied.
Aw c’mon. What could it possi—
“Jordan, did you hear the question?” Mrs. Ramparts asked of him,
interrupting his communication with Jen. Jordan turned his attention to
the teacher. She was walking down the aisle toward him, a look of concern
on her cherubic features.
“Jordan, did you hear me?” she asked again. She saw the glazed-over
look in his eyes and couldn’t help but think that he was spaced out on
some kind of drugs. Too damned many kids turning to drugs! she thought.
Answer her, you fool! Jen pushed at her brother with much more force
than she intended.
Jordan’s head snapped back as though he had been physically struck.
His legs kicked out in front of the desk, and his entire body stiffened in the
chair, displaying a nearly impossible rigidity. A dizzying portal in his head
opened. Dancing bright lights, random thoughts, voices and languages,
unknown sounds flooded into his brain. The power he was struck with
felt like a blow from a sledgehammer, and he recoiled from the onslaught.
He felt like he was connected to the largest battery known to man. Jordan
had a feeling—a sensation—of slipping or that something had crept inside
his head. Unknowable powers coursed through him, and it was more than
his physical and emotional state could withstand. He passed out.
Mrs. Ramparts could only look on in shocked fascination as Jordan
finally collapsed from his rigid posture and fell forward onto his desk, face
turned to the left. As she neared him, she noticed a flow of blood on the
desk oozing from his nose, the ear that was turned to her also trickling red.
The fine hair on her arms started to stand up, and she noticed an ozone like
smell in the air. Having never been comfortable with the sight of blood,
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Mrs. Ramparts—all 232 pounds of her—swooned and fell to the floor in
a dead faint. Her head struck another student’s desk on the way down, and
her right ankle crumpled under the weight on her 5’ 2” frame. She was so
out that she did not feel the pain in her fractured ankle; both the end of
the fibula and the tibia had broken.
Holy shit! What the hell have I done? Jen thought as she scrambled out
of her desk and bolted over to her brother.
“Hey, my baby girl, don’t you worry: this isn’t your fault. Jordan will
be fine, he’s resting. The doctors said everything will be OK, that he’ll
make a full recovery. Heck, they don’t even know what happened. Why
don’t we head in to see him?”
Jen sobbed as she was being held by her dad. He didn’t understand:
it was her fault. She did this to Jordan! Trying to pull herself together, she
stood and allowed Phil to lead her into the hospital room.
Patty was holding her son’s hand as he lay on the gurney. She too
was crying but otherwise seemed to be in control of her emotions. Jordan
started struggling to sit up as Phil and Jen approached. Phil couldn’t help
but notice that his son seemed almost scared as they neared.
Patty turned to them, saying, “Looks like Jordie will be fine. The
last doctor in thinks it was a standalone incident. They want to keep him
overnight for observation and further testing just to be safe, though.”
“Oh, that’s great news! See? You had nothing to worry about,” he told
his daughter.
“Thanks, Dad. I was just worried,” was all she could manage.
Patty stood, leaned over and kissed her son’s forehead. “I need to walk
around, take a break,” she declared. “Will you two stay with Jordie a few
minutes?”
“Of course,” Phil answered brusquely. He exchanged an angry glance
with his wife, and she quickly departed, saying, “I’ll be back in just a few
minutes.”
Jen spilled into the chair, took her brother’s hand and delicately pushed
Jordan’s way, I’m so sorry, I didn’t mean for this to happen! I didn’t
mean to hurt you.
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I know. I think it was because I was worn out from all the
excitement of what we discovered over the weekend, Jordan tried to
console his sister.
I’m so sorry, she continued.
Honest, sis, it’s OK. In fact, I think something happened in my
head. I’m feeling better than ever, stronger!
Phil stood watching his children from the foot of the bed. Although
they had not said a word, he sensed that something was being exchanged.
They’d locked in on each others’ eyes in an odd way; nothing else seemed to
exist around them. They smiled, and Phil felt a creeping unease developing
in the pit of his stomach.
After leaving the hospital on Tuesday, all returned to normal for
Jordan, at least in appearance. His parents doted on him to a degree that
he found rather frustrating, but by Thursday, he was back at school and
thanking everyone for all their well wishes. Seven days later, another full
weekend under their belts, and the siblings had developed an undeniable
chemistry in what they could do. The had spent hours online researching
their many powers. They perused websites dedicated to telekinesis,
precognition, shared telepathy and all manner of psychic phenomena.
They even watched movies like Carrie and The Fury and countless TV
shows to see what could be learned of their abilities from those media.
Approaching their powers with a newfound respect, they were starting
to harness their abilities and perfecting their psychic communication so
they would not hurt each other again. Jen helped her brother levitate more
objects, and his skill at this quickly surpassed her own. He was able to
lift and manoeuvre her entire dresser and its contents by the sheer will of
his mind. They shared their precognitive skills, and combined, they were
able to master them with little effort. They both knew what was going to
happen next during a televised sporting event or what would play next on
the radio when they concentrated on an impending outcome. They were
shocked, awed and somewhat scared by their powers. They didn’t know
what they were going to do with any of it.
That Monday, Patty had left the house early—as usual, under some
work pretense. She was going to a sales skills seminar and would be gone
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till Tuesday night. Phil was preparing breakfast for the twins. “Hey, guys!
Come on down! Let’s get eating and ready, or you’ll be late for school,” he
yelled up the stairs to the second floor. Hearing no response of any kind,
he mounted the steps and headed to their rooms. Jordan’s was the first on
the left; he stood in front of it and gently knocked. “Hey, buddy, come on.
Bacon and eggs, let’s go,” he said. The door was slightly ajar, and so, with
no response, he pushed it open. There was Jordan: a lump, still under the
covers, deep snores resounding through the room. He walked over, leaned
down and placed a hand on his son’s shoulder, gently rocking him. “Come
on, I’ve gotta run some errands today after I drop you guys off. Let’s go,”
he commanded.
Snoring from his son was the only response. What the hell’s going on?
he thought. He got up and quickly moved down to Jen’s room, receiving a
similar lack of responsiveness from her. He knew that they weren’t exactly
in love with high school, but they weren’t typically this hard to wake up,
either. After a prolonged attempt at rousing them and a burnt pan of
bacon, Phil had grown quite angry at his children. Eventually, they sat
morosely around the kitchen table, looking ready to nod off at any time.
“OK, enough of this BS. What the hell is going on with you two? I’ve
never seen you guys so out of it in the morning. What’s going on? And
I want a straight answer!” he was practically yelling as he finished his
questions.
“It’s nothing, Dad, just up too late last night,” Jen said. Her dad’s
angry tone had finally gotten her attention.
“Don’t give me that crap. You you’ve been shuffling around like
you’re… like you’re stoned… or something. Are you taking drugs? You
guys have been like this for more than a week.”
“No, it’s nothing like that at all, Dad. I’m just sick. Do I gotta go to
school today?” Jordan answered.
“You sure as hell do, both of you! Just ‘cause you’re up late doesn’t mean
you’re going to blow off an entire day. Finish eating and move—I mean
it—and there will be no skipping classes today or there’ll be hell to pay!”
Phil said and stormed back into the kitchen. He immediately felt bad at
having raised his voice, but he couldn’t shake the feeling that something
wasn’t right with his children. However, he quickly got over his remorse.
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He did indeed have something planned to do today, and he needed the
house empty.
The twins sat at the dining room table, staring at each other with a
distant look in their eyes. He’ll learn not to push us around, Jordan sent
to his sister.
Let it go, he’s right. Let’s get going. We have to be careful with what
we do, she replied. She could see the anger in Jordan rising and knew that
it wouldn’t be a good thing for it to get out of control. They stood up with
their half-eaten plates and went to the kitchen.
Having been dropped off just barely in time to avoid being late, both
siblings hurried to their first class and shared home room. The French
teacher, Madame Matisse, noticed that the Reynolds kids were out of
sorts. Madame Matisse was small in stature and striking in her beauty,
and today she was dressed even better than usual in a burgundy pleated
skirt and tight white blouse. Jordan had lingered on her with his eyes far
too long, and she had noticed. Certainly not like him! Now he could barely
stay awake. In fact, it appeared that Jordan had actually laid his head on his
desk and slumbered through part of the morning’s lesson. As the bell rang
and the students scurried to leave, she said, “Monsieur et Mademoiselle
Reynolds, rester après classe, s’il vous plaît.” Some of the other classmates
giggled at their misfortune: the teacher had asked them to stay after class.
Standing up from her desk and approaching the twins with a look of
concern on her slender face, Madame Matisse inquired of the two, “Are
you OK? I have never seen both of you looking so haggard and tired.”
Before Jen could respond, Jordan pushed her way, What the fuck is
everyone on us about today? Can’t they just leave us alone?
He pushed this more forcefully than intended, and Jen winced in
pain, bowing her head and pinching the bridge of her nose. “It’s nothing,
Madame, just a headache. We didn’t get much sleep last night,” she told
the inquisitive teacher.
“Everything alright at home? Is there any way I can help?” she
questioned.
“No, it’s OK—” Jen began when suddenly Jordan cut in.
Why don’t we shut this stupid French bitch up ourselves? I know a
way we can do it: why don’t I lift her off the ground and give her the
scare of her life?
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“No! You can’t do that, you idiot!” Jen exclaimed before realizing that
she had said this out loud.
“Who’s the idiot? Maybe we should talk about this in the principal’s
office!” the irate teacher responded.
“No, not you. Him!” Jen exclaimed, pointing to her brother. She
could see a look of intense concentration on his face; he was going to do
something! She leaned into him and gave him a hard physical shove. He
hit the desk beside him and, off balance, nearly fell over.
Madame Matisse could feel the hairs on her arms and on the nape
of her neck begin to stand. She was not impressed with the physical
altercation she had witnessed between the twins, but something even
stranger was taking place.
Fine, I won’t do anything. For God’s sake, your’e no fun at all,
Jordan relented.
“Madame, we really just stayed up with a new X-box game, one where
you participate. It is very tiring. I think we just overdid it. I’m sorry I was
so tired in your class.” Jordan said this with as much sincerity as he could
muster.
“OK, well… fine. Get to your next class, don’t be late and stay awake,”
she told them. She watched as they walked down the hall and saw Jen give
a less-than-playful punch to her brother’s shoulder. She could not shake
the feeling of unease this discussion with the twins had given her, so she
was happy to see them leave. This was her only class of the day: a substitute
was coming in to cover her for a couple days. However, he had called her
that morning saying he’d be late due to car troubles. Being a strong and
attentive teacher, she had covered the morning class but was happy to get
this incident with the twins behind her and get on with her plans.

~~
Jen went to her next class, fearful of what her brother might be up to.
She believed that the powers they were working with had changed him in
unfavourable ways—she had never seen him act so aggressively! After what
seemed to be a very short time, he’d recovered from being so tired. In fact, it
appears as though the confrontation with the teacher has energized him somehow!

~~
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Jordan fumed throughout his next class. Why the hell am I always
being told what to do? Dad, teachers… even Jen. When do I get a chance to
do whatever the hell I want? He had never seen his sister act in such a timid
way. All this potential, and we’re doing nothing with it!

~~
By the time their forty-minute lunch period began, Jen was exhausted.
They met at the cafeteria with the brown bag lunches their dad had
packed in hand. “Jordan, I’m just too tired. I really don’t think I can get
through the rest of the day. Maybe I’ll just walk home.” She said this to
him openly, as she simply did not have the strength to communicate in
their special way. She knew Dad had warned not to miss more class, but
she was struggling to stay awake.
Yeah, I hear you. Let’s just go and relax. Mom and Dad won’t know
till tomorrow if we leave school early, he pushed to her.
“Talk normally, I’m way too tired to push.” Even as she said this, Jen
thought that her brother looked far less weary than she did. In fact, he
looked great compared to her. She felt a pang of jealousy. This isn’t fair, she
thought. It was like the confrontation with the teacher had woken him up!
He stared at her intently, a smirk passing his lips, and continued,
“Funny, green does not look good on you.” He stood abruptly and headed
for the cafeteria exit.
Jen scrambled out of her chair and rushed after him. Did he just read
my mind? she pondered and shuddered at the thought.

~~
“What do you mean I’m not registered? I filled out the proper forms
and e-mailed them back to the registrar three weeks ago!” Patty insisted,
her voice ratcheting up in anger as she spoke.
“I’m really sorry, but as I’ve already told you, there is no Patricia
Reynolds listed, and the itinerary for both days is booked solid. You will
have to attend another sales seminar down the road,” said the lady sitting
in front of her.
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You rotten little bitch! Patty thought, With your big hair, fat ass and
phony smile. She seemed almost pleased with Patty’s dilemma; she didn’t
appear even remotely sorry.
“Are you fucking kidding me? I just drove ninety minutes to get here
and completely cleared my calendar for two days to attend. Check again!”
A heavyset man stepped forward, placing his hand on Patty’s shoulder:
“I’m sorry, but we will not tolerate abusive language. If you’re not registered,
I’m going to have to ask you to leave.”
Shaking off his hand, Patty stepped back, looked him right in the eyes
and seethed, “Don’t you freaking touch me—don’t you dare touch me!”
He took another step forward. Having seen and heard enough from this
hysterical woman, he fully planned on escorting her out the door. He stopped
abruptly. Something in her eyes—their intensity—welded him to the spot.
Anger had risen in Patty; it was a tangible thing. She also stepped
forward. The man, at least six inches taller and fifty pounds heavier,
backed away, almost stumbling in his haste to retreat. The air was electric
between them, and Patty felt a static-like charge coursing through her.
Shocked by her primitive, raw emotions, she abruptly turned from the man
and bolted away, managing to snap off one stiletto heel as she did. Bending
to scoop it up, she lurched away and ran out to the street, almost bowling
over someone entering the conference hall. Removing her undamaged
shoe, she dashed barefoot to her car in the underground parking garage
and scrambled behind the wheel.
What the hell just happened? she thought. I felt like I could have killed
that man! What the fuck is wrong with me? Still visibly shaken by the
incident, she leaned her head on the steering wheel and began to sob
uncontrollably.
With no real alternative, she started the long drive back home. She
was not looking forward to being there; she had really needed the break
from Phil. He had been demonstrating unusual behaviour lately: out late,
drinking more, not interested in sex at all and subtlety questioning her
fidelity throughout. She thought that she was at fault till she discovered
the unusual dating sites on his laptop’s browser. Confronting Phil about
this wasn’t something she was looking forward to.

~~
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Lise Matisse had been teaching at Northridge Collegiate Institute &
Vocational School for the past twelve years. In that time, she had never
had such a feeling of disquiet develop following a conversation with two
students. Following her odd encounter with Jen and Jordan Reynolds,
she was still shaken. Reflecting on the past few weeks, she realized that
Jordan’s behaviour had become increasingly erratic, and Jen seemed flat
out exhausted much of the time. Jordan is usually such a pleasant, happy-golucky boy and never quick to anger. All that had seemingly changed of
late, certainly more so with the incident at school and his subsequent
hospitalization. She knew that he’d had a seizure-type episode last week,
maybe he had not fully recovered. And poor Sheila Ramparts with her
broken leg, she would be off for some time. Lise mulled these thoughts over
as she tried to enjoy the rest of her day off.
Lise had originally planned on meeting a man later that day whom
she’d connected with on an online dating site, but he’d backed out at the last
minute. It would have been her first foray into such a rendezvous, and she had
been almost sick with anticipation for two days. Lise was single going on three
years since the dissolution of her marriage to Joel. It had been an acrimonious
break up; Lise still maintained that she had been the one to suffer the most.
Joel had been a controlling and manipulative husband who ultimately left her
for a much younger woman. A girl, really! Having just finished a light lunch—
alone—she was driving around town with no agenda. She was off for the rest
of that day and the next. She had waited a long time before re-entering the
dating pool, and she was still stinging from the sudden rejection. Lise found
herself with nothing to do on her vacation days. Now almost half the day
gone, it was a little after noon, and she was driving aimlessly around town.
Lise noticed that she was passing right by the Reynolds residence.
There were two vehicles in the driveway, so perhaps she would stop in to
ask Jordan’s parents about his recovery. She really did like the boy and
would hate to see him fall into any trouble. His behaviour reminded her
of the many students she had seen abusing drugs, and she hoped that was
not the case with Jordan.
Lise parked her compact car, climbed out and headed up the driveway.
She hadn’t even made it halfway up the short distance when she heard the
tortured screams and yelling coming from inside the home.

~~
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Once he had cleared the kids out, Phil made the calls he needed to
make. Using a cheap burner cell phone, he dialed the number for his
potential hook-up, and with little fanfare, he cancelled on her. He couldn’t
go through with this one, no matter how intriguing she had seemed. He’d
found out from the lady that she lived right in the same town as he did,
of all the luck, and a teacher at the twins’ school, no less! Thank God he
didn’t meet her or talk to her openly at any length. Just as well, he thought.
Was just another woman going to satiate his need for change? Phil needed
something different and he was about to get it! The second call was even
shorter: a quick confirmation of the address, and the escort was on the
way. With Patty away till Wednesday and the twins at school, Phil was
going to take a walk on the wild side the rest of that morning and into the
afternoon. It may cost him a small fortune, but Phil was fed up with living
for everyone else and not at all for himself.

~~
Patty pulled off her exit shortly after noon. She was only minutes away
from the home she wasn’t sure she wanted to go to. She contemplated just
getting back on the highway and disappearing for good, her relationship
with Phil had deteriorated that badly. He was always insinuating that she
was sleeping around when she was pretty sure that he was the actual culprit
in their marriage. She thought of her children and made up her mind: there
was no leaving them behind. Steeling her will, she pushed back down on
the accelerator and headed in the familiar direction.

~~
Janyice had been different right from childhood. She/he was a
confirmed hermaphrodite, and her parents didn’t do anything to change
this with surgeries when she was a child. She had ambiguous genitalia,
and her mom felt it was best to allow the young child to grow, and
then, together, they could make any decisions about gender reassignment.
Her father was severely disappointed: he wanted a son, not the freak he
considered her to be. He quickly departed from both their lives before she
had turned a year old. Following this, further surgical changes didn’t take
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place. Janyice embraced her differences and made the decision to remain
just as she was, with her mother’s full support.
At twenty-six, she had developed into one of the most sought-after
she-males in the West Coast sex trade. She had stunning good looks,
mocha-coloured skin, and big, raven-black hair mushrooming around her
head. With her keen business sense, she had made more money by that
age than she would likely spend in her lifetime. She sure as hell was going
to try, though, and she just flat out loved what she did. Her clients knew
what they were getting, but she still relished the shocked look she received
as they met someone like her for the first time. She craved this attention
more than any drug.
Now, she was heading to Northridge in her 2002 Chevy Corvette Z06
to meet with another stranger who had a hidden fetish. Dollar signs flashed
through her head. Pulling off the highway, she drove to her destination.
She smiled as she parked her luxury sports car two blocks away and
proceeded on foot to the man’s home. She was wearing an ankle-length
custom-tailored leather jacket. She wore this, even in the moderate heat, so
as not to attract too much attention. However, there wasn’t much on under
the jacket, and she was pretty sure she wouldn’t have it on much longer.

~~
The perfect storm of events that took place at the Reynolds household
that afternoon should have been expected; the tangible dread of the
known and unknown converged to create the bloodletting that ensued.
As circumstances would dictate, all the people involved arrived at the
residence within minutes of each other shortly after noon on that fateful
Monday.
Janyice was whisked upstairs by Phil moments after she arrived. He
wasn’t about to waste any time with the amount of money he was spending.
They were in a full passionate embrace, enjoying each other’s company,
when the twins arrived home early.
Jordan could hear noises upstairs as soon as he entered. Based on what
he heard, his first thought was, Mom and Dad must be patching things up.
He had started up the stairs but didn’t want to interrupt so slowly started
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backing down when he noticed a puddle of black clothing at the top of
the stairwell. That’s not Mom’s!
Jen, with a now nearly debilitating headache—Is this what Mom suffers
with when she complains of migraines?—had heard the moans as well.
“I don’t think that’s Mom up there. Sure as hell doesn’t sound like her,”
Jordan blurted out and dashed back up the stairs.
Jen mustered what strength she had left and followed her brother up.
“Wait! We don’t know what’s going on; just let it be,” she implored him.
“Fuck that! I’m finding out the truth,” she heard her brother say before
he rounded the corner at the top of the landing and started heading to the
master bedroom.
Sensing that real trouble was brewing, Jen doubled her efforts to get
up; however, she felt like she was trudging through quicksand, her physical
resources were so depleted.
Jordan realized that one of the voices he could hear was his dad’s, but
the second wasn’t his mother’s. And what had she just demanded his dad
do? Outraged, he burst through the bedroom door.

~~
There it was: the old Bronco in the driveway. And him talking about
a convertible. Such classic mid-life crisis bullshit, and he’s not even near his
fifties yet! Patty thought, rolling her eyes. At least he’s home, I just never know
anymore. She pulled in behind his car, got out and headed to the front door.
Might as well get this over with. Looking up, she could see that it was still
wide open. Will he ever fix the door closer? she pondered, annoyed. Entering
the foyer, she looked up the stairs and could see Jen laying down at the top.
Then the screaming started. What the hell is going on? Patty wondered as
she pounded up the stairs two at a time

~~
Lise froze. What was the screaming about? She took two more tentative
steps forward when the yelling became even louder, a male voice this time.
She stopped abruptly and started digging in her purse for her bulky cell
phone. She hadn’t had time to fish it out when suddenly an explosion
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rocked the upper portion of the two-story home. She looked up in time to
see two upper-story windows blow out in a spray of glass and thick chunks
of red. A thump at her feet made her look down—was that the remains
of a human foot laying at her feet? As she pondered this, she was almost
knocked over by a nearly naked form blasting past her, wailing like a
banshee. It was a woman, or so it appeared other than the shrivelled penis
dangling between its legs. The person was drenched in rivulets of red,
white and grey. The fishnet stockings were torn, and some leather straps
hung from the person’s hips: a garter belt. The person pushed roughly past
her, running headlong. Most startling was that the spectacle running past
her quite literally had its hair on fire. The flames shrouded her head like
a buzzing hive of bees, the stench of it overwhelming. Lise turned away
and promptly threw up her recently consumed lunch all over the Bronco
in the driveway. So that’s what partially digested chicken Caesar salad looks
like, she thought grimly. She wiped the back of her hand across her mouth
and turned to the house to see Jordan step out and stare at the woman who
had dropped to her knees and was futilely beating at the flames in her hair.
The look he gave the woman was of pure hatred

~~
Patty leaned over her daughter and took her hand, “What’s going on?”
she asked.
“Not me… Jordan. In there,” Jen managed to say. She pointed down
the hall at the now open bedroom door. Looking up, she could see a
blue arcing flash build in intensity then light up the entire room. Patty
struggled to her feet. An intense pressure pushed against her; standing was
nearly impossible

~~
Phil sat semi-upright against the propped-up pillows at the head of the
bed. Janyice stood over him, commanding Phil to take his (or her?) penis
in his mouth. Jordan looked on in bizarre wonderment. The person had
boobs yet his dad was sucking on its semi-erect thing! Jordan felt a searing
heat building within him, an anger rising that couldn’t be contained. This
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lying son of a bitch had been shitting on Mom for months now about her
fucking around, and yet here he was with this… this… whore!
One of the many films he and Jen had watched about unusual powers
had been David Cronenberg’s 1981 movie, Scanners: the one where people
could make another person’s head explode by the sheer will of their mind.
Well, the old man is about to find out if it can actually happen, Jordan
thought savagely

~~
“Jordan, it’s not… not what you think,” Phil stated as he pulled away
from the still tumescent member in his hands. His own son had walked
in on him. How did I get to this point? Phil thought with shame. Janyice
jumped off the bed and clambered for what little clothing she had in the
bedroom
“Don’t fucking move!” Jordan seethed at her.
“I’m just here on a job—didn’t know he was married!”
“Shut the hell up!” he yelled.
Janyice shut the hell up. She could feel heat emanating from the boy, a
presence that filled the room. She feared for her life; she dared not move.
“Son… take it easy. We can forget all about this; nobody else is home,”
Phil pleaded.
“You lying sack of shit! How could you do this to Mom? To us?”
Phil attempted to rise from the bed when Jordan looked from Janyice
and riveted his eyes to him. That is not my son, Phil thought wildly as
he looked at the furious sight in front of him. Jordan appeared larger in
stature, his whole body swelling out, his hair standing straight out from
his head in all directions, supercharged with electrical current. His eyes
opened wider, all pupil—completely dark and devoid of emotion.
Phil could feel pressure ratcheting up around his entire upper body.
His head felt like it was being squeezed from all angles, his heart stopped…
stuttered… started, then began trip hammering in his chest. Pressure.
Building. Building! Then the pressure changed: it seemed to come from
within his body as well, a battle from opposite sides taking place around
and within him. When would it end? The pain was unbearable! He couldn’t
move. His body all but shrieked out in pain, but he couldn’t cry out.
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Jordan stood still, three steps inside the room. He’d never felt such
a surge of power flowing through him. Something had changed. It felt
awesome, all-consuming. He needed to expel it or he’d blow up! He stared,
not moving at the form on the bed, no longer Phil—his dad, the old
man—just a body upon which to demonstrate his unstoppable power. He
smiled a wide grin and thrust from within. Jordan was a scant second away
from realizing what he was doing; it was, however, too late. The driving
force of his will took place, directed at the man on the bed.
Jordan’s mind closed on Phil not unlike molars biting down on a
plump grape. The eyes burst first: little mini explosions, right then left,
not quite simultaneous. Viscous fluids flew out in arcing sprays. This was
quickly followed by Phil’s head exploding in dynamic, vivid colour. Brain,
skin, bone, blood and all other manner of bodily fluids erupted like a
geyser in all directions. Phil’s body from the waist up also blew out with
the unfathomable ability Jordan directed at him. The room was completely
covered in a veil of gore. The walls had the silhouette of both Janyice and
Jordan on them, like chalk outlines at a crime scene. The light fixture on
the ceiling was askew and had what appeared to be fingers dangling from
it. Most items in the room were either knocked over or entirely covered
with the bloody mess. The two bedroom windows had blown out, sending
a spray of blood and guts outside.
Jordan could only stare on in disbelief. He’d done this!
Janyice began to scream and started peeling the bloody pulp away from
her eyes. Seeing Jordan still entranced by what he had done, she turned and
fled from the room. She dashed down the hall and stumbled headlong over
both Patty and Jen. Falling, she slammed her head on the wall and tumbled
in a heap. Janyice, barely conscious, along with Jen and Patty, looked down
the hallway. The women couldn’t believe what they had seen and heard.
All three cowered as Jordan was now approaching them, a manic look on
his face, his entire body dripping with gore.
Jordan came lurching out of the bedroom and toward the three of
them. He pitched back and forth down the hallway, seemingly out of
control of his own body. He banged off one side then the other, barely
remaining upright. Halfway toward the three cowering ladies, Jordan
finally noticed them. He came to a standstill and focused on them, or at
least tried to—his vision was blurry, and his head was buzzing furiously.
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He noticed that both his mom and Jen looked deathly afraid and he
couldn’t comprehend why. Then it dawned on him: the noises, the blood
and guts, they knew or at least had an idea of what had happened to their
dad and husband, and they knew that Jordan was the cause. He hung his
head in shame. The power had fully taken over, and his own father had
paid the ultimate price.
“It’s not my fault… I didn’t mean for it to happ—” was all he could
manage to say before he burst out in braying sobs. Jordan slumped to the
nearest wall and slid down it, leaving a bloody smear as he did.
Patty just sat there in shocked silence. Jen managed to move first, slowly
crawling toward her brother, his obvious pain overriding her instinctual
fear of him. She was awed at his power and could only guess at what took
place in the bedroom, but this was Jordan: her best friend! She slid to him
and placed her arm over his still heaving shoulders.
Janyice had fully regained her senses. She stood and quickly made her
way to the top of the stairs. Her movement caught Jordan’s eye, and he
looked up to see this adulterous thing now making a getaway. He once
again felt the power rise in him as his anger grew. In the aftermath of what
he had just done, Jordan’s abilities were considerably diminished, which
was fortunate for Janyice. Unable to stop his thoughts, he was again out of
control. Jordan bared down on Janyice’s still descending form.
“This is all your fault!” he cried at her in anger, his blame sorely
misguided. His focused attention could only muster a feeble amount of
energy compared to what he had done to his dad. Now halfway down the
stairs, Janyice’s hair lit up like a Griswold Christmas tree. She ran on, head
fully engulfed in yellow and red flames, screaming the entire way.
Jordan, stop this insanity! You have to… to control yourself, Jen
communicated with her brother.
The hell I do! he replied and stood so abruptly that she fell from him.
As she arose, Jordan roughly shoved Jen away without laying a hand on
her. Jen fell back down to the floor and lay there mutely. He is completely
out of control! she thought as he pounded down the stairs chasing Janyice’s
fleeing form

~~
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Jordan stood in the entrance to his home and watched as Janyice fell
to her knees in the driveway, beating at her still-flaming head. He tried to
make her ignite or blow up or whatever the hell it was that he had done
to his dad in the bedroom, but he could not make it happen again. The
ability he had now played out. Still consumed with anger, he left the front
entrance steps and started making his way to the bawling form on the
driveway. His overriding need was to kill this person, and he would do it
with his bare hands if need be

~~
Lise, still stunned by what she was seeing, let out an anguished cry as
Jordan neared her. He marched passed with barely a glance her way, and
she openly sighed with relief. Lise knew that what had taken place inside
that home was evil and had started with this young boy who had just
passed her. She panicked with fear. She had to get away from this awful
home! Lise went around the Bronco and started sneaking down the other
side. She watched in horror as Jordan pushed the still smouldering form
face down on the driveway and climbed on the person’s back. She saw him
wrap his hands around her neck; the person was unable to defend herself
from the choking that he was administering

~~
Patty witnessed what Jordan did to his sister, and she knew that he’d
gone completely over the edge. She was able to overcome her reeling senses
and proceeded down the stairs to confront her son. When she got outside,
she saw him mounted on the flailing person’s back as he was choking
and slamming her head face first into the driveway. The sickening sound
of the face slamming into it was all she could hear. Patty focused her
thoughts on Jordan’s jolting upper body, and she felt a surge of an electric
current course through her mind, not unlike a buildup of lightning. A
sensation of power—much like earlier in the day with the security guard—
passed through her again. However, this time she allowed the power to
be unleashed. A bolt of unseen physical energy flashed out of her and
drove into her son. Jordan was flung off the nearly dead body he was still
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slamming into the pavement, and he fell to the ground in a crumpled heap
almost six feet past her prone form. He lay there unconscious.
Patty noticed another person cowering at the far side of her husband’s
vehicle—she thought she knew her.
“Please! Please don’t hurt me, I just came to see if Jordan needed help…
if, I could… I don’t know… and now all this!” The woman broke down
in hysterics, mumbling and pleading for her life.
Patty inched closer, and then it dawned on her: this was the twins’
French teacher. They had met at the parent-teacher interviews that only
she had attended a few months back, as Phil was not interested. This entire
day is just getting stranger and stranger, Patty thought. Why was she here?
What had her son done and how? What had she herself done? What the
hell were they going to do about all this bloodshed? She had only questions
and not a single answer. However, she did know that, at some point, the
police would be arriving and there would be some serious explaining to do.
“It’s OK, I won’t hurt you, but you need to get out of here and quick.
Don’t let anyone know what you have seen here today,” Patty admonished
the teacher.
Lise, still in fear and shock, could only nod. She stood up and quickly
made her way off the driveway and to her parked car. She didn’t look back.
Jen ran out of the house and made her way to Jordan; she had seen
what her mom had done to her brother. She knew trying to save the other
person had been the right thing, but she was fearful of what her mom may
have done to him. She knelt down by Jordan’s side and could see that he
was still breathing, was still alive. Jen didn’t know what to do next.

~~
At that very moment, the two women—mother and daughter—could
hear the sirens of oncoming emergency vehicles. The explosion had also
brought out many onlookers from the neighbouring homes who were
quietly exchanging glances and milling about. No one seemed interested
in nearing their yard. Patty went over to her children and knelt beside
them. She took Jen’s hand and put her other one on Jordan’s forehead. He
felt deathly cold. As if on cue, he slowly opened his eyes and peered up at
his mother and his twin.
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“What happened… what’s going on? My head really hurts…” Jordan
said to them.
It will all be OK. We just need to stick together, Patty looked at her
befuddled children as she pushed this between the three of them.
Jordan’s beaming smile and Jen’s squeeze of her hand was all the
response Patty needed. She had a strong feeling that they would be alright.
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CHAPTER NINE
Saturday 9:11 p.m.
Rita felt as though she had run a marathon after reading both stories.
Her throat was parched. She was sweating profusely, hoping that her
voice would live up to Roger’s exacting standards of diction. Terry also
seemed emotionally wrung out. It had been a long, strange day. He was
sore everywhere; pain racked his body from the beatings and from the
position he had been forced to maintain. He was ready to do whatever it
took to bring about an endgame to this situation—he was indeed ready to
kill Roger if an opportunity was presented.
“I’m a man of my word: I say what I mean and mean what I say. I
promised a bathroom break after this, and that’s what we’ll do. When that
is done, we can discuss the merit of these two stories. OK, so who first?
Hmm… You, Rita. You did such a great job reading, you may go first.”
Approaching her chair, Roger continued, “No funny stuff, either.” Roger
fished the switchblade out of his pocket and proceeded to cut through the
cable ties securing her to the chair. Rita flinched as the blade neared her
wrist, momentarily believing he was going to kill her right then. Roger
then sawed through her leg bindings, stood back and allowed her to stand.
Rita almost collapsed upon getting up, her legs shaky, pin-and-needle
sensations coursing throughout her lower extremities. Roger leaned in to
support her, and she gratefully put her arm around him to remain upright.
“I’m so sorry, Roger. It’s just… just…” she couldn’t go on.
“It’s alright. I guess this is my fault: I should have allowed you to move
about more often. I’m afraid I’ve been a bit inhospitable,” Roger replied.
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After several minutes, Rita was able to stand fully erect. “Thank you
for this—for allowing us to go to the bathroom. Let’s try to be civilized.
Maybe we can work our way through this unfortunate dilemma.”
“Yes, I agree. Let’s make this better for all of us. I’ll even leave you two
unbound if you think we can get to that point.”
“Yes, of course, Roger. We can do that. We can and will behave. You
have the upper hand; you are in control.” Terry chimed in from his chair.
Roger answered, “Uh, OK. We really can turn this around. It’ll all
be better, you watch. Well, on with it then.” Roger followed Rita down
the hall to the bathroom. He even stood patiently outside with the door
closed to allow her some desperately needed privacy. He still, however,
held the pistol.
After relieving herself, Rita stripped down to her bra and towel bathed
herself as best she could with the meagre supplies presented to her. This is
certainly a man’s bathroom, she mused as she looked through the contents
of the mirrored vanity above the sink. She left the water running so as to
not be heard. Rummaging around, she found what she was looking for:
a small overnight bag. It contained a metal nail file, the only makeshift
weapon she could find.
“Are you nearly done? I need to go and so will Terry,” Roger said as
he rapped harshly on the door. The door had not completely latched: the
strike was very worn, another job Roger’s wife had on his to-do list.
Startled by the door creaking ajar, Rita dropped the file, which struck
the sink and landed on the floor with a gentle clatter. She quickly covered
it with her foot as she hastily pulled her sweater back on. “Roger, I’m not
fully dressed,” she exclaimed, hoping he hadn’t seen what she’d been up to.
Roger had caught an eyeful of Rita’s generous bosom, barely contained
by her ill-fitting bra. So entranced by this brief glance of billowing
whiteness, he had not even noticed the still-open vanity or the glint of
metal not completely covered by Rita’s foot. “Uh… sorry… so sorry,” he
managed to stammer as he closed the door.
Within moments, Rita had fully dressed and hastily picked up the file,
stuffing it into the back pocket of her slacks. She left the bathroom. “Roger,
you little devil!” she flirted, managing a beaming smile. She retreated
down the hall, swaying her hips invitingly as she did. At 48 years of age,
she still had a comely figure and knew how to use it. The rattled look in
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her eyes didn’t betray the nervousness she felt. Roger watched her receding
form, his cheeks blushing a fierce red.
Rita entered the den and quickly sat down in her chair, hoping that
Roger had been distracted enough by her show to have overlooked the file
in her pocket. Roger followed after just a few seconds. His sheepish grin
pointed in her direction told Rita all she needed to know: he had been
thrown off by her overt display of sexuality. Men! They are all the same!
Embarrassed, Roger looked down at the floor and said, “Now it’s your
turn. Let’s get you up and headi—”
“Oh, Roger… you are quite the man. Can I ask: where is your other
half? Julia? We haven’t seen her all day?” Rita purred, interrupting him.
She knew that when Terry stood up, they could both be in a world of
trouble if the letter opener was discovered. Time to turn on my charms.
She slid over to where Roger stood and brushed her hand against his
sweaty arm. Cringing internally, she continued, “maybe I can help you
with Terry and after that perhaps a neck massage; you look so uptight.”
“Jules is away for the weekend—a religious retreat or some such
nonsense—she won’t be home till tomorrow night,” Roger responded.
“Wait, are you just trying to play me?” he said abruptly.
“No, not at all. You’ve got the upper hand here, I’m just trying to
make this a better evening for all of us. The three of us…” She let the last
statement linger.
Roger was now sweating profusely, his ears and cheeks a fierce blushing
red. “Um… uh… sure,” he stammered. “But first we need to tend to Terry.”
Terry was near delirious as he sat tied to the chair. The beatings and
the stress of the day had worn away all resolve. They approached him, and
Roger cut away the bonds that held him, careful not to injure him any
further. As Terry stood, he lurched forward. An excruciating tingling ran
through his entire lower body. He had been seated for nearly twelve hours,
and his body was rejecting the sudden movement. He toppled to the floor
in a heap, letting out a bleat of pain as he buckled. Roger and Rita both
leaned in close to help him up, Rita taking the opportunity to grab the
letter opener from Terry’s now vacated chair. Roger hadn’t noticed it. Two
weapons! But can I do what needs to be done? As they continued to assist
Terry, Rita managed to put the opener in her back pocket, stashed with
the nail file. Thank God I decided to wear a bulky sweater today.
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They struggled to get Terry down the hall. There was no fight left in
him. He was a shambling zombie—barely coherent. Finally, they got to the
bathroom. “You go in with him. Help him as best you can,” Roger insisted.
Rita began to protest, thought better of it, and entered the bathroom
with Terry. After a full ten minutes and with very little sound coming from
the room, Roger had had enough, “OK, what’s taking so long in there?”
he barked and started turning the knob.
“It’s all good, Roger. Just finished cleaning Terry, and he was able
to use the bathroom too,” Rita exclaimed. She had informed Terry in a
whisper that she now had two weapons and that, at some point, he was
going to have to help her take Roger down. They worked out a signal they
would use if they had an opportunity to strike.
Several minutes later, they were all back in the den. Roger directed his
hostages to their respective chairs and reached for the cable ties.
“Wait now, Roger. Can’t we be a bit more civilized? You have the only
weapons,” Rita emphasized. “Leave us untied. Terry is in no shape to do
anything anyway and I’m really intrigued by your stories.”
Roger relented, and the three of them began to discuss the most
recently read stories. They discussed plot, characterization and how
revenge seemed central to a lot of what Roger wrote about. At one point,
Roger even offered to fix them drinks, which was politely declined by both.
Roger indulged in a beer. Several times, Rita had leaned in close to Roger,
displaying cleavage under her bulky V-neck sweater. She also brushed her
hand over his knee a few times, smiling at him throughout.
“Say, Roger, I know that you are writing a horror collection, but have
you written anything kinda… sexy? More like that first story, ‘The Party’?”
she coquetted.
This time, Roger’s blushing enveloped his entire face and neck. “Well,
I have two stories that are about… well… One is about a certain uhhhh…
sexy industry, but it still fits into my revenge-themed output. The other
one is just a short blast of twisted carnality. I even have a funny poem—I
do have a sense of humour, you know—that is kind of sexy, I guess. Maybe
we can read all of them next,” Roger rambled. He turned to his monitor
and began scrolling with his mouse.
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More shitty poetry and stories about sex. What the fuck is wrong with this
guy? He is all over the place! And what the hell is Rita up to, urging him on?
Terry grimaced.
Rita stood up and reached toward her back pocket. She took a tentative
step forward, and her hand closed around the handle of the letter opener.
Now or never! she thought. Roger abruptly swivelled in his chair, about to
say something, when he noticed Rita standing.
“Just stretching, you know. So much sitting! Sorry, Rog, didn’t mean
to startle you,” Rita managed to spit out, and then she clasped her hands
above her head causing her sweater to ride up her body. She made a point
of holding the stretch, presenting a full view of her midriff to Roger.
“Uh, Terry… Terry, are you up to reading again? I was… um… going
to see if you could give Rita a break from doing it,” Roger stammered as
he watched Rita’s full figure.
“Sure. Sure, I can do it,” Terry quickly replied. Another opportunity
squandered, he thought. He gave Rita a riveting stare.
Terry pulled up to the computer monitor, cleared his throat and
commenced reading.
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The Industry
“You’re not the boss of me, Jack. You’re not the king
of Dirk. I’m the boss of me. I’m the king of me. I’m Dirk
Diggler. I’m the star. It’s my big dick and I say when we roll.”
-Eddie Adams/Dirk Diggler Boogie Nights
At 63 years of age, Jackson Polusky had been in the industry for 45 years
and had yet to entertain thoughts of retirement. Of course, his industry
was one that Jackson thought no sane man would retire from. Jackson was
an adult film star. He was positive that he could give the infamous Wilt
Chamberlain’s self-proclaimed 20,000 plus women bedded a go. Jackson
had started having sex at 13, with no lack of interested partners. Having
broken into the industry at 18 years old—primarily based on the girth
and length of what was between his legs—Jackson figured he’d banged
on average two women a day for the past 50 years. His quick math,
subtracting the many female porn stars he’d worked with multiple times,
made him believe that he had slept with an excess of 30,000 women. Eat
your heart out, Wilt! This number did not even include the numerous men
he had film sessions with or the scenes with multiple partners, all in the
name of making a buck and establishing his reputation in his early days.
The industry had indeed been very good to Jackson “Big Pole” Polusky.
He had maintained his health and that of his manhood through the
years by leading a clean lifestyle outside of his work. He wasn’t caught up
in the trappings of the industry. He drank only socially, rarely indulged
in recreational drugs, worked out and made a commitment to 8–10 hours
of sleep every day. The party lifestyle that ruined many of his peers at a
young age just didn’t appeal to him. His only real indulgence was enjoying
the occasional quality cigar. He knew that his meal ticket was not his
rugged good looks but the pecker he so proudly sported. His remarkable
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stamina—a combination of good genes, good luck and good care—had
endured well into his fifties, when, at that age, he could still pass for his
late thirties.
Now into his sixties, Jackson spent more time behind the camera than
in front. Jackson had weathered the storm in the industry when movies
became a thing of the past and much of his work started being produced
for the direct-to-video market. Now, in 1984, he had found his niche.
His directing style seemed to please the women who were beginning to
make up a greater percentage of pornography viewers than ever before. Of
course, he directed the shots still needed to appease the male audience,
but he had managed to discover a way to please both sexes with his
product. His vast empire, Jocko Power Entertainment, had afforded him
the lifestyle he believed he so richly deserved.
Jackson knew that his virility’s days were numbered, but he still tried
to turn back the hands of time. He continued to get his daily deep tissue
massages. He had a nutritionist on staff to work with him 24/7 to ensure he
ate the correct foods to maintain his libido. He even employed an Eastern
mystic who aided him with herbal medicines, acupuncture and various
other thinking outside-the-box medical practices. With all this, he still
had—for the first time—failed during a scene two days prior. He couldn’t
maintain his erection. He couldn’t get off! He saw it as the beginning of
the end. Jackson didn’t want to pollute his body with chemicals, but he
wouldn’t take this lying down like all the erectile dysfunctional schmucks
out there. That wasn’t good enough for him.
He looked forward to the next day’s work. He was meeting with
Charley Vixen, a performer he had always yearned to be with but had never
had the chance. Watching a video from her early years, he smiled: perhaps
she was a cure to his ills. There was something about her that just revved
him up the right way! As he lay on his silk sheets fondling his drooping
penis, he pondered whether testicular tucks could be done for cosmetic
reasons and if an implant could ensure his continued onscreen success.

~~
Charlene Visanthe was fed up with all that her porn starlet lifestyle
had to offer. At 32, she felt much older, and without all the makeup, she
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looked older too. She was past her prime for earning the big dollars, as the
industry was always looking for the next young star, and she had already
been forced into the MILF videos she’d always hoped to avoid. She had no
idea what she could do: pornography was all she had known since she was
16! Charlene’s story was not entirely typical—she’d not left the farm to
move to the big city for a failed acting career and shattered dreams. No, she
knew from a young age what she was good at, and she really liked it! Tall
at five foot ten with blonde hair, a tight body and perky boobs, her looks
were her meal ticket. Perhaps her most incredible feature was her riveting
eyes. Set apart perfectly on her olive-skinned face, they were deep pools of
various shades of startling blue. They were captivating, and she knew just
how to deliver the coy or come-hither looks with equal ease.
One afternoon just short of her sixteenth birthday, she entered the
bedroom of her older boyfriend Joey. She caught him with his hands under
the sheets pulling hard on his tool, eyes trained to a small TV screen.
Startled, he stopped masturbating and looked at her, shamefaced.
“Not cool, man! What the heck are you doing, Joey? I’m not enough
for you?”
“No, that’s not it at all, baby doll! I just need more is all,” he replied.
She turned to look at the TV and was captivated by what she saw.
She stood there in stunned silence as she saw the couple on screen doing
all the things that seemed to come naturally to her. After several minutes,
she turned to Joey and said, “They have people do this stuff on camera?”
“Hell yeah, babe! They get paid and everything,” he said with mirth
at her naivete.
She climbed on the bed, determined to show Joey that nothing was as
good as the real thing. Within days of this great discovery, she knew what
she had to do. Charlene stole her dad’s half ton and drove on her own from
rural Arkansas to California. A boatload of daddy’s money made the trip
with her. With her infectious exuberance, she quickly ingrained herself
into the graces of a porn producer. She would and did anything on camera,
showing no shame, and quickly climbed the ranks. Charley Vixen became
a household name—well, in certain households, anyway. She reigned for
eighteen months as the most sought-after female commodity in the porno
industry and raked in the cash that came with her fame.
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Charley did, however, fall into all the trappings her lifestyle could
afford. The cars, the expensive home, the parties that lasted for days…
She had it all, and she knew it. The end to the good times came quickly
for her as she spiralled out of control, drugs and booze taking their toll.
Her performance in front of the camera suffered, becoming sloppy and
unprofessional. She often was inebriated or stoned on set, and, unable to
perform at the expected level, her star power tarnished.
At just shy of 20 years old, she had fallen to her greatest depths. Her
best friend, Trixie, died of STD-related complications. Charley had spent
a considerable amount of money to help Trixie throughout her illness and
her final days. The emotional fallout was difficult for Charley, and she
spent several weeks trying to make sense of this and find her place in life.
During this time, and even with her many precautions, she found herself
pregnant. Feeling that terminating the pregnancy was her only true option,
she had the procedure done early in her first trimester. She dropped out of
adult film making entirely, and the remaining money she had was used to
pay for her own medical bills.
Upon regaining her health, she decided that she’d had enough of the
industry. She held many low-paying part-time jobs and actually had several
boyfriends in her life. All would either leave her outright upon learning of
her former work or were so fascinated by it that they wanted it to become
part of their relationship with her. With little in the way of actual work
skills and feeling a need to support herself, the money and lure of her prior
lifestyle drew her back. If she were to admit it to herself, the fame and
notoriety were also a big draw, and her restless spirit craved the spotlight.
The pull of the industry was just too strong!
With her still considerable talents and willingness to do anything,
she had made a comeback of sorts. The big film houses had all moved to
direct-to-video production companies, and Charley spent the following
years working in some of the sleaziest porn stables in LA. Now, with
almost half of her life spent in the industry, Charley felt used, abused and
washed up.
This is what had led her to the Sunset Tower Hotel, just off the Strip,
that fateful weekend. She was meeting with the renowned porn star and
producer Jocko Power the next day to strike what she hoped would be
a deal for a lucrative series of videos. At more than $400 for one night,
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Charley could not afford the luxury hotel. However, she had been given
distinct instructions: that was where she was to stay because filming was to
start early and continue through most of the day. Begging for funds from a
friend, she managed to scrape together enough for the night. Once checked
in, she made her way to her room. Charley reflected on the days when a
hotel such as this was below her pay scale, and she hoped that tomorrow’s
meeting and work would turn things around for her.

~~
Jackson rolled over and hit the snooze button for the third time, finally
removing the sleep mask from his eyes. Following a solid nine hours of
sleep, he felt as content as a cat on a warm, sunny windowsill. A leisurely
morning was exactly what he had in mind. The catered breakfast was
presented by his nutritionist and consumed with fervour; a quick massage
and rubdown were then followed by a thirty-minute shower. He was
feeling mighty fine. He needed his strength for the day—he fully intended
for all present to see that he could still bring the goods! His thoughts
turned to Charley, the next notch on his bed post, and the familiar stirrings
below indicated to him that all would be good today. His lascivious smile
was with him the entire morning. Jackson made his way to the outdoor
pool on the roof of the luxury hotel at precisely 10 a.m. (early by industry
standards) to meet the film crew. That would be just the start of the
day’s filming sessions. He had booked the entire upper floor pool and the
penthouse suite for the whole day.

~~
The wake-up call either didn’t happen or Charley had slept through
it. Fortunately for her, she had awoken at 9:15 a.m. by sheer luck. She’d
had a restless night in nervous anticipation of the coming day’s events.
With only marginal sleep, she had to rush through her normal workday
routine: douche, three-minute shower (typically well over twenty), no
deodorant, scented body dust, hair straightened and a twenty-minute
makeup application would have to suffice. She didn’t even have time to
eat! She squeezed into her tightest red dress; having done her homework,
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she knew it was Power’s favourite colour. Stopping for one last look in the
mirror, turning for a glance at her still tight ass, she liked what saw. You
clean up well, girl! she thought. Charley stepped into her stilettos, left the
room, entered the elevator and pressed “Roof.” She was oddly nervous. It
certainly isn’t like this is new to me. She could feel the butterflies fluttering
in the pit of her stomach. Charley was determined to be at her best: this
day could pave her way to a true revival of her flagging career.

~~
The production team consisting of six people, all men, included the
producer, director, two camera operators, a gaffer and the key grip. This was
more than typically required for a direct-to-video shoot, but Jackson had
spared no expense to get the day’s proceedings just right. The filming was
to start at precisely 10:30 a.m., and Jackson had already been entertained
by his fluffer for the past twenty minutes. He was as aroused as he had
been in some time, and he felt like a twenty-year-old. He wouldn’t meet
Charley until moments before filming. Monogrammed silk robe draped
loosely on his shoulders, he strolled out from under the canopied table in
the corner and made his way to the pool. Charley, looking stunning in
a short red dress, slinked over to Jackson and smiled at him suggestively.
“So happy to finally meet and work with you, Mr. Power,” she
whispered to him, holding out her hand in greeting.
“Just Jocko, and the pleasure is all mine!” he replied in a predatory
tone. Her hand disappeared into both of his considerably larger mitts. He
was put off by how cold they felt. Looking her up and down, he nodded
appreciatively. Looking her in the eyes he could not help but notice how
tired and haggard they appeared. No amount of makeup could cover up
the bags and crow’s feet he saw; he was disappointed.
As if reading his thoughts, she spoke up: “I apologize, Mr. Power, I
didn’t sleep well last night. Must have been in anticipation of working with
the legend.” She knew to try and stroke his ego.
“Just Jocko,” he replied. “It’s all good; we’ll make this work,” he
continued. Abruptly turning from her, he headed for the cushioned lounge
chair poolside.
He shouted to the film crew, “Let’s get this party started, shall we?”
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The director approached Charley with a skimpy red and yellow bikini
and told her to change. Feeling, as always, like a piece of meat, she dropped
her dress and pulled on the swimsuit, trying to appear sexy throughout;
there was no privacy in her line of work. The cameras rolled, and she
headed to the chair to engage Jackson. Not for the first time, she wondered
to herself, why do I continue to subject myself to pigs such as this?
Jackson, reclining on the comfortable lounger, allowed the robe to
slowly spill open. As Charley approached, she couldn’t help but stare at
what he sported between his legs. Even with her years in the industry,
she hadn’t seen anyone so endowed. Even now, semi- tumescent, it was
a startling sight to behold. His grin at her shock was apparent: he was
loving this!
Under the tutelage of the director (the music, editing and final product
was put together later), she slid out of her bikini bottoms and gyrated
seductively for her would-be older lover. Charley usually felt a chemistry
with most of her films’ co-stars—she enjoyed her work. It felt different
with Jocko, though. She could sense a desperation about him, and his age
had caught up with him enough that he really was not great to look at
naked. With further guidance, she started administering to him orally. As
if the lame director had any idea how this was done! she thought. Or maybe
he did. At this notion, she laughed internally and nearly choked on the
job at hand. Focusing back on what she was doing, she tried her best to
feel and look sexy.

~~
Jackson was not happy! She was not the Vixen he had anticipated.
She can’t even keep me hard with a blow job! The director kept on barking
orders (“More saliva!” “Hair out of the way!” “Cup this!” “Stroke that!”
etc.) and his mind continued to drift. This wasn’t right; he was always in
the moment when he performed. He felt an unbidden anger rising in him.
How was he going to do this all day? His penis wasn’t standing to attention
with her less-than-exemplary performance. Some professional—she nearly
gagged! Fed up and with his erection withering, he took matters into his
own hands. He pulled her away, quickly stood up and roughly bent her
over the back of the chair. The director, now red faced and yelling at them
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both, was really pissing him off! Before the opportunity had completely
shrivelled, he spread apart her ass and plunged fully into her.
With no warning and not being sufficiently aroused or lubed, Charley
gasped in obvious pain. Sex hadn’t felt like this since she had lost her
virginity at 13. She tried to enjoy the familiar sensations that should have
ensued, but his roughness was intolerable. There was no pleasure to be
had. Feeling her tighten up and squirm under his weight, Jackson just
couldn’t stay erect. He peeled away from her slowly, an intense, burning
anger filling his entire being. She stood, turned and looked at him. Still
in the high stilettos, she was taller than he was. Somehow, this angered
him even more.
“This is your fucking fault!” he hissed, pointing at his flaccid
manhood. “You useless, ugly, trailer-trash whore!” he continued to berate
her venomously.
Before he could continue, she lashed out in return, losing any semblance
of self control. “Look, you old fuck! You unable to get it up ain’t about me.
I’m getting the fuck out of here!” she spat. Storming past all seven men,
she bent down to retrieve her dress, hugging it to her shaking frame and
headed to the elevators.
“Get the fuck back here, you bitch! Nobody talks to Jocko Power like
that and gets away with it!” Jackson screamed at her still naked retreating
backside. He pushed past the other men and jogged to the elevator to
catch up. He reached her just as it opened and grabbed her shoulder
roughly, turning her around. Instinctively, Charley brought up her hand
and slapped him with a full roundhouse delivery. It echoed across the
rooftop; she had actually rocked him with the blow. Jackson staggered
backwards and leaned on an outdoor table.
Without thinking, he picked up the large, heavy crystal ashtray that
held one of his stubbed-out cigars. He turned back to Charley who was
again pushing the elevator button; it had closed during their exchange.
Sensing more than seeing the danger, she again looked to her assailant.
The sharp crystal edges of the expensive ashtray took her flush in the
jaw, shattering it and ripping clean through a portion of her cheek. Blood
sprayed in a looping arc following the trajectory of his arm, splattering in
a long, narrow swath across all within its path. Charley staggered forward,
hands instantly flying to her ruined face. Blinded by pain, she lurched
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forward and fell headlong into the massive pool. There she floated, face
down, passed out. A pale red cloud of blood enveloped her hair and head,
slowly growing darker as she bled profusely.
Ten minutes later, after having been fished out of the pool by two
of the production video men, she sat poolside in obvious shock. A white
towel, now mostly red, was pressed to her face by the director, Stan. She
was falling in and out of consciousness.
“Now what the hell do we do?” demanded Stan, looking intently at
Jackson.
Having mulled over his options for the past few minutes, Jackson sat
cross legged in front of Charley. Taking her by the back of her head with
a handful of hair, he pulled, forcing her to look at him.
“You won’t bring me and my empire down, you dumb bitch! This—all
of this—is your fault. You had to go and hit me; you brought this on!”
In shock, she could barely make out what was being said.
Shaking her injured head roughly, she snapped into awareness as the
pain increased tenfold. She looked into his savage, unapologetic eyes.
“These men here are gonna clean you up some and give you a ride
to the nearest hospital. Once there, they will drop you off, you’ll need
to make your own way in. You’ve never seen or heard of Jocko Power the
moment you leave this roof. You tripped, stumbled, fell—I don’t care what
the fuck you tell ‘em, just so long as it doesn’t involve any of us. I have
powerful friends who’ll see to it that if we are ever implicated that you
will pay! If we are, they’ll visit your family in Arkansas. Just think what
could happen to your younger brother… your mom.” Jackson had done
his research before setting up this gig. He coldly added, “Consider yourself
lucky that I’m allowing you to even leave. Nobody crosses Jocko Power. If I
ever set eyes on you again, today will seem like child’s play!” Releasing her
hair with a shove, he commanded, “Nod if you understand.”
Throughout this speech, Charley, fearing for her life, just shook
uncontrollably. She was thoroughly beaten down. She slowly nodded her
head in agreement.
Standing up, Jackson looked at the director and said, “OK, clean the
bitch up and get her out of here. And make sure this mess is spotless; you’ve
got all day!”
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He stormed to the elevator, entered it and returned to his suite, leaving
the others to pick up his pieces.
The white minivan, side and back windows fully tinted, squealed to a
stop well away from the entrance. Pushed out roughly, Charley meandered
to the emergency doors of the Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles Medical
Center. Barely able to remain upright, she got to within ten feet of the
doors and collapsed. Two people saw her as she dropped and alerted
emergency personnel, who rushed out and brought her in. The severity of
her injuries dictated that she was quickly swept into surgery; all questions
about who she was would have to be answered later. Nobody witnessed
how she’d arrived.

~~
Matthew Chen, although of Chinese descent, was a third-generation
American. His family had fled Northeast China in the late nineteenth
century to escape the oppression accompanying the Japanese colonization
of their land. His great grandparents had made their way to the continental
US on an overcrowded Chinese junk. Many had not survived the arduous
journey. They initially took to shore on the Oregon coast. As wheat farmers
back home, they knew how to work the land and managed to survive in
their newfound home.
Matt was born in 1944, and at a young age, he proved to have a
brilliant intellect. Nurtured by his parents, he became the first of his
ancestors to attend a college. He rose above the ever-present taunts and
racial slurs, determined to make a name for himself. Utilizing his superior
intelligence, he was able to thrive at med school and graduated at the top
of his class. By 1984, he was among the most renowned plastic surgeons in
California, his clinic encompassing all types of facial surgeries, rhinoplasty,
face lifts, tucks and, in some cases, full facial reconstruction.
Although most of his clients were very rich, Matt, always one to
give back to the community, performed some procedures pro bono. This
allowed him to hone his skills, and he saved many poor people from a
life of disfigurement. His clinic was one of the first to perform surgeries
on lupus pernio (a chronic skin condition causing raised skin lesions)
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with any true successful results. With Matt’s considerable surgical skills,
common sense and business acumen, he was able to enlist a full staff of
qualified doctors in the burgeoning field of plastic surgery. He and his
partners could do it all: liposuction, nips, tucks, implants and virtually any
cosmetic wants. They were on the cutting edge—no pun intended—of
their medical field. The Chen Clinic was a huge success!
It was in this capacity that Matt was introduced to a beautiful woman
at the Kaiser Permanente Medical Center. She had suffered a terrible
accident that screamed of abuse. Matt was brought in to consult with the
doctors about this unusual patient. She maintained that she was suffering
from amnesia and could remember nothing about what had brought her
to the hospital, not even her name. The hospital had dubbed her “Jane
Doe.” When Matt met her, she had come through the life-saving surgeries
that repaired the multiple fractures her jaw had sustained. However, the
operations had left her with a permanent droop on the right side of her
mouth and a deep scar that ran a full four inches across her otherwise
beautiful face.
From that very first meeting, Matt was enamoured with her. He
had never seen such riveting eyes and delicate features—it was love at
first sight, something he had never encountered before or believed to be
possible. As they discussed the potential to reconstruct her lower jaw and
smile, he could not help but be impressed by how articulate and intelligent
she was. Although she found talking to be a difficult task, she engaged
him in witty dialogue and profound discussions. They enjoyed each other’s
company. He pressed her about her past, but she feigned ignorance, stating
that she was still in complete amnesia. With no reason not to believe her,
he just let it go.
Matt made a point of paying all of her medical bills against her
insistence that he not do so. She finally acquiesced, having no other
alternative. Following several more reconstructive surgeries, Matt and his
team were able to restore her beauty, leaving only a hairline scar running
along her jaw as a constant reminder of her dreadful injury. Nerve damage
had been extensive, but with many weeks of therapy, Jane was able to
resume normal speech with just a hint of a lisp if she became excited. The
nature of the work did, however, alter her appearance, and she was resigned
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to knowing that her past had changed her in more ways than one. She
vowed to herself never to return to such a terrible lifestyle.
With all the time spent together, the pair began to realize that they
were meant for each other. Jane loved Matt’s small, graceful, athletic build.
Matt was only five foot four inches tall and barely weighed 140 pounds.
He was the antithesis of almost all the men she had known in her life.
Three months later, upon being released from the hospital, she moved in
with Matt. Her promiscuous past and shame were behind her; a fabulous
new life awaited.

~~
Life rolled on for Jackson Polusky. His enterprise flourished, as there
always seemed to be a never-ending stream of women willing to work in the
industry and people to consume his products. There had been no fallout
from the rooftop incident, and he filed it into the dark recesses of his mind.
The only real trouble for Jackson was that his erectile dysfunction issues
continued unabated. Following that day, he couldn’t seem to perform. He
became mean spirited and hard to work for; nobody could do anything
right in his eyes. He was becoming a lonely tyrant! Jackson felt as though
a part of his very essence had been ripped out.

~~
In their two years together Charlene/Jane had moved past her old
life, embracing all that she could accomplish with Matt by her side. She
discovered that she had a gift for artwork, and watercolours were her
favourite medium. She produced many beautiful, delicate pieces that often
reflected Matt’s Chinese heritage. With his insistence, she had opened a
studio to teach and showcase her work. Although not terribly lucrative, it
filled a gap in her and made her feel as though her life had purpose.
As she was closing her shop one afternoon, a large, hulking older man
entered. She recognized him instantly: it was Jocko Power. A tsunami of
cruel memories from her past unleashed within her. She stood behind her
cash register counter as he walked the perimeter of the open space looking
at her framed artwork on the walls. The old Charley came flooding back
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to her, Jane now gone. She stood shaking, staring at the floor. Finally, ten
minutes past her posted closing time, he came to where she stood. Taking
in her flattering figure, less-than-pious thoughts entered his mind. Damn!
This hottie could star in my videos!
“I see that the mounted pictures are not priced—is there another way
to… work out a deal if I’m interested?” Jocko asked with a lustful tone.
Fully catching his intent, she briefly met his eyes and, by rote, stated,
“All pricing is based on size: $100 and up starting with the smallest
framed prints; originals are $250 and up; unframed prints, originals and
commissioned work to be… to be negotiated.” She tried to maintain her
professionalism over the feeling of dread building in her stomach. What
would he do if he recognized her?
“Seems pricey for just watercolours,” he remarked.
“Uh… so sorry you think so…” she managed.
Something about her look, her voice—he thought he knew her. She
was intently staring at the floor, refusing to make eye contact again.
“Do I know you? I really feel that we have met.”
“No, er… not at all. I’ve never met you,” she replied quickly.
“Hmmm… I don’t know. Well, perhaps not. What’s your name?”
“Ch— Jane. Just Jane,” she stammered.
“Something familiar… Anyway, I must be on my way. I’ll have to give
the artwork some thought; think I prefer oil paintings anyway,” he said.
He turned and walked for the door, and she audibly let out a sigh of
relief. He stopped abruptly, began to turn back, thought better of it, and
slipped out the door. I will have to come back, he pondered. I swear I’ve
met that woman!
As soon as he was past her storefront, Charlene bolted to the door,
flipped the sign from “Yes, We Are Open” to “Sorry, We Are Closed,”
threw the deadbolt and slumped to the floor. She cried out in anguish.

~~
Matt came home to his wife that evening and found her on the couch
weeping, an almost empty bottle of red wine by her side. In an effort to
console her, he held and rocked her quaking body. Charlene, still visibly
shaken by the encounter with her old assailant, couldn’t be settled. She felt
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as though her past had caught up with her. In a tear-filled few hours, she
broke down and revealed all to Matt. He listened in stunned shock as she
recounted all of her sordid history, leading right up to the day she was so
badly injured. He prodded her for the name of the bastard who had done this
to her—he felt that she should go to the police—but she wouldn’t reveal it.
Matt had never felt such rage: an all-consuming thing, it built in him
like a coming thundercloud. His precious Jane had been beaten to near
death, and he wanted to make somebody pay! She was still in fear of what
Jocko could do to her, to her family, to the life she and Matt had built as
a couple. She pleaded with him to let it go, and finally he relented. Her
guilt and shame were clearly evident as Charlene also told him that she
hadn’t suffered from amnesia at all through their years together. Fearing
the worst possible reaction from him, she began to sob once more. Matt
did the only thing he felt he could: he held her tightly and told her it was
alright. He would love her no matter what life she had led.
Upon her insistence, Matt continued to call his wife Jane, and with his
support, she put her past behind her. They got through her crisis with a
focus on their future together. In fear that Jocko would remember her and
return, they’d closed her shop. They moved into a large loft, converting a
portion of it into her new art studio. Jane continued to paint and teach.
They prospered at their chosen work. The industry and Jocko Power were
indeed things in her past.

~~
Jackson had done extensive homework to determine who would be
the best man for the job. He had decided to consult with the Chen Clinic.
They had several doctors on staff who performed the operation he was
interested in: a penile implant. These surgeries had been done in the
United States for decades, with the first being performed in 1952. The
most qualified at this clinic was Dr. Fitzpatrick who had a ninety percent
success rate in helping with erectile dysfunction cases. Jackson saw this as
his last resort in regaining his Jocko Power onscreen persona. Even now,
at 66 years of age, he was not willing to let go of what had made him who
he was. His ego was about the only thing as large as his penis.

~~
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Sitting down to a wonderful, home cooked meal (Jane was self-taught
in this regard and realized that cooking was also among her many skills),
Matt struck up a conversation.
“Well, you wouldn’t believe the old, egotistical idiot we had in the
clinic today. This blowhard is sixty-some years old and insists on a penile
implant so he can keep working porno!” Suddenly realizing that this could
be a sore spot, he stopped talking and looked up from his plate.
Jane stared at him in shock, “What’s his name?” she managed to ask.
“No, forget it; it doesn’t matter.”
“What is it?” she insisted.
“Calls himself Jocko Power,” Matt responded quietly. He had to lunge
out of his chair to catch her before she hit the floor in a dead faint.

~~
Three weeks later, lying on his back, completely still, Jackson looked
at the tiled ceiling of the immaculate surgical suite. He wondered why
he was restrained with straps but supposed it was important not to move
during a surgery of this delicate a nature. He had already been prepped—
intravenous drip, monitors and pads, surgical field uncovered, shaved,
iodine swabbed—and was ready to proceed. He strained to lift his head
and look down at his flaccid penis, still enormous in size. Soon you will be
back in action, my friend! he thought. He’d been told that there would be
a surgical team of six for the procedure, as he’d insisted on the best and
spared no expense. However, at this point he’d only seen two people: a
woman with a full mask on revealing only her eyes (the anesthesiologist,
he presumed) and a small man dressed in doctor’s whites. It was not
Dr. Fitzpatrick. Starting to feel his vision and mind slipping from the
administered drugs, Jackson slurred, “Hey! Where are all the others?
The… the… people to do my job?” It came out sounding “peoopull toyooo
my yooob?”
The woman came around from behind the gurney and peered straight
down at him. Those remarkable blue eyes, I’ve seen them before! he thought.
“Doooo eeeye noooo yuuuuse?” he managed to say.
She peeled off her mask and gave him a satisfied smile.
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“Yes, you do know me. I’m Charley… Charley Vixen,” she hummed
in his direction. “Meet my husband. He’ll be doing your surgery today,”
she continued.
The man stepped forward; Jackson had seen him during his consults
at the clinic. What the fuck is going on here?
“Don’t worry, I’ll take good care of these,” Matt said as he cupped
Jackson’s substantial scrotum with his gloved left hand. “Maybe we’ll put
them in a jar so you can pine away for them the rest of your miserable life,
you rotten bastard,” he seethed. The doctor lifted his right hand revealing
the scalpel it held. Jackson saw the surgical lights glint off the razor-sharp
blade.
Struggling against his restraints, Jackson was unable to move. Powerless
to fight the effects of the anaesthesia, he went under, knowing full well
that his days in front of the camera were over.
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The Snake
Three things. There are only three things you know for sure at this
point: dampness against your skin; a tinny, metallic taste in your mouth;
a grinding, stabbing pain at your ankle.
Everything else is blank… dark… erased.
As you lie there, struggling with consciousnesses, a fourth actuality
creeps in: you are not alone. Soft moans are emanating from all around
you, seemingly enveloping you.
Fighting off your disorientation, you review and examine what you
know.
The tinny metallic taste is easy… it’s blood. The question is: is it yours
or someone else?
Next comes the dampness against your skin. The completeness of the
haze you feel suggests that you don’t have any clothing on. Added to that,
you can feel a slight breeze waft over your body. The confusing thing is
that it doesn’t evoke a chill. In fact, it is quite humid, almost breath-like.
The third—and most alarming—fact is the painful discomfort in
your leg, just above your foot. Truly, there must be some damage inflicted
to you there, and indeed, the brutality is ensuing. There is something on
your ankle… actually… around it. You feel it bite into your skin, trying to
contain you; confine you. Only a slight rattle belies its true nature.
Then finally, those carnal moans… Are they pained or erotic? Whose
are they? Are they adversary or companion? Despite your attempts, these
questions are not to be answered without further effort on your part.
Slowly, painfully slow, you risk opening your eyes…
The truth of the matter is that you are not entirely surprised with what
you see upon fully regaining consciousness.
Strange things—ethereal voices, slithering movements just beyond
your peripheral vision and odd rattling sounds—have been taking place in
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your apartment for over a month now. Not just your small one-bedroom
apartment, either: your entire sixteen-unit dwelling seems to have changed
somehow over the past few weeks. No one else in the building acknowledged
or admitted to hearing anything odd when you queried them about it. They
must be chalking it up to my advanced years, you figure.
Not more than a month ago, you had run into Diego in the lobby.
He proclaimed that he was a new tenant, moving into 14B, directly across
from your apartment. You were instantly taken in by his rugged, boyish
good looks, his disarming smile and his startling green eyes. Although
young—early twenties, you guess—he has a knowing look about him that
suggests he is experienced well beyond his years. You had a full ten-minute
conversation right there in the lobby and felt an odd comfort with him
that you couldn’t comprehend. You even felt a tingle in your nether regions
that you hadn’t experienced since the untimely passing of your husband
in a car accident eleven years prior. A widower at the age of 69, you have
resolved yourself to years of loneliness; there is no replacing your beloved
Derek, or so you believe.
The only disconcerting thing you noticed that day was the fact that
Diego has a split tongue. You had read about extreme people who do that
to themselves. Does Diego want to look like that? Is he among those odd
individuals? He has no tats, earrings or other markings. You soon forgot
about your initial encounter, as you rarely see him (he seems to keep odd
hours—maybe a shift worker, you guess). You do, however, fantasize about
the young man and even find yourself masturbating (something you have
not done in decades) to carnal thoughts of him sharing your bed. This
has intensified of late to the point of distraction. You’ve never felt this way
about anyone, not even your late husband!
But back to your plight at hand, almost laughable, really. You always
run the shower as hot as you can stand—near to burning your skin—it
just seems to help you remove the pain from your lonely days. You always
keep the bathroom window open because of the lack of a vent fan that
your cheap-ass landlord has many times promised to install. Now it’s
just added to your dilemma. The shower stall and small bathroom are so
fogged over with heat and condensation that you can barely make out what
is happening. The vapour is obviously too thick to be solely from one of
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your hot showers, but this is barely registering with your now confused
brain. You have slipped in your stand-up shower, crashed through the door
and struck your head on the towel bar, opening a ragged gash right on
your hairline. Unconscious, you had fallen to the floor. It is as you initially
begin to right yourself that a tug and pain in your leg overtakes you. You
look down, see what is clinging to your ankle and promptly pass out again.
Moments later, you come around and again open your eyes. An
impossibly enormous snake—Much too large to have come up from the
drain—is lying in the shower. It has coiled around your lower extremities
and is pooling on the slippery floor. It is starting to raise its head, its
girth a full eight inches in diameter. Its forked tongue is darting back and
forth tasting the air, smelling your fear. Then, lowering its massive head,
it begins its ascent up your naked wet leg. The pain you initially felt has
rapidly turned to quite pleasurable sensations, almost alarmingly so. As the
snake continues its climb, you arch your back in sheer delight. I should be
screaming in fear, you think to yourself, I hate snakes!
It suddenly occurs to you that the passionate moans you hear are of
your own making. You are writhing on the floor in wild, uninhibited
pleasure. As you look down at your assailant, the snake is changing into
something almost human. Long, arm-like protuberances have split the
sides of the snake and are crawling up your naked thighs. They have
wrapped around your now bucking buttocks, and pliable, all-knowing
fingers delve into your most intimate passages.
Barely able to contain yourself, you manage to look down and see the
head of the snake. It is part man, part serpent now. The face transforming
right in front of your eyes is that of your neighbour, Diego. A flitting
forked tongue (Gene Simmons would be envious) finds its way to your
labia. Pleasure rockets through your entire body with a searing white
intensity. With only the all-consuming need to slake your carnal desires,
you grasp at the still forming ears and pull the entire head of the snakeman into your awaiting folds. You scream out loud in a manic display
of unbridled lust. Your ass slams time and again on the damp, humid
bathroom floor, any semblance of self-control long forgotten. Wave after
wave of orgasmic paroxysms course through your entire body. Finally, in
an all encompassing crescendo, you cry out with wild abandon, startling
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people passing on the street. You pass out, fully spent, such is the intensity
of what has taken place.
Hours later, you awaken face down, naked on your bed. The gash on
your head is now matted with dried blood, remnants still crusted on your
face. You gingerly lift your body upright and notice that you are entirely
naked. I never sleep naked! You reach for the robe at the foot of the bed and
cover yourself, clutching it tightly to your body. What a strange dream… so
vivid, so intense, so freakin’ hot… it seemed so real! I was fucking a snake, for
gosh sake! I must be losing my mind; I really need to get laid. As you shift on
the bed, you realize that you are sore… everywhere. What the hell did I do
to myself? I remember slipping in the shower but not much else.
You stand on shaky legs and venture to the bedroom door, a slight
chilling breeze rippling into the room. You turn to see the bedroom
window, fully open. I was sure I had closed it. It is almost bright out; a
full moon lights up the night. Somehow, you’ve lost track of most of the
evening. Hugging the robe to your now shivering body, you cautiously
walk over to that side of the bedroom. A movement on the floor catches
your eye—something stirring in the breeze? Before you can see what it is,
you notice a ring of violet bruises pinned around your now quite swollen
ankle. Looking past this, you see the scaly remnants of what appears to be
snake skin lying on the floor at the foot of the your open bedroom window.
You pass out yet again. Fortunately, on this occasion you land on
your bed.
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The Encounter
It began innocently enough, as is often the case,
The dreadful incident I’d like to erase!
Taking my dog for a cold winter walk,
Happened to look up—was I in for a shock!
Curtain wide open, there she stood in the window.
I just took a glance, is that a sin, though?
Stunning beauty dropped the robe being worn;
I had to look: my morals were torn.
She could see me, of that I was certain:
Her eyes locked with mine through the open curtain.
I stood staring, as if bound to the spot
(It’s not really a sight you witness a lot).
I could not look away, continued to stare.
Couldn’t help but notice the triangle was bare!
Like playing a game: can you spot a thing that is brown?
Oh yes! Not one but two perfect breasts hanging down!
Crossing her arms and feigning shock,
I could not help but feel my hips start to rock!
Her smile, so wicked, finger to mouth;
My indecent thoughts were soon heading south!
Feverish notions, legs feeling like liquid.
Think I probably should have just hid.
Dog pulled on leash wanting to move on.
Swear to God I could have stood there till dawn!
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From somewhere inside the house she heard a noise.
Looking shocked, no longer being coy.
Bending to retrieve the robe, even more was exposed!
Standing up, she covered herself, now mostly clothed.
A man entered, looked all about,
Saw me on the sidewalk and began to shout!
A final glance my way, a seductive nod.
Those fleeting few moments I felt like a pagan god!
I, still happily shocked by all of it,
Didn’t even notice my dog had taken a shit.
Figured I’d better get the hell out of Dodge,
I took my next step directly on the log.
At that very moment, I knew
It was far too late. Arms in the air, I really flew.
Landed hard on the sidewalk, smacked my head,
Must have passed out—felt like I was dead!
Warmth on nose, a familiar place?
Oh, just the dog licking my face.
Not sure how much time had gone by,
Had a really big goose egg over my eye.
Stood up, looked around, fortunately not found.
Tried to move without making a sound.
Taking inventory of my wounds,
Head also bleeding, my vision swooned.
Thinking concussion or maybe worse,
I’d better get home: my wife is a nurse.
As I wondered how I got into this mess,
Front door opened, out she stepped in a short dress.
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As my luck would suggest, she was not alone.
The marrow froze in my bones.
Out also came a rather large fellow.
My bowels felt loose, just like partially set Jell-O.
I pleaded for forgiveness, on my knees I did beg!
My dog, also in fear, took a piss on my leg.
The man leaned toward me, big and full of muscles,
He gave me a smirk and began to chuckle.
“Let me give you some advice, if you’ll listen, mister:
You’d better keep your eyes off my little sister!”
Lesson learned, I headed for home.
Never again would I let my eyes roam!
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CHAPTER TEN
Saturday 11:58 p.m.
At two minutes to midnight, Terry finally finished both of the stories
and the poem as prompted. He was reaching for his mostly empty glass of
water when, above them, the lights flickered, came back on strong and then
flickered again. “Must be a thunderstorm,” he said to no one in particular.
“OK, I’m going to hunt around for some candles and a flashlight
before we lose power entirely,” Roger said. No sooner had he finished
speaking than the lights flickered one last time and they were plunged
into darkness. The faint glow of the computer screen was the only light in
the room, and it too was rapidly fading until it blinked off as well. Rita,
startled at the sudden darkness, let out a piercing cry.
“Nobody moves,” Roger insisted; he could barely be heard over the
booming thunder that shook the house. Raising his voice, he continued,
“I have the gun, so I don’t want either of you two to get any ideas that you
can jump me. Rita, come with me. We’re going down the hall and up to
the kitchen—there are supplies in the pantry.”
“OK, Roger, whatever you say. Just don’t hurt me; I’m scared as it is.”
Rita stated. Her hand inched closer to her back pocket. Can he see me—
what I’m doing? she wondered as her fingers closed on the handle of the
letter opener.
“Hey, Roger, why don’t I come with you?” Terry said loudly, as much
to distract him as anything. In the gloom, his eyes were adjusting, and he
could vaguely make out what Rita was up to.
“No, no. I think I’ll just strap you back to the chair—less trouble for
me that way,” Roger said as he inched his way to Terry.
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Just as he reached him, Rita lunged across the room; there was just
enough light that she could see where he was. What she did not see was
the empty beer bottle on the floor. She stepped directly on it, and her foot
rolled with it. Rita lost her balance, did an awkward split and crashed to
the floor. She struck her head on an end table and upended it, she and its
contents clattering to the floor. Rita had been knocked out, still gripping
the letter opener in her hand. Terry tried to move from his chair but was
quickly subdued by Roger. “What the hell was she up to, Terry?” Roger
screamed at him. “What were you two up to?” Another blow from the
handle end of the pistol rained down on Terry, and he, too, was rendered
unconscious.
Two hours later and Terry started to come around. His head throbbed
with a terrible headache. He noticed that he was on his side and had his
arms wrapped around a body. Somebody. It was Rita. She was still out, but
there he was, spooning her inert form as they lay together on a makeshift
bed. There were several candles lit, and their dancing shadows lent an
oddly comforting glow to the room. They were still in Rogers’s writing
room. Roger had pulled out an inflatable air mattress and semi-filled it to
create the area they were sharing. The entire desk had been shoved aside to
make room. Terry fully understood the strength it would have taken to set
the room up as it was and to have moved him and Rita onto the matress.
He would be well advised not to underestimate his captor.
Roger stormed back into the room and looked at Terry. He held the
letter opener by the blade end, looking fully intent on throwing it at them.
“So, that was the plan, eh? Good ol’ Rog lets his guard down for just
a moment and—whack!—takes this in the side of the neck. Well, how the
fuck did that work out?” he snarled at Terry. “You just don’t get it! You
will listen to all I have written. There is no end to all this until I say so!”
Terry cringed on the bed as Roger loomed over him. Rita began to stir
and slowly opened her eyes.
Roger continued, “You! You fucking filthy whore! Flashing your breasts
and body at me, the entire time thinking, ‘How am I going to kill Roger?’”
Spittle flew from his lips and his hands made their way to his Friar Tuck
hair, pulling at the ends. As he removed his hands from his head, his hair
stuck out not unlike the horns of a bull.
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“No more Mister fucking Nice Guy; no more fooling around. So, now
that we have no electricity, I found these.” Roger reached over to the desk
and held a pile of loose papers. They were tattered looking and held his
tight, barely legible handwriting.
“You see, I write out all my stories shorthand before I commit them to
the computer. I’m old school that way; bit of a dinosaur with technology,
really. So now that you are both awake, you may as well settle in and get
comfortable. I’ll read the next story—it’ll be like sitting around a campfire
in the dark, fitting when you consider my next story is called ‘Vacation.’”
Roger, looking maniacal in the eerie glow of the flashlight, pulled a
chair up to the makeshift bed and began to read.
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Vacation (la Tunda)
Day 1: Tuesday, Travel Day (Colour)
The travel day is the least fun—or second least. Travel day home is the
worst, in Kenneth Williams’s opinion. The trip to the resort was going to
be long and arduous: getting up early (4 a.m.), driving in crappy weather,
line ups, customs, airplane and airport food… all the stuff that comes with
just wanting to escape snowbound Southern Ontario. At least the light at
the end of the tunnel is getting larger, Ken mused. They were finally in the
air. Ken was settling in to the five-hour flight that would take him and his
family to San Andrés Island, Colombia. He was just closing his eyes and
leaning back in the cramped airplane seat when Kayleigh, his eight-yearold daughter, began to cry out, followed quickly by her vomiting all over
his wife where they sat across the aisle from him.

~~
Just like Ken not to have gotten us seats three across, Katrina Williams
thought as she and Kayleigh sat beside the giant of a man who had the
window seat of the 737 they were loaded into. He tries to be organized, but
he really should just leave planning the trips to me, she grumbled to herself.
So, here Kayleigh and I are, squished in beside this guy. He should have paid
for two seats, he is so large! I told Ken to splurge for Elite Plus seats for the
legroom and seat choices, but he thought that would be frivolous and far
too expensive. I say money well spent. I’m 5’ 8” and Ken’s 6’ 2”: extra space
would have been a godsend. And at 39, I’m not getting any younger, nor Ken,
even though he is only 36. So, there she was, crammed in beside mountain
man with his pendulous arm draped on her side of the armrest, far from
comfortable. One look at eight-year-old Kayleigh—so small and delicate
looking, compared to even her own parents—and she knew that she was
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to be beside the man. Kayleigh looked scared to be near him. I should have
told Ken to sit here, she thought, but Kayleigh insisted that I sit with her.
That and Kayleigh hasn’t been her bubbly exuberant self this morning. I hope
it’s just the early day.

~~
This T-shirt Daddy had made for us is kinda itchy! Why does mine hafta
say “Pink” on the front when the shirt is pink? Daddy’s is blue and says, “Blue,”
and Mommy’s is yellow and says, “Yellow.” Daddy has funny ideas sometimes!
Oh… my head is aching! I just wanna stop the plane right now and go back
to bed. That guy beside Mommy is so huge! He doesn’t smell very good, either,
like bad cheese… gross. Uh-oh… I’m not feeling very good… feel like I’m
gonna thro—
Four Months Prior
“Come on, hun! It’ll be fun! You know, a different themed T-shirt for
each day of our vacation! Day one: favourite colour, day two: food, day
three… well, whatever we come up with. We can even involve Kayleigh.”
“Why do you insist on such foolish notions? What will this possibly
accomplish?” Katrina responded to Ken.
“Actually, it’ll help identify us as a family and make it easier to find
each other, you know, if we get separated.”
“That does kind of make sense, but I don’t have to like it. Can we at
least dress up nicely at night for the meals?”
“Yeah, of course! It’s just for through the day, when we’re wandering
around the resort and at the beach,” Ken insisted.
“Fine, let it be known that I’m not in love with the idea. What made
you think of this, anyway?”
“Well… It is kind of a done deal. I told my buddy Stu that I would
help him kick off his silkscreen print business and make a purchase to get
the word out for him.”
“Stuart, that idiot,” she replied. “He can’t manage a day, let alone a
business! So, let me do the math: seven days, three T-shirts each, that’s
twenty-one shirts. And how much each?” Katrina questioned.
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“It’s all good, hun. Next to free. He wants to test out his equipment,
and we’ll be the guinea pigs for hi—”
Voice rising, Katrina interrupted, “Are you kidding me? We’re his test
run? What quality are these shirts going to be? Have you thought out any
of this?” she said while rolling her eyes, clearly exasperated. “How much
is ‘next to free’?” she continued.
Now Ken’s anger was rising, I’m always being second guessed! he thought
but managed not to say out loud. “One twenty. A steal, really, for that
many T-shirts.”
“Are you kidding me? That would have more than covered our seat
upgrade, and you spent it on stupid T-shirts? I really am married to an
idiot!”
And so, the argument continued, unabated for some time. Kayleigh
clutched Anna on her Frozen blanket up tight to her chin and tried to
block out the noise coming from her parents’ room. They always seem to be
fighting. I don’t know why Mommy and Daddy don’t like each other anymore.
Maybe I’m the problem; they always get mad when they talk about me! These
thoughts and many similar floated through Kayleigh’s overwrought mind
as she drifted off into a fitful sleep.
Day 2: Wednesday (Animated Movie)
Hell of a day yesterday, Ken thought as he slowly woke up on the
first full day of the family vacation. He knew better than to voice any
opinions of this nature out loud—sometimes discretion was imperative in
a marriage if it is to survive. At least Kayleigh seemed to have recovered
from the bout of flu-like symptoms she had experienced on the airplane.
What a freaking mess that was, puke everywhere! To her credit, she tried to stop
it, but that had only made it worse. The vomit had sprayed out from between
the fingers clamped over her mouth like little fountain streams! Ev…er…y…
where. Kind of funny, really, if it hadn’t been my own kid! (Another thought
he did not share with his spouse.) Katrina stirred slowly beside him, still
vaguely smelling of the puke she had worn for most of the flight. The cold
water in their shower did not help matters any. Not a great start to their
week away, but being ever an optimist, Ken was willing to put it behind
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him and soldier on. He rolled over and clutched his wife, poking her with
his morning erection.

~~
Oh, you’ve got to be kidding me! After the mess that took place yesterday,
he’ ll be lucky to touch me at all with that thing this week. For God’s sake, I
still smell like puke! Does he not realize that Kay is sleeping not six feet away
on the cot they provided ‘cause his cheap ass wouldn’t book a family room?
“Don’t even think it, mister; get off me. I’m gonna take another
shower—hopefully with warm water—you see if Kay is up to breakfast
this morning. I can’t even remember the last time we ate a decent meal.”
With that, Katrina leapt off the bed pulling her granny nightie tightly
to her body. Not saying a word, Ken groaned, rolled over and got up to
check on Kayleigh.
“Wow, I’m really hungry this morning!” Kayleigh proclaimed, which
she followed up by barely proving it. She ate a small amount of food at the
buffet, though it was a little more than she typically had. Kayleigh was
slight of build and was often not even identified as being their child, her
physical stature was so different from theirs. She was all arms and legs,
her elbows and knees seeming to be in a perpetual state of scabbing and
bruises. Kayleigh always seemed to be getting into something and was
awkward and uncoordinated at best. She wore her hair in a slightly off-set
ponytail, much to Kay’s chagrin. Her mom loved how it looked cascading
around her neck and shoulders, but Kayleigh hated the feel of it on her face.
She did share her mom’s lovely facial features, though: high cheekbones,
winning smile and naturally long eyelashes.
Both were surprised by the sudden recovery their daughter was
demonstrating. Not twelve hours ago, she had been white as a sheet and
throwing up everywhere. Maybe this will be a decent vacation after all, Kat
pondered. She reached across the table and took Ken’s hand in hers, giving it
a light squeeze. They exchanged a knowing glance and smiled at each other.
Kayleigh, seeing this exchange, couldn’t help but smile.
“You know what, Ken? We do look kind of cute in our T-shirts, just
so long as we can take them off at the beach,” Kat said. Her blue “101
Dalmatians” T-shirt hugged her ample bosom in a way she definitely
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enjoyed. She had even drawn a few glances from some men in the room,
and it made her feel sexy.
“Of course we can! And, let’s face it: I look like an overstuffed sausage
in mine. It’s at least two sizes too small!” The teal blue T-shirt with
“Finding Nemo” stretched across his chest was indeed tightly hugging Ken’s
two hundred and eighty pound bulk.
At this statement, the three of them started to chuckle and then broke
down in peals of laughter. They drew the ire of a table of older people
sitting beside them, and that made them crack up even more.
Oh my God, that may be just about the ugliest person I’ve ever seen, Ken
thought as he, Kat and Kay left the morning buffet. The lady was being led
away by two hotel security guards. She was cursing and yelling at the men
in a surprisingly low voice. She was scrawny and small (all Colombians
appeared small to Ken) and was struggling to get out of their grasp.
“Hey, hun! Don’t look now, but that woman is rather unfortunate
looking!” Ken snickered to his wife.
“Ken, stop that! Be nice. You don’t know what the poor lady may have
been through,” Kat replied.
“I think I do know: a freaking blender,” he whispered at her and started
chuckling out loud.
Kat, still suffering from the breakfast table giggles, couldn’t help but
join him, and soon they were both braying with laughter again.
The old woman stopped fighting the security guards, and they
relinquished their grip on her, as she was at the boundary of the property.
Before leaving through the manned archway, she turned and stared at the
snickering couple. They stopped tittering almost immediately—there was
something in her intense stare that made them uneasy. The woman slowly
looked them up and down and then riveted her stare on Kayleigh who was
lagging a few paces behind. The old woman beamed at the pretty young
girl in her blue “Frozen” T-shirt. Kayleigh smiled back and then walked
right into the back of Ken’s legs, as her parents had come to a full stop.

~~
Oh my gosh! That may be the prettiest lady I’ve ever seen in my whole
entire life! Kay thought to herself. Look at her beautiful long hair, it is all
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the way down to her bum! She’s looking right at me and smiling! She looks a
lot like Mommy but even prettier! I wonder who she is…
Her train of thought was interrupted by the larger of the resort’s
security guards. He roughly hauled on the old woman’s scruffy print shirt,
nearly lifting her off the ground, and pushed her farther off the property.
He muttered something at the woman that Kayleigh could not understand.
“Daddy, why was that man so mean to the pretty lady?” Kay asked.
Pretty? Who the heck was she looking at? Ken looked at his wife for some
answers. Kat just gave him a blank stare and shrugged.
“What does ‘la Tunda’ mean? He said something like that a lot to the
pretty lady,” she continued.
Ken knelt down to get to eye level with his daughter and replied, “I
think he was calling her something not so nice—the B word, maybe. You
know that’s one of the ones we are not supposed to use, so we can just
forget about it, OK? They probably made her leave because she didn’t pay
to be here or something like that.”
“Oh, that’s too bad. She seemed really nice.”
Ken and Kat exchanged glances again and almost broke out laughing
once more. “It’s all good, honey. They can’t be nice to everyone, just us
tourists,” Ken explained.
They walked away and carried on with their day, the lady soon
forgotten by the parents. But her presence lingered with Kayleigh—she
couldn’t stop thinking about the pretty lady!
Day 3: Thursday (Beverage)
What a wonderful way to end a great day, Ken mused to himself as he
awoke on day three of their vacation. He could not remember the last time
Kat had been so frisky as they went to bed! Last night, Kayleigh had fallen
asleep almost as soon as her head hit the pillow, and then the fireworks
began. How they managed to stay quiet enough not to wake their daughter
was a minor miracle. Not one to look a gift horse in the mouth, Ken just
silently hoped that the week would continue in such a way. Maybe insisting
on an all-inclusive resort was the right way to go, after all.

~~
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Perhaps Ken isn’t such a dumb ass, Kat thought. She had been opposed
to a resort only—they’d had a pretty good time at a Disneyland theme
park last year and Kay fully enjoyed it. This was much less expensive, and
although the room was cramped, they were making the best of it. Still
feeling a tingle down below from the night before, Kat turned on her side,
spooned Ken and reached over and gave him a little tug. Without a word
spoken between them, they both rolled over; she arched her back and he
entered her from behind. She slowly ground herself against his now full
erection, building in intensity as their arousal took over. She bit down on
her hand to keep from crying out as she shook with an intense orgasm.
He finished in her for the second time in less than eight hours. A Williams
family record! Ken thought. They lay there, spent and happy, waiting for
Kayleigh to wake up.

~~
Mommy and Daddy must think I’m a dweeb! They’re doing the sex thing
and think I don’t know! It just seems icky to me, but Mommy is happy for the
first time in a long time, so it must be OK. I don’t wanna do that stuff when
I get older… gross! Maybe I should make noise and let them know I’m awake,
that would be funny. No… that might make Daddy angry. I’ ll just lie here;
it is so warm and cuddly under the covers. I hope I don’t have to wear another
itchy T-shirt today. I wonder if I’ ll see the pretty lady with the long hair.
Kayleigh drifted back to sleep with these and many other thoughts
flitting through her mind.

~~
At 7:30 a.m., already 24 degrees Celsius, a beautiful blue sky boasted
only insubstantial wispy clouds—another gorgeous day on San Andrés
island. The weather was not indicative of the trouble that was brewing for
the Williams family.
Following breakfast, Ken had tried to book an à la carte dinner seating
with no luck. After waiting in a line for almost an hour, he was finally the
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third person left in the queue. When he was informed that all spots were
full, he had stomped away in a severely pissed-off state.
As the beach was public and not on the resort, it was crammed full of
people. They had to purchase canopy-shaded areas, and it was a ten-minute
walk from the resort—in a word: crappy. The prior evening and morning’s
excitement was gone, pretty much a wasted day. The entire Williams clan
was on edge. Too many people, too many locals looking to sell useless
souvenirs. It was not like this in Florida! Kat thought regretfully.
By the time they got back to the resort, they were grumpy and illtempered. The resort’s nature pool (just a sad set of old, dreary steps into
a shallow pond) was closed to swimmers due to potential jellyfish in the
waters, and the entertainment staff seemed to have disappeared for the day.
With nothing better to do, they made their way back to their small room.
The AC unit was on the fritz when they entered, and it was hot as stink!
Numerous calls to management had assured them that it would be fixed
ASAP. Even that was a trial: English seemed to be a distant third language
to Spanish and French at this resort.
Although Ken had applied sunscreen several times, his pasty white skin
had still severely burnt, especially his neck where Kayleigh had ridden on his
shoulders once she tired from all the walking. Any sunscreen he had applied
in that area had been wiped clean away. Of course, Kat had to ride me for
not tanning before coming on vacation, he groaned. As much as she had been
right, he was not about to let her know that, and that particular conversation
just turned into another of the many arguments they had that day.
To top it all off, an American couple had laughed derisively at the
ill-fitting “Beer,” “Red Wine” and “Lime Kool-Aid” T-shirts, Ken, Kat
and Kay wore, respectively, when they went to the buffet dinner. Ken had
called out the man on his off-colour “What the fuck?” comment, and this
had nearly led to a fist fight. On vacation, of all things! Will he ever control
his temper? Kat thought.
The buffet was dreadful, mostly cold, pseudo-Italian-themed slop
that did not work. They barely ate and then Ken got shit from Kat for not
tipping. He finished his evening with the equivalent of eight tall cans of
beer and six shots of Aguardiente (a local Colombian spirit) and passed
out in a stupor.

~~
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Why does Dad keep saying “grassy ass” every time he gets a beer? What the
heck is Cerveza? Is that beer? I’ ll never understand him, he always drinks a lot
of beer. He tries too hard to be cool and sounds silly talking to people here. He
always seems so grumpy! I hate these itchy T-shirts. Will he stop drinking soon?

~~
Kat tried to make the best of the evening with just her and Kayleigh,
but the entertainment was awful. Kay was quickly bored with the poorly
choreographed dancing. They made their way back to the room, still
blistering from the lack of air conditioning, and had to put up with Ken’s
drunken snores all night.
Four more days of this crap and I’ ll be ready to kill him, Kat thought as
she fell asleep.

~~
What the heck happened today? We were having fun… I tried to be good!
Why can’t we just leave? I’m just gonna stay quiet the rest of our trip… every
time I say something, Daddy gets mad at me. Wonder if we’ ll see the pretty lady
tomorrow. She looked a lot like Mommy… I hope I’m that pretty when I grow
up! I wish I could do something to make Daddy happy. Maybe I should just
disappear… I think he would like that. Maybe that would make him happy.
Kayleigh finally drifted off to sleep.
Day 4: Friday (Food/Meal)
“It’s not the freaking T-shirt; there is nothing wrong with them!”
“Look for yourself! Kayleigh has developed a rash all over her upper
body,” Kat implored, pointing at the angry red welts on their daughter’s
chest and belly.
“I bought the damn things, and we’re going to wear them,” Ken
insisted.
“But Dadd—”
“You will wear it, and that is final, young lady!” Ken commanded
much too loudly.
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“Now look at what you have done!” Kat demanded as Kayleigh began
to cry.
“Come on. Put it on, and let’s go, both of you,” and with that, he
stormed out of their room taking the only key with him.
Knowing that crossing Ken in this foul, hungover mood would only
lead to more trouble, Katrina turned to her daughter and said, “I’ll put
some lotion on you first, then the T-shirt. Maybe that will help. If it
matters at all, I don’t like them either,” she confided, attempting a smile.
Kay forced a smile in return and put on the tight-fitting shirt—they
were all sized improperly. After dressing, they closed the door behind them
and followed Ken to breakfast.

~~
Hair of the dog, I say, as Ken half filled his mug with Aguardiente
before the waitress filled the rest of it with coffee. The look Kay shot him
was about all he could take. He stared down her challenge, and she stayed
quiet. Just like she usually does, he mused.

~~
Here we go again, was all Kat could think as she watched Ken slurp
the coffee into his gaping maw as fast as he could. A long dribble sloshed
out and fell on his stupid “T-Bone Steak” emblazoned shirt. What is he
trying to prove? The anger in her rose, and she blurted out, “Great start to
the day, really appreciate it!”
“Are you kidding me?” and so began another argument, this one right
at the crowded buffet.
“Mommy, can I go pee… please? I really gotta go,” Kay pleaded.
“Yes, of course, baby. I’ll come with you.”
“No, you’ll sit right there. She can go on her own; she’s not a baby,”
Ken seethed at his wife.
“Fine…” and they started at each other again.

~~
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Nearing the glass-panelled front door of the restaurant, Kay saw the
elderly woman (although she appeared young and beautiful to Kay). She
was partially hidden behind a service building on the border of the resort
property. The thick growth of tropical trees and vegetation camouflaged
her appearance, and she seemed to blend right in. She smiled and waved
at Kayleigh.
I know I’m not supposed to talk to strangers, but she is so pretty… She looks
even more like Mommy today. Hey! Now she’s waving me over… So pretty,
I’ ll just go say “ hi.” It won’t matter: Mommy and Daddy won’t even know!
Kayleigh, unnoticed, walked right out the front door, as the greeter was
engaged in conversation with another family. She quickly made her way
to where the lady had been standing just moments earlier. Was she gone?
She rounded the corner of the building and walked toward the bordering
foliage.
Historical Interlude
Carmen Margarita Dias (the name she now used) had been born on
Gorgona Island off the northwest coast of Colombia. The exact date was
not known and truly did not matter. Carmen was well over 500 years old,
a creature of myth: la Tunda. She was the last of her kind, a shape shifting
being who had thrived for years at the expense of others. She had lured
many men, women and children to their deaths throughout her lengthy
existence.
As the entire North Pacific coastal region of South America became
more colonized by Spanish conquistadors in the 1500s, her tiny island
became busier still. It was a perfect stopover before explorers moved on
to Peru and other growing nations. The island was named in reference
to the Medusa of Greek legend who had snakes for hair. Many would-be
conquerors were killed on the island due to the vast quantity of poisonous
snakes all over its ten square miles. La Tunda could control these snakes,
and the most evolved of them could actually take on their form. Through
this abundance of fresh victims, la Tunda thrived and their numbers
multiplied. It was during this time that Carmen was born, and she grew
to be all powerful; even her own kind were wary in her presence.
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The boon period for la Tunda slowly died off as dreadful stories of the
island spread and ships would pass without stopping. La Tunda, having
grown reliant on the need for Spanish blood, were not content to remain
on their island, and over time, they made their way to the mainland. Many
died upon arrival, as never-encountered viruses and sickness decimated
their numbers. The remaining few fled underground and stayed hidden
from the over world, slowly dying off.
Carmen had been the only one to adapt to a lifestyle above ground.
She used her greater abilities to be perpetually seen as a human, and she
knew what to look like to each and every victim. She had even taken on
many men as husbands, outliving them all as she drained their very souls
before physically devouring their remains. One of her many suitors had
spoken highly of San Andrés Island: a small touristy area far off the beaten
path from everyday Colombian living. She had married Philip Sanchez
Dias and moved there over seventy years prior. She loved its quiet, laid
back style. Philip disappeared without a trace, bringing scrutiny to her. No
wrongdoing could ever be found, and authorities had no choice but to leave
her alone. She vowed never to return to the mainland: she had enough food
to sustain her waning appetite, which was declining as she aged.
During the height of her abilities, her projected beauty could not be
denied, but her powers were growing weaker as she slowly aged over her
many years. She could not keep up the guise of beauty; it was all she could
do just to look human! Her extreme age was just beginning to show, and
she knew that her death was imminent. Now, in desperation, Carmen
knew that she had to find a suitable host to enter—to posses. Her great,
great, great grandfather had whispered stories of the transference ritual.
Many of la Tunda had died outright in an attempt to take over the body
of another, the emotional toll was too great.
Now, la Tunda were only whispered legends: myths told through the
years to keep misbehaving children in line. The truth was only known by
Carmen, and she was determined to ensure her legacy lived on. Carmen
knew that if she was to survive, it would have to be in a living host—a
young, chaste body, yearning, unknowing, ready to be violated.
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Day 4: Friday (Food/Meal), continued…
“Are you kidding me? Maybe you best find someone who can speak
to me in proper fucking English before I crack open your head like a
hammer on a walnut, you dip shit!” Ken spat at the little Colombian man
before him. The concierge cringed at the onslaught, and before he could
respond, Ken continued, “It has been over three hours, and nobody has
even lifted a finger to help us find our daughter. What the fuck is wrong
with you people?”
“We are looking, sir. Perhaps she just wandered off to the beac—”
“She didn’t just wander off—she wouldn’t dare just wander off! If
something has happened to her, I’ll hold you and this entire resort liable!”
Ken punctuated this statement by smashing his beefy fists on the heavy
marble counter at the front desk. It shook under his barrage.
Kat, sensing that no good would come of this discussion, tried to pull
Ken away, but he was unmovable.
“Please, sir,” the Colombian managed to say in very clear English, “We
have all of our current resort security resources searching for your daughter.
Please tell us again what she was wearing so when the police arrive, it will
help in locating her.”
“What? The police aren’t here yet? Are you fucking insane? She is only
eight years old!” Ken fumed back at the man.
“Ken, please, let me handle this. You go look again, and I’ll tell them
all they need to know,” Kat begged of her husband.
In a rage born of fear and concern for Kay, Ken stormed out of the
lobby. All eyes followed him as he cursed and pounded past the front door,
nearly ripping the glass panel from its hinges.

~~
Where is she leading me? Is this an adventure? Her hair is so long! I hope
that I can be that pretty some day, Kay mused as she followed the pretty lady
deeper into the lush, tropical foliage.
“Keep following,” Carmen whispered under her breath in her strange
foreign tongue. “Keep following and I’ll lead you to a destination far
beyond anything you can imagine, little girl!”
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Transference Ritual
Kayleigh was lying on a makeshift table built of palm fronds and
other indigenous leaves in the middle of a clearing within a vast tropical
forest. She awoke abruptly and strained to look around but could barely
move her head. As she tried to sit up, she couldn’t. Kayleigh was wrapped
in a tight cocoon of vines, leaves and branches; movement was effectively
impossible. Her skin was itching like mad, but she could do nothing about
it. A massive black ant, larger than any she’d ever seen, crossed her field
of vision, crawling right between her eyes! She attempted to cry out but
realized that she was being gagged by a wad of some sort of vegetation. The
taste was awful, and she found herself choking back a spew of vomit that
lurched its way up her throat. Far too young to realize the asphyxiation
danger she was in, she began to panic, and her vision began to swoon; she
was passing out.
Suddenly, a figure jumped up on the table and straddled her chest,
planting its knees at her armpits and sitting on her belly. It was her mom!
Carmen leaned forward and pulled the gag out of Kay’s mouth. Kayleigh
desperately sucked in the air and spat out the bile and vomit that her mouth
contained. It sprayed out in a gushing jet and landed all over both of them.
“Do you wish to die, silly little girl?” Carmen shouted out at her in
her native tongue. She wiped the mess off her ragged clothing and stared
at her captive.
It’s not my mom at all, it’s an old lady… and stink… I’ve never smelled
anything so bad! Or is that my puke? What is the lady doing? Wait… it is
Mommy… sort of. What’s going on here? What was she saying to me? I just
want to get back to Mommy and Daddy!
Carmen knew that she had to hurry: her powers were waning, her
ability to look like others was fading in and out. The girl had to be calm
for the transference ritual to work; much still had to be done! Mustering
as much power as she could, she slipped back into the motherly guise and
said, “Presso domin atto verf.” Seeing the look of bewilderment in the
child’s eyes, Carmen realized that she was not speaking anything the girl
could understand. She restarted. “Please do not struggle. You took a fall
as you were following me, and I’m making you better.” She smiled at the
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girl with the most beatific face she could produce, her tone of voice now
smooth and soothing.
Kayleigh smiled back. It is Mommy… but better. How can that be? Such
a nice voice! I do feel better—less itchy—maybe she took off the stupid shirt
daddy made me wear. I’m getting tired… What is she doing with her hands?
Carmen’s hands were moving in opposite circular motions, as if on
their own accord, over the girl’s prone body. She sang an indistinguishable
lullaby as her hands played about—but never touched—the girl.
Kayleigh could feel the nerve endings in her entire body relax. She’d
never felt so warm, wanted, loved! She drifted off to sleep.
An evil rictus grin split the old lady’s countenance as her true persona
appeared. She carried on with the ritual.
The time was at hand: it was to be now, or it would not happen at
all. Carmen levitated above Kayleigh’s still sleeping body, her own fully
stretched out above the child. She was a good six inches above the girl, the
only thing touching was her long, brittle, dirty hair as it brushed against
the sides of Kay’s face. A fluorescent deep green glow began to radiate from
the mound that the two were on. It lit up the surrounding area, creating
impossible shadows in the foliage. The entire landscape was drenched in
odd greenish colours that pulsed with evil intensity, as if in tune to a slow
beating heart. The leaves and vines all about them began to quiver, and
the very earth trembled beneath them. The ritual and its residual power
were on full display.
The colours slowly faded, and the vibrations stopped as Carmen had
drawn in as much of the area’s power as she would need. Carmen languidly
brought her hands from her sides and reached for the girl’s cheeks. They
settled gently on her face and began to probe her features with more
circular motions. After several seconds of this, they came to a stop, one
resting on the bridge of her nose, the other in the cleft of her chin. The
thumb and index fingers pinched together and Carmen slowly opened
Kay’s slack mouth. The sleeping girl did not resist. Her mouth was pulled
open wide, and Carmen leaned her face down in what appeared to be an
intimate kiss. Her own lips locked over Kayleigh’s, forming a tight seal.
Carmen’s cheeks bulged out followed rapidly by Kayleigh’s—something
was being exchanged between the two.
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The exchange was so physically taxing on the weakened Carmen
that she could not continue to levitate. Her lower body dropped down on
Kayleigh’s legs, and the sudden contact woke the girl. Kayleigh’s eyes flew
open, and she saw a witch like figure on top of her, kissing her!
That’s not my mommy… What’s going on? She smells like garbage, or
like when my cat Binky died under the porch steps and I found her after three
days. Something is wrong, my head hurts soooo bad! Why is this person… this
thing… on me?
All these thoughts and many disorienting others flew through
Kayleigh’s mind; she couldn’t comprehend what was taking place. With a
mighty effort, she managed to turn her head and the seal of the kiss was
broken. Spent, exhausted, Carmen fell to the table, landing completely
on Kayleigh. The cocoon like wrap frayed apart at the mere touch of the
old woman’s worn skin, the fibres shredding apart instantly. Kayleigh was
finally able to shift her weight, and she turned over abruptly. Carmen was
tossed sideways and fell off the table, landing at the foot of it with a dull,
barely audible thud. Kayleigh sat bolt upright, leaned over the side and
vomited what little contents of her stomach remained. A rather large mass
was ejected from her as well, and as she watched, it began to slither in the
muck that had landed on the old lady.
This is the worst vacation ever. I’ve never puked so much in my whole life!
Mommy and Daddy were right, she’s an old lady and not pretty at all… Why
was she kissing me? Ugh, gross! It was moving; it’s alive. That was… in…
me… Kayleigh passed out at the sight on the ground at her feet.
Day 5: Saturday (Sport)
Kayleigh was found around 2 a.m. wandering on the outskirts of the
resort property. A tired security guard had seen the bedraggled girl and
recognized her from the photos that had been distributed. She was brought
to the main lobby in a near-catatonic state where she was reunited with her
now desperately worried parents.
Ken, entirely sober, sobbed as he clutched the girl in his muscular arms.
He vowed to himself never to allow anything (including his own boorish
behaviours) to get in the way of the safety and security of his daughter.
Kat, although still angry with her husband, could see the genuine care and
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concern he had for their family. She joined them as they held each other
and continued to cry tears of joy at Kay’s safe return.

~~
What’s the big deal… why all the fuss? I wasn’t gone all that long… was
I? Ooooh… my head hurts! I just wanna sleep. I wish Mommy and Daddy
would stop squeezing me… I can barely breathe! Hope Daddy isn’t mad at me.
They all keep asking me questions, even the nice brown-skinned man… but I
don’t remember where I was. I just want to sleep… so tired!
By 3:30 a.m., the family had been brought to a vacant family suite (one
of the best that the tired resort had), and all of their belongings had been
transferred to the room. The resort staff were also very excited that the girl
had returned safely and were prepared to do all they could to make the
Williams’s remaining time at the resort uneventful. With potential liability
issues looming, they were looking out for their own.
Once alone, the entire family collapsed on the king-size bed and passed
out, exhausted. They barely stirred till noon. The only movement from
the three was the occasional facial tic from Kayleigh.
At 2 p.m., the entire Williams family was seated at a grand buffet hall
that had been set up for just them. The best meal to that point in their
vacation was served to them as though they were royalty.
“Well, maybe one of us should’ve wandered off sooner, if this is how
they are going to treat us,” Ken jibed around a mouthful of arepas (corn
cakes).
“Ken, don’t be like that; they are trying to make up for our daughter
being lost. I think it’s pretty special,” Kat responded as she nudged her
elbow into Ken’s ribs.
Kay tugged at her mom’s T-shirt and said, “I think it was kinda my
fault. I wandered out of the restaurant when I should’ve gone right to the
bathroom to go pee.”
Something about the girl’s serious tone struck Kat as amusing, and she
started into a fit of giggles, followed by all three hooting with laughter.
They enjoyed a wonderful meal and afternoon and evening together, with
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the incident seemingly behind them. They even wore the Day 5 T-shirts all
day (as Kay had insisted): “Football,” “Figure Skating” and “The Olympics.”
The Olympics? I told Daddy hockey was my favourite sport! I remember
when we saw that Ottawa Senators game and their mascot, Spartacat,
launched a T-shirt at me from his gun thing—Daddy said it was called a
“Master Blaster” (what I could shoot with a gun like that… too funny…)—
and I caught it.
If any eyebrows were raised their way, they did n’t care. They were back
together—a family—and all were safe.
Day 6: Sunday (Musician)
The Williams family was treated to a wonderful day on San Andrés
Island. The resort manager himself, a well-respected businessman, set up a
full-day historical tour of the island. In separate golf carts—Ken with a guide
in one and Kat and Kay with a guide in another—they toured the entire
area. They learned about the local economy and were introduced to much of
the local flora and fauna. A full-fledged island tour exposed them to the offbeaten track where the more poverty-stricken inhabitants lived. That having
been said, all Colombians they encountered were warm and friendly, and they
enjoyed a full native meal on an indigenous farm. Even Kay (typically fussy)
ate with a voracious appetite, almost equalling Ken’s consumption. Ken had
relented and told his wife and daughter to not wear his silly shirts. Much to
his delight, they had them on anyway. So for the entire day, they donned
the colourful “Dave Matthews Band,” “Heart” and “Taylor Swift” T-shirts.

~~
Wow, this is awesome, I’ve never been soooo hungry. Even Mommy and
Daddy seem happy. I could stay here forever… No, then I would miss all my
friends. I can’t wait to see my friends again. Gee, in just a little while, we’ ll
leave, then back to school… can’t wait to tell Marisa and Amber and Chloe
and… Kay’s thoughts rattled on.

~~
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They arrived back at the resort around 6 p.m. that evening when the
only blemish on the day took place. As they pulled up in their guided golf
carts, the security people who often doubled as greeting staff came forward
to help them out. Kat recognized the men as the two who had thrown out
the lady the other day after treating her roughly. The first man approached
the cart with Kay and Kat. Extending his hand, he helped Kat out. As he
turned back to the cart, he slipped on the curbing and sprawled headfirst
into the side bumper of the vehicle. His hand groped for the side of the cart
but missed, and he smashed face first into it. His lips splayed apart mashing
into his teeth, blood flew in all directions. His neck snapped back at an
alarming angle, and he toppled to the ground, unconscious before he even
made contact. His buddy and coworker saw what happened and dashed
from Ken’s cart to run to his aid. As he lurched forward, he tripped. He
toppled into the street just as a motorcycle was blasting by. Horn blaring
but far too late to react, the cycle crashed into the man, sending the rider,
his passenger and the security person into the oncoming traffic. The
ensuing mess was nasty and inevitable.

~~
What the heck just happened? Were they the guys who were shoving that
pretty lady around? It is—oh… my… gosh! That’s gross… ewww! But ya
know what? Maybe they deserved it; they were so mean! Wait, nobody should
be hit by a bike and run over… I shouldn’t think like that… Kay stared on
in stunned silence.

~~
“Do you think Kay will be all right after seeing that terrible accident?”
Kat asked.
“Yeah, she’ll be fine. She’s proven to be pretty resilient this trip,
considering all she has been through—ya know, lost and all.”
“I know, but she had such an odd look on her face, almost smiling, as
all those people were screaming for help!”
“Just the shock of it. It did happen right in front of her.” Ken stated.
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They held each other tightly in the spacious king-size bed. They
were fully tucked under the covers, feeling almost cold from an actually
functioning air conditioner.
“I’m really sorry I’ve been such an ass this trip and the past few
months. I swear I’m gonna change: drink less, be a better husband for you.
You know, you and Kay are really all I’ve got.”
This outpouring of emotion from her husband startled Kat, it was so
unlike him. She rested her hand on his thigh and squeezed.
“We are going to make this work. I love you,” she replied.
They rolled into each other. Their hands began to explore the wellknown curves and angles, and soon they were in a full passionate embrace,
all other thoughts forgotten.
They did not see their daughter standing in the archway of the joined
rooms. She had insisted that she was OK and wanted to sleep on her own;
however, now she stared at them blankly, seemingly right through them.

~~
Mommy and Daddy happy again… stupid people. Ugly, fat Daddy and
Mommy… Where did that come from? I don’t think like that about Mommy;
she’s not fat. What is going on? I love Mommy. My brain hurts… feels like it
is on fire or something…
Kay slumped silently to the floor.
Day 7: Monday, Travel Home Day (TV Show)
Well, there it is: vacation over and the worst day of the bunch. Now we
gotta go back home. I think I may have learned a little bit about myself this
trip! Maybe I can be a better person. Heck, I didn’t even get pissed off at the
dumb ass Latino dude who insisted “Football” was soccer when he saw the
Tshirt I had on. You would think that a brown shirt that has “Monday Night
Football” spelled out on it would have been self-explanatory. Oh well, he’s the
dumb ass!

~~
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One more day in these silly shirts. Do I really need to have “Grey’s
Anatomy” spelled out across my boobs? Well, we did manage to have some fun
in them. I think this trip and maybe even losing Kay for a while has brought
me and Ken closer together. I just hope that he will stop drinking so much and
I will too. Maybe we’ ll even try to eat healthier. Lord knows we can all stand
to lose a few pounds following this week.

~~
Now we hafta sit on a plane again. I hope I don’t get sick like last time…
that was so gross. I wonder if I’ ll ever see the pretty lady who looked like
Mommy again… she must live there, so I guess not!

~~
The Williams family were all deep in their own thoughts as they
boarded the plane that would bring them home to Canada. Although the
flight was filled to capacity, nobody on board knew that the sweet little
girl wearing the “Goosebumps” t-shirt in row 17, seat E, was not travelling
home alone.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Sunday 3:13 a.m.
“So, what did you think of…” Roger’s voice trailed off as he looked
up from his pages and saw that both of his captives had fallen asleep.
Rather than rouse them, he allowed their slumber to continue. Roger
stretched and yawned—he too was feeling the effects of the long day—and
considered also taking a nap.
Suddenly, in an inspired frenzy, something Terry had said rang true,
Roger turned to his desk and started writing freehand. He scratched out
a full synopsis and then an entire story. Hours later, he pushed back from
his desk, fully spent. He hadn’t felt so weary in some time. He reread his
latest work and smiled—Terry would be pleased. Exhaustion set in, and his
body slumped in the chair, his chin lowered to his chest. Within moments,
Roger was also sleeping. His hand loosened on the papers he held, and they
fell silently to the floor. The rain continued to pound outside, the sleeping
trio oblivious.
Sunday 7:30 a.m.
All was quiet in the den. All three, captor and captives, slept on. The
only sound within the room was the garbled snores from Terry’s broken
nose. A lone car pulled into the driveway, and a solitary figure scrambled
out and ran to the front door. Julia fumbled with her keys, cursing when
she dropped them. She was drenched from the short trip from car to door.
Finally, she slotted the key and spilled inside.
Shaking out of her wet windbreaker and sodden flats, she then made
her way to the kitchen. The sulphuric smell of boiled eggs assailed her
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senses. Roger and his egg salad, she mused. There were eggshells all over
the counter and the island in the middle of the kitchen had an open loaf
of bread, a jar of Miracle Whip and assorted plates and utensils. She also
noticed a pizza box open on the island, all but a single slice consumed, a
pizza wheel lying beside it. The pizza looked rather dry; it appeared to have
been left out for some time. Wasn’t it Wednesday that we had pizza? Frig, he
can be such a slob. All the lights were on in the kitchen, but the microwave
in the corner was flashing 00’s at her.
“Looks like we lost power here as well. At least it’s back on,” she said
under her breath. She turned off the lights and headed to the microwave,
stopping short: I’ ll get to it later… too tired right now. She was going to call
out for Roger, thought better of it and headed toward the stairs to the upper
rooms. Julia stopped when she looked down the hallway to see that the
door was slightly ajar and a faint light was filtering out. She couldn’t hear
the telltale sound of Roger’s fingers flying across the keyboard—when he
had an idea in his head, she could find him typing at all hours—a sound
she was hearing less and less of late. He had become sullen and distant the
past few weeks. As much as he was not always the greatest communicator,
he usually made a point of acknowledging her presence, even when busy
at his writing. She approached the door quietly and rapped gently; it
swung open a few more inches. Julia could smell a noxious mix of odours
emanating from the room: urine, body odour and other unidentifiable
scents, none good. She swung the door fully open.
“Roger, what the heck is going on in here?” Julia managed to say as
she took in the mess of the room. Is that two people on the floor together?
Startled, Roger sprang up, clutched the gun on the computer desk and
pointed it in her direction. He nearly ended her life as his finger tightened
on the trigger. Only the realization that it was not Rita’s voice he was
hearing kept him from firing it.
“Answer me! What the hell’s going on?”
The couple on the bed began to stir from the sudden commotion. Rita
sat up abruptly, a suppliant look in her eyes as she took in Julia. Roger
looked at his wife with a miserable, pleading appearance.
“Roger, that’s Rita from your publishing house,” Julia stated and
started for the stricken woman on the semi-deflated air mattress.
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“I know who the fuck it is, and don’t you fucking touch her,” Roger
snapped at his wife, his demeanour changing within seconds.
Something in Roger’s tone, even more than his words, riveted Julia
to the spot. He never speaks like that and never to me. Julia saw Terry’s
damaged face as he also sat up. She threw her hands to her own and let
out a startled cry. Just what has happened here? “Roger, I know you said you
were going to deal with those publishing bastards, but I had no idea that
this is what you had in mind.”
“Enough of that! Go join them on floor—now. Somebody had to
take charge of them. I’m the writer… I’m the one…” Roger babbled on
unintelligibly, waving the gun at Julia.
“Roger, you did this? Are you respons—” Julia tried to ask.
“Shut up and move. Do you think I’m fucking around? Move!” Roger
interrupted.
“Just do as he says,” Terry managed to say.
Julia slid over to the couple, “Roger, whatever is going on here, we can
talk it out; we can make this make sense.”
“‘We…’ ‘we?’ You’re just like they are! Riding this cash cow, prodding
me to finish the trilogy, putting everything else I do down. Do you even
read any of it? No, just berate me and tell me I’m no good—a hack. Well,
fuck you, and you’ll listen just like they have.” Roger finished this outburst
by holding his index finger to his mouth and making a shushing gesture.
His other hand waved the gun at the three people on the floor. Rita was
sobbing loudly, uncontrollably. Terry just slumped down, clearly beaten.
Julia stared at her husband in disbelief. This is not my Roger, my teddy bear.
“You keep saying that I can’t write anything pleasant with my stories,
that they are all dark and twisted. Well, I have a surprise for you—for
all of you! I can write nice. Now, if you will all shut the fuck up, I’ll read
you something ‘nice.’ Better yet, you. You, my dear, you read it.” With
that, Roger picked up the loose papers on the floor and began to shuffle
through them.
Julia tried once more, “Roger, can we ju—”
“Enough of your snivelling! Shut up and read.” Roger handed Julia
the next story. He stopped waving the gun and pointed it directly at her.
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He’s lost his mind! What am I going to do? I knew it would come to this.
Perhaps I pushed him too hard… I will deal with Roger and his captives
later. For now, I better indulge him, she pondered. Feeling she had no other
choice, Julia began to read.
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A Day In The Life
Wrinkled, weathered, beaten and actually missing a piece. In a word:
old. With all that having been said, I still have value—certainly the same
as I did when I was born all those years ago, although that perceived value
has diminished over time. I was born in 1954, in fact. Plain for all to see,
if you were to take a close look. Some would say I am dirty, and I could
not argue the point. However, all who have possessed me love me, or at
the very least, like me to a degree.
If you have pondered what I have told you so far and consider it a
riddle of sorts, you may have determined that I am a dollar bill or some
other monetary denomination, to which I would respond: You are right!
Give that man a prize (or person, I suppose, in these more politically correct
times).
I am a 1954 Devil’s Face Canadian five-dollar bill (more about the
name later). However, I am not just the answer to a riddle: I have a purpose,
a story to tell. You will learn some of my history during the tale being told,
but it will be more about the people I met on this particular day. A day in
the life—my life, if you will. Indulge me and read on. You will meet many
interesting citizens on our journey this particular day!
Live as long and be handled as much as I have and you would be old
and worn-looking as well. My upper right corner is missing, lost long ago
(1966 maybe), as an angry young wife snatched a bundle of cash from
her less-than-accommodating husband. I was the only bill that suffered
an injury during that incident, and the others picked on me for days,
mocking me in their uncaring way. Especially the 20s—they are so full
of themselves! However, enough about me, let’s take our first foray into
my day and discover what being legal tender can truly mean! As long as
we are going to be spending some time together, we might as well be on a
first-name basis. How about I call myself “Bill.”
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8:31 a.m.
Scott Smith (I know, not exactly original, but I am disguising names to
protect the innocent and the guilty) walked into Books ‘R’ Me on a bright,
sunny Saturday morning as the used bookstore opened. He was intent on
getting another Karen Rose novel or two (as he was feeling optimistic) for
his ailing wife. Scott, at seventy-something, was actually more bent out of
shape about his age than his wife was, and she was the older of the two.
He rarely mentioned his age to others and seemed intent on keeping it a
secret—pretty silly, if you ask me.
Scott and the store owner, Esmerelda (hey it’s my tale to tell), exchanged
pleasantries as many old people do, talking about the weather and how
long it took to get up and get moving each day; the kind of stuff people idly
yak about when they don’t wish to go any deeper into each others’ lives.
Esmerelda knew that Maureen, Scott’s wife, was in a bad way—age and
heart disease having taken their toll—and that she was likely to never leave
the hospital again. Let’s face it, that’s what palliative care is all about. So,
they moved past the pleasantries and got right to the heart of the matter:
another two paperbacks, perhaps the last few Scott would have a chance
to read to his ailing wife.
As he reached into his wallet to pay, Esmerelda tried, in a valiant
effort, to tell Scott to put his money away: her gift for Maureen. However,
he insisted. Her usual price per book was four dollars, but Scott did not
notice the rate reduction, such was his distracted state. Esmerelda gave him
back three five-dollar bills in exchange for the smug twenty he handed
her. So, this is how Scott came to posses the two brand new, plastic, nearindestructible bills (still crappy and unnatural looking, in my humble
opinion) and yours truly.
“Hey, that’s quite the old one, there. Haven’t seen one of those in
years,” Scott commented as he took his change. How’s that for the pot
calling the kettle black? He’s older than I am! They tittered on a bit more,
and then Scott made his way out of the store with me safely tucked away
in the wallet within his rear pants pocket, the books tucked up under his
arm. A tear had come to the corner of his eye; he found that he was in an
emotional state most all the time now. Scott would not be a good widower.
Having spent over fifty years married to the same woman, he was going to
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be lost without his beloved wife. He hustled on (well, hustled as fast as his
seventy-something-year-old legs could carry him)—he wanted to get to the
hospital as soon as he could to spend another day with Maureen. However,
he had another stop to make, and I was about to change hands again.
So, tucked away with the other bills, we made our way to our next
stop: a local florist. Now, I’ve exchanged hands many times at flower shops,
usually for some dumb ass man looking to suck up to his wife or girlfriend
following a falling out. Men certainly are predictable creatures; you would
think they’d understand by now that talking and listening are really the
important ways to win their way into a woman’s heart. Scott didn’t have
a lot of money and was quite frugal in his retirement years, but he wanted
to try to brighten Maureen’s day. He picked out a few daises wrapped in
baby’s breath and proceeded to the till. Scott only paid in cash because he
was scared of the easy access debit cards gave to bank accounts and didn’t
even own a credit card. “The Devil’s instrument” he called them to anyone
who would listen. I personally agree with him (considering what I am).
And that thought reminds me: I was going to tell you how it came about
that I have been dubbed a Devil’s Face five-dollar bill.
As it happens, all the original issue Bank of Canada 1954 banknotes—
the $1, $2 (no loonies and toonies in 1954), $5, $10, $20, $50, $100 and
$1000 dollar bills—had a graphic that, when examined closely, resembled
the face of the Devil. Within Queen Elizabeth’s hair, you can make out
horns, a hooked nose, snarling mouth and bushy eyebrows. If you find one
of these bills, look for yourself (or just peruse it on the internet), and you
will see exactly what I mean. Of course, once discovered, word spread that
the Devil was at work in one of our country’s highest institutions. The bills
were reissued with what is now called the “modified portrait,” which, in
effect, caused the Devil’s face to be removed by darkening the grey hair
of the fine ol’ Queen Mum. The Devil’s visage was re-engraved out of the
hair, and the furor was finally forgotten. This was all bunk, of course:
there were no Devil worshippers at the Bank of Canada (at least not to my
knowledge), and the Devil’s face was merely a coincidence. However, once
something like this grips the public, the urban legends grow. This would
be much like the demonic chants and moans heard by those people who
would play rock and roll records backwards in the 1960s and 70s or the
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subliminal advertising craze that shook the nation during that same time
frame. All of it the crazy ramblings of conspiracy theorists… or was it?
There were 89,033,600 of my me and my siblings (that’s what we all
consider ourselves) printed in that first Devil’s Face run. Now, there are an
estimated 1,000 or fewer of my kin in circulation. Much like anything of
this nature, the perceived satanic mug and ensuing controversy led to an
increase in value of the original issue Devil’s Face bill. An average auction
price of an EF (extremely fine) grade in collecting terms fetches around
$93. With my wear and missing upper right corner, I would be graded
as G (good, major signs of circulation—yeah, no kidding) and valued at
less than $15. Who the heck should judge me anyway, considering the
numerous people by whom I have been fondled and the rough handling I
have endured? Anyway, still more than my face value! Now, enough about
me. Let’s get back to my story of the people who came to possess me on
this particular day.
10:38 a.m.
My next owner was a jackass (again, in my opinion, but quite likely
in that of others as well). Scott had left the flower shop and made his way
to the hospital. He had paid for his purchase with me and a few other
bills, and I in turn made my way into the hands of Dickhead Darrel (as
I affectionately labelled him) who had picked up flowers for one of his
many girlfriends. Darrel considered himself a ladies’ man and, truth be
told, he wasn’t without his charms. He was tall, dark and handsome, the
triumvirate that many shallow women look for in a man (hey, can’t just
beat up the guys; there are a fair share of less-than-respectable women out
there as well). He often could be seen in the presence of one or more hotlooking bitches (as he called them, not me). In most cases, it was for his
money, which he had in abundance due to his old man’s business successes.
Darrell also had connections with the music and film industries that he
leveraged for his own gain on many occasions. He had been involved in
post-production on a few hit indie circuit films, and his reputation as
someone who got things done was growing. Many of his “bitches” had
grown to love him, and Darrel, as usual, was either oblivious to their
devotion or just didn’t care to acknowledge it. He would continue to string
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women along with gifts and promises of his undying love, when in fact, he
often had two or more “serious girlfriends” at once.
Rachel was one such devoted follower. Rachel had initially hooked
up with Darrell to see if he could help her dwindling acting career. She’d
managed a few bit parts in commercials and not much else. Unfortunately
for her, she had grown to really love the man. She was smitten with his
rugged good looks and overwhelmed by his charismatic presence. Rachel
had grown up in an abusive household and didn’t realize that she fallen
right in with a man much like her own tyrannical father. She gave all of
herself to Darrell, and her reward was far less than his love and devotion.
He would use her then disappear for days at a time, always leaving her
feeling inadequate and somehow at fault. He liked the feeling of power he
got from knowing that he could and did do whatever he pleased with her
and then off to the next bitch!
At the flower shop, Darrell purchased a dozen red long-stem roses. He
broke a fifty-dollar bill (very down-to-earth denominations, considering
their value) after his debit card would not work. Darrell caused quite a
scene, belittling the shop owner in such a way that all would hear him
going on about this shitty store and defective point of sale equipment. It
was with his change that he received a Devil’s Face five-dollar bill. Yup,
you guessed it: this Bill. Following this, he made his way to Rachel’s modest
apartment, bottle of wine and flowers in hand: his way of saying hello after
not speaking to her for four days.
At her place, he proceeded to show off to Rachel with a vial of cocaine
and, of course, I was rolled up tightly to be the straw. Rachel even partook
of the drug to satisfy his demands, although she was deathly afraid of it.
I get into enough trouble with alcohol, she thought. As I noted earlier, I
am a dirty bill, but it sure as heck ain’t my fault! After more drugs and
less-than-passionate lovemaking, he professed his steadfast devotion to her,
then made his way out. Darrell proceeded to the subway station where I
changed hands again.
1:22 p.m.
While waiting on the grimy subway platform, Darrell was looking
for ways to amuse himself. His quick tryst with Rachel had not abated
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his sexual appetite, and he was looking forward to his hookup later with a
known porno star. He knew that she was just meeting him for his money
but what the hell? He would always be able to brag to his buddies that it
was he who was banging a starlet. Darrell was meeting her at Chez Paul, a
semi-upscale midtown restaurant that was usually available for last minute
reservations. He was going to impress her with a decent meal and then fuck
her brains out, assuming she has any! he mused.
He caught a glimpse of Old Joe as he was packing up his shoeshine
kit. “Hey, old man, come here and shine these,” he sneered.
Joe straightened up, with considerable effort, to his full six-foot height.
His stooped shoulders told a tale of a life filled with hard work and pain.
Joe was fully aware of who had called him over; he had shined the man’s
shoes before. Every time, he was bullied by him, primarily because of the
colour of his skin. Joe was African American and well into his sixties, two
characteristics that Dickhead Darrell hated in people: black and old.
Joe slowly made his way over, telling himself that “no” was not an
option—he needed every penny he could scrounge in order to take his
lovely daughter out on the town that evening. He hadn’t seen Michelle
in some time, and he desperately wanted her to believe that he was living
out his golden years in comfort. The last thing Joe wanted to do was be a
burden on his only remaining child. A widower for many years, Joe had
resigned himself to a solitary lifestyle.
“On your knees and do you job,” Darrell commanded.
Upon completion of his task, Joe looked up to Darrell and said, “That
will be fifteen dollars, sir.”
“Fif-fuckin-teen, are you kidding me? You charged me twelve not more
than two weeks ago. Are you trying to rip me off, old man?”
“No, sir. Price hasn’t changed in over two years,” was Joe’s solemn
reply.
“So now you’re calling me a liar, is that it, old man?” Darrell queried
mischievously.
Knowing he better tread lightly if he was to be paid at all, he responded,
“Twelve it is. Just for you, sir.”
Reaching into his back pocket, Darrell pulled out two five-dollar
bills and dropped them on the subway platform. He then fished a toonie
(terrible currency, if you ask me… there is nothing regal in being stuffed
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in a pocket versus a wallet or billfold) out of his pants and flipped it Joe’s
way. The coin landed on its end, rolled just out of Joe’s grasp and fell into
the subway lane.
“Too bad, old man,” Darrell sneered. He abruptly turned and walked
away. Joe stared at his receding backside, tempted to call out to his
tormentor. Thinking better of it, he turned and sauntered away in the
other direction, stuffing me and the other five spot into a worn wallet as
he retreated.
Now, I guess it would only be natural for you to wonder how I, a
lowly five-dollar bill, can have such vivid recollections of such things
(times, dates, etc.). Quite simple, really. No, I’m not possessed or haunted
or any of those things that one may assume. On the contrary: myself and
all printed currency have the ability to see and feel, just like you humans
do. Are we not, after all, made by your kind? The paper, the inks, the
damn synthetic polymer that now makes up our new Canadian bills.
In fact, virtually every currency has the visage of a human on it, from
royalty and historical figures to ruthless dictators. As such, it only stands
to reason that we can and do have feelings and emotions. Of course, there
are limitations. Most bills sit idly and never understand their capabilities.
Consider an amoeba: it exists, lives a full life on its own terms and yet does
not know of its greater capacities. We bills are like that. The majority just
exist, not knowing what we are or our purpose. However, once we have
been touched by any human—or animal for that matter (I still shudder at
being mistakenly stuck in a newspaper lining the bottom of a kitty litter
box)—we assimilate the consciousness of that creature and carry it with
us. From each printing, a handful of us achieve a greater awareness; none
of us have ever been able to understand why. I am considered (not always
flatteringly) by my peers to have a higher perception of my surroundings
than even the most advanced of my kind. I have been called a know-it-all
from time to time. Imagine: me a know-it-all (LOL… that’s how it’s put
these days, right?).
Through all the years, I have been a completely impartial observer to
the foibles and follies of man, never able to lift a finger or intervene in any
way, as much as there have been many times I would have loved to put
some of my possessors in their place. You can only imagine the injustices
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I have suffered and witnessed! However, I am just one among my living
kind, among the very few that can relate any of this in a way you can
perceive. I am a storyteller. Like many storytellers, I feel compelled to let
you know about myself. In my current worn and sorry state, I may not
have many years left. What better time to relate to you the many—the
hundreds, perhaps thousands—who have possessed me and even those
who have not. I’m afraid that, even with my mental stamina and acuity,
the memories are all beginning to jumble. So, I have chosen this current
day to tell my tale and, in doing so, will reflect on the past as well. But,
again, I ramble. Back to the day at hand, to the story being told.
2:15 p.m.
Joe shuffled to his home, a modest apartment in an old high-rise that
he had occupied for many years. He made one stop on the way: a local
liquor store where he sought out a bottle of wine for his daughter.
“Excuse me, ma’am, could you recommend a nice white wine? I’m
more of a beer drinker, so not really sure what to get,” Joe inquired of the
pretty blonde lady working at the store.
“Well, who is it for? Friends? Dinner? I’ll be glad to help,” she replied
enthusiastically.
Joe was just about to respond when the young girl’s phone went off in
some dance music groove ringtone.
“I’m sorry, can you give me just a moment? I’ve got a friend having a
bit of a hard time right now. I’ll try to make it quick,” she said to Joe tersely
and turned away, barely waiting for a response.
Darn young people and their devices these days! Joe thought but made
nothing more of it as he wandered to another aisle. He could not help but
overhear some of the young attendant’s conversation. Something about a
boyfriend being an ass hole, blah, blah, blah. I just want a bottle of wine,
he thought drearily. He was about to wander to the exit when he heard,
“Look, Rachel, I gotta go. I’ve got customers here. Maybe we can meet later
for dinner and drinks. Forget about Darrell… Yup… Yup… Sounds good.”
She disconnected. “I’m so so sorry about that, sir. Please forgive me. How
can I help?” she said to Joe. Her bright smile lit up the room.
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Joe and Nancy engaged in a five-minute conversation, and he left
the store with a fifteen-dollar chardonnay that she recommended. More
than he was hoping to spend, but he wanted to have something nice for
his daughter. Part of his payment was… you guessed it: me. That is how I
was briefly handled by Nancy as she stuffed me into the burgeoning till.
It seems to me that you humans spend a lot of time and money drinking
away your troubles. Does that ever work?
Not ten minutes later, a rather scantily clad woman, pretty much
spilling out of her clothing, came into the liquor store. Her jean shorts
rode so high up her ass cheeks that Nancy felt embarrassed for her. She
was staggering slightly, even as she entered. In an effort to be polite, Nancy
approached the semi-inebriated and/or high woman. “Is there anything in
particular I can help you with?” she inquired.
“Yeah: tequila. Point me in the direction of the tequila,” she responded
and looked at Nancy with her riveting stare and full pouty lips. She looks
vaguely familiar; have I seen her before? Nancy pondered.
“If I’m gonna hook up with the guy I’m meeting tonight, I’ll need
something to get through it,” she sneered.
“This way,” she said and led the lady two aisles over. As they arrived in
front of the different selections, she could not help herself—her curiosity
piqued—and she asked, “Why hang out with someone that it sounds like
you really don’t want to be with?”
“Well, sister, sometimes you make sacrifices to get ahead. He’s got
money and he’s connected, that’s all I need,” was the direct reply, said in
an entirely sober manner.
“Oh, well… I didn’t mean to pry.”
“It’s OK. Just remember, sometimes ya gotta take what you can get
from the scumbags. Learn that lesson from someone like me—been there,
done that!”
The lady took a bottle of Patrón, turned and made her way to the cash.
“Hope you can break a hundred-dollar bill; it’s all I’ve got.”
“Sure… that’s fine,” Nancy said and rushed to catch up.
With barely another word exchanged, they made the transaction. I
was included in the change the lady received, which she crammed into
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her purse where I remained for the rest of the afternoon, not to be put to
use again till that evening.
“Well, have a great afternoon,” Nancy said to the retreating woman.
“This will help,” she shot back, holding up the bottle and making her
way out into the sunny afternoon.
Now, truth be told, I will need to add some conjecture to my story.
You see, I have no true bond with anybody unless I am in their general
vicinity and have been handled by them. So that afternoon was certainly
not entirely unpleasant. I sat in a small clutch purse hiding among a fold
of many higher-denomination bills. The lady who currently owned me
prepped for her evening encounter. She drank plenty of the tequila, straight
(no lime, no salt for this one), took a long tub soak, pleasured herself (which
I had no issue with being around!), then passed out for a few hours.
How all the people in my day managed to be at the same restaurant
is somewhat of a guess on my part. However, I will put forth a few
suggestions based on what I know of them and what I felt as the others
arrived. As much as some of the following may be speculation on my part,
it fits the narrative. And, well, heck! Read on or don’t. It’s my story and
that’s the way I’m going to tell it!
8:15 p.m., Convergence
Maureen Smith was in the care of a wonderful doctor, but he knew
that a recovery was not in the cards for her. Her cardiac condition was
worsening, and she likely only had weeks to live. When Scott arrived at the
hospital for his usual lengthy visit, Dr. Sterling met with him and proposed
the idea that they grant her a final wish: a night out for a wonderful meal
and a theatrical production, if she was up to it. The doctor didn’t believe
that any harm could come her way by doing this, and a change may
actually do her some good. Scott agreed, and Dr. Sterling made all the
transportation arrangements, insisting on joining them to be by her side,
if needed. He also talked Scott into allowing him to pay for the entire
evening.
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Esmerelda and her partner Samantha had not enjoyed a night out
in quite some time. It was Esmerelda who talked her frugal lover into
Chez Paul and maybe a show after. After several moments of lighthearted
reluctance, Sam finally broke down, relented and agreed to go. Maybe a
night out is exactly what two old birds like us need, she mused.
I have relayed some of the conversation that Nancy had over her cell
phone at the liquor store. As you have likely figured out, that discussion
was with her BFF (another of those acronyms used these days, correct?),
Rachel. They decided to break the bank and have a great meal at Chez
Paul’s followed by a night of club hopping. What better way to help Rachel
get over the loser she was stuck with than to potentially find someone else
or just drown her sorrows?
Joe and Michelle settled on Chez Paul for their dinner, only upon her
insistence that they, at the very least, dine Dutch and share the cost. After
considerable deliberation, he finally agreed, although he was less than
happy about it. The company of his daughter was far more important than
arguing over who was going to pay. That settled, they made their way to
the restaurant on foot.
I and my fellow bills, now sharing a ride in an expensive Bulgari
handbag (a luxury I had seldom been afforded), were picked up at 7:15 p.m.
sharp. Darrell had pulled out all the stops to impress his porno starlet
date, and we were whisked away by a stretch limousine, where Darrell’s
hands proceeded to roam all over Chloe’s ample curves in the backseat.
She finally managed to stave off his advances with promises of a wild night
ahead. They popped a champagne bottle, drank thirstily and proceeded
to achieve a fairly significant booze and cocaine buzz as they made their
way to Chez Paul’s.
I had the best seat in the house that night. I was sitting within Chloe’s
purse, which stood upright on the elaborate corner table Darrell had
booked for the two of them. My own senses were buzzing for some reason.
They seemed to grow in power as, one by one, all who had possessed me
that day entered the restaurant. I cannot recollect a time when so many of
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my “owners” had gathered in one place in such a relatively short period of
time. I was inundated by all their conversations, emotions and thoughts,
all bouncing off and around me. I felt an excitement within myself that
night that I hadn’t ever experienced before. If I could move, I certainly
would have danced a jig or sung karaoke… or something, such was the
power I felt—the electricity that was charging through myself and the
room. Something wild was going to happen, I could feel it in my every
fibre. Yet, I tell you all this with the hope that you will believe this story
from as unlikely a source as there could be: a humble five-dollar bill.
At all the tables, the evening’s diners had settled in and the laid back
service had begun. I kept on hearing snippets of conversations from the
other tables:
“…is a deadbeat, forget about him…”
“…Dr. Sterling, we can never thank you enough for all…”
“… I have plenty. I don’t need you to consider moving closer…”
“…not fair! He’s not always an ass hole…”
“…Sam, we should do this more of— Hey, wait! There’s Scott, the
wonderful older man, and my gosh his wi…”
“…you have been among my favourite patie…”
“…you win: he is always an ass hole! Why do I end up…”
“…I’ve got something a lot bigger than a straw you can suc…”
On and on the conversations raced around me at dizzying speed.
I was overwhelmed, suffocating under the weight of their collective
consciousness. I felt like I was going to burst into flame, and yet, there
I remained: enclosed, seen by no one. No thought was given to me, and
why would they? I wanted to be free of these restraints; of the stifling
environment I was in.
Then it happened, it actually happened: I was released! As Darrell
excused himself from the table to visit the men’s room (and no doubt look
for a place to snort a line of coke), Chloe took a moment to delve into her
purse, looking for her compact. In doing so, she brushed against me with
the elaborate ring she wore on her pinkie finger. I would like to say that I
managed somehow to grab hold in a desperate bid for freedom, but that is
not the case. The studded diamond on her ring caught one of my frayed
edges and nearly tore me right in half. Noticing what had taken place,
Chloe pulled me free of the ring, laid me on the table and smoothed me
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out. A feeble attempt, really: I was almost beyond repair (at least, repair by
means of some scotch tape or other such intervention). She immediately
forgot about me as Darrell returned and, sliding a small crystal vial into
her hand, said, “Your turn. Just a bump to keep the night rolling.”
She excused herself and made her way to the ladies’ room with many
a head turning to watch her strut.
“What the hell? That’s Darrell right there with some tramp!” Rachel
seethed to Nancy as she saw Chloe walk away from the table. Up until that
point, they had not seen the couple parked in the corner. Having indulged
in more than a few half litres of wine and having barely touched her dinner,
Rachel was nearing that dangerous point of intoxication. You know, when
control has started to slip away, when the words you are thinking but
should not say start bubbling to the surface. I have been owned or passed
hands many times by people at this tipping point. Either composure is
regained or the person goes down the road to complete inebriation and
stupidity. Steeling herself, Rachel downed another huge gulp of wine,
stood on shaky legs and lurched in Darrell’s direction. “I’m gonna give
that prick a piece of my mind!” she stated out loud to no one in particular.
“Wait! Be careful! Don’t cause trouble,” Nancy implored of her friend,
but it was too late—Rachel pulled away from her grasp.
The anger of a woman scorned is something I have also witnessed
many times over the years, and it is never pretty! Rachel had had enough
of the lies, deceit and cruel treatment Darrell had subjected her to. I lay
there, torn, battered, unable to do anything but watch and feel as Rachel
flew across the restaurant.
“You rotten, vile, son of a bitch!” she screamed at his hunched-over
back. She smashed into another diner as she ran at Darrell, and then she
shoved his head right into the plate of food he was eating.
Just seconds prior, Esmerelda had returned from her own bathroom
visit and was still pulling out her chair. “Hey, Sam, you should see the
coked-out chick in the ladies’ room—” she began, when suddenly a person
plowed into her, sending her reeling into the next table.
As fortune would have it, the next table was where Scott, Maureen and
Dr. Sterling were enjoying their lovely meal. Esmerelda crashed headlong
into the table, barely getting her hands out in front to break her fall.
Fortunately, Scott and Maureen were to the side and did not come into
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the line of fire of the flailing woman. The same could not be said for Dr.
Sterling. As Esmerelda crashed into the table, plates, glasses, utensils and
food scattered everywhere. The doctor tried to back away, but the weight
of Esmeralda forced the table right into his chest. His chair was up on its
back two legs, and he was losing his battle with remaining erect. As he
tumbled over, his legs and feet kicked the table nearly upright. Dr. Sterling
crashed to the floor. A heavy table leg came down on him, and he barely
knew what hit him; he was rendered unconscious. Scott and Maureen
looked on in shocked horror.
Darrell had his fork poised with a massive piece of well-done steak
on it (not how I’d eat one, if I could) when he was slammed in the back
by the unrestrained Rachel. He managed to pull the utensil away without
impaling himself on it, but the chunk of steak was lodged deep down his
throat. The result was predictable and immediate. I have seen the panic
that takes place when one is choking; witnessed the near death of one of my
owners, in fact, who had ingested a large piece of a hot dog. Darrell stood
up and grasped at his throat. He started lurching around the furniture in
an alarmed state; he knew he was going to die. He smashed into the table
as he thrashed about, spilling the entire contents of his expensive glass of
red wine all over me. Ripped and drowning in a sea of Pinot—what a way
to go!
By this time, Chloe had made her way out of the bathroom and was
heading back to the dining area when she heard the ruckus. She dashed to
their table and, surprisingly, had her wits about her. All of the other people
still sat in stunned silence, unsure what to do.
“Look, you fucking idiots, can’t you see the man is choking? Call 911!”
she screamed at the onlookers. She carried on, “Is there a doctor here? He
needs help immediately!”
The only doctor present was on the floor, oblivious (the irony wasn’t
lost on me). All attention was on the tragedy unfolding in front of the
onlookers. It was Joe, seated clear across the room, who sprung into action.
He bolted across the restaurant and made his way to the choking man. He
noticed who it was: his nemesis, the bigoted, mean-spirited guy who always
berated him. Without hesitation, Joe ran behind the now blue-in-theface Darrell. His frenetic motions were waning; he was beginning to lose
consciousness.
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Before he could fall to the floor and make what needed to be done
just about impossible, Joe grasped Darrell and wrapped his arms around
him. He entwined his fingers, found his mark and delivered a Heimlich
manoeuvre with such force that he severely strained his own back. The
thrust of his balled fists helped expel the large chunk of meat, and it
smacked Chloe right between the eyes with an audible thud. This was
promptly followed by a jetting geyser of barely digested stomach contents
that also found her—its seemingly primary target.
“Are you fucking kidding me?” she managed to say, wiping the
steaming mess from her face and eyes. She turned, grabbed her handbag
and ran out of the restaurant as fast as her unsteady legs could carry her.
Coughing and sputtering, Darrell—barely standing—stooped over
and looked directly at Joe, the man who had saved his life. He saw who
it was and could not suppress a look of astonishment. He could only
manage two words through his damaged windpipe. “Thank you,” he
uttered hoarsely. Darrell extended his hand, Joe accepted, and they shook
with a firm grip.
Later
So that, my friends, is my story: a day in my life. A busier day than usual
(I once spent more than five uncomfortable years stuffed in a mattress—
yes, people really do that!). I suppose I didn’t have anything profound or
enlightening to say. At the very least, I hope I have entertained you. If you
have read this tale, you must be pondering the inevitable question, one I
have heard time and again: how the hell can a five-dollar bill manage to
record any of this to begin with? Well… some things should be left as a
mystery. Let your imagination run wild. Just how did I do this? A great
magician never reveals his tricks, and so I will carry mine to my grave,
which, I fear, is not long off, considering what I just went through!
Having spent this much time together, I should at least share with you
what came of me that frantic evening. The restaurant finally settled down,
and the managers and staff righted the ship. I, unnoticed, was swept up
with the garbage and debris, and a bus boy unceremoniously chucked me
into a dumpster behind the restaurant—just like so much other garbage!
At about 2:30 a.m., a local vagrant, a homeless man, was digging through
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said dumpster looking for some kind of sustenance. He scrounged some
food and found a tattered, torn and completely red-stained five-dollar bill.
His face lit up like he had won a lottery! That was fine by me; perhaps
there may still be more stories to tell.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
Sunday 8:01 a.m.
Terry had been keeping track. As much as he had slipped in and out of
coherency due to the beatings, he was fully aware that they had now shared
fourteen of Roger’s stories, not even accounting for the God-awful poems.
Terry was worried: What comes next? They had already read more than
Roger had alluded to yesterday. Were he and Rita on borrowed time? Was
Julia’s arrival going to help them at all? It appeared not; Roger seemed to
be beyond reasoning with, even by his wife. Any chance for escape seemed
unlikely. Rita was still crying softly, and Julia sat in a state of shock, cross
legged on the floor, apparently in no shape, physically or mentally, to stand
up to Roger. She was actually sitting there with a goofy grin on her face
and a faraway look in her eyes. Even Roger seemed deflated. After Julia
had finished reading “A Day in the Life,” he just sat in his swivel chair
staring straight ahead. He was idly caressing the gun that sat in his lap,
the only motion he made. An impending sense of doom enveloped Terry,
I’m likely going to die at the hands of this madman! He had to try to get
through to him.
“Hey, Roger, I really liked that story. It was nice. No, wait, more than
that: it was chaotic, playful and deeply profound all at the same time. It
still had some of your signature nasty characters but tempered in a way
that fit very well. Great job,” he said sincerely. Nothing. No response. The
only sound in the room was Rita’s sniffling and the constant battering of
the rain. He tried again, “That was lucky um… number fourteen. Are we
done here, Roger? Can we wrap this up and move ahead? I know that I for
one could use a shower and a break from all of this.” Terry stated this in
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as positive a tone as he could manage—he still did not comprehend which
buttons, when pushed, set Roger off.
Roger finally moved. He swivelled his chair to look at Terry.
“Fourteen?” Roger pondered this and appeared to be counting in his head.
Nobody said a word, knowing this could be the penultimate moment in
their hostage drama. After several moments, he continued, “By God, I
believe you’re correct! However, I have definitely overachieved: I finished
another story Friday night just before our meeting on Saturday. It’s rough.
I have titled it ‘Adventures In A Limousine.’ I have also finished a sequel to
‘The Morphlings.’ I have titled it ‘Loose Ends’ because I’m not sure what
else to call it right now. Remember, the one that you, Mister Pissy Pants,
insisted was not a complete story. That it had to have a resolution. Well, it
does now. Not only does it have a resolution, it brings back characters from
two other stories as well. A tying up of many loose ends. While you two
were sleeping, I was working. Isn’t that always the way with your types?
Like some of my other ideas, it’s not committed to the computer yet. I
have these notes, and they still may be a little uneven, but I’ll share both
stories with all three of you.”
“That’s great, Rog, but then what?” Terry responded, not truly sure if
he should feel relieved. “Do we clean up and carry on?”
“Well, of course. You and Rita publish my short story collection, I
finish the trilogy and we put this sorry incident behind us.”
Rita looked on in amazement, Does Roger not see Terry’s ruined face?
Doesn’t he comprehend what he has subjected us too? The fool is going directly
to jail the moment I leave this house—if I ever leave this house!
Even Julia was shocked at what her husband proposed. Everything had
changed since she left Friday afternoon, and he was beyond realizing it.
He was in his own fantasy world. Julia fully understood that something
would have to be done to resolve this situation.
“Roger…” she began gently, “I don’t think you know what’s happened
here. You can’t do this to people, can’t hold them hostage without
repercussions. Something will have to be done.”
Roger appeared to mull this over, his eyes still far away, his hand still
caressing the gun. He looked small, childlike. “I just wanted an audience—
someone to listen to me for a change, someone to ease the pressure. You
don’t know what it is like trying to live up to prior expectations. You don’t
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understand writer’s block: an empty page or computer screen staring at
you, belittling you, telling you that you don’t have what it takes anymore.”
Roger began to cry softly.
Pulling himself together, he continued, “Do me this one last favour: let
me read to you my last two completed stories. In an odd way, ‘Adventures
In A Limousine’ relates to what we are dealing with now. ‘The Morphlings’
conclusion, ‘Loose Ends’ also seems to be a fitting way to bring an end to
what I’ve done this weekend—a tying up of loose ends, an air of finality.
These last two, and then I’ll turn myself over to the police.”
“Alright, sweetheart. That sounds fine,” Julia said with authority.
Roger looked to her and smiled. My love. She’ ll know what to do, she
always knows what to do. Julia turned to the others; a steely determination
was set in her eyes. They nodded their agreement. She looked back at her
husband with a knowing glance. Roger had seen that look before, many
times. Roger kept the hand-scrawled notes himself, some, in fact, barely
legible. If they were to be read, he clearly would have to do it. Roger began
to read the last of his completed stories to the roughly assembled audience.
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Adventures In A Limousine
“Are you shitting me?” Clayton asked of his wife, Lorraine. His hands
clenched the wheel tighter.
“No, I’m not. I… I really think we won. Like… the big prize: the
one-million-dollar prize!” she squealed with delight. Little flecks of
scratcher ticket shavings flew about the cabin as she waved her hands
above her head.
“C’mon, not while I’m driving. Don’t bullshit me, that’s not funny!”
Clayton had chided his wife for throwing away twenty dollars on the
foolish Cash Spectacular ticket, money they could not afford to spend so
frivolously with his pending unemployment. Lorraine had insisted and had
even chosen the ticket from the retailer. Now her hunch—her intuition—
may have provided them a break they so badly needed.
“No, seriously honey, we freakin’ won…” he couldn’t even make out
the rest of what she was saying, such was her animated hooting and
hollering.
“The big prize—one million?” he asked again, louder. It was all he
could do to keep the car on the road in his own growing excitement. He
had actually started to drift into the passing lane—never a good idea on
the 401 highway.
“I’m sure, I’m sure! Pull over before you get us killed,” Lorraine
yammered at him excitedly.
Clayton signalled his intent and eased the car onto the shoulder of
the road. Fortunately, it was not busy with traffic that particular Sunday
morning. His hands were still shaking as he came to full stop. Lorraine
handed him the ticket, and he hastily looked it over.
“Well, come on. What do you thi—”
“Babe, you’re right, you are so damn right: we won a million bucks!”
he interrupted. He climbed out of the car so quickly that he was nearly
run over by a speeding vehicle. The blaring horn and angry middle finger
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thrust in his direction barely registered, he was so excited. Clayton dashed
to his wife’s side of the car and met her as she also got out. They hugged
and danced around for several minutes, literally howling and crying with
delight, the winning ticket still clutched tightly in Clayton’s hand the
entire time.
Several vehicles passed and wondered what the hell the crazy couple
was up to, but none stopped to investigate.

~~
Gently easing his 6’ 3” bulk behind the wheel of the stretch limousine,
Brent let out a mighty sigh. He dreaded the long day ahead: Toronto and
back, and he had to stay with the clients for as long as they wanted, perhaps
even into the next day, Saturday. As beautiful a vehicle as it was, he was still
not comfortable, being too large to fit in any such confined space. How
he had allowed that prick Paul to persuade him to do another run so close
on the heels of the last was beyond him. Actually, who was he fooling? He
knew exactly why. All these extra hours and two jobs was in an effort to
save enough money for Devin’s cancer treatments.
Brent’s thoughts drifted back to another time: he and Devin, only four
years of age, rolling in a pile of freshly raked leaves, his trusty sidekick Jack
(their Chocolate Lab) buried as well. Brent had to re-rake several times, and
a half-hour job filled a chunk of the afternoon. He revelled in the laughter
and barking and smiles, the smell of autumn in the air and all around
them. How he had held them both so tightly, hugging Devin for as long
as the boy allowed before bounding off to his next adventure.
He also recalled looking to the house and seeing Pam, his now ex-wife,
standing in the doorway of their modest bungalow, smiling—looking
radiant—holding a mug of hot chocolate and beckoning them to come
in. It was at least an hour before they did, and her mood had changed,
almost as though she were envious of their time together, but it was more
about scolding them both for tracking leaves and muck through the house.
He could never understand her lack of spontaneity, her grave seriousness.
Even then, Brent had realized that they were drifting apart. He’d
made it through the tough years that followed, his son the main lifeline
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he used to keep his sanity. Devin grounded him, made him feel like he
had a purpose. As the marriage crumbled, his love for his only son had
increased—almost painfully so. Devin was all he had! Now she had taken
all that from him, claiming neglect and alcohol abuse as the cause for their
troubles. She drove me to it: her inattention to me, to us! She is to blame. Brent
only saw his son on weekends, and every other one at that.
Less than a six months ago, Pam had blindsided him with the horrible
news: his son, Devin, was dying. If I had been around more, maybe I would’ve
seen it, maybe I could’ve helped. She never pays him enough attention. His
beautiful nine-year-old son was slowly wasting away from a rare form
of cancer, Rhabdomyosarcoma, and the experts gave him little hope of
survival following the latest round of chemotherapy. Surgery was the next
option and an expensive one at that. Here they were, in one of the most
civilized, developed countries on the planet, and his only son was going to
slowly die because they had to wait for surgery. It’s bullshit, like they don’t
even care. Nobody seems to care! However, Pam had discovered a clinic in
Pennsylvania that could perform the operation within the month. They
had to scrape together the down payment in that short time and then
demonstrate the ability to continue ongoing payments.
As the unfairness of it all struck him again, he quickly wiped a tear
from the corner of his eye. I’ll do this and whatever it takes to save my boy!
“Better get my shit together. Nobody wants a weepy, blubbering limo
driver showing up! Probably some stuck-up corporate dickhead, too damn
lazy to drive himself anywhere,” he lamented. Sitting behind the wheel, he
ran his fingers through his thinning hair and put on the provided hat. He
looked into the rear-view mirror at his clean-shaven face, straightened his
tie and smiled his best “let’s face the world” smile. Even though his eyes
were baggier than usual—almost bruised looking—he liked what he saw.
Looking better than I feel!
Car fully prepped, cleaned and supplied per the client’s request, Brent
was good to go. He started the limo, entered the address into the navigation
system, gunned the motor and drove out of the limousine service bay
doors. Waving at a mechanic, he moved on to his next adventure.

~~
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Lorraine had called her parents that Sunday from the car and told
a little white lie that she was not feeling well: the flu or something. She
begged off their visit and they headed back home. Neither she nor Clayton
could stand being subjected to her parents for an entire afternoon with
their new secret. Another afternoon full of recrimination and carefully
veiled inquisitions about starting a family—a step they were not sure they
were ready for—the biological clock discussion she always fell into with
her mom. For God’s sake, she was only 34; they still had time! Could
her mother not stop bugging them? Her younger sister Phyllis wasn’t any
closer to producing grandchildren, she wasn’t even married! This would
be followed by another round of questions about what Clayton would do
once the manufacturing plant he worked for closed for good. They were
in too wonderful of humour to allow any of that to happen.
She soon forgot these thoughts as she rode home in a near-delirious
state while they talked about how they would spend their winnings and
what they could do. Maybe they could take an actual honeymoon—
something they could not afford nine years ago when they married. They
laughed and giggled the entire time, even as they pulled into the driveway.
Tumbling through the door, they were barely able to keep their hands off
each other. They engaged in a rousing bout of celebratory sex right there
in the foyer of their modest side-split as their two cats, Bingo and Bella,
looked on in obvious surprise.
“Wow, we gotta win money more often!” Clayton chuckled, which
garnered a playful slap from Lorraine.
Later that evening, still basking in the afterglow, Clayton idly ran
his fingers through Lorraine’s long, brown, slightly greying hair. They
completely filled their twin bed.
“Hey, how about a new queen-size bed?” Lorraine inquired.
“Screw it! King size!” Clayton laughed. “But seriously, when do you
think we should go get our winnings? We have to head to Toronto, to the
lottery commission… something or other… to collect.”
“Well, I don’t know. It’s a lot of money we’ll be dealing with, and we
have to be careful. Let’s not rush. How about next weekend?” Lorraine
responded.
“I’m not sure I can wait that long, you?”
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“We mentioned it in the car: let’s collect the cash then take a flight
right from Toronto… you know, that honeymoon trip we never did go on.”
“I’ll just call in sick for a few shifts; it’s not like my workplace really
gives a shit anymore,” Clayton responded enthusiastically. “Can you get
an entire week off from the clinic as early as next week?”
“I can try. I’m just a vet tech, so it’s not like they desperately need me.
I don’t think anyone has time off booked,” she answered.
“Settled. I have tomorrow off, so I’ll hunt us down an all-inclusive
resort vacation. We might even get a great deal this time of year; I don’t
think a lot of people travel in October.”
“Listen to you! Book us something stunning. We deserve it, and now
we can afford it,” Lorraine exclaimed. “Oh wait! What about Bella and
Bingo? They can’t be here on their own for a week.” Upon hearing their
names, the cats looked up from their cozy armchair in the bedroom in
hopes that they would be beckoned to join their owners.
“I’ll take care of the arrangements for them, too—maybe your parents
could help out or a kennel. Isn’t there a cat spa on the highway heading
out of town? Seems kind of frivolous, but we can afford to put them up
for a bit now,” he chuckled. “Hey babe, while I’m thinking about it: you
know how much I hate driving in the city. Why don’t we book a limo to
get us there and back?”
“Fine with me!” she giggled. “And maybe while we are away, we can
work on that little detail Mom and Dad have been after us about for
years—you know, a family—or a least have fun trying!” Having said this,
Lorraine’s hand darted under the covers and she started manipulating
Clayton to full mast. They were soon rolling around, enjoying each other’s
company once again.
Clayton made all the necessary arrangements the next day, including
travelling with Elegant Limousine Service to and from Toronto. They had
also decided not to tell their parents or friends about their winnings, not
just yet: this was about them. They were going to have the time of their
lives.
“I’ve never been in one of those!” Lorraine tittered with glee as they
noticed the long vehicle turn onto their street. She and Clayton were
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watching from their front steps as the limo made its slow approach to their
home. “How about you?” she asked of Clayton.
“Once, high school prom—my date had rich parents.”
“Oh, a hot date!” she teased.
“Oh yeah, right up until she puked cherry brandy and potato chips all
over me and my snazzy navy-blue suit,” he laughed at the memory.
“Are you shitting me?” Lorraine said, mocking her husband’s favourite
saying.
“I shit you not! She had been sneaking booze the entire afternoon with
her best friend. So much for my dreams of losing my virginity in the back
of a limousine,” Clayton answered, which brought a playful elbow to the
ribs from Lorraine.
“Let’s see what we can do about that today. Not the virginity thing,
but… you know…” she giggled. “Besides, you’re lying. You said you lost
that when you were fourteen!”
“Just one of the many small lies we men tell in order to look better than
we are,” Clayton said, followed by a mischievous grin. He continued, “Uh,
speaking of lies: is that your cell phone in your purse? Hand it over, we are
putting them away. This entire week is about us, no communicating with
anybody.” Lorraine reached in and pulled the phone out, she reluctantly
handed it over. She then gave a flirtatious caress to the centre of Clayton’s
dress pants. He leaned into her and smelled her hair—peaches or something.
Man, he loved her scent.
“By the way babe you look stunning in that mini-skirt, haven’t seen
you in something like that in years, why today?”
“Easy access”, was her lascivious reply.
He could not help but think what a wonderful turn of events had
taken place for them; how their fortunes had changed on a simple impulse
purchase.
More than a few neighbours looked their way as the driver circled the
crescent and pulled into their driveway. Clayton pulled back from Lorraine
as the limousine came to a stop. She glanced back and gave Clayton a
knowing smile. God, how I love this man! she thought adoringly. The driver
started to come out. Clayton hefted their luggage, and they descended the
steps.
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“Brent, Brent Barber. I’ll be your driver to Toronto today,” he said as
he extended his hand. “Oh, and please put down the bags. It’s my job to
pamper you for the duration.”
Clayton did as instructed, and the two men firmly shook hands.
Although Brent was at least ten years his senior, he had a surprisingly
strong grip. “Pleased to meet you, Brent. This is my wife, Lorraine.”
“The pleasure is all mine. I’m used to driving older couples—usually
my age or more. Nice to have younger clients for a change.” As Brent said
this, he stepped to the side and took Lorraine’s hand in his own, bending
forward, almost as if to plant as kiss on it. He seemed to think better of
this, stood, looked at them both and said with enthusiasm, “Sorry, I’m
a little out of sorts today. Sometimes I think of my clients as royalty. In
reality, that’s what you are when you travel with me. You will be my king
and queen for the day and I your knave!”
Brent said this with such sincerity that the couple could not help but
chuckle. The sheepish grin on his large round face was the kicker; Lorraine
and Clayton started laughing in earnest.
“I’ll assume that your laughter is not at but with me, and therefore
I’ll join you in your mirth,” Brent said as he began to laugh along in a
high-pitched manner—not what they expected from a man of his physical
stature.
The couple exchanged a glance. Bit of an odd duck, Clayton thought.
Before either could say another word, Brent spoke up again: “Please climb
right in.” He went to the rear door and, with a sweeping gesture, grasped
the handle and opened it for them.
“Uh… right. Why, thank you, but let me help with the ba—”
Brent interrupted, “Tut, tut! You’ll do no such thing. Allow me to stow
your luggage in the rear compartment as you two get familiar with your
new surroundings. Remember, this is your temporary home for the next
four to six hours or more, you may as well know what you have in store.” At
this, Clayton and Lorraine climbed in. Clayton had the winning scratcher
folded and tucked away in the breast pocket of his tropical print shirt; it
had barely been out of his sight the entire week.
The limousine’s rear seating area was huge! Clayton with his six-foot
frame could still have stretched out entirely. Lorraine just looked around
in awe: supple leather seats, beautiful wood inlays throughout, polished
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chrome—in a word: stunning! Her smile beamed ear to ear. “Oh my
God… this is incredible! I never expected… well… this.” Lorraine began
to shed a tear as she drank in the luxurious environment.
“Hey, hey! None of that,” Clayton said as he slid over to her and
wrapped his arm around her shoulder. He squeezed her tightly and, lifting
her chin to look her in the eyes, continued, “We deserve this—a break—a
chance to live out our dreams.” He leaned in, and they shared a passionate
kiss.
“Ahem… sorry to interrupt, but the door is still open,” Brent leaned
down to peer at them. They hurriedly pulled apart. He continued, “The
bags are packed, the only other thing I need is the full address we are
heading to. Somehow, my paperwork doesn’t have it. I just know that we
are heading to the big town.”
“Okay, I wrote it down here somewhere, or maybe in my carry-on bag,”
Clayton said as he rummaged around in his pockets.
“Honey, try the front pocket of your pants again. I saw you stuff it in
there earlier,” Lorraine encouraged.
Checking once more, Clayton fished out the folded-over sheet and
handed it to Brent. “You were right, babe,” he said to Lorraine.
“OLG Prize Centre, 20 Dundas Street W., Toronto, Ontario M5G
2C2,” Brent read out softly in his lilting tone. “Hmmm… big winners,
eh? Good for you! Well, time’s a-wasting. We’d better hit the road.” His
features had turned stony, the smile fading from his lips. Clayton had not
noticed as he straightened up his attire, but Lorraine had seen the change
in their driver and didn’t like it at all.
An hour and a half later, all of Lorraine’s trepidation was long gone.
As they headed from their small town to the highway exit, Brent had
lowered the tinted glass mirror between the front and back seating areas
and described the luxuries at their disposal. There was a television, a DVD
player with a selection of movies and numerous speakers if they wanted to
listen to music. Per their instructions, the fully stocked bar contained two
bottles of champagne, a bottle of expensive red wine for Lorraine and a
bottle of Crown Royal with the necessary ice and mixer for Clayton. There
was plenty to snack on as well. They were both light drinkers—social at
best—so, with one bottle of bubbly gone and both passengers well into
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their other respective bottles, the two had a mellow glow. The couple opted
for the radio, and it was currently tuned to “Yacht Rock,” a Sirius satellite
station that completely fit the mood of their leisurely drive. They were rich;
not beyond their wildest dreams but certainly enough to enjoy the day and
a full week away starting tomorrow night. They had maxed out two credit
cards to finance the limo and their trip but didn’t care, knowing they were
soon going to have a million dollars drop into their account.
Clayton jammed another handful of cashews into his mouth, enjoying
the rich, decadent taste: a major step up from his usual salted peanuts. “We
shmood ull ver,” he slurred, mouth full of pasty nuts.
“We should what, you drunken fool?” Lorraine laughed as she asked.
With another long haul on his whisky and Coke, Clayton swirled it
around, swallowed and tried again, “We should pull over. I need to take a
leak and maybe we can enjoy this!” Pulling a fat joint out of his overnight
bag, Clayton held it up for Lorraine’s closer inspection.
“Are you kidding me? We haven’t touched anything like that in years!”
she exclaimed. “Where the hell did you get it?”
“From a buddy at work. It appears I haven’t lost my touch with rolling,
either. After all, it is Jamaica we’re heading to. I thought we should warm
ourselves up a bit to that environment.”
“OK, fine. But not in here, the next exit,” Lorraine giggled.
Clayton rapped on the tinted window, and it slowly slid down. “Next
rest stop, pull over, kind sir. It seems that we have a need to use the
facilities,” he said in a mocking tone.
Lorraine glowered at him.
“Yes, of course. Quite timely, really: the next stop is only minutes
out. Post haste, we’ll be there,” replied Brent, his dark glasses covering his
intense eyes as the window eased back up.
“Don’t pick on him; the last thing we need is to start trouble,” Lorraine
scolded Clayton.
He just grinned his semi-drunken grin in her direction. “All good,
babe. He’s getting paid well and we’ll give him a massive tip.” They
reclined into their seats in a warm embrace, and within minutes, they felt
the limousine slowing down.

~~
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Fucking ass hole, who the fuck does he think he is? They just fell into
money and now he’s the hotshot! I try to be fun, to make their trip enjoyable
and light, and that’s what I get. Do they think I can’t hear them? Stupid fools!
“Massive tip…” I’ ll give him a massive tip: don’t be a dickhead! How the hell
do I put up with this shit?
Brent eased the limo off the highway and pulled into a parking spot,
his smile contradicting the brooding thoughts that played through his
head. Maybe I’ ll just help myself to their winnings… wonder if they have the
ticket on them or packed in their luggage. Shit, listen to me! How the hell can
I even think that? Give your head a shake, old man. He went to the back
doors to help his passengers out.
Nearly 45 minutes later, and they still had not returned. So much for a
20-minute break. I’ ll be forever with these two, Brent fumed. Sitting behind
the wheel, Brent’s thoughts drifted once again.
The schoolyard could be seen from his driver-side window. There he
was: Devin playing tag or some other game with his rug rat peers. Just
a quick little visit, and he will be mine again—snatch and grab—happens
all the time. ‘Cept I won’t hang around like a dumb ass! Brent’s life had
deteriorated into a deep hole of alcoholism and self-pity. He sat there,
contemplating kidnapping his own son. Just as he reached for the handle of
the car door, ready to release it and climb out, a hand squeezed his shoulder
roughly. Brent had not even seen Billy, Pam’s latest boyfriend, come up
from behind. Leaning in closer, Billy spoke up, “Hey partner, thought you
were supposed to stay away from Devin. That’s what a restraining order is
all about, isn’t it? Oh, and hey: you smell like a fucking distillery. Maybe
you should just get the hell out of here before I call the cops.”
Without even allowing Brent to respond, Billy walked away, heading
toward the playground. Billy half turned and gave Brent a middle-finger
salute followed by a sly grin. As he turned back, he raised his hand and
waved at Devin. The boy broke stride with his friends and ran to Billy
who reached up and swung him around. The two giggled and, altogether,
looked like the best of buddies. My son! My freakin’ son, not yours! Brent
started the car and pulled away, tears obscuring his vision. Somehow, he
managed to make it home.
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His thoughts returned to the present, and again, he found himself
dabbing at the corners of his eyes with a balled-up Kleenex. Brent got
out of the limo, and after surveying the parking lot, he rifled through the
trunk, looking at his passengers’ bags. They all had locks on them: the new,
nearly indestructible ones. So much for making that winning ticket my own!
Brent sauntered toward the rest stop. He too needed a bathroom break.
As he came back out, his clients were waiting by the limo. Within
earshot, Clayton started in on him, “We’ve been out here waiting for a full
ten minutes, what gives?”
“So sorry, sir, that was not my intent. I merely needed to relieve myself
as well,” Brent replied. Three minutes tops, you lying sack of shit, he thought
to himself but dared not say. “How can I make it up to you?”
“Well…”
Before he could continue, Lorraine piped up: “Don’t worry, it was
minutes, and it was nice to get some fresh air.” She glared at Clayton and
he looked at the ground, shamefaced. Lorraine knew her husband and that
he and whisky were not the best bedfellows.
“No problem. If there is anything I can do, please allow me. That’s
my job today and next week upon your return.” Brent said this, mustering
as much sincerity as he could, even though he was still incensed inside.
He noticed that Clayton was fondling the upper breast pocket of his light
shirt for about the twentieth time. As he opened the doors for the couple,
he noticed a folded-over piece of paper—yet thicker than paper—in that
pocket. It had some kind of colourful printing on it.
Holy shit, they reek of pot! No wonder they were gone for such a long
time: they were getting high as a kite, he thought distractedly. Legalizing
marijuana… What the hell is this country coming too? And yet I still can’t
get my son the surgery he needs within a timely manner. Fucked up priorities,
he pondered.
Lorraine noticed just how quickly Brent went from endearing to
menacing, his facial expressions giving away his thoughts. And such a
huge man… I will have to keep Clayton in check, she thought. Her hand
involuntarily drifted to his breast pocket, a reflex really, as they settled
back into their lovely cave.
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As Brent started the engine, it dawned on him: the ticket! A scratch
ticket! Their precious winning lottery scratcher was hidden right in plain
sight. Clayton had it in the pocket of his shirt. What the hell is that idiot
thinking? Just about the least secure way to hold something of value. The idiot
deserves to lose it and whatever the winnings may be. Maybe there is a way to
ensure that the money is put to good use. Maybe I can tell them about Devin—
perhaps they will want to help. Brent mulled this over as he signalled and
merged onto the highway. Even this proved difficult, as the traffic was
beginning to build. Shit, it’s going to be a long day!

~~
More than just a little mellow from the joint they had smoked at
the rest stop, the couple fell into a happy stupor. Neither had imbibed
such a thing for years—not that they were against it, they just didn’t
typically seem to enjoy it. Clayton slowed down on his whisky, realizing
that Lorraine was correct in that he was becoming mean spirited. They
listened to the cool tunes and actually sang along to many that they knew.
Currently, they were crooning to “Brandy (You’re A Fine Girl)” by Looking
Glass, their voices rising high in the back seat as they enjoyed each other’s
company and that of the radio.

~~
Brent gripped the wheel fiercely. I have never heard anything so dreadful!
Karaoke is not their strong suit. They wouldn’t even entertain the notion of
exploring other satellite music channels. Brent had grown up on a steady
diet of hard rock and heavy metal music, and even though well into his
forties, he still listened to heavy tunes most of the time. So, this is the crap
I’ ll be subjected to for the rest of the trip. Oh well, better than the Lawrence
Welk shit some want to hear, but not by much. What the hell is a youngish
couple doing listening to shitty 1970s tunes? Don’t even get me started on the
smarmy announcer. Sounds just like Thurston Howell III from that ridiculous
60s sitcom Gilligan’s Island! At least three hours to go… Brent drove on, ever
mindful of the heavy traffic on the highway that was already forcing him
to slow down.
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Another two hours on the highway, and traffic had slowed to a crawl
at times. Brent was nearly at his wit’s end. The music was driving him nuts
and the stupid banter from the couple languishing in the back even more
so. I’m not even getting paid well for this shit: two dollars over minimum wage.
Working two jobs is killing me! Brent’s mind drifted back to a heated phone
conversation with Pamela, his ex-wife (she was thirteen years his junior
and they had started a family late):
“I’m doing what I can. I’m pulling overtime shifts at the factory and
I’m thinking of driving again to help out.”
“‘Help out’? ‘Help out’? How about all those years when you weren’t
here for us at all? Devin needs you, not your money. He needs to know
you care!”
“He knows I care. And if I remember, it was you who pulled the plug
on us,” he stated emphatically. The conversation devolved rapidly from
there—a series of not-so-veiled threats and accusations—how most of his
discussions with Pam went these days.
Brent was startled out of his revelry by the blare of a horn behind
him encouraging him to move. He had come to a full stop: some accident
ahead, maybe. Seeing that the traffic had moved briefly while his mind
was elsewhere, he gunned the engine to catch up. In the back, Lorraine
and Clayton sang along to “Reminiscing” by the Little River Band. Too
freakin’ close to home, Brent cringed.

~~
An hour later, still before Port Hope and barely moving, they likely
still had hours to go. Neither Clayton nor Lorraine seemed to care. “I could
really get used to this life of luxury,” Clayton beamed from the back seat.
He was fully stretched out, another joint, unlit, held between his fingers.
“Not in here,” Lorraine scolded. “Put that away. Maybe you should
have something else in your hands…” She slid across the back seat and
pressed her breasts into Clayton’s side. He hurriedly put the smoke away
in the worn cigarette package his buddy had given him, where it lined up
with the other six within—plenty to get them to Jamaica. His empty mitts
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became fully engaged in the new task at hand. Clayton glanced up and
noticed that he had no idea where Brent was looking with his mirrored
sunglasses on. He rapped on the tinted window mirror, “Hey, privacy
please!”
The window slowly climbed, and Clayton resumed.

~~
Brent knew that they were not the first couple to enjoy the back seat
of a limousine in an intimate way, but for some reason, it infuriated him.
The fools don’t even realize that, although tinted, I can still see all that they
are up to. Hell of a show, too. She’s hot as fire, that one. Obviously spends some
time in a gym. That ticket… I can do so much more with it than these two:
I can save a life! These two jackasses look perfectly content to piss it away. Is it
a couple thousand? Ten thousand? Must be a big prize if they need to cash out
in Toronto. Car barely crawling, Brent felt trapped like a rat in a cage. The
cheesy music continued to play. Even watching the carnal activities in the
back seat from the angled rear-view mirror did not lift his spirits.
Finally, the traffic relented, the third lane making all the difference
past Port Hope. Why the hell isn’t the entire 401 three lanes? he wondered.
So many accidents and deaths on this highway. For God’s sake, they even have
a freakin’ TV show about it on the Discovery Channel: “Heavy Rescue” or
some such nonsense. Brent’s thoughts of the highway and the government
inevitably led to those of the healthcare system and his dying son. One of
the highest taxation rates of any industrialized nation yet some of the longest
healthcare wait times. What a fucking mess! Forced to pay out of pocket for
my own son. Brent’s thoughts further deteriorated his already foul mood.
Shaken out of his conflicted emotional state by a knock on the glass
partition, he triggered down the window.
“Uh… can you pull over at the next rest stop?” Clayton inquired.
“Yeah, we need to… um… freshen up,” Lorraine added from
behind him.
“Sure, whatever you need; however, we are only thirty minutes out of
Toronto, you can’t hang on till then?” Brent inquired forcefully, hoping
that they would be alright with driving on.
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“No, we really need to clean up,” Clayton replied. Either he missed the
tone Brent used or completely ignored it.
“Fine, you’re the boss today,” Brent said through gritted teeth, his
patience wearing thin. Already 2 p.m. I’ ll be with these idiots all day, he
fumed internally. His anger ratcheting up another notch, Brent pulled
at his suit collar, loosening the company tie. To hell with protocol! I’ ll be
stuck all day, I may as well try to find some comfort. He signalled and left
the highway at Ajax.
The happy couple stumbled out of the back of the limo and made their
way to the restroom of a Burger King restaurant. The smell of sex and
booze permeating the entire vehicle, Brent got out as well. He stretched,
scratched and yawned, pondering what he had considered doing. Can I
really go through with it? Can I ask a couple I barely know for money for the
surgery Devin so desperately needs? His thoughts drifted to even more abrupt
outcomes. I’ ll just take the damn ticket. It’s right in the pocket of his shirt,
and the two of them are barely coherent. How can they stop me? It would
be their word against mine. How would they pay for their little jaunt in the
limousine? Based on their home, a ride like this was not something they could
afford every day. How could I cover my tracks? He thought desperately of his
son. The boy did not deserve his pending ordeal, even if they could afford
the surgery. All these swirling questions and emotions played around in
his overwrought brain. I can’t. They are just everyday people like me. Who
am I to take away their winnings?
Decision finally made, Brent felt a weight lift off his back. As desperate
as he was, he was not about to break the law. Hard work and long hours
had to be the solution. Brent strode slowly to the restaurant, holding back
tears. When did I become an emotional old twit? he pondered.

~~
An hour and forty minutes later, Lorraine and Clayton finally made
their way back to the limousine. After separate trips to the respective
bathrooms to “clean up,” they decided that they had the munchies and
stood in a long line before being served their Whoppers. Then, a trip to the
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nearby forested area behind the restaurant (“for nature’s sake” as Clayton
had put it) led to them finally stumbling back to the car, stoned.
Brent knew that he was expected to deliver his clients to their final
destination—their hotel for the evening—and Elegant Limousine was
to be paid handsomely if it spilled into Saturday. He would be put up
for the night in some fleabag motel while his clients enjoyed luxurious
accommodations. Brent would also be compensated for his time, but just
regular hours, no overtime. Another Saturday that he would not be able to
visit Devin. All their damn fault, too, for needing to take their sweet mother
fucking time with all they did today!
“Say, Brent, can we access the trunk? We’ll need a change of clothes
before we go to the lottery office,” Clayton asked.
“Honey, I think it’s closed. We’ll have to go early tomorrow morning. I
read online that the entire process could take four hours or more,” Lorraine
stated.
“Oh shit, you’re right. Well, I guess it’s straight to the hotel and a good
night’s sleep for us,” Clayton said. “Hope that is OK with you, old chap.
A night in Toronto. On us, really.”
Brent had met them at the back doors of the limo, so he was standing
beside Clayton when he made this pronouncement. It was all Brent could
do not to lash out and punch him in the face. He actually envisioned it:
Clayton’s nose crunching under his balled fist. “Sounds great, my man. I
can think of no place I would rather be!” he exclaimed through clenched
teeth.
Lorraine could hear the tenseness in Brent’s voice, “I’m sorry it came
to this, we may have spoiled your plans,” she said.
“No, no. Quite all right. You are my priority; here to serve,” Brent
managed to say. As Clayton followed his wife into the back seat, Brent
made out the folded-over ticket in his breast pocket once more. Somehow
they’ ll listen, or it’ ll be mine, he thought angrily.
The final straw that pushed Brent over the edge was rather asinine,
really. “The One That You Love” by Air Supply came on the Yacht Rock
radio station. Brent had wanted “Thank You” by Led Zeppelin as the
song for his first dance as a married couple, but his first wife had thought
otherwise, and she and Air Supply had won out. The song stuck with him
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in all the wrong ways: his marriage was a disaster, lasted for only seven
months and started Brent down a negative spiral of self destruction. It had
taken him many years to recover from that first marriage. Now, the two
fools in the back were belting out the dreaded wedding song at the top of
their lungs, sounding like nails on a chalkboard. Something inside of Brent
snapped—something deep, lurking.
Brent pondered all the negative outcomes that could come of his
actions, but the positive one won out: he was going to save his son’s life,
even if someone had to pay with theirs. He rapidly switched lanes and
peeled off the highway at exit 400 to Barrie to the sound of squealing
brakes. Clayton and Lorraine bounced around in the back of the limo but
kept on singing, nearly oblivious to the rapid movement and deceleration,
such was their stoned, intoxicated state. Brent hit the gas again and started
accelerating through traffic, weaving back and forth.
The first time Clayton noticed something was amiss was when he saw
the theme park, Canada’s Wonderland fly past on the right.
He spoke up over Lorraine as the song faded out, “Hey, we’re heading
north; our hotel is right downtown.”
“I know,” Brent retorted, hands clenching the steering wheel, choking it.
“Well, what the hell is going on? Why are we going this way?”
“Brent, what’s going on?” Lorraine chimed in, the first inkling of fear
coursing through her.
“SHUT THE FUCK UP, BOTH OF YOU!” Brent yelled at the
couple. “We have something to discuss, something we need to work out.”
“You can’t talk to us this way! Slow the hell down, you frigging
maniac!” Clayton yelled back.
“Clayton, our cell phones, they’re in the trunk with our luggage,”
Lorraine blurted out. They continued shouting at their driver unintelligibly
from the back seat.
Brent actually did slow and, leaning forward, felt around under the
driver’s seat. After several tense seconds of weaving around in the busy
traffic, he finally sat upright. He lifted his right hand, displaying the Glock
17 handgun. He always brought it with him to Toronto for his and his
clients’ protection. Until this very day, he had never used it in a threatening
manner; it had only been fired at his local gun club range.
Lorraine gasped at the sight of it and immediately started sobbing.
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“What are you doing?” Clayton begged.
“I said shut up and I mean SHUT UP!” Brent raged. “Now it’s my
turn to run the show, to make the stupid remarks, to be the big shot.”
As he said this, he pushed the door locks and they all clicked shut with a
resounding finality. Clayton grasped at a door handle; it wouldn’t open.
He and Lorraine were effectively captives.
“Don’t say another word and stop with the bawling already. I’ve had
more than my fill of you two!” The tinted glass closed one last time.
Brent switched to channel 38, Ozzy’s Boneyard, and cranked the system
up high to drown out Lorraine’s cries. Fittingly, the song playing was
“Stranglehold” by Ted Nugent.

~~
It was nine days later when Lorraine’s mom, Sylvia, went to visit
her daughter. She wanted to see if Lorraine had recovered from the flu
she had complained about two weekends ago. Sylvia couldn’t remember
having gone such a long stretch without hearing from her. They weren’t
even answering their cell phones. The house was empty: no cats, no signs
of recent occupancy. Alarmed, she contacted Doug, her husband. It was
close to midnight that evening when he finally relented and allowed her
to contact the police.
6 Weeks Later
“The surgery has been a success and, as much as Devin is not entirely
out of the woods, we’re certainly optimistic that he may recover fully. Time
will tell, but this is the best possible outcome at this time.”
This was relayed to Brent and Pam by Dr. Fingland the day after
Devin’s surgery. They clutched each other and cried tears of pure joy, barely
hearing what else the doctor had to say. He will live, he will survive, Brent
repeated this mantra in his head for some time, as if to convince himself
it was true.
Later that evening, they stood by their son’s bedside, Brent’s arm
draped comfortably over Pam’s shoulder. They hadn’t demonstrated a
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closeness like this in years. Pam could sense a dramatic change in Brent:
a change she was enjoying. He had lost weight, toned up and told her
that he had started working out at a local gym. He claimed that he
hadn’t touched an ounce of booze or any other substances in months, and
she believed him. He even seemed to have his carefree, fun demeanour
back. She leaned tighter into her former husband’s side, and they shared
a wonderful moment together. Her recent split from Billy may have been
perfectly timed.
Devin was sound asleep, recovering, scarcely visible with all the tubes
and monitors the boy was hooked up to. Pam reached into her pocket and
pulled out a few wadded tissues. She offered them up to Brent, noticing
the trickle of tears coming from his eyes. He gratefully accepted them
and started to wipe them away. He looked down at her, and beaming a
huge smile, Brent said, “Tears of joy, just tears of joy. I love him so much.”
Sensing their closeness, he continued, “and I love you too.” He pulled her
in closer and she allowed him to.
Finally, she extracted herself from his embrace. She stood in front of
Brent and, looking up at his flushed face, queried, “How’d you manage to
pay for Devin’s entire operation and recovery? $600,000 is a lot of money.
You win a lottery or something?”
His smile receded as he answered, “I cashed in a few favours, nothing
more.”
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Loose Ends
Samantha was dead. She died at the hands of the morphlings: the
very creatures that had used her, impregnated her and forced her to carry
their offspring to full term. The birth of this mutated mix of morphling
and human DNA was what brought about her untimely, tortured demise
as it burst forth from her overstretched womb. A vaginal delivery was
impossible for this creature—too large, too foreign, too hideous to have
ever been expected to be released in a normal manner. No, it shredded
Samantha from being nearly 53 pounds at the time of delivery. Her entire
lower region split open, not unlike a ripe melon falling off a flatbed and
striking pavement at fifty miles per hour. Sam had died almost instantly
but in utter agony.
What the morphlings could n’t comprehend was that Sam (or the
essence of her humanity) lived on in the creature that she, no, they had
produced—lived on to a far greater degree than they could possibly fathom.
The offspring (female, to the delight of the morphlings) could vividly recall
all she had been subjected to at their hands. After decades of subjugation
and countless bouts of rape—incest, really—it was time to make them pay.
Morphlings are an alien life form that arrived on our planet long
ago, carried to our unsuspecting world on solar winds; an ancient spore
that drifted for unfathomable periods of time. They landed on many
planets but usually didn’t flourish. That changed when they entered our
solar system. The Earth was in its infancy, a bi-product of the Big Bang
that created the spark needed to sustain life. It was into these environs
that they entered and took hold. The morphlings had drifted, biding
their time; a collective consciousness just waiting for the right conditions
necessary for growth. And grow they did, much along the same lines as
humans: from single-cell organisms to the upright creatures that they and
we became. Morphlings, however, were far more instinct driven, content to
consume just about anything they could get their hands on, most anything
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smaller than themselves. They were wary of humans and their substantially
superior intellect. The morphlings took to the underground, dwelling in
caves and then in the sewer systems built by man. They had no designs on
dominating this planet, their needs much baser than that.
Today
Kayleigh Williams was super excited to be visiting New York City.
She had never been there before, and she, her mom, Katrina, and her Aunt
Mary were making the weekend trip (four days, in fact; a bus excursion
that her dad could not join them on). Ken Williams had a vital last-minute
work trip come up and could not attend the Big Apple Extravaganza
Weekend he had booked for his family through a local travel agent. To
keep the paid-for ticket from going to waste, Kat had invited her sister,
Mary, to join them, and so, the three ladies were heading off to New York
the next day.
Kay had just turned nine, and this trip was part of her birthday gift.
She had not been on a vacation with both parents since they had come
back from San Andrés Island, Colombia the prior winter. Although she
was sad that her dad could not attend, she really loved her Aunt Mary and
was looking forward to a great time.

~~
Carmen (La Tunda) Dias had returned to Ontario within Kayleigh.
Carmen was a beast, a shape shifting entity whose fables had been passed
down to many generations of Colombians; a supposed myth that was
used to keep children in line and scare all others. The myth was real, and
Carmen was ready to assert herself once more by taking back her life as
an adult. I have been biding my time, slowly building in power within this…
this nasty little human thing. The transference ritual was a near disaster. I
could’ve died! The girl knows on some subconscious level that she is not right,
that I am lurking. I care not! I will soon leave this vessel, and if she should
perish as I do so, it will be a small sacrifice to ensure my existence.
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1979 to Present
Under the ever-watchful eye of the two remaining morphlings,
Samantha’s offspring was raised and nurtured into their version of
adulthood. They wanted her to be able to reproduce, to spawn more as they
continued to inbreed with her. This captured creature bore a remarkable
resemblance to an ordinary human woman, just on a larger scale. She had
grown to 8’ 5” in height and topped the scale at well over 500 pounds.
The body of this entity was full and round and demonstrated the constant
abuse it had received through its many impregnation’s. It was never allowed
to see the light of day, being kept in the bowels of the theatre in which
it was born. Pasty grey, nearly white in skin tone, the creature had long
straggly hair that had never seen the scissors of a hairdresser as it hung
down to her thighs, fanning about her as she languished on the filthy floor.
The only true distinguishing feature that she wasn’t human aside
from her sheer size was an appendage that stuck straight out about eight
inches from one side of her body. It appeared to be a large hand that
hadn’t broken through the skin. If scrutinized closely it had knuckle like
protrusions that stopped at the second digit. When she rolled and stirred
the hand also moved as if under it’s own power, flexing and clenching. It
was much like the third arm that the pure-blooded morphlings sported.
On this hybrid offspring, however, it was more a misshapen lump than
anything usable.
The brood of morphlings that followed the subsequent bouts of
impregnation it was subjected to all boasted various sizes and features,
some looking very human like and others far more like their alien fathers.
The creatures had continued to develop in this way, interbreeding and
producing these strange babies. If one died (which happened often), the
other morphlings consumed the remains in ravenous feeding frenzies. The
burgeoning number of morphlings had increased to seventeen full-grown
creatures of various ages and statures. Keeping them fed and content had
become a full-time job for the eldest of the brood and had caused them to
grow ever bolder in their pursuit of human prey.
The initial offspring that had been born from Samantha had developed
a wary trust of her older abusers. Its progeny, however, knew no other
life, had never been subjected to humans, and therefore began to take
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on all the morphling ways. They learned their language, which would
have sounded like a series of guttural grunts to humans. It was, in fact, a
sophisticated manner of speaking that conveyed much with little needing
to be said. Morphlings also communicated through instinct much like
a colony of ants, able to convey thoughts, emotions and ideas with a
telepathic intensity.
Like all family, the morphlings had names for each other—nothing
that could be understood by human ears. This allowed them to designate
who they were speaking with. The new morphlings were given names
that demonstrated the physical look they developed, referencing a clubbed
foot, an extreme hunchback or the like. The two dominant males of
the tribe—the last of the original morphlings—were named after their
rather immense genitalia (loose human equivalent translations would be
“Phallium” and “Gargantuos”).
Today
Amanda just loved the hustle and bustle of New York City; it was her
kind of town. She barely slept (didn’t need to, really: foraging on male
human souls kept her young and vibrant). Amanda was a succubus and
had lived for many centuries engaging in the carnal art of “suckling” (as
she called it). Her last trip to NYC had been long ago—1990 to be exact—
and she missed the Big Apple. She had left America following a suckling
that had nearly caught up with her. A funeral home in a backwater burgh
named Pine Bluffs had almost been her undoing. She had suckled a wellknown albeit indecent man from the town, and the police scrutiny had
followed her for weeks. She ultimately left the country and kicked around
most of Europe and Asia in the interim. She had changed enough over
the decades that she it felt safe return to North America, and why not
NYC again: a town that had more than its share of men who deserved to
be suckled?
It was with a large smile that she hit the tarmac at La Guardia.
Customs did not even look twice at her latest passport and identification,
such was the perfection of her forged documents identifying a spoiled
little rich girl all the way from Romania (a ruse she had used several times
in her extensive travels). All her belongings had been shipped prior, per
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her arrangements, and were sent to the penthouse suite she was renting at
the Broadway Plaza Hotel. It’ ll be so much fun to visit New York and my
favourite old theatre, the Cathedral! Maybe I’ ll even get to dance a night or
two, thought Amanda in excited anticipation.

~~
Mary and Kat were having a great time. Maybe Ken stuck on the road
with work was the best thing that could have happened on this trip. Kay has
been acting so odd lately, so distant, perhaps this is what we needed: just us gals.
Even as the thought crossed her mind, Kat felt bad. She and her husband
had grown so much closer since the Kayleigh’s disappearance on their last
vacation. She had wandered off and had been missing for hours. It was
the single most frightful event that Kat had endured, and she had vowed
never to allow such a thing to happen again. Upon her return, all manner
of things seemed to fall into place for the Williams’s. The less-than-happy
couple had rededicated themselves to each other and to their daughter.
They had even done away with birth control. If not so much to actively
try to conceive another child, they were both content to let nature take its
course. That very morning, Kat had felt a rapid bout of nausea and could
not help but wonder if she had managed to get pregnant and at forty years
of age.
She, Kay in the middle, and Mary held hands, swinging them back
and forth while walking down West 62nd Street toward Central Park.
This was the third day into the trip, and they finally had an afternoon to
themselves. The trip itinerary had included a three-hour sightseeing bus
tour and several other noted landmarks—Times Square, Radio City Music
Hall, the Statue of Liberty and several museums—all packed into the first
two days. All the meals had also been accounted for until today, Saturday.
This, their final afternoon, was left open, and on such a wonderful sunny
day, they decided to walk and figure out when and where to eat later. Three
independent women enjoying each other’s company. She really is becoming
a woman—early but not surprising, since I was the same, Kat considered.
Just two months ago, Kayleigh’s cycle had begun and had scared
the hell out of the girl. The first flow was heavy, thick and smelled (to
her, anyway) like fish. She had run to her father from the bathroom and
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startled him as he was dozing on the couch one. He sheepishly bolted to
get Kat, knowing that she was far better suited to deal with this kind of
stuff. After it was all discussed and worked through, things had settled.
Maybe that’s why she has become so distant and uncommunicative lately: just
nature at work, Kat reflected. Maybe a few months of adjusting and all will
be well. Kat could not have known just how wrong she was. Within hours,
all would change.

~~
I don’t know why Mommy—wait, Mom… I’m a big girl now—keeps
staring at me, always asking if I’m OK and stuff. Sometimes I just wanna
be left alone, not always bugged. Kay kept on walking and swinging and
pretending that everything was all right, but she had a dreadful headache.
Wouldn’t you know it? Just as I’m trying to have fun, my men’s cycle thing starts
again. Mommy—Mom—says I’ ll have this all my life or at least till I get old
like her. But Mommy has changed, I can smell it! I don’t think she’ ll have her
cycle again. She has changed. She says I have… but no. It’s not me, it’s her.
She is pregnant… I can tell. I don’t think things will ever be the same again.
Kayleigh had all these and many other darker thoughts rambling through
her head as she, her mom and her aunt made their way to the park. Her
sunny disposition completely masked the turmoil she was feeling inside.
Carmen asserted herself within Kayleigh to as great a degree as she had
since travelling back within her. The girl came to an abrupt halt, and both
women lost their grip on her hands. Kayleigh turned and pointed down
the street. That building! Something there… that old theatre. I must see what
it is. I feel like a moth to a flame—must see what it is! There is power there,
something I need! Where are these stupid human women taking me? Carmen
pondered.
“There, Mommy, I want to go down there. It looks like a fun place.”
“Not now, dear. Let’s go to the park first. That’s what you want to do,
isn’t it?” Katrina countered. She reached out, took Kay’s hand and pulled
her forward. Kay did not move, just stared down the street.
“No, not now. That building, Mommy, the theatre with the small sign:
I want to go there,” Kay said stubbornly.
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“We’ll come back if you really think there is something fun to do, but
for now, it’s the park,” Kat said sternly.
Mary just watched this encounter, not saying a word. She had seen this
stubborn streak in her own sister, so she allowed it to play out.
“Mom, no, now! I want to go to the theatre now. There is something
going on there, something I need to be part of,” Kayleigh insisted.
Kat squatted in front of her daughter, took her hands in her own,
looked her in the eye and said, “Look, little miss: you have more than a
few times been very bold and demanding on our trip, and it has to stop.
Your Aunt Mary and I are getting very frustrated with your behaviour.”
She was going to continue, but the steely look in her daughter’s eyes
made her stop. Something moved behind her eyes like dark clouds across
a moonlit sky. The girl had a fierce demeanour, her whole body had gone
rigid. Lyrics from a song Kat loved by Heart flitted through her head: “If
looks could kill, you’d be lying on the floor.” That is how Kat felt from
the stare that Kayleigh was bearing down on her. Kat tried to pull away,
but Kay held her hands in an iron grip, almost to the point of pain. The
hair on the nape of her neck was standing, and she had an overwhelming,
irrational fear grip her. What the hell? she shivered. Is this my daughter?
Mary had no kids of her own, not for a lack of trying, but she could
sense the tension rising. “Hey, gals, how about we forget about the park
and check out the theatre. It may not even be open,” she suggested.
Kat felt as though she and Kay were the only two people on the planet.
Kat tried to wrench her hands from the vice-like grip. Something like
an electric current had passed between her and her daughter; something
wasn’t right. She tried to pull away again, and Kay finally relinquished her
hold. The momentum made Kat fall back on her ass with a resounding
thud. Kay just looked at her with a smirk. Kat hastily stood up and brushed
off her backside.
Suddenly, the atmosphere changed. The electrical charge died down,
and Kayleigh looked up at her mom and aunt with a beaming smile. “What
did we stop for? Let’s go the park! I hear there are ducks to feed and the
flowers are starting to bloom and…”
Kay carried on like this, but Kat barely noticed. She had seen the
stormy look in her daughter’s eyes abate. Kay seemed to be back to normal.
They continued walking to Central Park with Kayleigh’s constant babble
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keeping them company. Kat was still shaken; she had the feeling that she
had missed something important.
Later. I need to rest, need to restore power. There is something in that
theatre that is calling me. I can feel its strength: it beckons me. I will allow
these human cows to have their fun, and I will assert myself when the time
is right. They will know the full power of la Tunda before long and will pay
with their lives. Carmen rode along in Kayleigh to their destination, but
she was far more than just a passenger now.

~~
After decades of abuse, the thing in the basement had learned much
about her wardens. They had a name for her, although it could not be
uttered in any human language. It would loosely translate as “Danngwady”
in English. She called herself Danng for short. She had still never left the
basement or the subterranean cave and sewer systems under the theatre.
Danng had given birth to over one hundred morphlings, many of which
had not survived. Over the past decade, all her offspring had been stillborn,
and Danng was afraid that Phallium and Gargantuos would soon kill her
and feed her to the growing brood, her usefulness having run its course.
Already, a few of the bolder young-lings had tried to nibble at her and
attack her as she slept. Although big and bulky, Danng was surprisingly
quick and extremely strong. She had always been able to fend off any
attacks and had injured more than a few, which inevitably led to their
consumption by the others. The bastardized human-morphling offspring
were a brutal bunch, leaning toward savagery and primal instinct. They
had pasty greyish skin, and not a single one had the same number of
appendages. Multiple arms, legs and even genitalia could be found among
the creatures. Their facial features were also randomly scattered—some
had extra noses, ears and eyes, and one particularly gruesome one had at
least three of each offset around its entire head. Some were as hairy as the
morphlings yet others near hairless. The pale, hairless ones tended to travel
the lower levels of the theatre together, but always under the watchful eye
of their creators, as the elder morphlings knew that being discovered would
only lead to a bad end.
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After many years shackled to the floor, Danng’s morphling parents,
Phallium and Gargantuos, had finally allowed her to be unbound. They
weren’t aware of just how physically strong she had become; she had been
able to hide this from them. Danng had also discovered that she could
project herself onto the other beings around her. She could make her mind
float into those of the others and could see all that they could when she
did. It was a skill that was exhausting and left Danng in a weakened state
for days, so she did it far less as her dangerous siblings grew around her.
She had never tried to do this with Phallium and Gargantuos; to them,
she demonstrated only compliance with no resolve to fight.

~~
Ah, the old theatre: the Cathedral! Many a time have I suckled in and
around this building. So many memories… maybe more to come. Amanda
was slowly walking up to the old structure; it looked abandoned. No, wait!
There was a flyer posted on the front door: a dance recital was taking place
that very evening. Perhaps I’ ll just wander in and see if any management is
here. They won’t remember me, too many years and now I’m raven haired and
petite. The old owners are likely not even around. Maybe there’ ll be some male
cretin who deserves to be suckled. I’m so hungry, need nutrients! Amanda had
climbed the step and was reaching for the entrance door when it swung
open.

~~
Darlene Newsome’s parents had owned the Cathedral Theatre for 44
years and had left it to her after they died in the early 2000s. As the sole
proprietor, she was fully invested in its well being. She loved the old place.
Now, however, she was getting tired—old and tired. At 58, she could pass
for much younger, but that was not how she felt. Darlene was slight of
build, barely weighing 100 pounds. She had the body of a dancer: small,
lean and all sinewy, cord like muscle throughout. The years of dancing and
choreography had caught up with her, as well as arthritic joints, and she felt
that she was just a shell of her former self. Her long, kinked, now mostly
grey hair was always loosely worn in a bun, making her appear taller than
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her 5’ 1” height would suggest. Wispy strands always seemed to escape her
attempts at control, and by most days’ end, she was blowing them out of
her face or pushing them aside. She had a riveting stare of hazel eyes that
commanded attention and a pale complexion. She was beautiful.
Darlene was a fierce businesswoman and knew how to run her theatre.
However, she could never make it to the next level as far as a true run at
success, and so now, after many years of operating, she was ready to let it
go. In fact, she was meeting a real estate advisor the next day to discuss
selling the entire structure. She had plans to take the proceeds along
with her financial nest egg and retire to the Florida Keys, where her one
remaining sibling, her sister Lindsay, lived. It was time; her body and her
mind were telling her so. The daily grind had taken its toll, as she had
run the Cathedral mostly alone. Darlene had several partners in her life,
none of them male, but they could not keep up to her exacting standards
and work ethic. She had heard all the comments (“old spinster,” etc.) and
didn’t care. She loved her independence, but it was time for a change. The
warm climate would do her well. She and her sister had remained as close
as distance would allow. Darlene was looking forward to the two of them
enjoying more time together.
The theatre had always held a keen interest for Darlene, and her
parents had always encouraged her in artistic endeavours. Dancing, acting,
singing, all of it—it was her lifeblood. She had been born and raised around
this artisan lifestyle and fully embraced it. She could never understand how
her sister had fallen into accounting. They were polar opposites in their
chosen professions. The Cathedral, named for its ornate entrance and
grand, high stage from which performances played out, were all she had
known. Every nook and cranny of the place was known to her, yet she still
got spooked every now and then.
She often heard noises, saw spectral shadows and even felt a presence
on more than a few occasions. She embraced all this. Darlene fully believed
that the place was haunted and loved it even more for it. She was not scared
as much as intrigued. The only place she had stopped visiting in her old
theatre was the basement. It often didn’t smell quite right, and her parents
had told her of a time when anguished screams had awoken them one
evening from their quarters.
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The theatre had many dressing rooms, and one of the larger ones had
been converted into a full apartment. That is where Darlene now lived,
just as she, her sister and their parents had. Darlene knew that she would
miss her old home, but of late, even more sinister feelings were growing
there. She had felt icy tendrils seep into her brain and a physical sensation
of something entering her. It would not last for long, but every time it
happened, it got stronger. The last time, she had found herself lying at the
threshold of the entrance, passed out. Startled, she had sat up and blood
had started running from her nose, uncontrollably.
Danng had perfected the ability she thought of as her psychic riding.
She had discovered that, as her physical strength grew, so did her riding
skills. It didn’t exhaust her nearly as much as it had just years before. She
had travelled in the minds of many of her morphling kin, perfecting her
skill, but it had never led to her learning anything new. She had taken the
bold step of riding in a human when she had ventured to the upper floors
one day while Phallium and Gargantuos were hunting. There, she had
discovered a dressing room and a woman, small in stature but of stunning
beauty. She drifted into her mind and embraced her very thoughts. She
was careful not to remain too long so as not to be overwhelming. However,
in doing so, she was able to see and learn much of the outside world, and
she longed to see it for herself—something she planned to do very soon.
Danng was in one of the dressing rooms as her would-be assailants
were searching for her in the basement and subterranean systems below.
She felt safer than she had in years. They didn’t know that she had the
physicality to manoeuvre around as she had. She had been riding in one
of the young morphlings and knew that they were no longer close, so she
pulled back into herself. Danng was going to leave the theatre, venture out
into the sunlight and see the light of day. The essence of humanity in her
was craving contact. Danng yearned for change. At what cost, she did not
know, but she could not go on living as she had for all these decades. She
contemplated her next move, shuffling about the room in her plodding
steps. Is the human race ready to see the likes of me? she wondered.
Danng had an intuitive sense that was keenly developed. She could
sense a change in the air. Someone—something—was about to enter the
theatre. Something else was out on the streets she’d never visited and was
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heading this way. Change was coming and quickly. She didn’t sense fear,
she embraced what was approaching. Danng had lived her entire existence
as a subjugate, and she was ready to escape her confines and see what came
next. Samantha, her mother, would be proud: she carried the woman’s
humanity with her to a far greater degree than even she could fathom.
Danng projected herself into Darlene once more.
Someone is approaching—something more than human—I can feel it.
Must see who or what it is. I will remain in this vessel just a few minutes
longer. There is power here, just outside the front door. An excitement was
building in Danng that she had never experienced before. She could feel
energy coursing through her.

~~
Darlene made her way to the front of the theatre. She was stepping out
for a quick bite to eat before the performers arrived for the dance recital
that evening, maybe the last one she would run. As she reached for the
door, the ornate knob turned, and it was pulled open. The bright, sunny
day revealed a stunning woman—mid-twenties, Darlene surmised. The
lady beamed a mischievous smile at her and, holding out her hand, said,
“I’m Amanda; I’ve been here before.”
Darlene tentatively took her hand and delicately shook it. Somehow,
the woman looked familiar, but she did not know her. A sensation of
warmth—heat, really—enveloped her hand, spread up her arm and into
her chest. Almost simultaneously, the strongest icy sensation she had ever
felt invaded her mind. The amalgamation of heat and cold overwhelmed
her. She lurched forward and dropped to the floor. Amanda leaned in and
caught Darlene before she could fall face first onto the old hardwood.

~~
The morphlings were getting restless: Phallium and Gargantuos and
the entire brood. They could not understand what was taking place around
them, but collectively, they could feel it. Forces were changing in the
theatre—building, growing—elements were converging at an alarming
pace. The air they breathed seemed electrically charged. The morphlings
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were entirely unaware of the power Danng possessed in the lower levels of
the basement, of the succubus who, even now, was approaching the theatre,
or of la Tunda who was only blocks away.
The brood was working its way into a frenzy, turning on each other,
snapping, snarling and biting. When one of their own went down due to
inflicted wounds and was set upon by the others in a flurry of blood, guts
and gore, Phallium and Gargantuos knew something had to be done. They
made their way to the basement with the intent to kill Danng and ration
her remains to the others. They didn’t want to feed on human prey right
now, as they were too unsettled to venture outside. Although they did not
comprehend fear in the way humans do, they were wary: a presence, a
power, was building. They could sense the pressure.
Danng’s death would sever one more link with the human race.
Phallium and Gargantuos could now interbreed with their own offspring,
and Danng was no longer needed. As they slid down the hidden passages,
many they had dug themselves, the cruel intent on their minds intensified.
Danng would be sacrificed in agony to serve the others.
The lower subterranean levels of the basement smelled vile. They
relished it, enjoying the stench of rotting bones and recent kills. The larger
of the two turned the corner into Danng’s burrow and did not see her on
the floor in her usual state of dishevelment. In fact, she was nowhere to
be seen. Danng was gone! After decades of oppression, she had suddenly
disappeared. Phallium threw back his head and let out a guttural scream.
Gargantuos, having entered the cave-like room, felt the anguish and joined
his brother in voicing his anger. The brood joined in, and the collective
noises of the entire clan shook the very foundation of the theatre. The
morphling elders instructed the brood in what to do. The hunt for Danng
was on.

~~
Kat, Kay and Mary were trying their best to enjoy Central Park, but
something had changed with the entire day: the ambience did not seem
quite right. Kat had seen a hot dog cart and suggested a snack. In reality,
she just needed a break from her daughter—a few minutes on her own to
sort out her jumbled thoughts. “Hey, gals, I’m gonna wander over and get
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some dogs. How do you want them dressed?” she said, rising to her feet
from the spread out blanket and sparse snacks they had brought with them.
“I’ll come too, Momm—” Kay began
“No, stay with your aunt, I’m good,” Kat said harshly and started
heading away. “What do you want on your hot dogs?” she asked again as
she stormed off, barely waiting for a reply.
“Mustard, relish and grilled onions for me, if they have them,” Mary
shouted to her sister. Kay did not answer. Kat scurried on, feeling bad
about her haste but unsettled at the same time. Something is wrong with
my child; she is not herself. How do I get through to her? That look in her
eyes… freakin’ scary!

~~
Sustenance… this body needs sustenance… this thing called Kay. I,
Carmen, need nourishment—more than just the simple food these fools
consume. Another body to eat, to devour… must eat… it is all there waiting
for me in that building. I can feel it: the pull, the forces at play beyond human
comprehension, beyond even my own, perhaps. But I will learn, will seek them
out. I will bide my time for now, but we will go back, with or without these
older human cattle!

~~
So strange… I feel so odd. Why was I so mean to Mommy… uh… Mom?
I feel tingly inside, like pins and needles but not in that fun way like when
I cross my legs for too long. I think it’s that time of the month again. Auntie
says it’s when the painters are in, whatever that means. She is so weird… just
fucking weird, I can’t wait to get away from this horrible little creature and
this thing she calls aunt... wait! What is wrong with me, why am I like this?
Kay was losing grip on her faculties. Carmen was gathering strength and
looking to emerge at whatever the cost.
“Aunt Mary, did you know that Mom is pregnant? She has a baby
growing inside her.”
Mary and Kay had been sitting on their picnic blanket awaiting Kat’s
return in silence when Kay blurted this out.
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“Are you serious? Did she tell you this?” Mary responded.
“No, Mommy didn’t tell me, I just know—I can feel it. I’m not sure if
she even knows.” Kayleigh said this as she stared past her aunt’s shoulder,
a faraway look in her eyes. Mary looked at her niece and shivered. There
was movement behind Kayleigh’s eyes, within her eyes. The colours were
changing, their usual blue to darker shades: purples, reds and finally to
slate black. They remained that way for several seconds. Mary was about
to lean in and give her a shake, but she felt an irrational fear. She didn’t
want to touch her own niece. The black gradually faded; the colours started
drifting away.
Kay blinked, shook her head, and her whole body shivered. She looked
at her aunt and resumed speaking, “I’m going to have a baby brother,
someone new to play with. Mommy will be so excited.”
The girl was so confident in this pronouncement that Mary dare
not challenge; she had a feeling her niece was right. She was about to say
something, anything, to diffuse the strangeness when she noticed Kat
heading their way, juggling hot dogs and cans of pop. “I’m gonna head
over and help your mom; she has her hands full,” Mary said as she hopped
up and headed to her sister.
Kayleigh lay down and stared up at the near-cloudless sky, brooding
thoughts flitting through her mind. On the distant horizon, she could see
darker clouds slowly drifting their way. She smiled a crooked smile. Her
eyes again glazed over, colours again changing. She slowly closed them.
Kay and Carmen awaited the return of the sisters.

~~
Darlene opened her eyes to the sight of a beautiful young woman
fanning her with an old theatre program from a prior show as she lay on
the floor. Oh my God, gorgeous! was the first thought that popped into
her mind. A familiar stirring developed in her loins. What the hell? I don’t
even know who this is, and I want to lay my hands all over her! she thought
lasciviously.
“Don’t worry, I get that a lot.” Amanda said.
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What the hell? Is she reading my mind? Darlene thought. “Get what?
What… wh-what the heck are you talking about?” she stuttered as she
reached for the younger woman’s extended hand.
“Oh, nothing. Just that look. I seem to have an effect on most people
I meet,” she cooed at the lady struggling to lift herself off the floor.
Amanda grasped Darlene’s groping hand to pull her into a seated position
then put her other hand on the woman’s opposite elbow and helped her
to her feet. The entire time this contact was taking place sent an electric
charge through Darlene. A current like a live wire sizzled between them.
Amanda’s wide grin lit up the entrance hall of the old theatre; the entire
area physically brightened.
Darlene had never experienced anything like this. She felt the shudder
of an orgasmic rush spread through her. Her cheeks flushed, and she
hitched and mewled out a noise of sheer pleasure. She had spent many
lonely years running her business, but they all dissolved in those few
moments. Darlene felt a contentment like never before. This person in
front of her was here for her. At that precise moment in time, she felt it,
knew it, owned it. “I don’t know what… what to say… Thank you for
coming, for being… here,” she managed to stammer at the oddly familiar
stranger.
“We are not alone, there are others here. One in particular that I must
meet, must get familiar with,” Amanda responded, still holding her greeter
upright.
Darlene, legs still shaky, broke the physical connection with the woman
and looked at the floor; she could not maintain eye contact. “There is no
one else, just us two. We may only be a quarter full tonight with the recital
and the parents, and the few dancers are not coming till later, and there is
time for… for whatever…” she rambled.
“We’re not alone, Darlene. Show me inside; take me to the lower floors,
the basement. There is someone here that I must meet.”
An insane jealousy gripped Darlene. She is not here for me—not for just
me? How can that be? The connection we had just now… I cannot share that!
She looked up at the angelic face Amanda presented, and her fears were
calmed. “My name… I didn’t tell you my name. How did you know?”
she queried.
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“I know much, and I know that we’re not alone. Show me around this
theatre of which you are so proud. We will discover the secrets it holds
together.” With that, the succubus reached out and touched Darlene’s
shoulder. Darlene could feel the warmth enveloping her again, a warm
buzzing sensation emanating from her very core. Her nipples strained
against the fabric she wore, and she could feel the familiar flush overtake
her. She quaked with sexual intensity once more. She turned, and with
Amanda’s hand still on her shoulder, she led her into the theatre. I will do
anything for this woman, Darlene thought.
As they walked away from the foyer, they did not notice that the
entrance door was still partially open.

~~
The looming clouds that had started gathering cut their Central
Park excursion short. The three ladies had wolfed down their meal and
were about to make their way back to the hotel in hopes of beating the
impending storm. However, Kay had finally won out: both Kat and Mary
crumbled under her insistent barrage that they visit the theatre. As they
approached, Kat felt more confident in their choice. This may very well be
a dandy place to visit and get out of the rain, she mused. It was a beautiful
old building, full of character. Elizabethan in architectural design, it
stood out among the homes and other buildings on the street. Taller
than those around it, it seemed to command attention. There were signs
of needed upkeep—some shingles missing on its slate grey roof, a few
windows in minor disrepair—but overall, it stood proud. It had a draw that
she couldn’t figure out, beckoning her to come to it somehow. Kayleigh
literally strained at her handhold in an effort to run to the structure.
“I’m glad we came, this looks quite lovely, and a flyer posted half a
block back said, ‘Dance Recital Tonight at the Cathedral,’” Mary stated.
Even she felt a strange draw to the old dwelling: it wanted them there.
“Yes, I agree,” said Kat, when suddenly, with one strong wrench on
her grip, Kay made her escape. She dashed up the rest of the street and
mounted the tall steps as fast as her long legs could carry her. Kay got to
the top of the ornate entrance landing and, without hesitation, careened
through the partially open door.
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“Hang on! Just you wait, young lady!” Kat yelled at her sternly.
Mary put her arm around Kat and embraced her warmly. “Let her go.
She is still just a kid, what trouble could she possibly get into? We’ll catch
up with her in a moment.”
“You’re right, sis,” Kat responded, but they hastened to get to the
front door. Moments after Kay went in, Kat was already reaching for the
decorative door handle. The door abruptly slammed toward her and closed
with a resounding bang. She barely had time to pull her hand back so as
not to be caught in it. “Kay, this is not funny. Open this right now, Kay,
right freaking now!” she continued as she banged her hands on the door
frame. A sense of dread had enveloped her: her daughter was in trouble; she
could feel it. Kat felt as she had in Colombia, that same helplessness that
had consumed her during the hours her daughter had gone missing. She
knew it was irrational, but she was now sobbing and pleading at the door.
Mary had joined her and tried to turn the knob and trigger the entrance
latch to no avail. They had more than a few pedestrians look at them with
concern or derision, but none stopped to help—they were all scrambling
to get indoors before the storm clouds opened. With the first of a series of
mighty thunder booms, the pregnant clouds finally unleashed their fury.
A near-tropical downpour of rain pelted the area as the sky erupted with
bolts of lightning. The fast-moving storm front caught many unaware, as
there had been no thunderstorms in any of the local forecasts.
Through the entire history of the Earth, morphlings, la Tunda and
succubi had never been present together in the same dwelling. That had
changed.

~~
Danng could feel the draw of other unearthly beings from the front
of the theatre. She had to find them, whatever they may be. It was her
lifeblood, her true chance to escape—she could sense this in every fibre
of her being.
She was still in the dressing room apartment when she heard the
collective howl of the morphlings from the floors below. She could identify
the high-pitched wail as a call to arms. The morphlings had discovered that
she was no longer in her quarters and had been rallied into hunting mode.
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Phallium and Gargantuos screamed out their commands to the brood and
they were whipped into a ravenous frenzy at their urging. Danng dashed
out of the room and made her way to the beacon that called to her. She
was unfamiliar with the upper floors, and the bright lights stung her eyes.
Danng had never been subjected to lighting of any kind before, and her
vision was very slow to adjust. She closed her eyes tightly and moved on
instinct, making her way to the visitors.

~~
Darlene was leading Amanda across the stage in hopes that she would
be able to show her the apartment and see what else might ensue. Amanda
was happy to be led that way, for she too sensed a presence filling the
dwelling. She abruptly stopped, and her grip on Darlene subsided as the
woman kept going. Amanda was torn: she felt another presence behind her,
back from the entrance where she had come. She was indecisive, a feeling
she was completely unfamiliar with. She stood, riveted, near centre stage.
She could feel powerful forces heading her way, one from backstage and
the other from the entrance to the main auditorium. Darlene was all but
forgotten.

~~
Carmen flung open the large auditorium door by ramming Kayleigh’s
body directly into it; she felt no pain. Must meet these omniscient entities
that I sense are here. They can help me emerge from this sickening, virginal
body, I’m sure of it. They have the carnal knowledge I seek… I need! Carmen
thought feverishly. She had fallen through the door as it swung open and
was picking herself up from the carpeted floor. She looked up at the stage
and saw the most beautiful person she had ever gazed upon. She slowly
made her way up the rows past the padded seats, staring intently at the
forms on the stage. She made out at least two more: one clearly human,
diminutive in stature, the other, a giant in comparison, was emerging
from the shadows at the back of the stage. The large one was hideous and
simultaneously lovely. It had an aura—an essence—that Carmen had to
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be near, much like the stunning woman who was standing in the middle
of the stage.

~~
Although the houselights were dim, Danng was still blinded by their
strength. She lurched forward and bowled over Darlene who had been
captivated looking at Amanda. Darlene fell to the floor, the side of her head
bouncing off the stage. She lay there in a daze. Danng kept on shuffling
forward, hands outstretched; she had to get closer to the other stunning
human on stage.

~~
Carmen broke into a run, forcing Kayleigh’s legs to sprint to the front
of the stage. She nearly fell into the orchestra pit, such was her haste to get
there. Stopping abruptly and pinwheeling her arms, she remained upright.
She looked desperately for steps and saw a set to her right. Carmen scurried
to them and mounted the stage.

~~
Amanda had never felt such power around her, a tangible thing that
enveloped her. The beings, other than the lowly human she shared the
stage with, were beyond her comprehension. A fierce joy overcame her;
she was utterly and completely at home. She did the one thing she knew
best other than suckling: she began to dance, a rhythmic, passionate
performance. Her body contorted and writhed onstage. Arms whirling
around her head, her entire body began to spin; she was in her element.
Amanda began to slide out of her clothing, too confining to be kept on.
Though no music filled the hall, it was as though an entire orchestra was
playing—felt versus being heard.

~~
Danng and Carmen stopped their approach and gaped at the show
they were witnessing. Beauty such as this they had never seen. A current
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was building on the stage within the entire 700-seat main auditorium.
Danng’s hair was starting to lift from her head; it splayed out in all
directions. Carmen was also close enough to feel the effect of the force
emanating from Amanda. The body she was in stood rigid, and Kayleigh’s
physical structure began to elongate. Carmen was emerging. Popping
sounds could be made out as her joints and tendons stretched to impossible
lengths.
Pain… so much pain. I’ve never felt this way. Where is my Mommy? Why
can’t she help me? Can anybody help me? Something is inside of me, must get
it out… Am I dying? Kayleigh finally passed out, no longer able to sustain
coherent thought, overcome by pain. Her body remained upright and
began to lift off the floor, levitating inches above the stage. She floated
slowly toward the still dancing Amanda. Danng also began to come
forward, the compulsion to join the dancing woman stronger than ever.
Carmen knew to whom she had to go. The transference ritual was close at
hand; she would soon be free of this shitty little human.

~~
Kat and Mary were pounding on and screaming at the entrance of
the Cathedral. They were drenched from the sudden downpour, and
their efforts bore them no reward: they could not gain access. Kat backed
away and looked up at the structure. An unnatural green phosphorescent
glow was pulsing out of its many windows, growing in intensity. “There!
Mary, help me! I’ll break the window. I have to get in,” Katrina yelled
at her sister, pointing at a spot just to the right of the entrance landing.
Mary nodded her agreement over the din of the storm and cupped her
fingers together. Kat stepped a foot into Mary’s hands and was hoisted
up, just like they’d done when climbing trees as children. She scrambled
for a hold on the concrete windowsill. With her forearm, she was able to
push the windowpane in on its hinge; it was unlocked. “Mary, higher,”
she encouraged her sister. With a grunt and doubling her effort, Mary
managed to push Kat higher. Kat belly crawled over the large sill and had
just enough wiggle room to get through. She pulled herself forward, and
at the tipping point, she fell over and into the theatre. Kat did not get
her arms free to brace herself. Her shoulder struck the floor, and a flash
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of pain went through her. Aw shit! I think I dislocated the son of a bitch!
Pushing through the immense pain, she got to her feet and headed toward
the pulsing light source. She clutched her injured arm to her body and
carried on. I’ ll find my daughter, and if anyone tries to stop me, they’ ll pay!
Kay grimaced as she rushed down the corridor.

~~
The morphlings could sense as much as hear a commotion above,
and Phallium and Gargantuos could feel unease spreading through the
ranks. The younger morphlings were becoming increasingly aware of the
vast powers collecting above. A shared buzz of excitement and fear—yes,
fear—was humming through them. The elders shouted out their orders,
both outwardly and telekinetically. Emboldened, the entire clan made
their way out of the cave systems and began to ascend through the theatre,
making their way to the auditorium.

~~
Amanda continued dancing—a whirling dervish—unhooking
buttons, clasps and the like the entire time. Now entirely naked other
than her stilettos, clothes scattered across the stage, she was spinning like a
top. Pirouetting and bending, her movements were increasing with frenetic
energy. An odd phosphorescent glow was building from within her. Jade
green colours pulsed in rhythm with her twirling cadence. Must dance, it
just feels right! This—here at this very moment of my entire existence—this
is what I am to do. Movement… can… not… stop… I need this… We all
need this!
Danng’s aversion to the brighter lights she had been unaccustomed to
finally abated, and she was able to see without squinting. She stared at the
beauty she saw on stage: a human figure moving in such a way that she
had never seen. She approached with trepidation, slowly shuffling so as
not to make any noise and cause such a wonderful vision to stop. Then it
struck her: she didn’t need to just watch, she could be part of this! Danng
projected herself into the woman and began the ride of her life.
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Amanda could feel the icy tendrils of someone entering her. Her brain
was being attacked by an unknown presence, cold, yet pleasant. She started
to slow down, gradually coming to a standstill, completely bathed in sweat.
Her eyes were riveted on the slight young girl headed her way, a wicked
smile splashed across her face. Behind her, she heard a thumping noise
and turned to see that a figure—huge, human like—had collapsed on
the stage. The lumpish woman-thing in front of her was making mewling
sounds and jolting with mild spasms. Amanda covered her heaving breasts
with one arm, and with the other hand in front of her crotch, she proceeded
to walk over to the figure. She could not remember a time when she had
demonstrated such modesty, certainly not since her childhood when her
strict upbringing would never allow for nudity or sexuality of any kind.
She felt a need to be chaste in the presence of this… person?
That is me… Is that what I look like? I am horrible, disgusting! I am not
fit to be seen by any creature, let alone humans, Danng thought as she stood
over her prone figure. She had been enjoying the delightful rapture of the
person she was riding with. Danng had never seen herself and was startled
by her appearance. Why did she stop? Why did she have to get a closer look? I
cannot believe… Am I human or a monster?
Amanda knelt down; her head was abuzz with the extra activity of
Danng riding in her. She could not comprehend what was taking place but
was enjoying the slippery sensation that enveloped her brain. She knelt over
the massive human form; she had never seen anyone this size. She gently
turned the woman’s body by her shoulder, and the person rolled over. A
smile was pasted across her mouth, although her eyes were tightly closed.
Mumbling noises were still coming from the large form. Amanda leaned
in closer, ignoring the stench. She felt compelled to embrace the woman.
She placed her arms around her and tenderly cradled her head in her hands.
Carmen was watching all of this play out from the front of the stage.
Her time to act was now! She charged at the naked temptress and launched
herself at the two forms on the floor. For being in such a small person,
she managed to put all of her fury behind her assault. She drove her now
balled-up fists into the back of Amanda’s skull, knocking her over the other
behemoth of a woman. Amanda rolled over onto her back, unconscious
from the blow. There was no time to fully prepare the receiving body for
the transference. Carmen could sense an urgency, a need from within
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the very person she was going to enter. Carmen climbed on the prostrate
Amanda and bowed her face to the succubus. Her mouth opened—jaw
unhinged like that of a snake—opening to an impossible degree. She
lowered her mouth over Amanda’s, the opening fully enveloping that of
the other woman. An eerie silence descended over the auditorium. The
pulsing jade colours slowly faded away and then began again, growing in
intensity. The transference ritual had begun.
Darlene looked on, not trusting what she was seeing. Was the small
girl eating the other woman? Her head hurt, and her body felt like it had
been run over. What the hell is that massive thing? What is taking place in
this, my sanctuary? The three bodies were lying together, but the girl was
up to something. Suddenly, Darlene heard a cry from the front of the
auditorium. She turned in that direction and saw a woman running down
an aisle, heading toward the stage. The woman was holding her arm to her
body and grimacing as though in pain.
“Kayleigh, I’m here! It’s your mom! What are you doing?” the woman
screamed at her daughter as she made her way up on the stage.
“Who the hell are you?” Darlene asked of the newcomer. “Wait, stop!
Something isn’t right!” she commanded.
They could both hear a squelching noise coming from the three bodies
in the middle of the stage. Simultaneously, they were also assailed by an
overwhelming reek that suddenly came from backstage. They heard more
sounds: guttural grunts and loud squealing. Darlene and Katrina, now
shoulder to shoulder, as Darlene had managed to stand, looked to the
stage’s side entrances. Creatures—hideous creatures—had come up the
stairs beyond the roped-back burgundy curtains.
The morphling elders were in full view of the women. The largest of
the two was standing in front of a legion of similar beasts. It was huge, well
over seven feet tall, as it lurched forward. The feature that struck the most
fear in Kat was the large, misshapen penis it sported. It nearly dragged on
the floor and was oozing a vile pus that left a trail as it moved. Gargantuos
pointed its three arms in their direction and snarled out commands to the
others. Phallium pointed to the three bodies at centre stage, still writhing
on the floor.
The forms were moving in a rhythmic mass, bacchanalian vibrations
emanating from them. A rapturous intensity beset upon the undulating
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bodies as they merged into a single entity. The three of them began to emit
a long, extended howl of pleasure. It grew in intensity as wave after wave
of delightful sensations passed through them. The entire stage pulsed with
jade, a tangible weight growing around it, and the barometric pressure had
changed within the whole theatre, emanating from this point zero. The
glow was changing colours within the greenish spectrum at a rapid pace.
Near blinding in its intensity. The morphlings and humans present could
only look on in wonderment, most actually shielding their eyes from the
eerie, intense pulsating radiance. A full five minutes passed as the ritual
unfolded in front of all those present until the grinding on the floor in
front of them slowly came to a stop. The brilliant display of colour slowly
diminished. The three bodies in front them just lay there, supine, spent
from what had been exchanged.

~~
Amanda had suckled innumerable times over her centuries-long
existence as a succubus, but nothing could compare to the sexual energy
she was experiencing at that very moment. The small body above her
had attached to her mouth, something she herself did to her many male
victims. Something had passed into her, a life force so strong as to rival
her own. She could even feel the presence of a third force battling within
her for adoration and a communal sense of the rapture being shared. The
combination of forces overwhelmed her, and she succumbed to what was
taking place.

~~
Danng had never experienced pleasure, the feelings of being needed,
wanted, loved. She had always been exploited. This was so immensely
and thoroughly different—so unnatural for her—that all she could do
was bask in the afterglow. Danng was exhausted; riding in another mind
had never led to anything as all-encompassing as this. In all her travels
within Darlene, she had only experienced small pleasures: dancing, sexual
encounters with other female humans, even the joys of human foods. Now,
as she had drawn back into her own body without even realizing it, she
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languished on the floor as she had so many years in the theatre basement,
this time in utter contentment. I could die right now! This could all end and
I would be… happy? Something else had awoken in Danng. She could feel
it stirring within her. Her mother’s presence was stronger than ever. It was
as though her latest ride had dwindled the morphling content within her
own body. It didn’t feel bad, just vastly different. Danng had lost control
of herself; the human DNA had emerged to the forefront of this shared
organic structure. Danng knew that a part of her was still riding in the
wonderful creature she had most recently been in, and a part of her had
also returned to her body. However, Samantha was back, Danng could
sense it.
Sam could vividly recall all that she had been subjected to at the hands
of the morphlings: the very first encounter with them at that very theatre
in 1979 right to this day, the constant beatings and forced pregnancies.
She was back, and she was pissed.

~~
Carmen’s presence in Kayleigh Williams had come to an end. She
had moved on, transferred her very essence into that of the other woman
she was lying with. It was different though. With Kay, the ritual had been
interrupted and its lack of completion had led to her slowly, painfully
biding her time and regaining strength in the vile human. A transference
was usually rapid, leaving the host vessel withered and dead. The girl was
lying there, still breathing, still… alive. Carmen always took over the body
and soul of an entered human completely, but her power was once again
not full and absolute within Amanda; the succubus was just too strong.
Have I made another mistake? Could this be? Am I not to be in control? Yet it
feels right, powerful, strong… what have I—no, we. What have we become?
Carmen had never experienced such confusion.

~~
Phallium and Gargantuos had seen enough. They had no comprehension
of what had taken place, and they didn’t care. All they knew was that the
food supply had come to them. They and the brood were going to feast
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this day. Their inactivity came to an end. They shouted commands at
their young, and they all surged forward. The smaller of the morphlings,
emboldened by their elders’ urgency, began to move across the stage.

~~
Darlene shrieked in fear. Kat swooned but remained upright, pain
coursing through her entire arm. She could see Kay lying on top of the
other two women. The startlingly comely Amanda began to slowly rise.
She was larger in stature somehow. All about her seemed magnified, and
she radiated strength and beauty. Kay toppled off of her like a rag doll,
lifeless. The other person just looked up in avid adoration.
I must get Kay out of here, Kat asserted to herself. She started scrambling
to her daughter just as the first of the morphlings’ younger kin launched
themselves at Danng, Amanda and Kayleigh. The battle had begun.

~~
Mary stood outside the theatre, not sure what else she could do. Her
barrage of screams and pounding on the door changed nothing. The street
was empty, the forceful storm had scattered all residents to their homes and
shelters. Mary had tried to enter the window as her sister had, but without
a boost, she couldn’t make it. She had tried her cell phone numerous times,
intent on calling for assistance, but could not get any reception. Mary had
also tried using Kat’s phone, as she had all of their belongings with her,
again with no luck. Cold, soaked and bedraggled, Mary was deathly afraid
for her sister and niece. She had seen the glowing green colours pulsing
through the windows, ever changing, and she had heard the moans and
other assorted sounds. What the hell is going on in there? There is nothing I
can do! Mary slumped to the landing at the theatre entrance and clutched
her knees to her chest, holding herself in this manner. The theatre’s awning
offered little protection; the rain, was swirling and dancing around the
entire structure. Mary cried tears of futility as she waited for the storm to
subside.

~~
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A morphling landed on Amanda’s leg, a small creature that had no
lower body but massive muscular arms—four of them. It was surprisingly
nimble for such a misshapen thing, and it quickly wrapped around her
leg and bit down hard just above the kneecap. Its deliberately sharpened
teeth sank deep into her. With one quick motion, Amanda reached down
and hauled the entity from her leg. A sizable chunk of her flesh tore away
with it as she held it aloft. The talons of its lower appendages dug into her
upper arm. The morphling continued chewing on its meal and swallowed
it down, even as Amanda flung it across the stage. It smashed into a light
stand and fell to the floor, the light crashing down on top of it. Three of
the four large bulbs shattered, scattering shards of fine glass and filament
across the stage. Two other morphlings were upon it in an instant, tearing
at the near-fatal wound it had sustained. Gargantuos shouted his rage at
the young lings, directing their attention to the women on the stage. They
had never heard such an omnipotent command from their elder, and they
stopped and turned to their leader.
Amanda, seeing all the other bloodthirsty beasts, knew that she
was in a fight for her life. She dropped all semblance of humanity and
transformed into her true identity within seconds. Ugly beyond compare,
long, greasy yellow hair cascading nearly to the floor, the succubus had
arrived. However, it was more than just that, Carmen—la Tunda—was
also fully integrated into the monster that stared at the morphling. The face
staring out of them was pure evil, and a twisted, snarling mouth opened
to reveal row upon row of small serrated teeth, shark-like. A long multiforked tongue licked out at the air, tasting, sensing. The eyes narrowed to
long, irregular slits. This fused creature looked old and weathered but had
a strength beyond compare.
As this was taking place, Kat and Darlene had made their way to
Kayleigh. “I’m Kat and that is my daughter; you have to help me get her
away from this craziness!” Kat insisted.
Darlene, having managed to dispel her dazed demeanour, replied,
“Yes, yes of course! We’ve got to get away from here!” Darlene was shaken
to her very core. To think I was tricked by that… that thing! I wanted it so
desperately… What the fuck is wrong with me?
They reached down, put their arms under Kayleigh’s shoulders and
began to backpedal. The girl’s head lolled about. She was uncommunicative,
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Kat prayed that she was alive. A bolt of pain dropped Kat to her knees;
she had used her injured arm in her haste. “Switch sides… switch,” she
managed to say to Darlene through gritted teeth. Kat was beginning to
stand when suddenly a morphling dropped on her exposed back, digging
its talons into her. Fortunately it only had two arms, unlike many of its
brethren. It was a small, hairless creature, squat and pasty. It was excited at
the prospect of a fresh kill, as evidenced by the ramrod-straight penis that
was nearly a third of its entire body length. The beast rained more blows
down on Kat from its now balled fists in rapid succession. Kat rolled over
in an effort shake it off and to defend herself.
Darlene could see that, with her injured arm, Kat would never be able
to survive the attack. Her dancing instincts took over, and she dashed
back three steps to get a running start at the pair fighting on the floor.
The creature was on top, still gnashing and striking out at the woman.
Although Darlene had done this ballet manoeuvre many times during her
dance career, it was never with the intent to strike. She launched herself
through the air and took on the form needed for a pas de chat. Her bent
knee struck a solid blow to the side of the morphling’s head just as its jaws
were about to snap down on Kat’s uninjured forearm. The leap was timed
perfectly, connecting with a grossly enlarged eye on the beast’s head. The
eye exploded under the severity of the attack, jetting fluids and stringy
material across the floor. The morphling was knocked off of Kat and lay
still on the floor. Darlene managed to land, remaining upright. She turned
back to see the damage she had inflicted. “Not on my fucking watch, you
fucked up thing!” she screamed at its inert form. With disgust, she peeled
away a runnel of a mucous-like substance that had flown across her face
during her attack.
Darlene dashed back to Kat, and they continued to pull Kay away from
the centre of the stage. A barrage of squeals and grunts could be heard
behind them as the fight with Amanda continued.
Amanda stepped forward and, following a piercing cry, lashed out at
the other smaller morphlings that had dashed in front of Phallium and
Gargantuos. She flailed at those closest with her long fingernails and
dug deeply into the bodies of the advancing horde. She did an advanced
arabesque turn and struck with her foot. It drove right through one of
the creature’s chests and held it suspended for a few seconds, dripping
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blackish blood and steaming entrails. The battle was short lived. Their
greater numbers were no match for the entity they were attacking. The
power wielded by the succubus and la Tunda was overwhelming the brood
of morphlings. Their scattered remains fell all along the floor of the stage.
The anguished cries began to dwindle as they all were bleeding out or
incapacitated.
Phallium and Gargantuos felt true fear for the first time in their
existence: they were in a battle that they may not win! They moved forward
amid the carnage and unflinchingly stood their ground. They would fight
on at whatever cost.
Samantha knew how to ride, as she had lurked deep within Danng’s
very soul for years. However, she felt compelled to take her place in this
war with the body she knew best. Sam was not about to miss out on this
final showdown, she slowly stood and moved across the stage.
Phallium grunted at his partner, and the two slowly spread apart.
They stayed out of reach and circled the beast, coordinating their attack
telepathically. Understanding that the thing could not defend its front and
rear at the same time, they slowly converged.

~~
Mary was sick with worry as she tried her best to stay warm on the
steps to the theatre. There was little shelter provided from the gale-force
winds and rain pelting down. Lightning was flashing across the sky with
no time between thunderclaps. The night was lit up with this dazzling
display time and again.
Mary’s mind kept drifting to what may be taking place within the
theatre. That is my sister, my niece in there. The strange colours and sounds—
what the hell is going on? How the hell am I going to help?
As Mary sat there, she noticed a police cruiser crawling slowly up the
street. She jumped and ran out to the sidewalk to flag it down. Maybe I
can get some help after all, she thought to herself as the cop noticed her and
slowly pulled over.

~~
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Danng was still lying at the feet of the succubus and la Tunda hybrid.
She’d long since left her ride in the beast—her waning concentration and
energy wouldn’t allow her to continue—and had watched the bloody
battle as it unfolded. She was still looking on as the other creatures circled,
looking for a chance to strike. It was still an odd sensation for her, though,
as she felt a human presence within her own body, stronger than ever.
Samantha would not allow the body she was in to remain uninvolved.
She had made her way to the centre of the stage. It loomed taller than
even the remaining morphlings. Sam and Danng turned to face Phallium.
Amanda and Carmen drew the attention of Gargantuos. A wicked smile
played across Sam/Danng’s lips: they now had a level playing field. Two
on two, the final conflict began.
The adversaries sized each other up, feinting and pulling back from
each other, neither wanting to give up an advantage. Gargantuos finally
lunged first, bounding at the unknown creature in front of him. He swung
a meaty fist at Amanda that she was able to expertly dodge. As she leaned
back, the morphling stumbled forward, his momentum carrying him past
her. Amanda lashed out with unbridled fury, landing a crushing strike to
the side of the morphling’s head. He fell to his knees, dazed, and Amanda
was upon his massive back without hesitation.
She dug her talon like fingernails deep into the massive throat in front
of her and ripped out full handfuls of hair, flesh, bone and gristle. Gout’s
of blood and various fluids spattered the floor. Gargantuos collapsed under
Amanda’s weight, and the succubus leaned in for the kill. Opening her
mouth to enormous size, she brought it down upon the exposed nape of
his neck. The sickening crunch of bones being ground into paste under
her numerous teeth could be heard throughout the auditorium. This was
not a suckling; Amanda derived no pleasure from this act. It was survival,
and she bit clean through his neck with her many rows of serrated teeth.
Gargantuos flopped on the ground and slowly stopped moving.
As this was taking place, Samantha in her morphling body was also
fighting Phallium. They grappled with each other, neither landing a
telling blow. Danng’s body was not used to any activity of this nature and
ultimately slowed down. Although larger, she did not have the same strong
physique as her combatant. With a thunderous uppercut, Phallium was
able to send her sprawling to the floor. He jumped upon her upper body
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and proceeded to choke her with unrelenting ferocity. Sam was about to
pass out from the beating. Cannot let it end this way! she thought urgently,
Not after all that they have done to us. Must… fight… back! Sam managed
to look down and saw the lumpy, vein-strewn penis of the beast lying
across her neck. In desperation, she managed to snake one hand around the
bulbous head of it, and with a herculean effort, she bit down upon it. She
jerked her head violently up, and a thick chunk of the grotesque member
tore off, stuck between her tightly clenched teeth.
Phallium howled in agony; he’d never felt such a tremendous bolt
of pain. It was all-encompassing as he scrambled to get away from his
adversary. She still had his now bleeding member in her fist, and she
pulled as hard as she could just as he started to slide off of her. The penis
was wrenched in the opposite direction, and the force she bore down with
nearly tore it from his enlarged scrotum. Phallium fell to the stage, and Sam
quickly stood and brought a heavy foot down on his now mewling face. She
showed no mercy as she continued to stomp on his head and neck. His head
finally exploded in a startling display of gore as Sam took one final leap in
the air and came down upon him with both feet. His movements ceased.
The two triumphant entities turned and stared at each other. Victory
was theirs. They shuffled through the body parts scattered across the stage
and came together. They embraced.

~~
Darlene, demonstrating tremendous strength, had hoisted Kayleigh’s
body into her arms, and she and Kat slowly backed away from the stage.
They were four aisles up the auditorium but kept a watchful eye on what
was taking place, ever mindful of the number of creatures they had seen.
They stared on in disbelief, neither woman able to utter a word. Suddenly,
Kayleigh lifted her head and, looking at the woman who was carrying her,
blurted out “You’re not my mommy! Where is my mommy?”
“I’m right here, baby, right here,” Katrina said in delight at seeing her
daughter still alive. She wrapped her undamaged arm around the two of
them and they cried together. “Can you walk, baby? We need to get out
of here, pronto,” she continued to her daughter.
“I think so.”
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Darlene delicately set the girl down, and she stood under her own
power. Then they heard more of the ruckus behind them. Anguished howls
came from the stage. All three looked up to see the near simultaneous
deaths of the morphlings.
Kayleigh, upon seeing all of the carnage, let out a shriek of fear. At this
point, two odd-looking things were huddled together centre stage.
“Mommy, it’s that thing from our vacation! The thing that tried to eat
me!” Kayleigh screamed to her mother.
“Run! Let’s get the hell out of here!” Katrina shouted, and they turned
to flee.

~~
That child… that human pig… still alive. I’ ll see that they never leave
here! ran through the mind of Carmen, la Tunda.
The woman: she carries a boy child within her! I’ ll suckle it this night…
must nourish… Amanda thought.
The succubus amalgam started for the front of the stage.
No, I cannot—will not—allow any more of my kind to die at the hands of
any of these creatures! Samantha, still on the stage, thought desperately. She
was fully aware of what had taken place, of the evil that was at work in her
old theatre. She sprung forward and, reaching for Amanda’s shoulder, spun
the beast. Surprised, they turned to face her. Samantha didn’t allow them
any time to react; she acted on instinct, and adrenaline. She rammed her
open hand in the direction of the beast’s chest. Her blow was so strong, so
anger fuelled, that it burst right through the creature’s pliable rib cage. The
last morphling had had enough. She found the squishy, poisoned heart of
the entity before her and gave it a mighty squeeze with her oversized hand.
The heart exploded in her clenched fist.
The entire stage lit up in an ungodly, intense green glow, harsher,
brighter than any that had been seen that night. The auditorium stage
rumbled under their feet. Powers were released that had withstood
centuries. An implosion took place as Samantha toppled forward, landing
directly on top of the dying beast. The Cathedral shook, and the stage
ripped apart as an earthquake blasted through the structure.

~~
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“Faster! Run faster!” Darlene yelled to the woman and girl. They were
dragging Kayleigh, as her feet could not keep up with the ladies’ longer
strides. They were at the top of the auditorium entrance when they heard
and felt the rumbling all around them. It felt as though the theatre was
crumbling on top of them. They ran down the long hall and made it to the
front door. The shaking continued, increasing in ferocity and magnitude.
Darlene pulled at the front door; it was jammed. They could hear
shouting from the other side: a man and a woman. Aunt Mary! That sounds
like Aunt Mary. “Help us! Get us out!” Kayleigh screamed at the door.
“I’m a cop! Stand back, I will get it to budge,” Constable Smyth yelled
back. The theatre quaked and shook even more intensely. Whatever was
taking place was not letting up.
The officer took a couple steps back and lunged at the door. With a
well-placed shoulder, he rammed it. The frame splintered at the latch, and
the door swung open. He tumbled through, only staying upright as the
women caught him. All four of them dashed out of the theatre, and joining
Mary, they made it to the street.

~~
The form containing the succubus and la Tunda bleated out its final
gasp as the damaged heart stopped completely. Carmen’s final thought
was, Not like this… not at the hands of these… mere humans…
A bolt of lightning rained down from the heavens and struck the
Cathedral. The entire structure was almost instantly engulfed in flame.
The bedraggled survivors backed away to the other side of the street to
escape the searing heat. They could only look on in awe as the theatre
burned brightly, lighting up the night. The rain quickly subsided. The
storm had moved on.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
“Perfect understanding between beings is no guarantee
of happiness. To perfectly understand another’s madness, for
instance, is to be mad oneself.”
-Andre Alexis
Sunday 10:00 a.m.
It took Roger quite some time to read the final two stories. He had
to constantly scrutinize his own handwriting to make sense of it. The
start-stop of the process drew it out. As he finally finished, the ornate
grandfather clock in his den chimed out the hour: ten full resounding
bongs. He had held Terry and Rita in captivity for twenty-four hours.
He looked up at them expectantly, barely registering that his wife was, in
effect, among the captives. “How’s that, fuckers?” Roger said jovially as
he stomped around the room waving his pistol. “‘I don’t finish my stories.’
‘Too many loose ends.’ Well, how’s that for a conclusion? Bet you didn’t
see that coming! Three stories concluded in one epic finale, Mister Hotshot
Editor. While you dead weights were sleeping earlier, I wrote. It may not
stand alone right now and will need a little work, I’m not sure what to call
it just yet so “Loose Ends” may be just the working title but that is how
a writer does it. It fucking flows; it just fucking flows!” Roger carried on
maniacally.
The three of them just looked at Roger in astonishment. Julia finally
initiated a response: “Roger, we’re done here now… right? Done with what
you have subjected Terry and Rita to. Let’s all head upstairs, get Terry some
medical help and see what else we need to do.”
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“OK, Julia, you’re right. I’ve made a complete ass of myself this
weekend,” Roger slowly replied, he slumped into the last open chair in
the office, hung his head and slouched his shoulders. His entire manner
seemed defeated, tired.
“Roger, hand me the gun—you don’t need that anymore,” Julia
commanded her husband as she stood.
“I’m so, so sorry for all of this.” Roger leaned forward in his chair,
hung his head and dangled his hands between his legs. He let go of the
gun, and it dropped to the floor. Julia approached ever so slowly. She put
a hand on her husband’s neck and squatted down beside him, leaning in
close and bowing her head. Their foreheads touched; Roger began to cry.
“It is OK, all will be alright. We can make this right, Roger, just you
and I. And remember: I love you.”
“Yes, dear, you always make things right. You always know just what
to do,” Roger replied.
Following this exchange, Julia reached down between his legs and
lifted the gun. It felt good in her hands; she liked its heft. A wicked grin
crossed her features. Julia stood and directed the gun at Terry and Rita
who had slowly picked themselves off the floor. “Alright, you two: head to
the front of the room and upstairs, I think maybe we are all going to take
a ride,” she said, dripping with menace.
“Are you fucking kidding me? You’re as bat shit crazy as he is!” Terry
stated, looking stunned.
“I’m just cleaning up Roger’s mess is all.” Julia smiled and continued,
“Just putting things right. Go on, get moving.” She waved them on, gun in
hand. They shuffled past her and Roger, Terry barely able to walk with the
cramping he was suffering in his hamstrings. Rita just shambled forward,
no idea what to say.
“Come on, Roger. Up you go too. Let’s bring an end to this nonsense
and get my baby back where he needs to be: behind the desk typing,
writing, doing what you do best. You should leave the hostage shit to me.”
She said all this in a cajoling sing-song voice, and Roger slowly rose to her
commands.
“Yes, dear. You’re right; you’re always right,” Roger replied and fell in
step with Rita and Terry. They all ascended the stairs and headed to the
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kitchen, Julia in the rear, the gun trained on the others. Julia knew what
had to be done—she would protect their interests at all costs!
Rita entered the kitchen first, followed closely by Terry. At the top step,
Terry—still in considerable pain—caught his foot on a riser and toppled
to the ground, clutching at Rita as he fell. His hand raked the back pocket
of her slacks and ripped it open. The nail file that had been hidden inside
fell to the floor. Roger had been so close on his heels that he also tumbled
forward, landing on Terry. Seizing the opportunity, Terry grabbed the file,
reached for Roger and violently tilted the man’s head back by his chin.
Roger could scarcely react, such was the speed Terry had managed. They
lay there on the floor together, and Terry pressed the sharp end tightly to
Roger’s exposed throat, pricking the skin and drawing blood. Julia rushed
up the stairs and pelted past the two men on the floor. She whirled and
directed the gun at Terry’s head.
“Don’t even think about it!” Terry belted at her. “One inch closer and
I’ll drive this right through his fucking neck. Your little baby will never
write again.”
“You wouldn’t dare, you cowardly fuck,” Julia hissed.
“Try me, you crazy bitch! Look what this fucking maniac has done to
me today! I’d like nothing more than to pay him back some!”
Roger just whimpered, clearly in distress.
With all her attention on the men, Julia did not see Rita inching her
way to the island in the middle of the kitchen. Knowing that she was
dealing with not one but two lunatics, Rita’s survival instinct kicked in.
I will not die at the hands of these two. She grasped the first weapon like
utensil she could find: the pizza wheel. She lunged at Julia, the element of
surprise fully on her side. She slashed at Julia’s gun-wielding right hand,
the sharp wheel biting cleanly into her wrist. The gun discharged as it
clattered to the tiled floor. Julia instinctively pulled her damaged arm up,
thus allowing Rita to step in and deliver another blow. The pizza wheel
rose in an arcing trajectory and sliced right through her cheek, opening a
gash that immediately spewed blood. Rita’s follow through splashed the
wall and ceiling with a swath of crimson. Julia crumpled to the floor in
agony. Rita quickly scooped up the gun and directed it at her.
“Don’t fucking move, you psycho bitch!” she commanded with a ferocity
that surprised herself. Rita was stunned by her own animal fury.
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Rita looked to where Terry and Roger were splayed out on the floor.
They weren’t struggling. Terry looked down in disbelief: a bullet hole was
seeping blood on the right side of Roger’s chest. Julia’s errant shot had
caught him in the heart. Roger attempted to speak, gurgled frothy blood
and lay still. Terry kicked himself out from under his former tormentor
and made his way to Rita, holding her as she began to sob. “I did what I
had to do. I had to stop her… and him. I didn’t want to die…” She broke
down in incomprehensible mumbling.
Terry held Rita and consoled her as best he could.
Julia, a bloody mess, dragged herself to Roger’s still form. She lowered
her head to his motionless chest, wailing in pain and loss. “Not my baby,
not my Roger! I can’t do this without you. Your trilogy, your stories, your
work…” she continued like this for some time, her words unintelligibly
slurred due to the flapping shreds of her cheek. She broke down in
wracking, muted sobs then also lay still as her life blood slowly drained
out of her fatal wrist wound.
Terry staggered to the handheld phone he noticed on the counter. He
picked it up and dialed 9-1-1.
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